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PREFA CEo 

A THIRD series of Essays, in great measpre correspond
ing with this, was issued a year and a half since in the 
United States j but a reason then in force deterred me 
from issuing it here. That reason no longer holding, I 
have prepared this volume, differing from its counterpart 
by Bome omissions and Bome additions. One essay' added 
to the American Edition, I exclude because a volume of 
Essays already published here, contains it j and another, on 
If Morals and Moral Sent.iments," which first appeared in 
the Fortnightly Review for April, 1871, I eAblude because 
I have embodied the essential parts of it in certain closing 
chapters of the Principles of Psychology, and I have no 
wish to perpetuate its controversial and personal parts. 

One of the included essays-that entitled "Specialized 
Administration "-though in a moosure controversial, I 
reproduce j because it co;ntains facts and arguments 
which are, I think, of more than ephemeral mterest, and 
because permanence having been' given to the ques
tion it deals with, the reply may fitly have a permanent 
form. Not only do I reciprocate most cordially the utter
ance of kind feeling with which Prof. Huxley prefaces the 
republication of his "Administrative Nihili:sm j II and not 
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ouly do I rejoice that divergence of opinion is not likely to 

weaken a long-established, and highly-valued friendsllip ; 
but I may add the expression of my great regret that I 
should be obJiged still to differ from one whose agreement, 
more than that of any other friend, confirms me in any 
conclusion I have drawn. I fear, however, that, holding 
though we do so 'many beliefs in common, there remains 
respecting this sociological question no altel'J:!.ative but 
amicable opposition. 

On the brief rejoinder to my arguments which Prof. 
Huxley makes in the preface to hia Oritiq11e. and Ad. 
aresses, I may here say a few words. The reaSODS he 
gives for still thinking that the name "Adminil!trative 
Nihilism" fitJy indicates the. system which I have de
!;cribed as "negatively regulative," are, I think, adequately 
met by asking whether If Ethical Nihilism" would fitly 
describe the remnant of the decalogue, were all its positive 
iujunctions on'Aitted. If 'the eight commandments which, 
substantiaIIyor literally, come under the fonn ,.'thou 8~lt 
not," constitute by themselves a set of rules which can 
scarcely be called nihilistic j I do not see how an adminis
trative system limited to the enforcement of such rules can 
be called nihilistic: especially if to the punilillment of 
DJUrder, adultery, stealing, an<l, false-witness, it adds the 
punishment of assault, breach of contract, and all minor 
ag.gressions, down to the annoyance of neighbours by nui
sances. Re!<pecting the second and essential question, 
whether limitation of the internal functions of government 
to those which ara. negatively re~lative, is consistent with 
that theory of the social organism and' its controlling 
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og-encies held by me, I may BOY that the' insufficiency of 
my reply has not, I think, been shown. I was tacitly 
asked how the analogy I have drawn between those 
governmental structures by which the parts of the body 
politio have their actions regulated and those nervous 
structures which regulate the organic actions of the indi. 
vitlualliving body, is to be reconciled with my belief th~t 
social activities will in the main adjust thems~lves. My 
allswer was this. I recognized as essential the positively. 
regulative functions of the State in respect to the 
offonsive and defensive appliances needful for national 
solf-preservation, during the predatory phase of sociAl 
evolution j and I not only admitted the importance of its 
negatively-regulative Junctions in respect to the internal 
social activities, but insisted that these should be carried 
out much more efficiently ~han now. Assuming always, 
however, that the internal social activities continue subject 
to that restraining action of the State Which consists in 
preventing aggressions, direct and indirect, I contended 
that the co-ordination· of these internal social activities is 
effected by other IItructures of a different kind. I 
aimed to show that my two beliefs are not incon. 
sistent, by pointing out that in the individual organism, 
abo, those vital activities which parallel the activities 
constituting national life, are regulated by a sub. 
stantially-independent nervous system. Prof. Huxley 
doos, indeed, remind me that recent researches show 
increasingly the influence of the cerebro-spinal nervous 
system over· the processes of organic life j against 
which. however, has to ·be set the growing evidence of 
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the power e3:ercised by the visceral nervons system over the 
cerebro-spinal. Bat, recognizing the influence he names 
(which, indeed, corresponds to that governmental influence 
I regard as necessary).; I think the consistency or my 
positions is maintainable· so long as it is manifest that 
the viscera, nnder the control of. their QWU ner~ous 
system, can carry on the vital actions when the control of 
the cerebro-spinal system is substantially arrested by 
sleep, or by anmsthetics, or by other causes of insensibility J 
and while it· is shown that a cousiderable degree of co
ordination may exist among the organs of .. creature 
which has no nervous system at all. 

A rew words are needed respecting the additions which 
this volume contains. An illustration which seemed wor~h 
adding, occupies two pages at the close of the article on 
I< Specialized Administration!' To the eS88Y entitled 
I< What is· Electricity?" I have, somewhat rashly perhaps, 
put a postscrip~, carrying further the vibW originally set 
forth: thinking. that in the absence or an established 
theory, an Jiypothesis having some verisimilitude might 
be worth consideration. '1;he addition of chier importance, 
however, is that with which tlie volume closes-I< Replies 
to Criticisms." ThiA, first pnblished in the Fortniflhtl!/ 
llevie1/J8 for last November and Deoomber, with the inten
tion of forthwith including it here, I had originally meant 
to reproduce just as it stood. One of my critics, however, 
a writer in the British. Quarterlu Review, to whom, in the 
closing pages or these II Replies to Criticisms," I had 
given a brief answer, that was mild considering the 
character of ~ attack, has seen tit, iu the last number ot 
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the British Quarterly Review, to reiterate certain asser. 
tions I had not space. to notice. Moved chiefly by the 
fact that he brings against me the authorities of Prof. 
Tait and Sir William Thomson, I have thought well to 
extend the article, that I might meet his injurious mis. 
statements. Those who read these rejoinders, will perhaps 
agree with me .in thinking that it would have been better 
had he let the matter stand as my first reply lcIt 1t. 

LON DUN. }'ebruul']J. J.8a. 
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE SCIENCES. 



PREFACE 
TO THE THIRD EDITION. 

IN the pre race to the second edition, I h!lve de· 
scribed myself as resisting the temptation to amplify, 
which the occasion raised. Reasons have since arisen 
tor yielding to the desire which I then felt to add 
justifications of the scheme set forth. 

The immediate cause for this change of resolve, has 
been the pUblICatIOU ot several objections by Prof. 

Dain in his Logic. Permailently embodied) as these 
objections are, in a work intended for the use of 
students, they demand more attenticn than such as 
have been made in the course of ordinary criticism; 

since, if they remain unanswered, their prejudicial 
effects will be more continuous. 

While to dispose of these I seize the opportunity 

afforded by a break in my ordinary work, I have 
thought it weH at the same time to strengthen my 
own argument, by a re-statement from a changed 

lloint of view. 

Ft:b., 1871. 
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PREFACE 

TO THE SECOND EDITION. 

THE first edition of this Essay is not yet out of 
print. But a proposal to translate it into French 
having been made by Professor RHhore, I have 
decided to prepare a new edition free from the im
perfections which criticism and further thought have 
disclosed, rather than allow these imperfections to be 
reproduced. 

The occasion has almost tempted ·me into some 
amplification. Further arguments against the classi
fication of M. Comte, and further arguments in sup
port of the classification here set forth, have pleaded 
for utterance. But reconsideration has convinced 
me that it is both needless and useless to say more 
-needless because those who are not committed will 
think the case sufficiently strong as it stands, and 
useless because to those who are committed additional 
reasons will seem as inadequate as the original ones. 

This last conclusion is thrust on me by seeing how 
little M. Littre, the leading expositor of M. Comte, 
is influenced by fundamental objections the force of 
which he admits. Mter quoting one of these, he 
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says, with a can dour equally;are and admirable, that 
he has vainly searched M. Comte's works and his 
own mind for an answer. Nevertheless, he adds
"j'ai reussi, je crois, a ecarter l'attaque de M. ner
bert Spencer,. et a tlauver Ie foIid par des sacrifices 
indispensables mais accessoires." The sacrifices are 
these. He abandons M. Comte's division of In
organic Science into Celesti~l Physics and Ter
restrial Physics~a division which, in M. Comte's 
scheme, takes precedence of all the rest; and he 
admits that neither logically nor historically does 
Astronomy come before ~hysics, as M. Comte all~ges. 
After making these sacrifices, which most will think 
too lightly described as "sacrifices indispensablell 
mais accessoires," M. Littre proceeds to rehabilitato 
the Comtean classification in a way which he con
siders satisfactory, but which I do not understand. 
In short, the proof of these incongruities affects his 
faith in the Positivist theory of the sciences, no 
more than the faith of a Christian is affected by 
proof that the Gospels contradict one another. 

Here in England I have seen no attempt to meet 
the criticisms with which M. Littre thus deals. 
There has 'been no reply to the allegation, based on 
examples, tMt; the several sciences do not develop 
in the order /of their decreasing generality; nor to 
the allegation,'.bas'ed on M. Comte's own admissions, 
that within ea~ science the progress is not, as he 
says it is, from \ the general to the special; nor to 

\ 
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the allegation that the seeming historical precedence 
of Astronomy over Physics in M. Comte's pages, is 
based on a verbal ambiguity-a mere sieight of 
words; nor to the allegation, abundantly illustrated, 
that a progression in an order the reverse of that 
asserted by M. Comte may be as well substantiated; 
nor to various minor allegations equally irreconcile
able with his scheme. I have met with nothing 
more than iteration of the statement that the sciences 
do conform, logically and historically, to the order in 
which M. Comte places them; regardless of the as
signed evidence that they do not. 

Under these circumstances it is unnecessary for me 
to Bay more; and I think I am warranted in con
tinuing to hold that the Comtean classification of the 
sciences is demonstrably untenable. 

'Vhile, however, I have not entered further into the 
controversy, as I thought of doing, I have added at 
the close an already-published discussion, no longer 
easily accessible, which indirectly enforces the general 
argument. 

LONDON, 2311D Ann, 1869. 



THB 

CLASSIFICATION OF THE SCIENCES. 

IN an essay on "The Genesis of Science," originally 
published in 1854, I endeavoured to show that the 
Sciences qannot be rationally arranged in serial order. 
Proof was given that neither the succession in which 
the Sciences are placed by M. Comte (to a criticism of 
whose scheme the essay was in part devoted), nor any 
other succession in which the Sciences-can be placed, 
represents either the.ir logical dependence or their his
torical dependence. To the question-How may their 
relations be rightly expressed? I did not then attempt 
any answer. This question I propose now to con
sider. 

A true classification inoludes in each class, those 
objects which have more characteristics in common 
with one another, than any of them have in common 
with any objects excluded from the class. Further, 
the characteristics possessed in common by the colli
gated objects, and not possessed by other objects, are 
more radical than any characteristics possessed in 
common with other objects-involve more numerous 
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dependent characteristics. These are two sides ot the 
same definition. For things possessing the greatest 
number of attributes in common, are things that pos
sess in common thosEi essential attributes on which the 
rest depend; and, conversely, the possession in com
mon of the essential attributes, implies the possession 
in common of the greatest number of attributes. Hence, 
either test may be used as convenience dictates. 

If, then, the Sciences admit or classification at all, it 
must be by grouping together the like and separating 
the unlike, as thus defined. Let us proceed to do this. 

The broadest natural division among the Sciences, 
is the division between those which deal with the ab
stract relations under which phenomena are presented 
to us, and thOLe which deal with the phenomena them
selves. Relations of whatever orders, are nearer akin 
to one another than they are to any objects. Objects 
of whatever orders, are nearer akin to one another 
than they are to any relations. Whether, as some 
hold, Space and Time are forms of Thought; or 
whether, as I hold myself, they are forms of Things, 
that have become forms of Thought through organ
ized and inherited experience of Things; it is equal1y 
true that Space and Time are contrasted absolutely 
with the existences disclosed to us in Space and Time; 
and that the Sciences which deal. exclusively with 
Space and Time, are separated by the profoundest ot 
all distinctions from the Sciences which deal with the 
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existences that Space and Time contain. Space is the 
abstract of all relations of co-existence. Time is the 
abstract of all relations of sequence. And dealing as 
they do entirely with relations of co-existence and 
sequence, in their general or special forms, Logic and 
Mathematics form a class of the Sciences more widely 
unlike the rest, than any of the rest can be from one 
another. 

The Sciences which deal with existences themselves, 
instead of the blank forms in which existences are pre
sented to us, admit of a sub-division less profound ~han 
the di~ision above made, but more profound than any 
of ·the divisions among the Sciences individually con
sidered. They fall into two classes, having quite dif
ferent aspects, aims, and methods. Every phenomenon 
is more or less composite-is a manifestation of force 
under several distinct modes. Hence result two ob
iects of inquiry. We may study the component modes 
of force separately; or we may study them in their 
relations, as co-operative factors in this composite phe
nomenon. On the one hand, neglecting all the inci
dents of particular cases, we may aim to ,educe the 
laws of each mode of force, when it is uninterfered 
with. On the other hand, the incidents of the parti
cular case being given, we may seek to interpret the 
entire phenomenon, as a product of the several forces 
simultaneously in action. The ~uths reached through 
the first kind of inquiry, though concrete inasmuch as 
they have actual existences for their subject-matters, 
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are abstract inasmuch as they refer to the modes o£ 
existence apart from one another; while the truths 
reached by the second kind of inquiry are propcdy 
concrete, inasmuch as they formulate the facts in their: 
combined order, as they occur in Nature. 

The Sciences, then, in their main divisions, stand 
thus:-

SCIENCEia 

which phcnoDieDa IIlI WWD W 111 SIDIICDI J4athema&icl. 

[

that which treat. of th' '01'IIII In} ABlTILler (Logic and ) 

that which tTeat. ofth. 
phenomena themeelvlll 

or 

in their } A lIIITILlafo (M ee~anu., ) , COIlCBllft PhYRC8, 
elemenw ScuurCDI Ckemiatrr,etc. 

in their } COIlCDIII'n (~;.nliology) 
Iotalitiea SelDCDI Psychology, 

8ociology, etc. 

It is needful to define th~ _ words a~atract and con
crete as thus used; since they are sometimes used 
with other meanings. M. Comte divides Science into 

. abstract and concrete; but the divisions which he 
distinguishes by these names are quite unlike those 
above made. Instead of regarding Borne Sciences 
as wholly abstract, and others as wholly concrete, he 
regards each Science as having an abstract part, and 
a concrete part. There is, according to him, an 
abstract mathematics and a concrete mathematics-an 
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abstract biology and concrete biology. He says:
"Il faut. distinguer, par rapport a tous les ordres de 
phenomenes, deux genres de sciences naturelles: les 
unes abstraites, generales, ont pour. objet la decouverte 
des lois qui regissent les diverses classes de pheno
menes, en considerant tous les cas qu'on peut con
cevior; les autres concretes, particulieres, descriptives, 
et qu'on designe quelquefois sous Ie nom de sciences 
naturelles proprement dites, consistent dans l'applica
tion de ces lois a l'histoire effective de differens etres 
existans.'t And to illustrate the distinction, he names 
general physiology as abstract, and zoology and botany 
as concrete. Here it is manifest that the words 
abstract and general are used as synonymous. They 
have, however, different meanings; and confusion 
results from not distinguishing their mea)1ings. Ab
stractness means detachment from the incidents of partie 
cular cases. Generality means manifestation in numerous 
cuses. On the one hand, the essential nature of some 
phenomenon is considered, apart from disguising phe
nomena. On the other hand, the frequency of the 
phenomenon, with or without disguising phenomena, 
is the thing considered. Among the ideal relations of 
numbers the two coincide; but excluding these, an 
abstract truth is not realizable to perception in any 
case of which it is asserted, whereas a general truth is 
realizable to perception in every case of which it is 
asserted. Some illustrations will make the distinction 
clear. Thus it is an abstract truth that the angle contained 
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in a semi-circle is a right angle-abstract in the senso 
that though it doe. not hold in actually.constructed 
semi-circles and angles, which are always inexact, it 
holds in the ideal semi-circles and angles abstracted 
from real ones; but this is not a general truth, either 
in the sense that it 'is commonly manifested in Nature, 
or in the sense that it is a space-relation that compre
hends many minor space-relations: it is a quite 
special space-relation. Again, that the momentum 
of a body causes it to move in a straight line at a 
uniform velocity, is an abstract-concrete truth-a 
truth abstracted from certain experiences of concrete 
phenomena; but it is by no means a general truth: 
so 'little generality bas it, that no one fact in Nature 
displays it. Conversely, surrounding things supply 
us with hoots of general truths that are not in the 
least abstract. It is a general truth that the planets 
go round the Sun from West to East-a truth which 
holds good in something like a hundred cases (includ
ing the cases of the planetoids); but this truth 
is not at all abstract, since it is perfectly realized 
as a concrete fact in every one of these cases. Every 
vertebrate animal whatever, has a double nervoUi 
system; all birds and all mammals are warm
blooded~these are general truths, but they are 
concrete truths: that is to say, every vertebrate 
animal individually presents an entire and unqua1ifi~ 
manifestation of this duality of the nervous system; 
e.very living bird exemplifies absolutely or completely 
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the warm-bloodedness of birds. What we here call, 
and rightly call, a general truth, is simply a pro
position which auma up a number of our actual expe
riences; and not the expression of a truth drawn 
from our actual experiences, but never presented to 
us in any of them. In other words, a general truth 
colligates a number of particular truths; while an 
abstract truth colligates no particular truths, but 
formulates a truth which certain phenomena all in
volve, though it is actually seen in none of them. 

Limiting the words to their proper meanings as 
thus defined, it becomes manifest that the three classes 
of Sciences above separated, are not distinguishable 
at all by differences in their degrees of generality. 
They are all equally general; or rather they are 
all, considered as groups, universal. • Every object 
whatever presents at once the subject-matter for each 
of them. In the smallest particle of substance we 
have simultaneously illustrated the abstract truths 
of relation in Time and Space ; the abstract-concrete 
truths in conformity with which the particle mani
fests its several modes of force; and the concrete 
truths which are the laws of the joint manifestation 
of these modes of force. Thus these three classes of 
Sciences severally formulate different, but co-extensive, 
classes of facts. Within each group there are truths of 
greater and less generality: there are general abstract 
truths, and special abstract truths j general abstract
concrete truths, and special abstract-concrete truths; 
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general eoncrete truths, and tpecial concrete truths. 
But while within each class there are groups and 
sub-groups and 8ulHub-groups which difl'er in their 
degrees of generality, the classes themselves differ 
only in their degrees of abstractness.. 

• Some ~ laid ..",. by )(. I.ittrf., ia .. 1.eeIy-~ ..... _ 
.., .... o-u " III ~ l'wiIr.., .., Itl1 .. 4eaIa ~..... Ia &be 
eudid ad ___ ftPly .. .u. .. ., ICrictIIrw _ &be c.-teo. claMih. 
tioa ia .. TIM Gaeaia fIl sa-." .. ___ .. eIar .. _ ., &be __ 
IIiatmeieI I pointed GIlt; ad 1M .... tU by mwiDr • ~ ~_ 
objectift pMnlity ... Rbjectift pMnlity. B. _yt-M ~i1 m.te ..... 
«dra de P.mlite. r_ objectift " .... Ie u-., raatn IIIbJectift, ahoIni:.e 
"cia. feoprit.- nu. -taee. ia _Iaida )(. I.iurf '-:_.bjectift .-.urr 
-r-r- .-ida ~ W _ .. In& .. ~wcIe tIa.a 1M W ia Yift &be 
__ cliatiaetios _ tIa.a _hida I bft -'-e ap1aiM4 ~- c-ality .... 
abotne_ 0. re-radiar &be ~ JIoonoftr. I ................ &be 
__ I •• prm.- ..... 1M _,.-'" La bioMogie .... deJa ~ 
- orgaae l cen... _ ti-, pl_ ~ tpe .... .rpae.e& "Ja~ 
_ tiaIIII l eelle _ ete.eata __ ;q-. pI. r-enu .. lei.... llail 
eeUe reDenJite croiIaate lilt abjectift _ ebjecti .... ahocraite _ -"t.e.
B_ it .. ..mI ... tIa8I aJ.cnd .... ~ .. wttl • - -Joe- .. 
&II.e ia ftjd dI.ey .. wttl by )(. Co.w; n., • - .... -. ftP"!a 
r-nl pbywioLlgy • aJ.cnd .... IIIOIou ad IIotaay • .-me. .bI i& .. 
fvtIIs ..mtt!lI& that &be ftI1I u.cr.ct, • &II • ...t, ...... wttl ia D proper 
_ For •• -'-e abowa. _ ~ &eta • &II.e fIl Ed in! ItndaN _ 

1M ahatnd &eta; bu _ oaIy" ... or '- c-nI t.da. lior" I ad«-
-- )( I.iure'. poiJI& fIl .... -- .. regwtII .... _ r-nI facta .. 
artomial m.etare. • ~, B-' -ma .... .,.,.11, r-nL TIM 
IItndIIral plw!am - "...... by .., tiMae, ~. _ ----. .. 
- r-nl tIau &be p~ ..... 1eII by.., '" &be -r- whida _ 
_ brue g.q 10 ..... -ply ia tile _ tUa &be p~ ,..u. .. &be 
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&Bae, ia &be _ dad &beJ an &eta _hidI argaaie ...w. ahibia •• prtw 

IIII1IlbI!r fIl --daef .. ~ - r-nI .... &beJ - .. caIIeII __ a, ... paenl aalJ'ia &be _ that &be -pa.. ~ wi&Il 

&Jae~ 
Le& ____ .. de. .. thiI poiJI&=-n- ... )(. I.iurf tnly "1' 

• ~ paenlity tIa.a .. ebjedift. 11 ___ &be ~ ", ~ 
1iGa, _bidI .. daaageI rr- &be Ipl!CialIO the paenI. all cIanageI whida ~ 
aderpB .. rr- the paaI .. &be Il*ial .. cbap iInolTiDg. ~ 
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Pa!;.sing to tbe sub-divisions of tbese classes, we find 
tbat the first class is separable into two parts-thE; 
one containing uniYer!;.al truths, the other non-un i
¥ersal truths. Dealing wbolly with relations apart 
from related things, Abstract Science considers first, 
that '\"hich is common to all relations whatc\"er; and 
second, tbat which is common to each order oC rela
tions. Bcsices tbe indefinite and "ariable cOIlIlex:ons 
which emt among phenomena, as occurring together 
in Space imd Time, we find that there are also definite 
r""' ... ality ill tbe unit«l groupe DC attnoot... ThiJ is the ~ oC th"9L 
The pro,,'re!iI DC tM"9At, is not only ill tbe oame din (rion, but aJ..o ill the oppo
eite din-<-tiO!l. The iIln~t:gatioli oC !'attue <fuel",,,.,. an increa.iDg nllml.cr uf. 
Bp<cialitiea; but it ";multan"" ... ly di.",I""" ""'"' and more tbe g-t'Ueraliriea within 
wbi"b tb_ FpE"Cialitiea fill. T.ke a eaoe. Zoolo;y, .. bile it g<~" on multi,'ly
ing tbe aumber of ita tpo<:i .... and g<>tting • more ""mplde koowloo;e oC _b 
optci .... (dtffeaSing g-t'U.,...jjty); aJ..o g"':.cs on <fu.ronring tbe ""mmon ci=a£1tTS by 
'hi..b "P'~i", are unit«l iIlto larter groupe (in<T(~iDg g<ner:ility). Bvth th_ 
are ... "j....un ~; and ill thiJ taM:. botb ord .... ,,{ tnllt. rea.:boo are .... 
cn1e-fvrmnhte the pb~ .. actually IILU1U<Sl<d.. 

ll. Littn, rK"(oguUiIlg the _ity for ..,me modi£<2ti<>1l of tbe bienrcl.:r 0{ 

the Scidle.s, .. ennnt"i.1Ud by 1I. Cu",1e, ostill ~ it .. mk1.l1ltially true; 
and for provf of ita Yalidity, be appe2li nuinly to the ....... nti.J ro .... titwti", •• of th~ 
Sci..,.... It is unn-.y fur me bere to mt"oE't. ill deuil, the .~ta by 
... bich ~ "'pport4 the propusition, that tbe 158(nti.;d toD-.-tituti"no ,,( the Sci~ 
jW>tiiy t~ ord<r ill ... bicb Y. Comle pl:wee th~m. It 1ril.I 5UJfce to Ide"!" to the 
foreg-oing ~ and 10 the p.,,_ .. bich are to f"l1oY, .. tvnt.:aini.ng the dtf:ni
tWna of th_ ~tal d ... rac1rnrti ....... hieb d,mand tl.e rroupin~ of the 
Sci_ ill the .. ay point«l out. As alre>Jy !LOYD. and .. 1ril.I be .oown still 
more clearly by and bye, the ndi.cal diZtren(..,. "f ... nstiIUUCIIl among the 
&·ien...s, llueosiUlte tl.e ""lliO"uvn ,,( them iIlto the three ct.s.&-.!b."lnId, 
A~ and Coacn-Ie.. Hoy irreroncila11e illI. ClJIIIte". claseiDcati<>Il 
1rith tbtw groDl"'o .. ill be at 0D<"e app",."t "" in..~oa. It.undo t1na :
llathemati.s (inclndinl rati.-.l lI""lw:ric,), ••• _ ••• _ ••• I"lrtly Al.titntt, partly 

A~ 

-'stronomT ••• _ ••• _ ••• _ ••••.•.••• _ •••• _ ....•••...••••••••••••••• C<'!len-Ie.. 
l'by9cs .... __ ••..••.........•...••• _ .. _ •... _._ ••••.•.•••••• _ •.•. .!b.tract-C~ 
C1'mi>try _ •.•..••.•.....••••.•.•.••.•.•••.•....•••..• _._ •••••.. .!botnct-C.mcrt.1e. 
BioI,...,. .••••••••.•.•..••.••••........••• _.. .••... ...•••...•.•••••••... Coo<n.te. 
&.ciu~ ••• _._ •••••••.••••• _ •• _._ •• ___ •••••••••••.• ___ ._ ••• _ C<lIIttdA 
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llnd invariable connexions...:.that between each kind of 
phenomenon and certain other kinds of phenomena, 
there exist uniform relations. This is a universal 
abstract truth-that there is an unchanging order 
among things in Space and Time. We come next 
to the several kinds of unchanging order, which, 
taken together, form the subjects of the second 
division of Abstract Science. Of this second divi
sion, the most general sub-division is that which 
deals with the natures of the connexions in Space 
and Time, irrespective of the terms connected. The 
conditions under which we may predicate a rela
tio!l of coincidence or proximity in Space and 
Time (or of non-coincidence or non-proximity) form 
the subject-matter of Logic. IIere the natures and 
amounts of tlie terms between which the relations arc 
asserted (or denied) are of no moment: the proposi
tions of Logic are independent of any qualitative 
or quantitative specification .of the related things. 
The other sub-division has f~r its subject-matter, the 
relations between terms which are specified quanti
tatively but not qualitatively. The amounts of the 
related terms, irrespective of their natures, are here 
dealt with; and Mathematics is a statement of the 
law~ of quantity considered apart from reality. Quan
tity considered apart from reality, is occupancy of 
Space or Time; and occupancy of Space or Tim"e 
is measured by the number of coexistent or sequent 
posi~ons oCilUpied. That is to say, quantities can be 
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compared and the relations between them established, 
only by some direct or indirect enumeration of their 
component units; and the ultimate units into which 
nIl others are decomposable, are such occupied posi
tions in Space as can, by making impressions on 
consciousness, produce occupied positions in Time. 
Among units that are unspecificd in their natures 
(extensjve, protensive, or intensive), but are ideally 
endowed with existence considered apart from attri
butes, the quantitative relations that arise, are those 
most general relations expressed by numbers. Such 
relations fall into either of two orders, according as 
the units are considered simply as ,capable of filling 
separate places in consciousness, or according as they 
nre considered as filling places that are not only sepa
rate, but equal. In the one case, we 'have that inde
finite calculus by which numbers of abstract existences, 
but not sums of' abstract existence, are predicable. In 
the other case, we have that definite calculus by which 
both numbers of abstract existences and sums of 
abstl'fict existence are predicable. Next comes that 
division of Mathematics which deals with the quanti
tative relations of magnitudes (or aggregates of units) 
considered as coexistent, or as occupying Space-the 
division called Geometry. .And then we arrive at 
relations, the terms of which include both quantities 
of Time and quantities of Space-those in which 
times are estimated by the units of space traversed 
at a uniform 'veiocity, and those in which equal 

c 2 
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units of time being gh"en, the spaces traversed 'With 
uniform or variable velocities are estimated. These 
Abstract Sciences, which are concerned exclusively 
with relations and with the relations of relations, may 
be grouped as shown in Table L 

Passing from the Sciences that treat or tbe ideal or 
unoccupied forms of relations, and turning. to tbe 
Sciences that treat of real relations, or the relations 
among realities, we come first to those Sciences which 
deal with realities, not as they are habitually mani
fested to us, but with realities as manifested in their 
different modes, .when these are artificially st-parated 
from one another. In the same way that the Abstract 
Sciences are ideal, relatively to the Abstract-Concrete 
and Concrete t. Sciences; so the Abstract·Concrete 
Sciences are ideal, relatively to the Concrete Sciences. 
Just as Logic and Mathematics have for their object 
to generalize. the .laws of relation, qualitath"e and 
quantitative, apart from related thinos; so, Mecha
nics, Physics, Chemistry. etc .. , have for their" object 
to generalize the laws or relation which different 
modes of Matter and Motion conform to, when seve
rally disentangled from those actual phenomena in. 
which they are mutually modified. Just as the 
geometrician formulates the propertics of lines and 
surfaces, independently of the irregularities and thick
nesses of lines and surfaces as they really erut; 80 

the physicist and the chemist formulate the mani-
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ANNEXURE 1. 

Cot'Y OF LETTlilK No. 846·M. S., DATED THE 28TH JUN" 1934, FROIl THE SECRII
TABY TO TBlIl GOVEBm(ENT OF MADR.\.S, D:Bvm.oPJniNT DBPABTlIIlINT, 

TO Tlill SECBETAaY, mElUAL COUNCIL Oll' AGRlOULTOlIAL RESEARCH. 

SUllJlilOT.-Sckeme of research on Bana'll(l8. 
I aIll directed to enclose a BOheme af researoh on Ba.nanas proposed by 

the Director of Agriuulture, Madras, for consideration of the CoWlllil. All 
regards the pay of the staJI, though the average of the different scales for the 
non·gazetted stair has been adopted for purposes of the estimates the actual 
pay drawn mill tUne to tUne by the hwum.bents will alone be debited to the 
grant. . 

2. The Provincial Research Conunittee by a !!\!Ijority recommend the 
scheme. 

SCHEME FOR RESEARCH ON THE BANANA. 

I.-bTRODUCTORY. 

Position of the Banana, the p,.oblem And tt. "alae. 
That the banana is one of the oldest. the most popular and the 

most consumed of fruits in Tndia is too well known to need any elaborate 
explanatio~. Besides, it supplies the cheapest and one of the most easily 
digestible form of cllrbo·hyclrate~ available, and in the DlOst agreeable 
form one would wish for, and with the addition of a small quantity of 
milk it would make a complete and balanced food. Moreover, the culti· 
vation of the plant is easy and profitable. A record profit of Rs. 950 
nett per acre was obtained at the Agricultural Research Station, Sarna I· 
kota. In spite of an the good qualit.ies about the banana and in spite of 
the interest evinced hy most p(;ople, it is one of the erops that has not 
rl'<!cived as much attention as it ought to have in the history of Scientific 
Agriculture in India. 
~ The value of the fruit and how far research coulti develop the 

national lU'l)nr[:~. of a' rountry could ea,qily be ,iudged frOID the 0xamlll0 
of J l\IIIaicll, 'fllllugh a rsmalJ island with an area of only 4,2!l7 square 
miles, JltmaiCll lull' become lin impol-tant ~upplier of bananas ill the 
world murkCts. All early Ag 1912, the island exported 2'4 milliona of 
buneh€'!. II,lpoI·tant dil;ea.sc and cyclone resistant varieties have been 
p'volvod, side indmrtrieH as • fig , making for the utIlization of unmarket-

,able produce have been developed, methods of cultiy"tion, l'ipeniug, 
. storage, packing' for export have heen standardized. 

But in India the banana has been long neglected, Though e"ory 
one is aequainted with the erop, no definite and accurate information 
as to the nature and quality of the various so·called loc/ill varieties is 
on reCord. No serious attempts have been made to utilize the fruit 
t~ the fullest extent, either for consumption or for export. There is 
Jio organized internal trade or foreign expOrt. Facilities for ti'anaport 
are lacking. The question of side industries is unt-ouched. The aren 
under banana and the supply of bananail are pu#ty limited to l(lca1 
demand. 
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festations of each mode of force, independently of 
the disturbances in its manifestations which other 
modes of force cause in every actual case. In works 
on Mechanics, the laws of motion are expressed with
out reference to friction and resistance of. the medium. 
Not what motion ever really is, but what it would 
be if retarding forces were absent, is asserted. If any 
retarding force is taken into account, then the effect 
of this retarding force is alone contemplated: neglect
ing the other retarding forres. Consider, again, the 
generalizations of the physicist respecting molecular 
motion. The law that light varies inversely as the 
square of the distance, is absolutely true only 
when the radiation goes on from a point without 
dimensions, which it never does; and it also assumes 
that the rays are perfectly straight, wMch they cannot 
be unless the medium differs from all actual media in 
being perfectly homogeneous. If the disturbing 
effects of changes of media are investigated, the 
formulm expressing the refractions take for granted 
that the new media entered are homogeneous; which 
th<:'y never really are. EYen when a compound 
disturbance is allowed for, as when the refraction 
undergone by light in traversing a medium of in
creasing dertsity, like the atmosphere, is calculated, 
the calculation still supposes conditions that are un
naturally simple-it supposes that the atmosphere 
is not pervaded by heterogeneous currents, which 
it always is. Similarly with the inquiries of the 
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chemist. He does not take his substances as Nature 
supplies them. Defore he proceeds to specify their 
respective properties, he purifies them-separates from 
each all trace of every other. Defore ascertaining the 
specific gravity of a gas, he has to free this gas from 
the vapour of water, usually mixed with it. Defore 
describing the properties of a salt, he guards against 
any error that may arise from the presence of an 
uncombined 'portion of t,he acid or base. And when 
he alleges of any element that it has a certain atomic 
weight, and unites with such and such equivalents 
of other elements, he does not mean that the results 
thus expressed are exactly the results of anyone' 
experiment; but that they are the results which, 
after averaging many trials, he concludes would be 
realized if absolute purity could be obtained, and 
if the experiments could be conducted wi t]JOut 
loss. His problem is to ascertain the laws of 
combination of molecules, not as they are actually 
displayed, but as they would be displayed in the 
absence of those minute interferences which cannot 
be altogether avoided. Thus all these Abstract-Con
crete Sciences have for their object, anal!Jtical inter
pretation. In every case it is the aim to decqmpose 
the phenomenon, and formulate its components apart 
from one another; or some two or three apart from 
the rest. Wherever, throughout these Sciences, syn
thesis is employed, it is for the verification of analysis.· 

• J am indebted 10 Prof. Frankland tor reminding me 01 .. objcdioa &hat NJ be 
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The truths elaborated are severally asserted, not as 
truths exhibited by this or that particular object; but 
as truths universally holding of Matter and Motion in 
their more general or more special forms, considered 
apart from particular objects, and particular places in 
space. 

The sub-divisions of this group of Sciences, may be 
drawn on the same principle as that on which the 
sub-divisions of the precedj.ng group were drawn. 
Phenomena, considered as more or less iuvolved 
manifestations of force, yield on analysis, certain 
laws of manifestation that are universal, and other 
laws of manifestation, which, being dependent on' 
conditions, are not universal. Hence the Abstract
Concrete Sciences are primarily divisible into-the 
laws of force considered apart from its Il.eparate modes, 
and laws of force considered under each of its sepa
rate modes. And this second division of the Abstract-

. Concrete group, is sub-divisible after a manner esse.n
tiaIly analogous. It is needless to occupy space by 

made to this statement. The production of new componnds by synthesis, has of 
late become an important branch of chemistry. According to certain known law8 
of composition, compl,'x subsbnces, which never before existed, are formed, and 
fulli! anticipations both as to their general properties and us to the proportions of 
their constituents-us proved by analysis. Here it mny \!e said with truth, that 
analysis is used to verify syntbesis.· Nevertheless, the exception to the above 
statement is apparent onlv-not reaL In so far DB the production of new com
J!onnds i. carried on merely for the ohtainment of such new compounds, it is not 
:Science hut Art- the apphcat:on of pre-estahlished knowledge to the achievement 
of ends. The proceeding is a part of Sc}cnce, only in so fur us !t ~ a me~ns to 
the hetter interpretation of the order of Nature. And bow does It aid the mte .... 
pretation? It does it only by verifying the pre-established conclusions respecting 
the Inw8 of molecular comhination; or by serving further to explain them. That 
is to S!lY, these syntheses, considered OD tbeir scieDtific side, have simply the pur
pose o(jol'wa,·di,.g 1M al4l,lvo;, of tlle i<lUJoJ of eMmical eombin,.,io ... 
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d~fining these several orders and genera or Sciences. 
Table II. will sufficiently explain their relations. 

We come now to the third great group. We have 
done with the Sciences which are concerned only with 
the blank forms of relations under which Dcing is 
manifested to us. We have left behind the Sciences 
which, dealing with Deing under its universal mode, 
and its several non-univQrsal modes regarded as inde
pendent, treats ~he terms of its relations as simple and 
homogeneous, which they never are in Nature. There 
remain the Sciences which, taking these modes or 

. Being as they are connected with one another, have for 
the terms of their relations, those heterogeneous combi
nations of forces that constitute actual phenomena. 
The 8ubject-Jijlltter of these Concrete-Sciences is the 
real, as contrasted with the wholly or partially ideal. 
It is their aim, not to separate and generalize apart 
the components of all phenomena; but to explain each 
phenomenon as a product of these components. Their 
relations are not" like those of the simplest Abstract
Goncrete Sciences, relations between one antecedent 
and one consequent; nor are they, like ·those or the 
more involved Abstract-~crcte Sciences, relations 
between some few antecedents cut oft' in imagination 
from all others, and some. few consequents similarly 
cut off; but they are relations each of which has for 
its terms a complete plexus of antecedents and a com
plete plexus of conseq'lents. This is manifest in the 
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least involved Concrete Sciences. The astronOUlcr 
seeks to explain the Solar System. lIe does not stop 
short after generalizing the laws of planctary move
mcnt, such as planetary movement would be did only 
a single planet exist; but he solves this abstract-con
crete problcm, as a step towards solvin3 the concrete 
problem of the planetary movemcnts as affecting one 
another. In astronomical language, "the theory of 
the Moon" means an interpretation of the ~Ioon's 

motions, not as determined simply by centripetal and 
centrifugal forces, but as perpetually modificd by 
gravitation towards the Earth's equatorial protuber
ance, towards the Sun, and even towards Venus
forces daily varying in their amounts and combina
tions. Nor does the astronomer leave off when he has 
calculated what will be the position of ! given body 
at a given time, allowing for all perturbing influences; 
but he goes on to consider the effects produced by re
nctions on the pertul"bing masses. And he further 
goes on to consider how these mutual perturbations 
of the planets cause, during a long period, increasing 
devllltions from a mean state; and then hoW compen
sating perturbations cause continuous decrease in the 
deviations. That is, the goal towards which he eY~r 
strives, is a complete explanation of these complex 
planetary motions in their totality. Similarly with 
the geologist. He does not take for his problem only 
those irregularities of the Earth's crust that are 
worked by denudation; or only those which igneous 
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action causes. He does not seek simply to understand 
how sedimentary strata were formed; or how faults 
were produced; or how moraines originated; or how 
the beds of Alpine lakes were scooped out. But taking 
into account all agencies co-operating' in endless and 
ever-varying combinations, he aims to interpret the 
entire structure of the Earth's crust. If he studies 
separately the actions of rain, rivers, glaciers, icebergs, 
tides, waves, volcanoes, earthquakes, etc.; he does so 
that he may be better able to comprehend their joint 
actions as factors in geological phenomena; the object 
of his science being to generalize these phenomena in 
all their involved connections, as parts of one whole . 
.In like manner Biology is the elaboration of a com
plete theory of Life, in each and all of its involved 
manifestatioI!S. If different aspects of its phenomena 
are investigated apart-if one observer busies himself 
in classing organisms, another in dissecting them, 
another in ascertaining their chemical compositions, 
another in studying functions, another in tracing laws 
of modification; they are all, consciously or uncon
sciously, . helping to work out a solution of vital 
phenomena in their entirety, both as displ~yed by 
individual organisms and by organisms at large. 
Thus, in these Concrete Sciences, the object is the 
converse of that which the Abstract-Concrete Sciences 
propose to themselves. In the one case we have 
analytical interpretation; while in the other caSA we 
have syntlletical interpretation. Instead of synthesis 
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being used mcrely to verify analysis; analysis is here 
used only to aid synthesis. Not to formulate the 
factors of phenomena is now the object; but to formu
late the phenomena resulting from these factors, under 
the various conditions which the Universe presents. 

This third class of Sciences, like the other classes, is 
divisible into the universal and the non-universal. As 
there are truths which hold of all phenomena in their 
elcments; so there are truths which hold of all phE'no
mena in their totalities. As force has certain ultimate 
laws common to its separate modes of manifestation, 
so in those combinations of its modes which constitute 
actual phenomena, we find certain ultimate laws that 
are conformed to in every case. These are the laws 
of the re-distribution of force. Since we can become 
conscious of a phenomenon only by st>me change 
wrought in us, every phenomenon necessarily implies 
re-distribution of force-change in the arrangements 
of matter and motion. Alike in molecular movements 
and the movements of masses, one great uniformity 
may be traced. A decreasing quantity of motion, 
sensible or insensible, always has for its concomitant 
an increasing aggregation of matter; and, conversely, 
an increasing quantity of motion, sensible or insensible, 
has for its concomitant a decreasing aggregation of 
matter. Oi ve to the molecules of any mass, more 
of that insensible motion which we call heat, and the 
parts of the mass become somewhat less closely aggre
gat ('d. Add a further quantity of insensible motion, 
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and the mass so far disintegrates as to become liquid. 
Add still more insensible motion, and the mass dis
integrates 80 completely as to become gas; which 
occupies a greater space with every extra quantity 
of insensible motion given to it. On the other hand, 
every loss of insensible motion by a mass, gaseous, 
liquid, or solid, is accompanied by a pro;rcssing 
integration of the mas3. Similarly with sensible 
motions, be the bodies moved large or small .A u;
ment the velocities of the planets, and their orbit5 
will enlarge-the Solar System would occupy a 'Wider 
space. Diminish their velocities, and their orbits will 
lessen-the Solar System will contract, or become 
more integrated. And in like manner we see that 
et'ery sensible motion on the Earth'. surface involt'cs 
a partial dIsintegration of the mot'ing bo.}y from 
the Earth; while the loss of its motion is accom
panied by the body'. re-integr-.1tion with tLe Earth. 
In all phenomena we have either an integration of 
matter and concomitant dissipation of motion; or 
an absorption of motion and coneomitant di.:lint<';ra
tion of matter. And where, as in limg bodies, 
these processes are going on simultaneously, there 
is an integration of matter proportioned to the dis
sipation of motion, and an absorption of motion 
proportioned to the disintegration of matter. Such, 
then, are the universal laws of that re-distribution 
of matter and motion everywhere going on-a re·; 
distnoution which results in Evolution so long a: 
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the aggregation of matter and dispersion of motion 
predominate; but which results in Dissolution where 
there is a predominant aggregation of motion and 
dispersion of matter. lience we have a division 
of Concrete Science which bears towards the other 
Concrete Sciences, a relation like that which Universal 
Law of Relation bears to Mathematics, and like that 
which Universal Mechanics (composition and resolu
tion of forces) bears to Physics. We have a di vision of 
Concrete Science which generalizes those concomitants 
of this re-distribution that hold good among all orders 
of concrete objects-a division which explains why, 
along with a predominating integration of matter and 
dissipation of motion, there goes a change from 
un indefinite, incoherent homogeneity, to a definite, 
coherent heterogeneity; and why a rev~rse re-dis
tribution of matter and motion, is accompanied by 
a reverse structural change. Passing from this uni
versal Concrete Science, to the non-universal Concrete 
Sciences; we find that these are primarily divisible 
'into the science which deals with the re-distributions 
of matter and motion among the masses in space, con
sequent on their mutual actions as wholes; and the 
science which deals with the re-distributions of matter 
and motion consequent on the mutual actions of the 
molecules in each mass. And of these equully general 
Sciences, this last is re-divisible into the Science which 
i8 limited to the concomitants of re-distribution among 
the molecules of each mass when regarded as inde·· 
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pendent, and the Science which takes into. account the 
molecular motion received by radiation from othe>r 
masses. But these sub-divisions, and their sub-sub
divisions, wi!! be best stlen in the annexed Table III. 

That these great groups of Sciences and their re
spective sub-groups, fulfil the definition of a true 
classification givcn at the outset, is, I think, tolerably 
manifest. The subjects of inquiry included in each 
primary division, have essential attributes in common 
with one another, which they have not in common 
with any of the subjects contained in the other pri
mary divisions; and they have, by consequence, a 
greater number of common attributes in which they 
severally agree with the colligated subjects, and dis
agree with the subjects otherwise colIigated. Between 
Sciences which deal with relations apart from realities, 
and Sciences which deal with realities, the distinc
tion is the widest possible; since Being, in some or 
all of its attributtls, is common to all Sciences of the 
second class, and excluded from all Sciences of the first· 
class. The distinction between the empty forms of 
things and the things themselves~ is a distinction 
which cannot be exceeded in degree. And when 
we divide the Sciences which treat of realities, into 
those which deal with their separate components alld 
those which deal with their components as united, 
we make a profounder distinction than can' exist be
tween the Sciences which deal with ono or other order 
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~ I Laws of the redistribu- I 
celestIal bonies in their r~la- { the dynamics of our stellar universe. (Sidereal.Astronomy.) 
another as masses: comprehendmg 

(ASTRONOMY) the dynamics of our solar system. (Planetary .Astronomy.) 

o tions of Matter and Mo- I 
o L tion actually going on ~ { resulting in the formation of compound molecules. (Solar Mineralogy.) r the actions of these mole-

l I 
cules on one another resulting in molecular motions and genesis of radiant forces. * 

• (ASTROGENY) 
among the molecules • L resulting in movements of gases and liquids. (Solar Meteorology. t) 
of any celestial 
mass; as caused by i 

with the actions on them 

TABLE HI. I 
the actions of these mole-J as exhibited in the planets generally. 
cules on one another, joined 

• of forces radiated by the r causing composition and decomposition of inorganic mattere. (MineralogY.) 
L molecules of other masses: I 

(GEOGENY) I causing re-distributions of gases and liquids. (Meteorology.) 

as exhibited 1 causing re-distributions .of solids. (Geology.) 

• This must not be supposed to mean chemically-produced forces. Tbe molecular motion 
here referred to as dissipated in radiations, is the equivalent of that sensible motion lost during 
the integration of the mass of molecules, consequent on their mutual gravitation. 

+ Embracing the interpretation of such phenomena as the solar spots, the facul", and the 
coronal flames. 

~ Want of space prevents anything beyond the briefest indication of these subdivisions. 

L in the Earth 

I I general. r those of structure 

l 1 (Morphology) special. 
causing organic phe-
nomena; which are . . { general. 

(Biology) \ f in their internal relations 
those of (Physiology) special. 

L function 

l in their exter- {general 
nal relations { separate. 
(Psychology) special 

combined. 
(Sociology. t) 
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pendent, and the Science which takes into nccount the 
molecular motion received by radiation from otbC'r 
masses. Dut these sub-dirisions, and their sub-sub
dirisions, will be best seen in the annexed Table IlL 

That these great gronps or Sciences and their re
spectiTe sub-groups, fulfil the definition or a true 
classification giTen at the outset, is, I think, tolcratly 
manifest. The subjects or inquiry included in each 
primary dirision, haTe essential nttributes in common 
with one another, which they hue not in common 
with any or the subjects contained in the other pri
mary divisions; and they haTe, by consequence, a 
greater number of common attributes in which they 
6e,-ernlly agree with the colligated subjects, and dis
agree with (he subjects otherwise colligatcd. Detwccn 
Sciences which deal with relations apart from realities, 
and Sciences which deal with realities, the distinc
tion is the widest possible; since Being, in some or 
all of its attributes, is common ~o all Sciences or the 
second class, and excluded from all Sciences ot the first' 
class. The distinction betwccn the empty torms ot 
things and the things themselTcs, is a distinction 
which cannot be exceeded in degree. And when 
we divide the Sciences which treat or realities, into 
those which deal with their separate components and 
those which deal with their components as united, 
we make a profounder distinction than can· exist be
twccn tho Sciences which deal with one or other ordcr 
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or the components, or than c.'\n exist between the 
Sciences which deal with one or other order of the 
things composed. The three groups of Sciences may 
be briefly defined as-laws of the forms .. laws of 
the factors .. laws of the products. And when thus 
defined, it becomes manifest that the groups are 
so raJically unlike in their natures, that there can 
be no transitions between them; and that any 
Science belonging to one of the groups must be 
quite incongruous with the Sciences belonging to 
t.'ithcr of the other groups, if transferred. IIow 
fundamental are the differences between them, will be 
further seen on considering their functions. The first, 
or abstract group, is instrumental with respect to both 
the others; and the second, or abstract-concrete group, 
is illstrumeiltal with respect to the thiN or concretc 
group. An endea\"our to in\"ert these functions will 
at once show how essential is the difference of 
char:lct~r. The second and third groups supply 
subject-matter to the first, and the third supplies 
sul1jcct-matter to the second; but none of the truths 
which constitute the third group are of any use as 
sol\"cnts of the problems prcscnted by the second 
group; and none of the truths which the secor:d 
group formulates can act as sohents of ~blems 
contained in the first group. Concerning the Sll b
di \"isions of these great groups, little remains to be 
added. That each of the groups, being co-e:densi \"e 
with all phenomena, contains truths that are uni\"crsal 
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and others that are not universal, and that these mllst 
be classed apart, is obvious. And that the BUb

divisions of the non-universal truths, are to be made in 
something like the manner shown in the tables, is 
proved by the fact that when the descriptive words 
are read from the root to the extremity of Ilny branch, 
they form a definition of the Science constituting that 
branch. That the minor divisions might be other
wise arranged, and that better definitions or them 
might be given, is highly probable. They Ilro here 
set down merely for the purpose of show~g how this 
method of classification works out. 

I will only f~rther remark, that the relations of the 
Sciences as thus represented, Ilro still but imperfectly 
represented: their relations cannot be truly shown 
on a plane, "out only in space of three dimensions. 
The three groups cannot rightly be put in linear 
order as they have here been. Since the first stands 
related to the third, not only indirectly through the 
second, but also directly-it is directly instrumental 
with respect to the third, and the third supplies it 
directly with subject-matter. Their relations can 
thus only be truly shown by a divergence from a 
common root on different sidcs, in such a way that 
each stands in juxta-position to the other two. And 
ouly by the like mode of arrangement, can the relations 
amonlJ' the sub-dir.sions of each group be correctly 

I:) • 

represented. 



POSTSCRIPT, 
REPLYING TO CRITICISMS. 

AMONG objections made to any doctrine, those which come 
from avowed supporters of an adverse doctrine must be con
sidered, other things equal, as of less weight than those 
which come from men uncommitted to an adverse doctrine, 
or but partially committed to it. The element of preposses
sion, distinctly present in the one case and in the other case 
mainly or quite absent, is a well-recognized cause of differ
en('e in the values of the judgments: supposing the judg
ments to be otherwise fairly comparable. lI~ce, when it is 
needful to bring the replies within a restricted space, a fit 
course is that of dealing rather with independent criticisms 
than with c!riticisms which are really indirect arguments for 
an opposite view, previously espoused. 

For this reason I propose here to confine myself substanti
ally, though not absolutely, to the demurrers entered against 
the foregoing classification by Prof. Bain, in his recent work 
on Logic. Before dealing with the more important of these, 
let me clear the ground by disposing of the less important. 

Incidentally, while commenting on the view I take re
specting the position of Logic, Prof. Bain points out that 
this, which is the most abstract of the sdences, owes much 
to Psychology, which I place among the Concrete Sciences; 
and he alleges an incongruity between this fact and my 
statement that the Concrete Sciences are not instrumental 

D 
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in disclosing the truths or the Abstract Science&. Subse
quently he re-raises this apparent anl)malywhen _ying-

"Nor it it poesible to justify the placing or P","chology whoUy 
among Concrete Science&. It ia a highly ualftio ecienee, .. llr. 
tlpencer thoroughly boWl." 

For a full reply, given by implication, I muat reter pror. 
Dain to § 56 or TM Principle. 0/ P,yclwlogy, where I 
have contended that "while, under ita objective aspect, 
Psychology is to be classed as one or the Concrete Sciences 
which successively decrease in acope .. they increa.ae in 
speciality; nnder its subjective aspect, P.ychology is a 
totally nnique science, independent o( and antithetically 
opposed to, all otber sciences whatever." A pure idealist 
will not, I suppose. recognue thie distinction; but to every 
one else it must, I .hould think, be obviolll that the acicnce 
of subjective existences is the correlative of all the aciencea 
of objective existencel; and is .. abeolutely marked oll from 
them .. subject is.trom object. Objective Paychology, which 
I class among the Concrete Sciences, is purely synthetic, 10 

long .. it is limited, like the other aciences, to objective 
data; though great aid in the interpretation of theae data 
is derived from the ohse"ed correspondence between the 
phenomena of Objective Paychology .. presented in other 
beings and the phenomena of Subjective Psychology .. pre
sented in one's own conaciollSne&l. Now it is t:iubjective 
Psychology only which is analytic, and which affords aid 
in the development of Logic. This being explained. the 
apparent incongruity disappears. 

A difficulty nieed respecting the manner in which I have 
expressed tbe nature of Mathematics, may Dext be dealt 
with. Prof. Bain writes :-

II In the first place, objectioll may be takeD to hia language, ill 
cfuculllling the extreme Abstract Scieacea, when he apeak. 01 the 
_pt,/araa therem cor.aidered. To call Spaee &Ad Time empty 
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forms, must mean that they can he thought of without any concrete 
embodiment whatsoever; that one can think of Time, as a pure 
ahRtraction, without having in one's mind any concrete Buccession. 
Now, this doctrine is in the last degree questionable." 

I quite agree with Prof Bain that "this doctrine is in 
the last degree questionable j" but I do not admit that this 
doctrine is implied by the definition of Abstract Science 
which I have given. I speak of Space and Time as they 
are dealt with by mathematicians, and as it is alone possible 
for pure Mathematics to deal with them. ,\Vhile Mathe
matics habitually nses in its points, lines, and surfaces, 
certain existences, it habitually deals with these as repre
senting points, lines>, and surfaces that are ideal j and its 
C(}nelU8ions aI'e true only on cOlUliLion that it doe8 this. Points 
having dimensions, lines having breadths, planes having 
thicknesses, are negatived by its definitions. Using, though 
it does, materiul representatives of .extension, linear, super
ficial, or solid, Geometry deliberately ignores their material
ity; and attends only to the truths of relation they present. 
Holding with Prof. Buin, as I do, that our consciousness 
of Space is disclosed by our experiences of Matter-argu
ing, as I have done in TILe Principles of PsyeholoUlI, that it 
is a consolidated aggregate ()f all relations of co-existence 
that have been severally presented by 1\1atter; I never
theless contend that it is possible to dissociate these re
lations from Matter to the extent required for formulating 
them as abstract truths. I contend, too, that this sepal'a
tion is of the kind habitually made in other cases; as, for 
instance, when the general laws of motion are formulated 
(as M. Coriite's system, among others, formulates them) in 
such way as to ignore all properties of the bedies dealt with 
save their powers of takin~ up, and retaining, and giving 
out, quantit.ies of motion; though these powers are incon
ceivable apart from the attribute of extension, which is 
intentionally disregarded.' 
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Taking other of Prof. Bain's objectio~s, not in the order 
in which they stand but in the order in which they may be 
most conveniently dealt with, I quote as follows:-

"The law of the radiation of light (the invena ~q'lare 0' the 
distance) is said by Mr. Spencer to be Abstract-Concrete, while the 
disturbing changE'S in the medium are not to be mention .. d UCl'pt 
in a Concrete Science of Optics. We Deed not remu.rk thilt lucb 
a separate handling is unknown to science." 

It is perfectly true that "such a separate handling is un
known to science." But, unfortunately for the objection, it 
is also perfectly true that no such separate handling is pro
posed by me, or is implied by my classification. How Prof. 
Buin can have so missed the meaning of the word "concrete," 
as I have used it, I do not understand. After pointing out 
that .. no one ever drew the line," between the Abstract
Concrete and the Concrete Sciences, "as I have done it," 
he alleges an anomaly which exists only supposing that 
I have drawn it where it is ordinarily drawn. lie appears 
inadvertently to,have carried with him M. Comte'. concep
tion of Optics as a Concrete Science, and, importing it into 
my classification, debits me with the incongruity. It he 
will re-read the definition of the Abstract-Concrete Sciences, 
or study their sub-divisions as shown in Table II., he will, 
I think, see that the most special laws of the redistribution 
of light, equally with its most general laws, are included. 
And if he will pass to the definition and the tabulation of 
the Concrete Sciences, he will, I think, see no less clearly 
that Optics cannot bo included among them. 

Prof. Bain considers that I am not justified in classing 
Chemistry as an Abstract-Concrete Science, and excluding 
from it all consideration of the crude forms of the various 
substances dealt with; and he enforces his dissent by saying 
th~t chemists habitually describe the ores and impure mix
tures in which the elements, etc., are naturally found. Un
doubtedly chemists do this. But do they therefore intend 
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t·) include an account of the ores of Ii substance, aB a part oj 
the 8ciellce which formulates its molecular constitution and 
the constitutions of all the definite compounds it enters 
into? I shall be Tery much surprised if I find that they 
do. Chemists habitually prefix to their works a division 
treating of Molecular Physics; but they do not therefore 
claim Molecular Physics as Ii part of Chemistry. If they 
similarly prefix to the chemistry of each substance an out
line of its mineralogy, I do not think they therefore mean to 
assert that the last belongs to the first. Chemistry proper, 
embraces nothing beyond an account of the constitutions 
and modes of action and combining proportions of substances 
that are taken as absolutely pure; and its truths no more 
recognize impure substances than the truths of Geometry 
recognize crooked lines. 

Immediately after, in criticizing the fundamental dis
tinct.ion I have made between Chemistry and lliology, as 
Ablltract-Concrete and Concrete respectively, Prof. llain 
says:-

"nut the .ohjects of Chemistry ond the objects of Biology are 
equuUy concrete, so far 8S they go j the simpl., bOtlil's of chemistry, 
on'\ their sonofal compounds, 8re viewed by the Chemist 8S conc~le 
wholes, and are descflbeJ by him, not with reference to one factor, 
but to all their factors." 

Issue is here raised in a form convenient for elucidation 
of the general question. It is true that, for purpo.~C8 of 
idt'llf{ficli/ion, a chemist gives an account of all the sensible 
characters of a substance. lIe scts down its crystalline 
form, its specifio gravity, its power or refracting light, its 
behaviour as magnetic or diamagnetic. llut does he there
by includo these phenomena as part of the Science of 
Chemistry? It seems to me that the relation between the 
weight of any portion of matter and its bulk, which is 
ascertained on measuring its specific gravity, is a physical 
a.nd not a chemical fact. I thinl., too, that the physicist 
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will claim, 88 part or his acienee, all investigation. touching 
the retraction or light: be the aubatance producing this 
refraction what it may. And the circumstance that the 
chemist may test the magnetio or diamagnetio property 
ot a body, as a mean. or ascertaining what it is, or .. a 
mean. or helping other chemista to determine whether they 
have got before them the Bamo body, will neither be held 
by tho chemist, nor allowed by the pbysicist. to imply a 
transfer or magnetio phenomena from the domain or tho 
one to that or the otber. In brief, though the chemist. in 
his account or an element or a compound, may reter to 
certain physical traita associated with ita molecular consti. 
tution and affinities, he does not by 10 doing change these 
into chemical traits. Whatever chemists may put into 
their books., Chemistry, considered .. a acience, includes 
only the phenomena or molecular structures and changee
of compositions and decompositions.- I contend, then, 
that Chemistry does noe give an account or anything 
as a concrete wIlole, in the Bame way that Diology gives 
an account of an organism as a concrete whole. This 
will become even more manitt!8t on observing tle character 
or the biological accounL .All the attributes ot an organism 
are comprehended, rrom the most general to the most special 
-from ita conspicuous structural traita to its bidden and taint 
ones; rrom ita outer actions that tbrust themselves on tbe 
attention, to the minutest sub-divisions ot ita multitudinous 

• Perhap' lOme wt1l _y that such incidental phenomflla .. thOl8 of the hent 
and ligh& eToh-ed during cbemical ehan~ are to be iDeluded among cbrmieal 
pbeDomeDL I think, boweTer, the phyoicia& will bold that aU pheDomena 01 
re-distributcld mol~ular motion, uo matter how ariaiDr. come withiD tbe range 
or Pbysics. But wbaleTer ditlirulty there may be in drawiug the liDe btosWt'flI 

rbT!lics and Chemistry (aDd, .. 1 baYe iDeidentally poiDtcld oat in TIw Priwipl<_ 
of hye~" t 6So the two .... cl_Iy linked bl the pb __ or allotropy 
aDd isomerism), appliea equallv to the Com_ claaQ.6caciOll, 01' to any ~th~r. 
And I mar further point out ,\., no obetaele henee ..- 10 tb. claaQllcaboa I 
am defending. Pby&i('8 and Chemistry heinl!: both ~ped by _ .. AlIotndo 
Conerete &i~n-. no diffirultr in satisfactorily dil'.ding th~. ia the ~ alftrll 
tbe salisfat'loriD_ 01 tb. din.<ion of the grea& group to wlW:Ja iheJ boUa ~ 
from the "th. two grea& grouP' 
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internal functions; from it. character &II a g'('nn, through the 
many changes of size, form, organization, and habit, it goes 
through until death; from the physical charactera of it as 
a whole, to the physical characters of its microscopic cells, 
and vessels, and fibres; from the chemical characters of 
its substance in g'('neral t.o the chemical charact<>rs of each 
tissue and each secretion_ll these, with many others. 
And not ouly 80, but there is oomprehended as the ideal 
goal of the science, the con",('tlSU8 of all these phenomena 
in their cG-existl'nces and sucoossions, as c.onstituting a 
coherent individualized group definitdy combined in space 
and in time. It is this reoognition of jlUiiridulllif.1I in its 
lubjl'Ct-matter, that gil'os its ooncreteness to Diology-. as 
to every other C.oncrete Science. As Astronomy deals 
with bodies that have their several proper namt'8, or (as 
lI'ith the smaller stars) are rt'gistercd by their positions, 
and oonsiders each of them as a distinct indi\'idual-as 
Geology, while dimly peroei\;ng in the Moon and nearest 
planets other groups of goologic.al phenomen, (which it would 
deal with as indl'pendent wholes, did not distance forbid), 
oc.cupiea i~lf with that indiridualized group presented by 
the Earth; 80 lliology treats either of an individual dis
tinguished from all others, or of parts or products belonging 
to such an indi\;dual, or of structural or functional traits 
oommon t.o many such individuals that have been observed. 
and supposed to be oommon to others that are like them 
in most or all of their attribut('S. E-n·ry biological truth 
connotes a spt'Cifically indiridualized Objl'Ct, or a number 
of specifically indiridualized objects of the same kind, or 
numbers of different kinds that are severally specific. See, 
then, the contrast. The truths of the Abstract-,Concrt'te 
Sciences do not imply specific individuality. Neither Mob 
Ph "sics, nor Molecular Physics, nor Chemistry, oonoerns it
self with this. The lan of motion are expressed without 
any reference whatever to the aLzea or shapca of the moviDg 
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masses; which may be taken indi1ferently to be lunl or 
atoma. The relations between contraction and the eacape 
of molecular motion, and between expansion and the ab
sorption of molecular motion, are expressed in their general 
forms without reference to the kind of matter; and, if 
the degree of either that occurs in a particular kind ot 
matter is formulated, no note is taken ot the quantity ot 
that matter, much less of its individuality. Similarly with 
Chemistry. When it inquires into the atomio weight, the 
molecular Btructure, the atomicity, the combining propor
tiona, etc., of a Bubstance, it is indift'erent whether a grain 
or a ton be thought of-the conception of amount is abso
lutely irrelevant. And 80 with more special attributea. 
Sulphur, considered chemically, is not sulphur under its 
crystalline form, or under ita allotropio viscid Corm, or B8 

a liquid, or as a gas; but it is Bulphur considered apart 
from those attributeB of quantity, and Bhape, and atate, that 
give individuality. 

Prof. Hain objJ!cts to the division I have drawn between the 
Concrete Science of Astronomy and that Abstract-Concrete 
Science which deals with the mutually-modified motions ot 
hypothetical masses in Bpace, a.s .. not a little arbitrary." 
He 88YS:-

U We can suppose a RCience to coniine itself lolelV to tbe • racton,' 
or the separated elements, ond never, on any occasion, to combine two 
into a compOAite third. 'l'hia positiolOiI intelligible, and possibly 
d(·fensible. For example, in Astrouomy, the Law of Persistence of 
Motion in a straight line might be d.iscuued in pure ideal separation; 
and so, the Law of Gravity might be discnased in equally pure sepa
ration-both under the Abstract-Concrete department of lie chaniCa. 
It might then be n>served to a _,e, department to unite these in 
the explanation of a projectile or of a planet. Such, however, i. 
not Mr. Spencer'a boundary line. He allowe TheoreticallIechanice 
to make this particular combination, and to arrive at the Law. of 
planetary movement, in tM Cal, of tI 'ingu plarul. What he doea 
not allow is, to proceed to the case of two planets, mutually di .. 
turbing one another, or a planet and a IIIltdlite, commonly c:alled 
the • proulem of the Three Hudicl.' .. 
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If I held what Prof. Bain supposes me to hold, my position 
would be an absurd one; but he misapprehends me. The 
misapprehension results in part from his having here, as 
before, used the word" concrete" with the Comtean mean
ing, as though it were my meaning; and in part from the 
inadequacy of my explanation. I did not in the least mean 
to imply that the Abstract-Concrete Science of ~Iechanics, 
when dealing with the motions of bodies in space, is limited 
to the interpretation of planetary movement such as it would 
be did only a single planet exist. It never occurred to me 
that my words (see p. 19) might be so construed. Abstract
Concrete problems admit, in fact, of being complicated in
definitely, without going in the least beyond the definition. 
I do not draw the line, as Prof. Buin alleges, between the 
combination of two factors and the combination of three, or 
between the combination of any number and any greater 
number. I draw the line between the science which deals 
with the theory of the factors, taken singly and in combina
tions of two, three, four, or more, and th~ science which, 
gidng to tllese factors tlle mlues derit'ed from observatioTl8 oj 
actual objects, uses tile fMory to e:rp!ai/J actual phenomella. 

It is true that, in these departments of science, no radical 
distinction is consistently recognized between theory and the 
applications of theory. As Prof. Buin says:~ 

.. Newton, in the First :Book of the Principia, took np the 
problem of the Three :Bodies, as applied to the Moon, and worked 
it to exhaustion. So writers on Theoretical llechanic8 continue to 
iucluue the Three :Bodies, Precession, and the Tiues." 

But, supreme though the authority of Newton may be as a 
mathematician and 3stronomer, and weighty as are the names 
of Laplace and IIersco.el, who in their works have similarly 
mingled theorems and the explanations yielded by them, it 
does not seem to me that these facts go for much; unless it 
can be shown that these writers intended thus to enunciate 
the views at which they had arrived respecting the classifi-
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'cation of the sciences. Such a union as that presented in 
their works, adopted merely for the sake of convenience, ii, 
in fact, the indication of incomplete development; and hue 
~een paralleled in simpler sciences which have afterwarde 
outgrown it. Two conclusive illustrations are at hand. The 
name Geometry, utterly inapplicable by its meaning to the 
science as it now exists, was applicable in that fint stage 
when its few truths were taught in preparation for land
measuring and the setting-out of buildinge; but, at a com
paratively early date, these comparatively simple truths 
became separated from their applications, and were embodied 
by the Greek geometen into systems of theory.- A like puri
fication is now taking place in another division of the science. 
In .the Geomefrie De8criptive of Monge, theorems were mixed 
with their applications to projection and plan-drawing. But, 
since his time, th.e science and the art have been segregating; 
and Dt:scriptive Geometry, or, as it may be better termed, 
the Geometry of Position, is now recognized by mathemati
cians as a far-reaching system of truths, parts of which are 
already embodi~d in books that make no reference to derived 
methods available by the architect or the engineer. To meet 
a counter-illustration that will be cited, I may remark that 
though, in. works on Algebra intended for beginners, the 
theories of qlIantit.ative relations, as treated algebraically • 

. are accompanied by groups of problems to be 801ved. the 
subject-matters of these problema are not thereby made 
parts of the Science of Algebra. To say that they are, is 
to say that Algebra includes the conceptions of distances 
and relative speeds and times, or of weights and bulks 
and specific gravities, or of areas ploughed and days and 
wages; since these, and endless others,. may be the terms of 

• It may be said that the mingling of Jm.>blem. and thoorem. in Euclid ie not 
quite consistent with this Ratement; and l' ie true that we haTe, in thi. mingling. 
a trace of the earlier fonn of the science. But it ie to be remarked that tb_ 
prohlems are all purely abetr~ and, further, that each 01 &hem admill of being 
expressed as a theorem. 
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its equations. And just in the same way that these concrete 
problems, solved by its aid, cannot by any possibility be 
incorporated with the Abstract Science of Algebra; so I 
contend that the concrete problems of Astronomy, cannot by 
any possibility be incorporated with that division of Abstract
Concrete Science which develops the thflory of the inter
aptions of free bodies that attract one another. 

On this point I find myself at issue, not only with Prof. 
Eain, but also with Mr. Mill, who contends that :-

.. There ;8 an abstract science of astronomy, namely, the theory 
of gravitation, which would equally agree with and explain the 
facts of a totally differf'nt solar Hystem from the one of which our 
earth forms a part. The actu.ll facts of our own system, the di
mensions, distances, velocities, temperatures, physical congtitution, 
etc., of the sun, earth, and planets, are IJrOperly the subject of a 
concrete science, similar to nutural history; but the concrete is 
more inseparably united to the abstract science than in any other 
cuso, siuce the few celestial facts really accessible to us oro nearly 
all required for discovering and proving the law of gravitation as 
on universal property of bodies, and have therefore an indi.pensable 
place in the abstract science as its fundamental data."-.du9ustll 
Cumts and Positi'vism, p. 43. • 

In this explanation, Mr. Mill recognizes the fundamental 
distinction between the Concrete Science of Astronomy, 
dealing with the bodies actually distributed in space, and 
a science dealing with hypothetical bodies hypothet,ically 
distributed in space. Nevertheless, he regards these sciences 
as not separable; because the second derives from the first 
the data whence the law of inter-action is derived. But 
the truth of this premiss, and the legitimacy of this infer
ence, may alike be questioned. The discovery of the law of 
inter-action was not due primarily, but only secondarily, to 
observation of the heavenly bodies. The conception of an 
inter-acting force that varies inversely as the square of the 
distance, is an d priori conception rationally deducible from 
mechnnical and geometrical considerations. The.ugh unlike 
in derivation to the many empirical hypotheses of Keplel' 
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respecting planetary orbits and plantltary motions, yet it waa 
like the successful among these in its relation to aatronomical 
phenomena: it waa one of many possible hypothescs, which 
admitted of having their consequences worked out and 
tested; and one which, on having its implications compared 
with the results of observation, was found to explain them. 
In short, the theory of gravitation grew out of experiencci 
of terrestrial phenomena; but the verification of it Will 

reached through experiences of celestial phenomena. PIl88-
ing now from premiss to inference, I do not lee that, even 
were the alleged parentage substantiated, it would necessitate 
the supposed inseparability; any more than the desccnt of 
Geometry from land-measuring necessitates a persistent union 
of the two. In the c~e of Algebra, aa above indicated, 
the disclosed laws of quantitative relatione hold through
out multitudinous orders of phenomena that are extrcmely 
heterogeneous; and this makes conspicuous the distinction 
between, the theory and its applications. nere the laws of 
quantitative rftlations among masses, distances, velocities, and 
momcnta, being applied mainly (though not exclusively) to 
the concrete cases presented by Astronomy, the distinction 
between the thcory and its applications is lesa conspicuous. 
But, intrinsically, it is aa great in the one case as in the 
other. 

How great it is, we shall see on taking an analogy. This 
is a living man, of whom we may know little more than that 
he is a visible, tangible person i or ot whom we may knoW' 
enough to form a voluminous biography. Again, this book 
tells of a fictitious hero, who, like the heroes ot old romance, 
may be an impersonated virtue or vice, or, like a modem 
hero, one of mixed nature, whose various motives and con
sequent actions 'are elaborated into a semblance ot reality. 
But no accuracy and completenesa ot the picture makes this 
fictitious personage an actual personage, or brings him any 
nearer to one. Nor does any meagrcnees in our knowledCte 
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of a real man reduce him any nearer to the imaginary being 
of a novel. To the last, the division between fiction and 
biography remains an impassable gulf. So, too, remains the 
division between the Science dealing with the inter-actions 
of hypothetical bodies in space, and the Science dealing 
with the inter-actions of existing bodies in space. We may 
elaborate the first to any degree whatever by the intro
duction of three, four, or any greater number of factors under 
any number of assumed conditions, until we symbolize a 
solar system j but to the last an account of our symbolic 
solar system is as for from an account of the actual solar 
system as fiction is from biography. 

Even more obvious, if it be possible, does the radical cha
ractcr of this distinction become, on. observing that from the 
simplest proposition of General Mechanics we may pass to 
the most complex proposition of Celestial Mechanics, with
out a break. We take a body moving at u uniform velocity, 
and commence with the proposition that it will continue so 
to move for ever. Next, we state the law of "j.ts accelerated 
motion in the same line, when subject to a uniform force. 
We further complicate the proposition by supposing the 
force to increase in consequence of approach towards an 
attracting body j and we may formulate a series of laws of 
acceleration, resulting from so many assumed laws of in
creasing attraction (of which the law of gravitation is one). 
Another fuctor may now be added by supposing the body to 
have motion in a direction other than that of the attracting 
body j and we may determine, according to the ratios of the 
supposed forces, whether its course will be hyperbolic, para
bolic, elliptical, or circular-we may begin with this hypo
thetical additional force as infinitesimal. and formulate the 
varying results as it is little by little increased. The problem 
is complicated a degree more by taking into account the 
efi'ects of a third force. acting in some other direction j and 
beginning with an infinitesimal amount of this force we may 
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reach any amount. Similarly, bl introducing {,ctor ail.cr 
factor, each at first insensible in proportion to the rest, we 
arrive, through an infinity ot gradations, at a combination 
ot any complexity. 

Thus, then, the Science which deals with the inter-action 
ot hypothetical bodies in space, is ab,olutely continuou, with 
General Mechanics. We have already Been that it is ab-
80lutely discontinu0U8 with that account of the heavenly 
bodies which has been called Astronomy mm the beginning. 
'Vhen thel!8 facts are recognized, it seems to me that there 
cannot remain a doubt respecting ita true place in a claasi
fication of the Sciences. 

Passing over minor criticisms, eitber .. met by implication 
or as demanding space that cannot be here afforded, let me 
say something by way of enforcing the general argumcnt. 
I will re-state the case in two ways: the first of them 
adapted only to thol!8 who accept the general doctrine ot 
Evolution. r 

We set out with concentrating nebulons matter. Trao
ing the re-distributions ot thi8 as the rotating contracting 
spheroid leave8 behind succeasive annuli, and as theee sever
ally breaking up eventually form secondary rotating spberoids, 
we come at length to planets in their early .tagee. Thu 
far we consider the pbenomena dealt with purely astro
nomical; and so long as our Earth, regarded a8 one of 
these spheroids, was made up ot gaseou and molten 
matters only, it presented DO definite data for any more 
complex Concrete Science. In the lapse ot cosrnical time 
a solid film torms, whicb, in the COUr1!8 or million. or yean, 
thickens, and, in tbe courl!8 ot Curther million. or yean, 
becomes cool enough to permit the precipitation, first 01 
various other gaseoU8 compounds, and finally or water. 
Presently, the varying exposure ot different parts of tbe 
spheroid to the Sun', rays, begins to produce appreciable 
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effects; until at length there have arisen meteorological 
nctions, and consequent geological actions, such as those we 
now know: determined partly by the Sun's heat, partly by 
the still-retained internal heat of the Earth, and partly by 
the action of the Moon on the ocean? How have we 
reached these geological phenomena? When did the astro
nomical changes end and the geological begin? It needs 
but to ask this question to see that there is no real division 
between the two. Putting pre-conceptions aside, we find 
nothing more than a group of phenomena continually com
plicating under the influence of the same original factors i 
and we see that our conventional division is defensible only 
on grounds of convenience. Let us advance a stage. As 
the Earth's surface continues to cool, passing through all 
degrees of temperature by infinitesimal gradations, the for
mation of more and more complex inorganic compounds 
becomes possible i later its surface sinks to that heat at 
which the less complex compounds of the kinds called 
organic can exist i and finally the formati~ of the more 
complex organic compounds becomes possible. Chemists 
now show us that these compounds may be built up synthe
tically in the laboratory-each stage in ascending complexity 
mnking possible the next higher st.age. Hence it is inferable 
that, in the myriads of laboratories, endlessly diversified in 
their materials and conditions, which the Earth~s surface 
furnished during the myriads of years occupied in passing 
through these stages of temperature, such successive syn
theses were effected i and that the highly complex unstable 
substance out .of which all organisms are composed, was 
eventually formed in microscopic portions: from wh~ch, by 
continuous integrations and differentiations, the evolution 
of all organisms has proceeded. Where then shall we draw 

. the line between Geology and Biology P The synthesis of 
'this most complex compound, is but a continuation of tha 
syntheses by which all simpler compounds were formed. 
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The same primary factors have been co-operating with 
those secondary factors, meteorologio and geologic. pre
viously derived from them. Nowhere do we find a break 
in the ever-complicating series; for there is a manifest 
connexion between those movements which various complex 
compounds undergo during their isomerio transformations, 
and those changes of form undergone by the protoplll8m 
which we distinguish as living. Strongly contrasted as they 
eventually become, biological phenomen, are at their root 
inseparable from geological phenomena-inseparable from 
the aggregate of transformations continually wrought in tne 
matters forming the Earth's surface by the physical forces 
to which they are exposed. Further stages I need not par
ticularize. The gradual development out of the biological 
group of phenomena, of the more specialized group we 
class as psychological. needs no illustration. And when we 
come to the highest psychological phenomena, it is clear 
that since aggregations of human beings may be traced 
upwards from single wandering families.to tribes and nations 
of all sizes and complexities, we pass insensibly from the 
phenomena of individual human action to those of corporate 
human action. To resume, then, is it not manifest that in 
the group of sciences-Astronomy, Geology, Biology, Psy
chology, Sociology, we have a natural group that admits 
neither of disruption nor change of order P Here there is 
both a genetic dependence, and a dependence of interpre
tations. The phenomena have arisen in this lUCCe88ion in 
cosmical time; and complete scientific interpretation of each 
group depends on scientific interpretation of the preceding 
groups" No other science can be thrust in anywhere with
out destroying the continuity. To insert Physics between 
Astronomy and Geology, would be to make • break in the 
history of • continuous series of changes; and. like break 
would be produced by inserting Chemistry between Geology 
oud Biology. It is true that Physics and Chemistry are 
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nE'cdt'ul as interpretel'll of these successive assemblages of 
fllcts; but it does not therefore follow that they are them
selves to be placed among these assemblages. 

Concrete Science, made up of these five concrete sub. 
sciences, being thus coherent within itself, and separated 
from all other science, there comes the question-Is all other 
science similarly coherent within itself P or is it traversed by 
BOme second division that is equally decided P It is thus 
traversed. A statical or dynamical theorem, however simple, 
has always for its subject-matter something that is conceived 
as extended, and as displaying force or forces-as being a 
seat of resistance, or of tension, or of both, and as capable 
of possessing more or less of via flit'a. If we examine the 
simplest proposition of Statics, we see that the conception of 
Force must be joined with the conception of Space, before 
the proposition can be framed in thought; and if we simi
larly examine the simplest proposition in Dynamics, we see 
that Force, Space, and Time, are its essential elements. The 
amounts of the terms are indifferent; and, by, reduction at' 
its terms beyond the limits of perception, they are applied to 
molecules: Molar Mechanics and Molecular Mechanics are 
continuous. From questions concerning the relative motions 
of two or more molecules, Molecular Mechanics passes to 
changes of aggregation among many molecules, to changes 
in the amounts and kinds of the motions possessed by them 
as members of an aggregate, and to changes of the motions 
transferred through aggregates of them (as those constituting 
light), Daily extending its range of interpretations, it is 
coming to deal even with the components of each compound 
molecule on the same principles. And the unions and dis
unions of suol:. more or less compound molecules, which 
constitute the phenomena of Chemistry, are also being con
ceived as resultant phenomena of essentially kindred naturae 
-the affinities of molecules for one another, and their re
actions in relation to light. heat. and other modes of force, 

. & 
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being regarded as consequent on the combinations of the 
various mechanically-determined motions of their various 
components. Without at all out-runping, however', this pro
gress in the mechanical interpretation of molecular phe
nomena, it suffices to point out that the indispensable 
elements in any chemical conception are units occupying 
places in space, and exerting forcel on one another. This, 
then, is the common character of all these sciences which 
we at present group under the names of Mechanics, 
Physics, Chemistry. Leaving undiacuseed the question 
whether it is possible to conceive of force apart from ex
tended somethings exerting it, 'We may assert, as beyond 
disp)J.te, that if the conception of force be expelled, no 
science of Mechanics, Physics, or Chemistry remains. Made 
coherent, as these sciences are, by this bond of union, it i. 
impossible to thrust among them any other science without 
breaking their continuity. We c~nnot place Logie between 
Molar llechanics and Molecular Mechanics. We cannot place 
Mathematics ,between the group of propositions concerning 
the behaviour of homogeneous molecules to one another, and 
the group of propositions concerning the behaviour of hetero
geneous molecules to one another (which we call Chemistry). 
Clearly these two sciences lie outside the coherent whole we 
have contemplated: separated from it in some radical way. 

By what are they radically separatedP .By the absence ot 
the conception of force. However true it may be that 80 

long as Logic and Mathematics have any term. at all, these 
must be capable of affecting. conacioUSDeu, and, by impli
cation, of exerting force; yet it is the distinctive trait of 
these sciences that not only do their propositions make no 
reference to such force, but, ria far as possible, they delibe
rately ignore it. Instead of being, 81 in all the other 
sciences, an element that is not only recognized but vital; in 
:Mathematics and Logic, force is an element that is not only 
not vital, but is studiously Dot recognized. The tenu.i in 
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which Logic expresses its propositions, are symbols that do 
not profess to represent things, properties,' or powers, of one 
kind more th .. m another; and may equally well stand for the 
attributes belonging to members of some connected series of 
ideal curves which have never been drawn, as for so many 
real objects. And the theorems of Geometry, so far from 
contemplating perceptible lines and surfaces as elements in 
the truths enunciated, consider these truths as bccoming 
absolute only when such lines and surfaces become ideal
only when the conception of something exercising force is 
extruded. 

Let me now make a second re-statement, not implying 
acceptance of the doctrine of Evolution, but exhibiting with 
a clearness almost if not quite as great, these fundamental 
distinctions. 

The concrete sciences, taken together or separately, con
template as their subject-matters, aggreyafes-either the entire 
aggregate of sensible existences, or some secohdary aggre-

. gate separable from this entire aggregate, or some tertiary 
aggregate separable from this, and so on. Sidereal Astro
nomy occupies itself with the totality of visible masses dis
trjbuted through space; which it deals with as made up of . 
identifiable individuals occupying specified places, and seve
rally standing towards one another, towards sub-groups, and 
towards the entire group, in defined ways. Planetary Astro
nomy, cutting out of this all-including aggregate that 
relatively minute part constituting the Solar System, deals 
,,:ith this as a whole--observes, mflasures, and calculates the 
sizes, shapes, distances, motions, of itt! primary; secondary, 
and tertiary members; and, .taking for its larger inquiries 
the mutual actions of all these members as parts of a co
ordinated assemblage, tukes for its smaller inquiries the 
actions of each member considered as an individual, having 
a set of intrinsic activities that are modifilld by a set of 

E 2 
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extrinsic activities. Restricting itself to one ot thcSft aggre
gates, which admita ot close examination, Geology (using 
this word in its comprehensive meaning) gives an account of 
terrestrial actions and terreatrialatructures. post and prescnt; 
and, taking for ita narrower problema locul formations and 
the agencies to which they are due, takes for it. larger 
problems the serial transformations undergone by the entire 
Earth. The geologist being occupied with thil cosmically 
small, but otherwise vast, aggregate, the biologist occupies 
himself with small aggregates formed out of parts of the 
Earth's superficial substance, and treats each of these as a 
coordinated whole in ita structures and functionl; or, when 
he treata of any particular organ, considers this as a whole 
made up of parte held in a sub-coordination that refers to 
the coordination of the entire organism. To the psycholo
gist he leaves those specialized aggregates ot Cunctions which 
·adjust the actions of 'organisml to the complex activities 
aurrounding them: doing this, not aimply because they are a 
stage higher-in speciality, but because they are the counter
parts ot those aggregated atates of consciousness dealt with 
by the science ot Subjectivo Psychology, which ltands 
entirely apart from all other sciencea. Finally, the sociolo
gist considers each tribe and nation as an aggregate pr.e
senting multitudinous phenomena, simultaneous and IUC
cessive, that are held t..gether as parte ot one combination. 
Thus, in every case, a concrete science deals with a real 
aggregate (or a plurality of luch aggregates); and it in
cludes as ita subject-matter whatever is to be known of this 
aggregate in respect of. ita size, shape, motioD.l, density, 
texture, general arrangement of parte, minute Itructure, 
chemical composition, tempe~ture, etc., together with all 
the multitudinous changes, material and dynamical, gone . 
through by it from the time it begins to exist as an aggre- . 
gate to the time it ceasee to exist as an aggregate. 

No abstract-concrete science makea the remotest attemp' ; 
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to do anything of this sort. Taken together, the abstract
concrete sciences give an account of the various kinds of 
properties which aggregates display; and each abstract
concrete science concerns itself with a certain order of these 
properties. By this, the properties common to all aggregates 
are studied and formulated; by that, the properties of ag
gregates having special forms, special states of aggregation, 
etc.; and by others, the properties of particular components 
of aggregates when dissociated from other components. But 
by all these sciences the aggregate, considered as an indi
vidual object, is tacitly ignored; and a property, or a con
nected set of properties, exclusively occupies attention. It 
matters not to Mechanics whether the moving mass it con
siders is a planet or a molecule, a dead stick thrown into 
the river or the living dog that leaps after it: in any 
case the curve described by the moving mass conforms 
to the same laws. Similarly when the physicist takes for 
his subject the relation between the changing bulk of matter 
and the changing quantity of molecular motiqp it contains. 
Dealing with the subject generally, he leaves out of con
sideration the kind of matter; and dealing with the subject 
specially in relation to this or that kind of matter, he 
ignores the attributes of size and form: save in the still 
more special cases where the effect on form is considered, 
and even then size is ignored. So, too, is it with the 
chemist. A. substance he is investigating, never thought of 
by him as distinguished in extension or amount, is not even 
required to be perceptible. A portion of carbon on which 
he is experimenting, mayor may not have been visib~e ~~er . 
its forms of diamond or graphite or charcoal-thIs IS 10-

different. He traces it through various disguises and various 
combinations-now as united with oxygen ;'to form an in
visible gas' now as hidden with other ~lement8 in such 
more compiex compounds as ether, and sq'gar, and oil. By 
sulphurio acid or other agent he precipi,tates it from these 

I 
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as B coherent cinder, or as B' difFused impalpable powder; 
and again, by applying heat, forces it to disclose itaelf p an 
element of animal tissue. Evidently, while thus ascertain· 
ing the affinities and atomic equivalence 01 carbon, the 
chemist has nothing to do with any aggregate.' He deala 
with carbon in the abstrac~ 88 IOmething" considered apart 
from quantity, form, appearance, or temporary ltate of com
bination; and conceives it as the p0ll8e810r of power. or 
properties, whence thQ special phenomena he describe. re
lult: the ascertaining of all these powen or propertie. being 
his sole aim. 

Finany, the Abstract Sciences ignore alike aggregate. and 
the powers which aggregates or thE'ir component. possess; 
and occupy themselvel with relationl--either with the re
lations among aggregates, or among their parts, or the 
relations among aggregates and propertiel, or the relations 
among properties, or the relationl among relation I. The 
same logical formula applies equally well, whether ita terms 
are men and their deaths, crystals and their planes of cleav
age, or letters and their sounds. And how entirely Mathe
matics concerns itself with relations, we lee on remembering 
that it has just the same expreBBion for the characters of an 
infinitesimal triangle, 88 for those of the triangle which has 
Sirius for its apex and the diameter of the Earth'. orbit for 
its base. 

I cannot see how these definitions of these· groups of 
sciences can be questioned. It is undeI,liable that every 
Concrete Science gives an account of an aggregate or 01 
aggregates, inorganic, organic, or super.organic (a society); 
and that, not Concerning itself with properties of this or that 
order, it concerns itself with the co-ordination of the as
sembled properties of all orders. It lOOms to me no less 
certain that an Abstract-Concrete Science gives an account 
of some order of· properties, general or 8pecial; not caring 
about the other traits 'of an aggreg-.1te displaying them, and not 
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recognizing aggregates at all further than is implied by 
discussion of the particular order of properties. And I 
think it is equally clear that an Abstract Science, freeing 
its propositions, so far as the nature of thought permits, 
from aggregates and properties, occupies itself with the 
relations' of co-existence and sequence, as disentangled 

'from all particular forms of being and action.' Ii then 
these three groups of sciences are, respectively, accounts of 
aggregates, accounts of properties, accounts of relation8, it is 
manifest' that the divisions between them are not simply 
perfectly clear. but that the chasms between them are ab
solute. 

Here, perhaps more clearly than before, will be seen the 
untenability of the classification made by M. C-omte. Al
ready (p. 11), after setting forth in a general way these 
fundamental distinctions, I have pointed out the incongrui
ties that arise, when the sciences, conceived as Abstract, 
Abstract-Concrete, and Concrete, are arranged in the order 
proposed by him. Such incongruities becoke still more 
conspicuous if for these genera! names of the groups we 
substitute the definitions given above. The series will then 
stand thus:-

MATHEMUICS ......... An account of ,.elations 
(including, under Mechanics, an account of properties). 

ASTRONOMy ............ An account of aggregates. 
PHYSICS ............... An account of properhea. 
CHEMISTRY ............ An account of properties. 
BIOLOGY ............... An account of aggregates. 
SOCIOLOGY ............ An account of aggregates. 

That those who espouse opposite views see clearly the 
defects in the propositions of their opponents and not those 
iJ;l their own, is a trite remark that holds in yhilosophical 
discussions as in all others: the parable of the mote and 
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the beam applies as well to men'. appreciation. or one 
another's opinions 81 tI) their appreciation. of one another'. 
naturea. Possibly to my positivist friend. I exemplify this 
truth.-just 81 they exemplify it to me. Those uncom
mitted to either view must decide where the mote exist. and 
where the beam. Meanwhile it is clear that one or other 
of the two views is essentially erroneoUi j and that no quali
fications can bring them into harmony. Either the aciencel 
admit of no such grouping as that which I have deacribed. 
or they admit of no such serial order as that giVeD bl 
M. Comta. 

Loll'DON, 

FebMlary, 187L 
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REASONS FOR DISSENTING 

PliO .. Tll. 

PHILOSOPHY OF 1fI. CO]}PJ.1E. 

WHILE the preceding pages were passing through the 
press, there appeared in the Revue des Deu:¥: lIIondes for 
February 15th, an article on a late work of mine-.H"rst 
Pr.inciples. To M. Auguste Langel, the writer of this article, 
I am much indebted for the careful exposition he hus made of 
some of the leading views set forth in tl).at work; and for the 
catholio and sympathetic spirit in which he has dealt with 
them. In one respect, however, M. Laugel conveys to his 
readers an erroneous impression-an impress~on doubtless 
derived from what appears to him adequate evidence, and 
doubtless expressed in perfect sincerity. M. Laugel describes 
me as being, in part, a follower of M. Comte. After describing 
the influence of M. Gomte as traceable in the works of some 
other English writers, naming especially Mr. Mill and Mr. 
Buckle, he goes on to say that this influence, though not 
avowed, is easily recognizable in the work he is about to 
make known; and in several places throughout his review, 
there are remarks having the same implication. I greatly 
regret having· to take exception to anything said by a critic 
so candid and so able. But the Revue des Deu:¥: Mande8 cir
culates widely in England, as well as elsewhere; and finding 
that there exists in some minds, both. here and in America, 
an impression similar to that entertained by M. LaugeI
an impression likely to be confirmed by his statement-it. 
appears. to me needf.ul to meet it. 
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Two causes or quite different bnds, have conspired to diffu!18 
the erroneous belier that M. Comte ia an accepted exponent 
or scientifio opinion. Ria bitterest foee. and hia cl08e8t 
friends, have unconsciously joined in propagating it.. On the 
one hand, M. Comte having designated by the term If Positive 
Philosophy" aU that definitely-establisbed knowledge which 
men or science have been gradually organizing into • cohe
rent body of doctrine; and having habitually placed thia in 
opposition to the incoherent body of doctrine defended by 
theologians; it haa become the habit of the theological party 
to think of the antagonist lCientifio party. under the title 
of "positivists." And thus, from the habit of ealling 
them "positivista," there baa grown up the ll8IIumption 
that they call themaelves .. positivista, .. and that they are 
the disciples cf Y. Comte. On the other band, those who 
have accepted M. Comte'. aystem. and believe it to be 
the philosophy of the future, have naturally been prone 
to see everywhere the eigne of itl progresa; and wherever 
they have fo~nd opinions in harmony with it, have aacribed 
these opinions to the influence of itl originator. It ia always 
the tendency or discipleship to magnify the effects or the 
master's teachings; and to credit the master with aU the 
doctrines he teaches. In the minds of hia followers, lL 
Comte's name ia aaaociated with scientifio thinking, which, 
in many cases, they first understood from hia exposition of it. 
Influenced aa they inevitably are by thia 888Ociation of ideas, 
they are reminded of M. Comte wherever they meet with 
thinking which corresponds, in 80me marked way, to lL 
Comte'a description of scientific thinking; and hence are apt 
to imagine him as introducing into other minds, the con
ceptions which he introduced into their minds. Such im
pressions are, however, in most C88C8 quite unwarranted. 
That Y. Comte has given a general exposition of the doctrine 
and method elaborated by Science. ia true. But it ia not true 
that Lbe holders of this doctrine and follo1fers of th.it method. 
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are disciples of M. Comte. Neither their modes of inquiry 
nor their views concerning human knowledge in its nature 
and limits, are appreciably different from what they were 
before. If they are "positivists," it is in the sense that all men 
of science have been more or less consistentlY"positivists;" 
and the applicability of M. Comtc's title to them, no more 
makes them his disciples, than does its applicability to 
men of Bcience who lived and died before M. Comte wrote, 
make these his disciples. M. Comte himself by no means 
claims that which Borne of his adherents are apt, by impli
cation, to claim for hilll. He says :-" II y a, sans doute, 
bcaucoup d'analogie entre ma phifosopf,ie posilir6 et ce 
que les savans anglais entendent, deptU Newton surtout, 
par phif()$opl,ie naturelle j" (see A.rrrtissenlenlj and further 
on he indicates the" grand mouvewent imprime a l'esprit 
humain, il y a deux siecles, par l'action combinee des 
preceptcs de Bacon, dcs conceptions de Descartes, et des de
couvcrtes de Galilee, comme Ie moment OU l'esprit de la 
philosophie positive a commence a se prononcer dans 
Ie monde." That is to say the general mode of thought 
and way of interpreting phenomena, which M. Comte calls 
II Positive Philosophy," he recognizes as having been growing 
for two centuries; as having reached, when he wrote, a 
,marked development; and as being the heritage of all men of 
science. 

That which M. Comte proposed to do, was to give scientifio 
tbought and method a more definite embodiment and organi
zation ; and to apply it to the interpretation of c1as.."l's 
of phenomena not previously doo.lt with in a scientific 
manner . The conception was a great one; and the endea
vour to work it out was worthy of sympathy and applause. 
Some such conception was entertained by Bacon. He, too, 
aimed at the or!!anization of the sciences; he, too, held that ., 
.. Physics is the mother of all the sciences;" he, too, held 
that the sciences can be advanced only by combining them, 
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and saw the nature ot the required combination; be, too, 
held that moral and civil philosophy could not flourish when 
separated from their roots. in natural philosophy; and thus 
he, too, had some idea of a social science growing out ot 
physical science. But the state of knowledge in his day pre
vented any advance beyond the general conception: indeed, 
it was marvellous that he should have advanced 80 far. In
stead of a vague, undefined conception, M. Comte haa pre
sented the world with a defined and highly-elaborated 
conception. In working out this conception he baa shown 
remarkable breadth of view, great originality, immense fer
tility of though~, unusual powers of generalization. Con
sidered apart from the question of its truth, his system ot 
Positive Philosophy is a vast achievement. Dut after ac
cording to M. Comte high admiration for his conception, for 
his effort to realize it, and for the faculty he haa shown in 
the effort to realize it, there remaiI1.8 the inquiry-Has he 
succeeded P A thinker who re-organizes the Icientifio method 
and knowledge of his age, and whose re-organization is 
accepted by his successors, may rightly be said to have such 
successors for his disciples. But successon who accept this 
method and knowledge of his age, min", his re-organization, 
are certainly not his disciples. How then stands the case 
with M. Comte P There are some few who receive his 
doctrines with but little reservation; and these are his dis
c~ples truly so called. There are othen who regard with 
approval certain of his leading doctrines, but not the rest: 
these we may distinguish as partial adherents. There 
are others who reject all his distinctive doctrines; and these 
must be classed as his antagonists. The memben (If this 
class stand substantially in the same position as they would 
h8ve done had he not written. Declining his re-organ
ization of scientifio doctrine, they possess this scientific 
doctrine in its pre-existing state, as the common heritage 
bequeathed by the past to the present; and their adhesion to 
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this scientific doctrine in no sense implicaies them with M. 
Comte. In this class stand the grtlat body of men ot'science. 
And in this class I stand mysAIf. 

Coming thus to tbe personal part of the question, let me 
first specify those great general phnciples on which M. 
Comte is at one with precedin~ thinkers ~ and on which I am 
at one with M. Comte. 

All knowledge is from expenence, holds M. Comte; and 
this I also hold-hold it, indeed, in a ';'ider sense than M. 
Comte: since, not only do I believe that all the ideas acquired 
by individuals, and consequently all the ideas transmitted by 
Pltst generations, are thus derived; but I also contend that 
the very faculties by which they are acquired, are the pro
ducts of accumulated and organized experiences received by 
ancestral races of beings (see Principle8 0/ P8ychology). But 
the doctrine that all knowledge is from experience, is not 
originated by M. Comte; nor is it claimed by him. He 
himself says-" Tous les bons esprits repetent, ~epuis Bacon, 
qu'il n'y a de connaissances reelle que celles qui reposent sur 
des faites observes." And the elaboration and definite esta
blishment of this doctrine, has been the special characteristio 
of the English school of Psychology. Nor am I aware that 
M. Comte, accepting this doctrine, has done anything to 
make it more certain, or give it greater definiteness. Indeed it 
was impossible for him to do so; since he repudiates that part 
of mental science by which alone this doctrine can be proved. 

It is a further belief of M. Comte, that all knowledge is 
phenomenal or relative; and \n this belief I entirely agree. 
But no one alleges. that the relativity of all knowledge was 
first enunciated by M. Comte. Among others who have 
more or less consistently held this truth, Sir William Hamil
ton enumerates, Protagoras, Aristotle, St. Augustin, Boethius, 
Averroes, Albertus Magnus, Gerson, Leo Hebrreus, Melano
thon, Scaliger, Francis Piccolo mini, Giordano Bruno, C~m-
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panella, Dacon, Spinoza, Newton, Kant. And Sir'Villiam 
Hamilton, in his" Philosophy of the Unconwtionecl," first 
published in 1829, has given a scientifio demonstration of this 
belief. Receiving it in common with other thinkers, from 
preceding thinkers, M. Comte bas not, to my knowledge, 
advanced this belief. Nor indeed could be advance it, for 
the reason already given-be denies the possibility of that 
analysis ot thought which discloses the relativity of all 
cognition. . 

M. Comte reprobates the interpretation of different classes 
of pbenomena by assigning metaphysical entitie. 81 their 
causes; and I coincide in the opinion that the assumption 
of such IIIJparate entities, though convenient, it not indeed 
necessary, for purposes ot thought, is, scientifically con
sidered, illegitimate. This opinion is, in fact, a corollary 
froni the last; and must stand or fall with it. Dut like the 
last it bas been held with more or lese consistency for gene
rations. M. Comte bimself quotes Newton'. favorite saying 
-" O! Phy'\ics, beware of Metaphysical" Neither to this 
doctrine, any more than to the preceding doctrines, baa lL 
Comte given a firmer basis. He bas limply re-asserted it; 
and it was out of the question for him to do more. In thia 
case, 88 in the otbers, bis denial ot subjective psycbology 
debarred bim from proving that these metaphysical entities are 
mere symbolic conceptions which do not admit ot verification. 
. Lastly, M. Comte believes in invariable natural laWI
absolute uniformities ot relation among phenomena. Dut 
very many before bim bave believed in them too. Long 
familiar even beyond the boU!lds of tbe scientific world, the 
proposition that there is an uncbanging order in things, bas, 
within the scientific world, beld, for generations, the position 
of an established postulate: by lOme men ot science recog
nized only as holding ot inorganic phenomena; but recog
nized by other men of science, as universal. And M. Comte, 
acc~pting this doctrine from the past, baa len it lubstantially 
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8S it was. Though he has asserted new uniformities, I do 
not think scientifio men will admit that he has so demOOlltrated 
them, as to make the induction more certain; nor has he 
deductively established the doctrine, by showing that uni· 
formity of relation is a necessary corollary from the per
sistence of force, as may readily be shown. 

These, then, are the pre-established general truths with 
which M. Comte sets out-truths which cannot be regar«led 
as distinctive of his philosophy. .. But why," it will perhaps 
be asked, "is it needful to point out this; seeing that no 
instructed reader supposes these truths to be peculiar to M. 
Comte P" I reply that though no disciple of M. Comte 
would deliberately claim them for him; and though no 
theological antagonist at all familiar with science and philo
phy, supposes M. Comte·to be the first propounder of them; 
yet there is so strong a tendency to associate any doctrines 
with the name of a conspicuous recent exponent of them, 
that false impressions are produced, even in spite of better 
knowledge. Of the need for making this ~reclamation, 
definite proof is at hand. In the No. of the Revue deB J)euz 
Mondes named at the commencement, may be found, on p. 936, 
the words-" Toute rcligion,comme toute philosophie, a la 
pretention de donner une explication de l'univers. La 
philosophie qui s'appelle positive sa distingue de toutes les 
philosophies et de toutes les religions en ce qu'elle a renonce 
i\ cette ambition de l'esprit humain;" and the remainder of 
the paragraph is devoted to explaining the doctrine of the 
relativity of knowledge. The next paragraph. begins
.. Tout imbu de ces idees, que nous exposons sans les discuter 
pour Ie moment, M. Spencer divise, etc." Now this is ono 
of those collocations of ideas which tends to create, or to 
strengthen, the erroneous impression I would dissipate. I do 
not for a moment suppose that M. Laugel intended to say 
that these ideas which he describes as ideas of the" Positive 
Philosophy," are peculiarly the ideas of M. Comte. But 

p 
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little 88 he probably intended it, his expre88ions suggest this 
conception. In the minds or both disciples and antagonists, 
"the Positive Philosophy" means the philosophy. of lIe 
Comte; and to be imbued with the ideas of .. the Positive 
Philosophy" meaDS to be imbued with the ideas of lI. Comte 
-to have received these ideas from M. Comte. Alter what 
h88 been said above, I need scarcely repeat that the con
ception thus inadvertently suggested, is a wrong ODe. lI. 
Comte's brief enunciations or. these general truths, gave me 
'no clearer apprehensions of them than I had before. Such 
clarifications of ideas on 'these ultimate questions, .8 I can 
trace to any particular teacher, I owe to Sir William 
Hamilton 

From the principles which lL Comte held in common with 
many preceding and contemporary thinkers, let ns pass now 
,to the principles that are distinctive or his system. J I18t 88 
entirely 88 I agree with M. Comte on those cardinal doctrines 
which we jrintly inherit; so entirely do I disagree with him 
on those cardinal doctrines which he propounds, and which 
determine the organization of his philosophy. The best way 
of showing this will be to compare, side by aide,the-

Propo8itiom Aelil 111 
1l. Comu. 

II ••• chacune de DOB con
ceptions principales, chaque 
branche de nos connaU8an· 
ces, passe successivement 
par trois ~tata theoriques 
differens: l'etat theologique, 
ou fictif; l'etat metaphy
sique, ou abstrait; l'etat 
scientifique, ou positif. En 
d'autrea termes, l'esprit hu
main, par sa nature, em
ploie succeBBivement dans 

" cbacUDe de ses recherches 
trois meth~es de philoso-

Propo8itiom wliieA I 110l4. 

The progress of our conceptions. 
and of each branch of knowledge, is 
from beginning to end intrinsically 
alike. There are not three method. 
of philosophizing radically opposed; 
but one method of philosophizing 
which remains, in _lICe, tbe lame. 
At firat, and to the last, the conceived 
causal agencies of phenomena, have a 
degree of generality corresponding to 
the width of the generalization. 
which experien~ have dl:termined; 
and they change just 81 gradually 81 

experiences accumulate. The m&lto 
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phcr, dont Ie carnot~re est 
l'ssentiellement different et 
meme radicalement oppos~ : 
d'abord la methode theolo
gique, ensuite la methode 
metaphysique, et enfin la 
mlSLhode positi vo." p. 3. 

gration or causal agencies, originally 
thought of as multitudinous and 
lc.cal, but finally believed to be one 
and universal, is a process which in
volves the passing through all inter
mediate steps between these extremes; 
and any appearance of stages can be 
but superficial. Supposed concrete 
and individual causul agencies, co
alesce in the mind liS fast as groups 
of phenomena are assimilated, or seen 
10 be similarly caused. Along with 
their coalescence, comes a greater ex
tension of their individualities, and 
a concomitnnt loss of distinctness in 
tht'ir individualities.. Gradually, by 
continuance of such coalescences, 
causal agencies become, in thought, 
diffused and indefinite. And even
tually, without any change in the 
nnture of the process, there is renched 
the consciousness of a uni versal cnu~al 
agency. which cannot be conceived." 

• I.e BjPt~me tMologiqne As the progress of thought is one, 
est parvenu a la. plus hllute BO is the end one. There are not 
perfootion dont il soit sus- three possible terminal conceptions; 
ceptiblt', quand il a Bubsti- but only a single terminal conception. 
luIS l'aotion providentielle When the theological idea of the 
d'un Hre unique au jeu providential action of one being, is 
varia des nombreuscs divi- developed to its ultimate form, by the 
niles independantes qui a- . absorption of all independent second
vaient ete imnginees primi- ary agencies, it becomes the conception 
.tivement. De ml!me, Ie of a being immanent in all phono
dcrnier terme du systl~me mena; and the reduction of it to this 
meta physique consiste a state, implies the fading-away, in 
concc\·oir,. au lieu des dif- thought, of all those anthropomorphic 
ferontes entites particulieres, attributes by which the aboriginal 

• A clear illustration of tbis llrocess, is furnisbed by tbe recent mental inte
gration of Heat, Ligbt, ElectriCIty, etc., as modes of molecular motion. If we 
go a step back, we see that the mod,'ra conception of Electricity, resulted from 
tbe int."ration in oonsciouanll88, ot the two forms of it e~ olved in the galvania 
battery ~d in the clectric-machine. And going back to II still earlier stage, we 
Bee how tbe conception of statical ele:~icity! arose by the ,o"!escenC8 in thougbt, 
of the previou.I<-separate forces momlested 1D rubbed ~m ·r, m rubbed gl .... and 
In Ji!(btniug. With such illustration. before him, no e can, 1 think, doubt 
that the l'l"UOOI&' b ... hoen the same from the beginning. . )':l 
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une seu.e grande enti~ gE
nErale, la Mtllr" envisagee 
comme la aource unique de 
toU8 les phenom~nea. Pa
reilll'tllent, la perfection dll 
ayst~me positif, vera laquelle 
il tend BaDS cesae, quoiqu'il 
aoit tr~8-probable qu'il ne 
doive jamais l'atteindre, 
serait de p.luvoir 88 repr€
eenter toua lea diven ph€
nom~nes obeerYablea com me 
dea cas particuliera d'ull 
eeul fait general, tel que 
celui de la gravitation, par 
exemple." p. Ii. 

••• ]a perl'ecfion dll era
t~me posiLif, fen laquelle 
il tend Bana cease, quoiqu'j} 
soit tr~a-probable qu'il ne 
doive jamais l'atteindre, 
eerait de pouvoir 88 repre
eenter toU8 lea divera pbe
nom~oea observablea comme 
des cas particulit'n d'un 
eeul fait general p. Ii ••• 
••• considerant com me ab
aolument inaccessible, et 
vide de eens pour DOUS la 
recherche de ce qu'on ap
pelle lea MI"et, BOit pre
mU:res, BOiL finalea." p. 14. 

idra wu distinguished. The alle~ 
last term ot the metaphysical 'YIWID 
-the conet>ptiou ot a lingle great 
general entity, Mtll,." u tbe lOuroe 
ot all phenomena-iI a coo~ptioD 
identical with the previous one: the 
coneciousnC81 of a Ii ogle 1Ourc8 which, 
in coming to be regarded u universal, 
ceusel to be regarded u conceivable, 
differa in nothing but name from the 
cODlCiouBDeu ot one being, maui
feated in all phenomenL And ami
larly, that which iI deacribed u the 
ideal atate ot lCicn~he power to 
represent all obeenaLle phenomena 
.. particular Ca&el ot a lingle generul 
fact, impliel the postulating of lOme 
ultimate existence ot which thia 
lingle tact iI alleged; and the postu
lating of thia ultimate exiBten~, 
involvel a atate ot conecioU8l1e81 in
diatinguiahable trom the other two. 

Thongh along with the extension 
ot generalization., and concomitant 
integration ot conceiYed causal agen
cies, the conet>ptiona ot causal agenciel 
grow more indefiuite; and though sa 
they gradually coaleece into a ur.oi
veraal causal agency, they cease to be 
representable in thought, and are 
no longer IUppoaed to be comprchen
'ible; yet the conacioUlDC81 ot etHIU 
remaina u dominant to th. laat u it 
wu at first; and can never be got 
rid of. The couacioUlness ot C&UIe 
can be abolished only by abolishing 
conecioUBDC8I itaell.· (Finl PriMi
l'lu, § 26.) 

• Poesibly it will be laid that II. Comte himlell admits, that what he call. the 
perfection of tbe posilive system, will probabll Dever be reached; and tIW what 
he coudemna ill tbe iDquiry mto the ... ,,,,,. 0 _ ad DOt the KeaenI ~
aiUOD of callB8. To Lt. lim of tb_ allegatioas, I reply thai, .. I udentaDd 
H. Comte. the obstacle to the perfect realizatioD o( the pwitive pbilOlOphy • tbe 
impossibility of eanyiag generalizalioD 80 ,. • to redw:e all pacIieular facta to 
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"Ce n'rst pal aux ]eo-. 
teurs de cet ouvrage que je 
croirhi jamais devoir prou
vcr que les id~cs gouvernont 
et bouleversent Ie monde, 
au, en d'autrcs termes, que 
tout Ie mecanisme social 
repose finalement' sur des 
opinions. lIs savent surtout 
que la grande crise politiq ue 
et morale des soci~t~s ao
tuolles tient, en derni~re 
onalyse, a l' an archie intul
luctul:lle." p. 41i.· 

Ideas do not govern and overthrow 
the world: the world is governed or 
ovtlrthrown by feelings, to which 
ideas serve only a8 guides. The 
social mechanism does not rest finally 
upon opinions; but almost wholly up
on character. Not intellectual anar
chy, but moral antagonism, is' the 
cause of political criSl's. All social 
phenomena are produced by the to
tality of human emotions and beliefs: 
of which the emotions are mainly 
prr-detcrmined, while the beliefs are 
mainly post-determined. Men's de
sires are chiefly inherited; but their 
beliefs are chiefly acquired, and depend 
on surrounding conditions; aud the 
most important surrounding condi
tions depend on the social state which 
the prevalent desires have produced. 
1'he social stute at any time existing, 
is the resultant of all the ambitions, 
self-in terests, frars, reverences, in
dignations, sympathies, etc., of an
cl'strai citizcns and elisting citizens. 
'l'he ideas current in this social stute, 
must, on the averagc, be congruous 
with the feelings of citizens; and 
therefore, on the average, with the 
social state these feelings have pra-

en .... or 'one general fnct-not the impossibility or ucluding the consciousne .. of 
CUII'O. And to the lecond a1ll'1.:ation I reply, that the essentlul principle of hi. 
philosophy, is an a,'owed ignoring of cuuse a1tog~ther. Fur i~ it 18 DOt, teAal/H. 
<omtl of Ail al/elled di,liJl,'ion /HI",..,. "" p"fecl,Uft of tAl p,ml ... , .yll"" .JI~ 1M 
1!"'j,'rlitm of /hI ",,'aphy.ical If),I",,'. And here let me pom~ out that, byatlirm
Ing ex.ctly the opposite to t?ut, whIch AI .. ~omte tbus, ~1I!rms,. 1 am eIcluded 
from tbe positive .chool. It h,. own dctiDltlOD of pos,tIVIsm IB to be taken, 
thcll, as IllOld thnt whnt he dcfint'S as positi~~m is an absolute impOllibility, 
it is clenr tllllt I cannot he wbat he calls a POSlhVISt. 

• A friendly critio aIlt'!!CS that 111: CO,Dlte i. Dot fairly ~presen~ by this 
quotlltioD, and that he is b~am.d by hlB blO~phcr, ~I. L~tt~~. fo~ .hlB to,,:,~~! 
insistnnce OD feeling as a motor of humaDlty. If m hl~ J:'~lh'" P,o~tlC:8, 
"'hidr I presume is here refelTtld to, 111. Comt. abandons h,. ongmal pos'tIOn, 10 
much tho better. Dut I am hore dealing with what is known as .. tbe POliti", 
rhilosophy ." and thnt the p.lO'ug. above quoted does Dot misrepl't'9Cnt it, ia 
proved by the fuot thut tbis doctrine i. ro-:wcrt • ..t at the commencemeot cf the 
~ology. 
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" •• . Je ne doii'Poa neglig"r 
d'indiquer d'avance, comme 
'une propriete essentieHe de 
l'echelle encyclopedique que 
je vais proposer, 88 con
formite generale avec l'en
semble de l'histoire scien
tifique; en ce sens, que, 
malgre la simultaneitere"lle 
et continue dll developpe
ment desdifferenteB scienees, 
celles qui seront classees 
.comme anterieures seront, 
en efret, plus anciennes et 
constamment plua avancees 
que celles presentees comme 
p08terieures. " p. 84. • • • • 
• • • • .. Cet ordre est de
termin~ par Ie degre de aim
plicite, ou, ce qui revient 
au me me, par Ie degre de 
generalite des phenomenes. " 
11. 87. 

auced. 'deaI· ... holly tOrE'ign to fbi, 
lOCial ltate cannot be evolved, and if 
introduced from without, cannot get 
accepted-or, it accepted, die out 
when the temporary pha .. ot feeling 
... hich caused their acceptance, end •. 
Henoo, though advanced ideae when 
once establiahed, eet upon lOCiety 
and aid its furtber advance; yet the 
establishment of luch ideal depend. 
on tbe litne.. of the eociety for re
ceiving them. Practically, tbe popu
lar cbaracter and the eocial ltate, 
determine wbat ideu ,hall be cur
rent; instead of tbe current idea, 
<letermining tbe IOcial .tate and the 
character. Tbe modification olmen', 
moral naturee, caused by tbe continuo 
001 discipline of eocial life, ... bicb 
adapts them more aud moce to lOCial 
relatione, ia therelore the chief proxi. 
mate cause ol lOCial progreae. (Social 
Beatie" chap. xxx.) . 

The ordn in ... hich the generaliza
tiona of science are eatablished, ia 
determined by the frequenc)" and im
Jlressivene.. with whieh different 
classea of relation. are repeated in 
conscioOl experience; and tbi. de
pends, partly on eM dirlCenell witlt 
whieh pw,fYIUJl weljar' " affeded; 
partly on eM compicuoru"e" of one or 
!Jotlt tM pheno1M1Ul !Jetween whielt • 
relation i. to 1" peruir;ed; partly on eM 
ahaolNt. frequency witlt whielt eM r,
laeione ocour; partly on their relati/ie 
fre'lumcy of ocourrlflU; partl,. OD 

their degree of .implicit!!; and partly. 
on their degree of a/J.traetMII. (J'ir., 
Principles, 1st ed., § 36; or }:.·6I>Q!l8, 

&c., pp. 81-98. 
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II En r~sultat d~flnitit, 1& 
mpth?mstique. l'astronomie, 
Is physique, la chimie, la 
physiologie, at la physique 
8ociale; telle est la formule 
enclyopedique qui, parmi Ie 
tr~s-grand nombre de clas
sifications que com portent 
les six sciences fondnmen
tales, est seule 10giq uement 
conforme a la hierarchie 
naturelle et invariable dcs 
I!henom~nes." p. lla. 

C< On conc;oit, en effet, que 
l' etude rationelle de chaq ue 
science fondamentale exi
geant la culture prealable 
de toutcs celles qui la pre
cedent dans notre hierarchie 
cnclyopedique, n'a pu faire 
rle prognls reels et prendre 
Bon veritable caractere, qu' 
apres un grand developpe
ment dos sciences ante
rieures relatives a des phe
nomenes plus generaux, plU9 
abstraits, moins compliques, 
et independans des autres. 
C'est dono dans cet ordre 
que la progression, quoique 
simultnnee, a du avoir lieu." 
p.100. 

The sciences as arranged in this 
succe~sion specified by M. Comte, do 
not logically conform to the natural 
and invariable hierarchy of pheno
mena; and there is no serial order 
whatever in which they can be placed, 
which represents either their logical 
dependence or the dependence of phe
nomena. (See Gelllsi8 of Science.) 

'l'he bi~torical development ot the 
sciences lia8 not taken place in this 
serial order; nor in any other serial 
order. There is no "true jiliatiOfi 
of the sciences." From the begin
ning, the abstract sciences, the 
abstrsct~oncrete sciences, and the 
concrete sciences, have progressed to
gE'ther: the first solving problems 
which the second and third present
ed, and growing onlytby the solution 
of the problems; and the second 
similarly growing by joining the first 
in solving the problems of the third. 
All along there has been a continuous 
action and reaction between the three 
great classes of sciences-an advance 
from conorete facts to abstract fllcts, 
and then an application of such ab
stract fllcts to the analy~is of new 
ordt'rs of concrete facts. (See Gene,;' 
of SC1·t1IC'.) 

Such then are the orgnniziug principles of M. Comte's 
philosophy. Leaving out of his" Erp08i1.ion" those pre
established general doctrines which are the common property 
of modern thinkers; these are the general doctrines which 
remain-these are the doctrines which fundamentally dis
tinguish his system. From every one of them I dissent. 
To each proposition I oppose either a widely~different rro-
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position, or a direct negation; and I not only do it now, but 
have done it from ihe time when I became acquainted with 
his writings. This rejection of his cardinal principlea should, 
I think. alone suffice; but there are sundry other views 
of his~ some of them largely characterizing his system. 
which I 8!lually reject. Let U8 glance at them. 

How organio beings bave 
originated, is an inquiry 
which Y. Comte deprecates 
II a uselesa speculation: as
serting, II he dGel!, that 
species are immutable. 

Y. Comte contrnda that 
of what is commonly known 
II mentaL science, all that 
most important part which 
consists of the subjective 
analysis of our ideas, is an 
impoasibility. 

lL Comte's ideal of BOo 
mety is one in which ,or-
-' is, developed to the 
greatest e:d.ent-in which 
class-functions are far more 
underconseious public regu
lation than now-in which 
hierarchical organization 
with unquestioned authority 
shall guide everything-in 
which the individual life 
shall be subordinated in the 
peatest dt'gree to L'le sociul 
life. 

This inquiry, t believe, sd~its or 
answer, and will be anawered. Thut 
division of Biology which concerns 
itself with the origin or 8pt'Cies, I 
hold to be the lupreme division, to 
which all othera are lubsidiary. For 
on the urdict or Biology on this 
matter, must wholly depend our oon
ception or human Dature, pllt, pre
sent, aDd future; our theory or the 
miDd; and our theory oC aocietr. 

I have Tery emphRtically expreaaed 
my belier in a .ubjective ecience oC 
the mind, by writing a p,.i,.~jplN oj 
P,yclwWgy. one half of which is lub
jective. 

That form of lIOCieh' towards which 
we are progreMing, i hold to be one 
in which 10f'--' will be reduced 
to the 8mallest amount possible, and 
/,.Mh". increaaed to the greatest 
amount po88ible - one ~ which 
human nature will haYe become 80 

monlded by social diacipline into fit
ness for the social atate, that it will 
need little external restraint, but will 
be self-restrained-one in which the 
citizen will tolerate DO interference 
with his freedom, save that which 
maintains the equal freedom or othen 
-ODe in which the spontaneous c0-
operation which baa developed onr 
industrialsy.tem, and is now develop-
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M. Comte, not including 
in his philosophy the con
Bciousness of a cause mani
fested to us in all phe
nomena, and yet holding 
thnt there must be a reli- . 
gion, which must have an 
ohj!'ct, takes for his object 
-Humanity. .. This Col
!ective Life (of Society). is 
10 Comte's system the Itr, 
Supr{m,; the only one we 
can KntnD, therefore the only 
one we can worship." 

ing it with increa9ing rapidity, will 
produce agencies for the discharge of 
nearly all social functions, and will 
leave to the primary govermental 
agency nothing beyond the function 
of maintaining those conditions to 
free action, which make such spon
taneous co-operation p08sible-ono in 
which individual life will thus be 
pushed to the grentest extent consis
tent with social life j and in which 
social life will have no other end than 
to maintain the completest sphere for 
indi vidual life. 

I conceive, on the other hand, that 
the object of religious sentiment will 
ever continue to be, that which it has 
ever been-the unknown source of 
things. While thc forms under which 
men are conscious of the unknown 
source of things, may fade away, 
the S"~8tanc, of the consciousness is 
permanent. Beginning with causal 
agents conceived 119 imperfectly 
known; progressing to causal agents 
conceived as less known and less 
knowable j and coming at last to II 

universal causal agent posited as 
not to be known at all j the religious 
sentiment must enr continue to 0c

cupy itself with this universal causal 
agent. Having in the course ot 
evolution, come to have for its object 
of contemplation, the Infinite Un
knowable, the religiou~ sentiment can 
never again (unless by retrogression) 
take a Finite Knowable, like Human
ity, for its object of contemplation. 

TIere, then, are sundry other points, all of them important, 
. and the last two supremely important, on which I am 
diametrically opposed to M. Comte; and did space permit, 
I could add many others. Radically differing from him as I 
thus do, in everything distinctive of his philosophy; and 
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hnving invariably expreesed my dissent, publicly and 
privately, from the time I became acquainted with hi, 
writings; it may be imagined that I have been not a little 
startled to find myaelt classed 88 one ot the eame IChOld, 
That those who have read Rrat Pn'ncipk. only, may have 
been betrayed into this error in the way above .hown~ by the 
ambiguous use ot the phrase If Positive PhilolOpby," I can 
understand. But that any who are acquainted with my pre· 
vious writings, should suppose I have any general sympathy 
with M, Comte, save that implied by preCerring proved facta 
to superstitions, astonishes me. 

It is true that, disagreeing with lL Comte, though I do, 
in all those fundamental views that are peculiar to him, 
I agree with him in sundry minor views. The doctrine that 
the education ot the individual should accord in mode and 
arrangement with the education ot mankind, conaidered 
historically, I have cited Crom him; and have endeavoured 
to enforce it, I entirely concnr in his opinion that there 
requires a nel" order ot lCientmc men, whose function shall 
be that ot co-ordinating the results arrived at by the reet. 
To him I believe I am indebted/or the conception ot a 
social COII8en,u,; and when the time comes tor dealing wit~ 
this conception, I shall state my indebtedness. And I also 

, adopt his word, Sociology. There are, I believe, in the part 
of his writings which I have read, various incidental thoughts 
ot great depth and value; and I doubt not that were I to 
read more ot his writings, I should find many others.- It 
is very probable, too, that I have said (as I am told I have) 
some things which M. Comte had already said. It would be 
difficalt, I believe, to find any two men who had no Opini.lDS 
in common. And it would be extremely strange it two men, 

- H, Comte'. "'Exposition· I I'I'8d in the original in 1853; and· in ~ 
crt three other plaeea "baY, referred 10 the original 10 ~ hie ,ud words. 
The Inorganio Physics, and the lint chapter of the Biology, I read in fit;. 
Martineau', condenSed tnmBlatiou. when it appeared. The res& of M. Com"". 
neWlI bo ... oul, tbro1l&h Mr. Le ..... •• OIltWae, iuullhrollgll iDcideutal nf_ 
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Rtarting from the same general doctrinel! establislled. by 
modern science, should traverse some of the same fields of 
inquiry, without their lines of thought having any points' 
of intersection. But none of these minor agreements can be 
of much weight in comparison with the fundamental dis
agreements above specified. Leaving out of view that general 
community which we both have with the scientific thought 
of the age, the differences hetween us are essential, while 
the correspondences are non-essential. And I venture to 
think that kinship must be determined by essentials, and 
not by non-essentials.-

Joined with the ambiguous use of the phrase "Positive 
Philosophy," which has led to a classing with M. Comte 
of many men who either ignore or reject his distinctive 
principles, there h~s been one special circumstance that has 
tended to originate and maintain this classing in my own 
case. The assumption of some relationship between M. Comte 
Rnd myself, was unavoidably raised by the title of my first 
book-Social Statics. When that book was published, I was 
unaware that this title had been before used had I 
known the fact, I should certainly have adopted an alternative 
title which I had in view.t If, however, instead of the title, 

• In bis recent work, .4ug ... " Coml' et I .. Philosophi. Po.il;v., M. Littre, 
defondin~ tbe Comtean classification of tbe sciences from tbe criticism I made 
upon it ID tbe "Genesis of Science," deals with me wholly as an antagonist. 
'rhe chapter he devotes to his reply, opens by placin~ me in direct antithesis 
to the English adherents of Comte, named in the preceding chapter. 

t I believed at the time, and bave never doubted until now, that the cboice 
of this title was absolutely independent of its previous use by M Comte. While 
writing tbesepages, I have found.renson to t¥nk theco!'lra!Y. On referring to Socia' 
8lali." to see what were my VIews of SOCIal evolution ID 1850, when M. Comle 
was to me but a name, I met with the following sentence :-" Social philosophy 
may be aptly divided (as political economy has been) !nt<! stati~ and dynamics:" 
(p. (09). 'fhis I remembered to be a reference to a di~lOn whIch I had seen m 
the Political Economy of Mr. Mill. But why had I not momtioned Mr. Mill's Damel 
On referring to tbe first edition of his work, I found, at tb~ opening of Book iv., 
this sentence :_" The three preceding parts include as deta~ed a view as the limits 
of this treatise permit, of what, by a haPI?Y generalizatIOn of a mnt~em.tlcal 
phrase, bas been cslled the Statics of the subJect." litre ~as the solution of ~h& 
~uestion. The division had not been made hy Mr'. MIll, but by some wnter 
(on Political Economy I supposed) who was not nam.cd bi him; and whom ~ ~d 
Dot know. It is now maUlt'cs!, however, thnt ... !ule supposed I was Irl=1f 
a more e.xtended 110& to thia divisiun, 1 was bu\ returning 10 the 'lrigmal ua 
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the work itselt be considered, -it. irretation to the pbiJ08(Iphy 
of M. Comte. becomes abundantly manifceL There is deciltivo 
testimony on this poinL In the XortA lJrilid r.n-;~ (or 
August, ISSI. a nn-lewer of &c1a1 Sialia "ye-

•• The title or rul YOrk, hO,",1'er, it a oomplete mimomt'f. 
According to all analogy, the phrue ., Social Statics" abou!.! be 
used only in lOme luoh llense De that in whioh, as we haft alrt"ady 
uplllined, it it used bT Oomte, n.mely .. deei~.ling a branch of 
inquiry whOll8 end it II to .-rtain the I .... of eocial equilibrium 
or order, .. dialinot idcm1ly from thOll8 of eocial mOftmfDt or progrt'tL 
Of thia Yr. Spencer doee not _m to ha ... had the alightes& Dolion, 
but to ha ... choscn the n.me fur hi, work only .. a meaDi of indio 
~Iting Teguely that it proposed to treat of aocial ooncerna in a 
scientifio manner." p. 321. 

r.eepccting M. Comte'. application of tbe worda ,/1I/;l" 

and Jy#lamia to eocial phenomena, DOW that I know what 
it is, I will only &:1y that while I perfectly understand how. 
by a defensible extension of their mathematical ml"lUlin~ 
the one may be used to indicate eocial flAllcJioq iJI 6aIa,.«-. 
and the other eocial/""ctio,., 0'" qf 6alllllct, I am quite at a 
loss to undctstand how the phenomena ot lI",cllArf can be 
included in the one any more than in -th. other. Dut the 
two things which here concern me, are, firat, to point out thal 
I had not II the alightest Dotion II of giving Social Statice the 
meaning which M. Comte guve it; and, eeoond, to uplain 
t!:.e mear.ing which I did gi1'e iL The unite of any ag
gregate of matter. are in equilibrium when they IICverolly 
act and re-act upon each other on all aides with equal fom. ... 
A state of change among them impliC!l that there are fon.u 
uercised by some thllt are Dot COunterballUlc:ed by like 
(orcee exercised by others; and a state of res' implies the 
a~nce of such uncounterballUlccd force.-implil'S, if the 
uni:.. are homogeneous, equal distances among thcm
implies a maintenlUlce of' their respecti1'e Iphercs of moll'Cular 

whirb lIr. lIill had limik'cl to hil ~ial tt>JIio: .botlMr thiDIf it. I thillk, 
""_bly lIWIiks\. .Aa I .n.Itoetly trU.beol to POUI' "t ., ebll~IMI ... "'
unkllow. polilitlal_mid,. wbw& 4i1iaioa I ~t I _ UIIfII.Wllf. I ohoWcl 
h ... e IIUIIt'd hi .. h.cl I kilo ... who he.... AIht ia tba& _ lbcMaloi .... b .. 
JIll' thia ukllllioa 01 tile arilioa • tIIou«b i& were -
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motion. Similarly among the nnits of a society, tbe funJa
mental condition to equilibrium, is, that the restraining forces 
which the units exercise on each other, shall be balanced. 
If the spheres of action of some units are diminished by 
extension of the spheres of action of others, there necessarily 
results an unbalanced force which tends to produce political 
change in the relations of individuals; and the tendency 
to change can cease, only when individuals cease to aggress 
on each other's spheres of action-only when there is 
maintained that law of equal freedom, which it was the 
purpose of Social Statics to enforco in all its consequences. 
Besides this totally-unliko conception of what constitutes 
Social Statics, the work to which I applied that title, is 
fundamentally at variance with M. Comte's teachings in 
almost everything. So far from alleging, as M. Comte does, 
that society is to be re-organized by philosophy; it alleges 
that society is to be re-organized only by the accumulated 
effects of habit on character. Its aim is not the increase 
of authoritative control over citizens, but the decrease of it. 
A more pronounced individualism, instead of a more pro
nounced nationalism, is its ideal. So profoundly is my 
political creed at variance with the creed of M. Comte, that, 
unless I am misinformed, it has been instanced by a leading 
English disciple of M. Cornte, as the creed to which he has 
the greatest aversion. One point of coincidence, howel"er, 
is recognizable. The analogy between an individual organism 
and a social organism, which was held by Plato and by 
llobbes, is asserted in Social Statics, as it is in the Sociology 
of M. Comte. Very rightly, M. Comle has made this 
analogy the cardinal idea of this division of his philosophy. 
In Social Statics, the aim of which is essentially ethical, 
this analogy is pointed out incidentally, to enforce certain 
ethical considerations; and is there obviously suggested 
partly by the definition of life which Coleridge deril"ed from 
Schelling, and partly by the generalizations of physiolo~ts 
there referred to {chap. D.L §§. 12. 13. 16j. Exceptmg 
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this incidental agreement, however. the content. ot Social 
Statics are so wholly antagonistic to the philosophy of 
lI. Comte. that, but for the title, the work would never, 
I think, have raised the remembrance of him-unless. indOOtt. 
by the association of opposites.· 

And now let me point out that which really !un exercised 
a profound influence over my course of thought. The truth 
which Har:vey's embryological inquiries first dimly indicated, 
which was afterwards more clearly perceived by 'Volff, and 
which was put into a definite shape by Von Beer-the truth 
that all organic development is a change from a state of 
homogeneity to a state of heterogeneity-this it is from 
which very many of the conclusions which I now hold, 
.have indirectly resulted. In Social Statics, there is every
where manifested a dominant belief in the evolution of man 
and of society. There is also manifested the belief that this 
evolution is in both cases determined by the incidence of 
conditioDs-the actions of circumstances. And there is 
further, in \he sections above referred to. a recognition of 
the fact that organic and social evolutions, conform to the 

,same law. Falling amid beliefs in evolutions' of varioUl 
orders, everywhere determined by natural-causes (beliefs again 
displayed in the l'heory of Population and in the Principle8 
of Psychology); the formula of Von Beer acted 88 an 
organizing principle. The extension ot it to other kinds 
of phenomena than those of individual and social organiza-

• Let me add that the conception deTeloped in 80eial Blalie&. data hadt to a 
seriea of letten on the .. Proper Sphere of Government," published iu the 
:JiM/_I_id newspaper, in the latter hal! of 1842, and l'epubli.hed as a 
pamphlet in 1843. In th_Ietter8 will be fouud, along with mauy crude ideas, 
the same belief in the conformity of aocial phenomena to un'fariable la ... ; the 
Bame belief in human progression 88 determined by such la ... ; the same belief 

. in the moral modification of men 88 eaucd by aocial discipline; the same 
belief in the tendency of aocial arrangemenl8 .. of themaelTe8 to UIIUDI8' 
a conditiou of .t4/>u eqnilibrium;" the aame repudiation of etete-control Mer • 
'fanone departmenl8 of social life; the Bame limitation of ltate-action to the 
maintenance of equitable relatiolUl amoug citizens. The writing of &rial St.aliu • 
arose from a dissatisfaction with the basia on which the doctrineII let forth in thooe • 
letters were placed: the tIeCOnd half of thal work, is. an elaborati?D of these ' 
docLrines; and the lint half a ltatement of the pnDClp1ea from which &hey are . 

. deducible. 
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tioD, is traceable through successive stages. It may be seen 
in the last paragraph of an essay on .. The. Philosophy of 
Style," published in October, 1852; again in an essay on 
.. Manners and Fashion," published in April, 1854; and 
then, in a comparatively advanced form, in an essay on 
.. Progess: its Law and Cause," published in April, 1857. 
Afterwards, there came the recognition of the need for 
further limitation of this formula; next the inquiry into 
those genernllaws of force from which this universal trans
formation necessarily results; next the deduction of these 
from the ultimate law of the persistence of force; next the 
perception that there is everywhere a process of Dissolution 
complementary to that of Evolution; and, finally, the deter. 
mination of the conditions (specified in the foregoing essay) 
under which Evolution and Dissolution respectively occur. 
The filiation of these results, is, I think, tolerably manifest. 
The process has been one of continuous development, set up 
by the addition of Von Daer's law to a number of ideas that 
were in harmony with it. And I am not co."iscious of any 
other influences by which the process has been affected. 

It is possible, however, that there may have been influences 
of which I am not conscious; and my opposition to M. 
Comte's system may have been one of them. The presenta
tion of antagonistio thoughts, often produces greater definite
ness and development of one's own thoughts. It is probable 
that the doctrines set forth in the essay on .. The Genesis of 
Science," might never have been reached, had not my very 
decided dissent from M. Comte's conception, led me to work 
them out; and but for this, I might not have arrived at the 
classificati~n of the sciences exhibited in the foregoing essay. 
Very possibly there are other cases in which the stimulus of 
repugnance to M. Comte's views, may have aided in elaborat
ing my own views; though I cannot call to mind any other 
cases. 

Let it by no means be supposed from all I have said, Ulat 
I do not regard M. Comte's speculations as of great vallie. 
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True or untrue, his system as a whole, has doubtleu produced 
important and salutary revolutions of thought in many 
minds; and will doubtless do so in many more. Doubtlcu, 
too, not a few of those who dissent from his general views, 
'have been healthfully stimulated by consideration of them. 
The presentation of scientific knowledge and method as a 
whole, whether rightly or wrongly co-ordinated, cannot have 
failed greatly to widen the conceptions of most of his l'eaders. 
And he has done especial service by familiarizing men with 
the idea of a social science, based on the other sciences. 
Beyond which benefits resulting from .the general character 
and scope of his philosophy, I believe .that there are scattered 
through his pages, many large ideas that are valuable not 
only as stimuli, but for their actulil truth. 

It has been by no means an agreeable tBilk to make the!le 
personal explanatioDs; but it has seemed to me a task not to 
be avoided. Differing so profoundly 88 I do from M. Comte 
on all fundamental .doctrines, save those which we inherit in 
common frQ~ the past; it has become needful to dissipate 
the impreB8ion that I agree with him-needful to show that 
a large part of what is currently known 88 II positive 
philosophy," is not II positive philosophy" in the sense ot 
being peculiarly M. ·Comte's philosophy; and to show that 
beyond ~hat portion of the so-called 4. positive philosophy" 
which is not peculiar to him, I dissent from it. 

And now at the close, as at ,the .outset, let me express my 
great regret that these explanations should have been called 
forth by the statements of a critic who has treated me 80 liber
ally. Nothing will,· I fear, prevent the foregoing pages from 
appearing like a very ungracious response to M. Laugel'. 
sympathetically-written review. I can only hope that t~e 
gravity of the question at issue, in 80 far 88 it concerns 
myself, may be taken in mitigation, if not 88 a sufficient 
apology. 

AlareA 12th, 1864. 
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OF THEIR DISCOVERY. 

[The folloming ch(Jpter 1'I:a8 contained in the first edition oj 
First Priuciples. 1 omitted it from the re-organized second 
edition, because it did not form an essential part 0/ the nem 
structure. As it is referred to in the foregoing pages, and as 
its general argument is germane to the contents of those pages, 
1 have thought mell to append it here. Moreover, though I 
!tope eventually to incorporate it in that division 0/ the Priu
ciples of Sociology mhich treats 0/ Intellectual Progress, 
yet as it must be long before it ran thus re-appear in its per
manent place, and as, should 1 Mt get so far in the execution 
~f my undertaking, it may never thus re·appear at all, it seems 
proper to make it more accessible than it is at present. The 
first and last sections, n·/ticn served to link it int~ the argument 
of t~e mork to mhich it originally belonged, are omitted. The 
rest has been carejully revised, and in some parts considerably 
altered.] 

The recognition of Law being the recognition of uni
furmity of relations among phenomena, it follows that the 
order in which diflerent groups of phenomena are reduced to 
law, must depend on the frequency with which the uniform 
relations they severally display are distinctly experienced. 
At any given stage of progress, those uniformities will be 
best known with which men's minds have been oftenest and 
most strongly impressed. In proportion partly to the 
number of times a relation has been presented to con
sciousness (not merely to the senses), and in proportion 
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partly to the vividn~s with which the tenns ot the relation 
have been cognized, will be the degree in which the con
stancy of connexion is perceived. 

The sucoession in which relations are generalized being 
thus determined, there result certain derivat.ive principlOi 
to which this succession must more immediately and ob
viously conform. First is the djrectneBB rriih rrhich 
personal welfare if aJlecled. While, among lurrounding 
things, many do not appreciably influence UI in any 
way, BOme produce pltlasures and lOme pains, in various 
degrees; and manifestly, those things whose actionl on the 
organism for good or evil are moat decided, will, crotcris 
paribus, be those whose laws of action are earliest ob
served. Second comea the conspicuouBnell. oj olle or both 
phenomena between u'hich a relation if to be perceit'ed. On 
every side are phenomena so concealed as to be detected only 
by close observation i others not obtrusive enough to attract 
notice; others which moderately solicit the attention; others 
so imposing of, vivid as to force themselves on consciousness i 
and, supposing conditions to be the same, these last will of 
course be among the first to haVE! their relations general
ized. In the third place, we have the ablolute /regumcg 
with which the relulion" occur. There are coexistences and 
!equences of all degrees of commonness, from those which 
are ever present to those which are extremely rare i and 
mliniftlstly, the rare coexistenccs and sequences, as well 
as the sequences which are very long in taking place, 
will not be reduced to law 10 lOon as those which are 
familiar and rapid. Fourthly ~as to be added 
lhe relatit'e /requenrg oJ orXurrmce. llany evenia and ap
p~arances are limited to certain times or certain places, or 
both i and, as a relation which does not exist within the 
environment of an observer cannot be perceived by him, 
however common it may be elsewhere or in another age, we. 
have to take a<loount of the surrounding physical cirC\OIll-
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etnnces, as well ns of the·state or society, of the arts, and of 
the scicnces-all of which affect the frequency with which 
certain groups of facts are obscrvable. Tho 
fifth corollary to be noticed is, that the succession in 
which different classes of relations are reduced to law, de
pends in port on their simplicil!!. Phenomena presenting 
grl'at composition of causes or conditions, have their essential 
relations so masked, that it requires accumulated expericnccs 
to impress upon cons(~iousness the true connexions of ante
cedents and conllequents they involve. lIenee, other things 
equal, the progress of generalizntion will be from the si!uple 
to the complex; and this it is which M. Comte hus wrongly 
asserted to be the sole regulative principle of the pro
gress. Sixth comes tile degree of a')81/'flc/lle~.!. 

Concrete relations are the earliest acquisitions. Such ana
lyses of them as separate the essential connexivns from their 
disguising accompaniments, necessarily come later. The 
analyses of the connexions, always more or less compound, 
into their elements then becomes possible. And so on con
tinually, until tho highest and most abstract truths haye 
been reached. 

These, then, are the several derivative principles. The 
frequency and vividness with which uniform relations are 
repeated in conscious experience, determining the recognition 
of their uniformity, and this frequency and yiviJness depend
ing on the above conditions, it follows that the order in 
which dilfel'ent classes of facts are generalized, must depend 
on the extent to which the above conditions are fulfilled in 
eneh class. Let us mark how the facts hnrmonizu with this 
conclusion: takinIP first a few that elucidate the general ., 
truth, and afterwards some that exemplify thfl special truths 
which we here Bee follow from it. 

The relations E'arliest known as uniformities, are those sub
si~ting between the common properties of matte.r-taDgi-
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bility, Tisibility, cohesion, weight, eto. We han DO tTnce or 
a time when the resistance offered by an objed WU regarded 
as caused by the will of the object; or when the Pt1!Uure of 
a body on the hand holding it, w .. aacribed to the agency of a 
living being. And accordingly, these are the relation. of which 
we are oftenest conscious; being objectiyely frequent, conspi
cuous, simple, concrete, and of immediate penonal concern. 

Similarly with the ordinary phenomena of motion. The 
fan of a mass on the withdrawal of ita .urport, it a acqucnce 
which directly aff\.'Cts bodily welfare, it conllpicuoua, .imple, 
concrcte, and very often I't'pcated. nence it it one of the 
uniformities recognized before the dawn of tradition. W. 
know of no era when movements due to terrestrial gravi
tation were attributed to yolition. Ollly when the rt!lation 
is obscured-only, as in the case of an aerolite, where the 
antecedent of the descent ia unperceiyed, do we find the con
ception of personal agency. On the other hand, mo
tions oC intrinsically the same order .. that of a Calling Itone 
-those of the. heavenly bodies-long remain un generalized ; 

and until their uniCormity i. ICen, are con.trued .. result. of 
will. This difference ia clearly not dependent on compara
tive complexity or abstractneaa; since the motion of a planet 
in an ellipCJe, ia .. simple and concrete a phenomenon .. the 
motion of a projected arrow in a parabola. Dut the ante
cedents are not oonspicuous; the aequencel are of long 
duration; and they are not often repeated. And that these 
are the caUSCI of their alow reduction to law, we lee in the 
fact that they are aevenilly generalized in the order of th(oir 
frequency and conspicuousness--the moon'l monthly cycle, 
the sun's annual change, the perioda 01 the inferior planets, 
the perioda of the superior planet&. 

While astronomical aequencel were still ascnDed to voli
tion, certain terrestrial aequenrea of a dill"crent kind, but 
some of them equally without complication, were interpreted 4 

in like manner. The solidification "I water at a low tempe-
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rature, is a phenomenon that is simple, concrete, and of 
much personal concern. But it is neither 80 frequent as 
those which we see are earliest generalized, nor is the pre
sence of the antecedent 80 manifest. Thougb in all bul. 
tropical climates, mid-winter displays the relation between 
cold and freezing with tolerable constancy; yet, during the 
spring and autumn, the occasional appearance of ice in the 
mornings haa no very obvious connexion with coldness of 
the weather. Sensation being 80 inaccurate a measure, it is 
not possible for the savage to experience the definite relation 
between a temperature of 32° and the congealing of water; 
and hence the long continued belief in per80nal agency. 
Similarly, but still more clearly, with the winds. The ab
llence of regularity and the inconspicuousness of the ante
cedents, allowed the mythological explanation to survive for 
a great period. 

During the era in which the uniformity of many quite 
simple inorganic relations was still unrecognized, certain 
organic relations, intrinsically very complex and special, 
were generalized. The constant coexistence of feathers and 
a beak, of four legs with an internal bony framework, are 
facts which were, and are, familiar to every savage. Did a 
savage find a bird with teeth, or . a mammal clothed with 
feathers, he would be as much surprised as an instructed 
naturalist. Now these uniformities of organic structure thul 
early perceived, are of exactly the same kind as those more 
numerous ones later established by biology. The constant 
COexistence of mammary glands with two occipital condyles 
to the skull, of vertebrm with teeth lodged in sockets, of 
frontal horns with the habit of rumination, are generaliza
tions as purely empirical as those known to the aboriginal 
hunter. The botanist cannot in the least understand the 
complex relation between papilionaceous flowers and aced. 

. borne in flattened pods: he knows these and like connexion. 
simply in the same way that the barbarian know. the con-
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nexions between l'c&rticular leave. and particular kind. of 
wood. But the fact that sundry of the uniform relations 
which chiefly make up the organic sciencel, were very early 
recognized, is due to the high degree ot vividne'8 and fre
quency with which they were presented to consciousnesL 
Though the connexion between the sound. characteristio ot 
a bird, and the possession ot edible flesh, is extremely in. 
volved; yet the two terms ot the relation are conspicuou., 
otten recur in experience, and II knowledge of their con
nexion has a direct bearing on personal welfare. Meanwhile 
innumerable relations ot the same order, which are displayed 
with even greater frequency by surrounding plants and 
animals, remain for thousands ot years unrecognised, it they 
are unobtrusive or ot no apparent moment. 

When, passing from this primitive .tage to a more ad
vanced stage, we trace the discovery ot those le811 familiar uni
formities which mainly constitute what is distinguished 81 

Science, we find the succession in which knowledge of them 
is reached, to he still determined in the same manner. This 
will become obvious on contemplating separately the in
fluence ot each derivative condition. 

How relations that have immediate bearings on the 
maintenance oT life, are, other thing. equal, fixed in the 
mind before those which have no immediate bearings, the 
history ·of Science abundantly illustrates. The habits of 
existing uncivilized races, who fix times by moons and barter 
80 many ot one article tor 80 many of another, shoW' us that 
conceptions ot equality and number, which are the germs of 
mathematical science, were developed under the immediate 
pressure of personal wants; and it can &carcely be doubted 
tha~ those laws of numerical relations which are embodied in 
the rules of arithmetic, were first brought to light through 
the practice of mercantile exchange. Similarly with goo
~etry. The derivation ot the word shows us that it on-
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gin ally included only certain methods of partitioning ground 
and laying out buildings. The properties of the scales and 
the lever, involving the first principle in mechanics, were 
early generalized under the stimulus of commercial and 
architectural needs. To fix the times of religious festivals 
and agricultural operations, were the motives which led to 
the establishment of the simpler astronomic periods. Such 
small knowledge of chemical relations as was involved in 
ancient metallurgy, was manifestly obtained in seeking how 
to improve tools and weapons. In the alchemy of' later 
times, we see how greatly an intense hope of private benefit 
contributed to the disclosure of a certain class of uniformities. 
Nor is our own age barren of illustrations. "Here," says 
Humboldt, when in Guiana, " as in many parts in Europe, the 
sciences are thought worthy to occupy the mind, only so far 
as they confer some immediate and practical benefit on 
society." "IIow is it possible to believe," said a missionary 
to him, .. that you have left your country to come to be de
voured by mosquitoes on this river, and to measure lands 
that are not your own." Our coasts furnish like instances. 
Every sea-side naturalist knows how great is the contempt 
with which fishermen regard the collection of objects for the 
microscope or aquarium. Their incredulity as to the possible 
value' of sllch things is so great, that they can scarcely be 
induced even by bl'ibes to preserve the refuse of their nets. 
Nay, we need not go for evidence beyond daily table-talk. 
The demand for" practical science "-for a knowledge that 
can be brought to bear on the business of life-joined to the 
ridicule commonly vented on scientific pursuits having no 
obvious uses, suffice to show that the order in which laws 
are discovered greatly depends on the directness with which 
they affect our welfare. 

That, when all other conditions are the same, obtrusive 
relations will be generalized before unobtrusi VI) ones, is so 
nearly a truism that examples appear almost superfluous. If 
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it be aJmitte<l that by the aboriginal mnn, III by the chiM, 
tho co-existent propertiel of lnrge lurrounding objects are 
noticed bcfore those of minute objocts, and that the external 
relations which bodies present are genl'ralizcd before their 
internal relationl, it must be 1l11rnittod that in lubs('qu('nt 
Btages of progress, the compnrative conl'lpicuousnC81 of rela
tions hns greutly a!focted the ordor in which they were 
recognizod as uniform. nence it happened thnt aner the 
establishment of those very manifost lequences constituting 
a lunation, and those 1081 manifost onos marking a year, and 
those still loss manifost ones marking the planetary poriods, 
astronomy occupied itself with luch inconl'picuoullequencel 
as those dillplayed in the repeating cycle 01 lunar eclipses, 

. and those "'hich suggested the theory of epicyclca and eccen
trics j while modern astronomy deals with It ill more incon
spicuou8 8equencel, lome of which, &I the planetary rotations. 
arc neverthde~8 the 8implest which the beavens prescnt. In 
physics, the early uso of canoes implied an empirical know
led~e of centain hydrostatio relutionl thut are intrinsically 
m. rJ complex than 8undry Itutio relutions not empirically 
known; but these hydrostatio relations were thrust upon 
obsen'lItion. Or, if we com par. the ,olution of the problem 
of apeci£o gravity by Arehimedl'. "'ith the discovery of at
mOllphcl'io pl'ClJ.ure by TorricelH (the two involving mo
chanical relationl of exactly the same kind), we perceive that. 
the much earlier occurrence of the fint than the lust wu' 
dctermined, neither by a di!fl.rcnce in the irbeoringe on per1 
lonal wolfare, nor by a di!ftlrence in the frequ('ncy with
which illustrations of them come under obs('rvation, nor by 
relative simplicity j but by the greater obtrusiven('ss of thd 
connexion between antecedent and consequent in the one call( 
thun in the other. "Among miscellaneou8 illustrations, it 
may be pointed out that the connexions between lightninp 
and thunder·" and bctwl'Cn rain and clouds, w.ore recognizCt 
long before others of the lIlme ordor, simply becauae thoJ 
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thnlst themselvel! on the attention. Or the long-delayed 
discovery of the microscopic forms of life, with all the phe
nomena they present, may be named as very clearly showing 
how certain groups of relations not ordinarily perceptible, 
though in other respects like long-familiar relations, have 
to wait until changed conditions render them perceptible. 
nut, without further details, it needs only to consider the 
inquiries which now occupy the electrician, the chemist, 
the physiologist, to see that science has advanced, and is 
IIdmncing, from the more conspicuous phenomena to the less 
conspicuous ones. 

How the degree of absolute frequency ot a relation affects 
the recognition of its uniformity, we see in contrasting certain 
biologic III fucts. The connexion between death and bodily 
injury, constantly displayed not only in mm but in all in
fl'rior creatures, was known as an instance of natural causa
tion while yet deaths from diseases were thought super
natural. Among diseases themselves, it is observable that 
unusual ones were regarded as of demoniacal o-.igin during 
agt's when the more frequent were ascribed to ordinary 
causes: a truth paralleled among our own peasantry, who by 
the use of charms show a lingering superstition with respect 
to rare disorders, which they do not show with respect to 
common ones, such as colds. Passing to physical illustra
tions, we may note that within the historic period whirl
pools were accounted for by the agency of water-spirits; but 
we do not find that within the same period the disappearance 
of water on exposure either to the sun or to artificial heat 
Was interpreted in an analogous way: though a more mar
vellous occurrence, and a much more complex one, its great 
frequency led to the early recognition of it as a natural uni
formity. Rainbows and comets do not differ much in con
Rpicuousness, and a rainbow is intrinsically the more involved 
phenomenon; but chiefly because of their far greater com
monness, rainbows were percci fed to have a direct dependence 
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on sun and rain while yet comets were regarded aa ligns oj 
divine wrath. 

That races living inland must long have remained ignoranl 
of the daily and monthly sequences of the tides, and thaI 
tropical races could not early have comprehended the pheno. 
mena of northern winters, are extreme illustrations of the 
influence which relative frt-quency haa on the recognition 01 
uniformities. Auimals which, where they are indigenous, 
call forth no surprise by their structures or habits, becoU8( 
t.hese are so familiar, when taken to countries where the, 
have never been seen, are looked at with an aatonishmenl 
approaching to awe-are even thought supernatural: a focl 
which will sUcigest numerous others that show how the local· 
ization of phenomena in part controls the order in which th~ 
are reduced to law. Not only however does their localizatioll 
in space affect the progression, but also their localization ill 
time. Facts which are rarely if ever manifested in one era, 
are rendered very frequent in another, simply through th( 
changes wl'ought by civilization. The lever, of which the 
properties are illustrated in the use of sticka and weapons, i! 
vaguely understood by every savage-on applying it in v 
certain way he rightly anticipate. certain effects: but the 
wheel-and-axle, pulley, and screw, cannot have their power! 
either empirically or rationally knowD till the advance of the 
arts has more or less familiarized them. Through those 
various means of exploration which we have inherited anll 
added to, we bave become acquainted with a vast range oj 
chemical relatioDs that were relatively non-existent to th( 
primitive man. To highly-developed industries we owe bot}; 

the substances and the appliances that bave discloscd to Ul 

countless uniformities which our ancestors had no oppor· 
tunity of seeing. These and like instances that will OCCUI 

to the reader, show that the acc~mulated materials. and pro
CCHSeS, and products, which chan cterize the environments 0) 

complex societies, greatly increase tho accessibility of variout 
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classes of relations; and bv so multiplying the experi~nces 
of them, or making them relatively frequent, facilitate their 
generalization. Moreover, various classes of phenomena 
presented by society itself, as for instance those which 
political economy formulates, become relatively frequent, and 
therefore recognizable, in advanced social states; while in 
less advanced ones they are either too rarely displayed to 
have thcir relations perceived, or, as in the least advanced 
ones, are not displayed at all. 

That, where no other circumstances intenere, the order in 
which different uniformities are established varies as their 
complexity, is manifest. The geometry oC straight lines was 
understood before the geometry of curved lines; the proper
ties of the circle before the properties of the ellipse, parabola, 
and hyperbola; and the equations of curves of single cur
,'ature were ascertained before those of curves of double 
CUI'vature. Plane trigonometry comes in order of time and 
simplicity before spherical1irigonometry; and the mensura
tion of plane surfaces and solids before the mfillsuration of 
curved surfaces and solids. Similarly with mechanics: the 
laws of simple motion were generalized before those of com
pOlllld motion; and those of rectilinear motion before those 
of curvilinear motion. The properties of equal-armed levers 
or scales, were understood before those of levers with un
equal arms; and the law of the inclined plane was formulated 
'earlier than that of the screw, which involves it. In chemis
try, the progress has been from the simple inorganic com
pounds to the more involved or organic compounds. .And 
where, as in the higher sciences, the conditions of the explo
ration are more complicated, we still may clearly trace 
relative complexity as determining the order of discovery 
Where other things are equal. 

The progression from concrete relations to abstract ones, 
and from the less abstract to the more abstract, is equally 
obvious. Numeration, which in its primary form concel"Iled 
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itself only with groups ot actual objects, came earlier than 
simple arithmetic; the rules ot which deal with numbers 
apart from objects. Arithmetic, limited in ita aphere to con
crete numerical relations, ie alike earlier and less abstract 
than Algebra, which deals with the relations of theBe rela
tions. And in like manner, the Calculus ot Operations comes 
after Algebra, both in order of evolution and in order of ab
stractness. In Mechanics, the more concrete relations of 
forces exhibited in the lever, inclined plane, etc., were un
derstood before the more abstract relations expressed in the 
laws of resolution and composition of forces; and later than 
the three abstl'act laws of motion as formulated by Newton 
came the still more abstract law ot inertia. Similarly with 
Physics and· Chemistry, there haa been an advance from 
truths entangled in all the specialities of particular fuets 
and particular classes of facts, to truths disentangled from 
the disguising incidents under which they are manifested
to truths of a higher abstractness. 

Brief andorude as ie thie sketch of a mental development 
that has been long and complicated, I venture to think it 
shows induetively what waa deductively inferr~, that the 
order in which separate groups of uniformitie. are recog
nized, depends not on one circumstance but on several cir
cumstances. The various classes of relations are generalized 
in a certain succession, not 801ely because of one particular 
kind of difference in their natures; but also because they 
are variously placed in time and in space, variously open to 
observation, and variously related to our own coJ18titutions: 
our perception of them being influenced by all these con
ditioJ18 in endless combinations. The comparative degrees 
of importance, of obtrusiveness, ot ab80lute frequency, ot 
relative frequency, of simplicity, ot concreteness, are every 
one of thE:m factors; and from their nnioJ18 in proportions 
that are ne\"'er twice alike, there resulta a highly complex 
process of menW evolution. But while it ie thus manifeat 
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that the proximnte causes of the Buccession in wbich relations 
are reduced to law, are numerous and involved; it is also 
manifest that there is one ultimate cause to which these 
proximate causes are subordinate. .As the several circum
stances that determine the early or late recognition of uni
formities are circumstances that determine the number and 
strength of the impressions which these uniformities make 
on the mind, it followa that the progression conforms to a 
certain fundamental principle of psychology. We see Ii 
posteriori, what we concluded d priori, that the order in which 
relations are generalized, depends on the frequency and 
impressiveness with. which they are repeated in conscious 
experience. 

Having roughly analyzed the progress of the past, let 
us take advantage of the light thus thrown' on the present, 
and consider what is implied respecting the future. 

Note first that the likelihood of the universality of Law 
has been ever growing greater. Out of the Qauntless co
existences and sequences with which mankind are environed, 
they have been continually transferring some from the group 
whose order was supposed to be arbitrary, to the group 
whose order is known to be uniform. And manifestly, as 
fast as the relations that are unreduced to law become' 
fewer, the probability that among them there are some that 
do not conform to law, becomes less. To put the argument 
numerically-It is clear that when out of surrounding phe
nomena a hundred of several kinds have been found to\occur 
in constant connexions, there arises a slight presumpti<hl that 
all phenomena occur in constant connenons; When uni
formity has been established in a thousand cases, more v~ied 
in their kinds, the presumption gains strength;, And when 
the known cases of uniformity amount to myria~s, including 
many of each variety, it becomes an ordinary inquction that 
uniformity exists everywhere. 
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Silently and insensibly their experiences have been prcu
ing men on towards the conclusion thu.s drawn. Not out of 
a conscious regard for these reasons, but from a habit or 
thought which these reasons formulate and justify, all mind.. 
have been advancing towards a belier in the constancy or 
surrounding coexil>tences and sequences. Familiarity with 
concrete uniformities has generated the abstract conception 
of uniformity-the idea of LaID; and this idea has been in 
successive generations slowly gaining fixity and cleamesa. 
Especially has it been thus among those whose knowledge ot 
natural phenomena is the most extensive-men or science. 
The mathematician, the physicist, the astronomer, the che
mist, severally acquainted with the vast accumulations or 
uniformities established by their predecessors, and themaelves 
daily adding new ones as well as verifying the old, acquire a 
far stronger faith in law than is ordinarily POSSC88ed. With 
them this faith, ceasing to be merely passive, becomes an 
active stimulus to inquiry. Wherever there exist pheno
mena of whif,h the dependence is not yet ascertained, these 
most cultivated intellects, impelled by the conviction that 
here too there is some invariable oonnexion, proceed to ob
serve, compare, and experiment; and when they discover 
the law to which the phenomena conform, as they eventually 
do, their general belief in the universality or law is further 
strengthened. So overwhelming is the evidence, and such 
the effect of this discipline, that to the advanced student or 
nature, the proposition that there are lawle88 phenomena 
has become not only incredible but almost inconceivable. . 

ThiH habitual rtlCOgnition ot law which already distin-. 
guishes modem thought from ancient thought, must spread 
among men at large. The fulfilment ot predictions made 
possible by every new step, and the further command gained 
of nature's forces, prove to the uninitiated the validity 01 
scientific generalizations and the doctrine they illustrate. 
Widening eiucation is· daily diffusing among the IDa88 or 
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men that knowledge of these generalizations which has been 
hitherto confined to the few. And as fast 88 this diffusion 
goes on, must the belief of the scientific become the belief of 
the world at large. 

That law is universal, will become an irresistible con· 
clusion when it is perceived that the progress i" tile dis
('ui'ery of /mrs itself cOI!/orms to law; and when this percep
tion makes it clear why certain groups of phenomena have 
been reduced to law, while other groups are still unreduced. 
When it is seen that the order in which uniformities are 
recognized, must depend upon the frequency and vividness 
with which they are repeated in conscious experience, when 
it is seen that, as a matter of iact, the most common, impor
tant, conspicuous, concrete, and simple, uniformities were the 
earliest recognized, because they were experienced oftenest 
and most distinctly; it will by implication be seen that long 
after the great mass of phenomena have been generalized, 
there must remain phenomena which, from th~ir rareness, 
or unobtrusiveness, or seeming unimportance, or complexity, 
or abstractness, are still un generalized. Thus will be 
furnished a solution to a difficulty sometimes raised. When 
it is asked why the universality of law is not already fully 
established, there will be the answer that the directions in 
which it is not yet established are those in which its estab
lishment must necessarily be latest. That state of things 
which is inferable beforehand, is just the state which we tind 

'tQ exist. If such coexistellces and sequences as those of 
Biology and Sociology are not yet reduced to law, the pre
sumption is not that they are irreducible to law, but that their 
!!lWS elude our present means of analysis. IIaving long ago 
proved uniformity throughout all the lower classes of rela
tions, and having been step by step prtJving uniformity 
throughout classes of relations successivf:ly higher and high'3r, 
if we hllye not yct succeeded with the liighe!;t classcs, it may 

H 
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be fairly concluded that our powers are at fault, rather 
than that the uniformity does not exist. And unle81 we 
make the absurd assumption that the proceS8 of generaliza
tion, now going on with unexampled rapidity, hal reached 
its limit, and will suddenly cease, we must infer thatul
timately mankind will discover a constant order o( mani
festation even in the most involved and obscure phenomena. 

----------
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M& MoLENNAN'S recent essays on the Worship of 
Animals and Plants have done much to elucidate a very 
obscure subject. By pursuing in this case, as before in 
another case, the truly scientific method of comparing the 
phenomena presented by existing uncivilized races with 
those which the early traditions of civilized races present, 
he has rendered both more comprehensible than they were 
before. 

It seems to me, however, that Mr. McLeI\Dan gives 
but an indefinite answer to the essential question-How 
did the worship of animals and plants arise' Indeed, in 
his concluding paper, he expressly leaves this problem 
without a solution; saying that his "is not an hypothesis 
explanatory of the origin of Totemism, be it remembered, 
but an hypothesis explanatory of the animal and plant 
worship of the ancient nations." So that we have still to 
ask-Why have savage tribes so generally taken animals 
and plants and other things as their totems' What can 
have induced this tribe to ascrib~ special sacredness to one· 
creature, and that tribe to another' And if to these ques
tions the general reply is, that each tribe considers itself 
to be descended from the object of its reverence, then 
there presses for answer the further question-How came 
so strange a notion into existence 1 If this notion occurred 
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in one case only, we might set it down to BOme whim of· 
thought or some illusive occur.,rence. But appearing as it 
does with multitudinous variations among so many un
civilized races in different parts of the world, and having 
left. equally numerous traces in the superstitions of the 
extinct civilized races, we cannot assume any special or 
.exceptional cause. Moreover, the general cause, whatever 
it may be, must be such as does not negative an aboriginal 
intelligence essentially like our own. After studying the 
grotesque beliefs of savages, we are apt to suppose that 
their reason is not as our reason. But this supposition is 
inadmissible. Given the amonnt of knowledge which 
p:imitive men possess, and given the imperfect verbal 
symbols used by them in speech and thought, and the con
clusions they habitually reach will be those that are rela,.. 
tilVely the most rational. This mllSt be our postulate; 
and, setting out with this postulate, we have to ask how 
primitive meu came so generally, unot universally, to be
lieve themselves the progeny of animals or plants or inani
mate bodies. There is, I believe, a satisfactory. answer. 

The proposition with which Mr. McLeunan seta out, 
that totem-worship preceded the worship of anthropomor
phic gods, is one to which I can yield but a qualified as
sent.. It is true in a sense, but n·ot wholly true. U the 
words" gods" and" wOl"Ship " carry with them their or
dinary definite meanings, the statement is true; but If 
their meanings ar~ widened so as to comprehend those 
earliest vague notions out of which the definite ideas of 
gods and worship are evolved, I think it is not true. The 
rudimentary form of all religion is the propitiation of dead 
ancestors, who are supposed to be still existing, and to be 
capable of working good or evil to their descendants. As 
~ preparation for dealing hereafter with the principles ot 
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sociology, I have, for some years past, directed much at
tention to the modes of t~ought current in the simpler 
human" societies; and evidence of many kinds, furnished 
by all varieties of uncivilized men, has forced on me a 
conclusion harmonizing with that lately expre5sed in this 
Heview by Prof. Huxley-namely, that the savage, con
ceivipg a corpse to be deserted by the active personality 
who dwelt in it, conceives this active personality to be 
still existing, and that his feelinh'"S and ideas concerning 
it form the basis of' his superstitions. Everywhere we find 
expressed or implied the belief that each person is double; 
and that when he dies, his other self~ whether remaining 
near at hand or gone fiU' away, may return, and continues 
capable of injuring his enemies and aiding his tHen&.' 

, A critical reader may raise an objeotion. If animal .... orship is to be ra
tionall, interpreted, how can the interpretation se~ ou~ by .... uming a belief 
in the Bpiri~ of dead anoesto.--.a belief which just .. much requires explana
tion' Doubtless there is here a wide gap in the argument. I hope eventually 
to till it up. Here, out of many uperienC08 which conspire to generate tills 
belief, I can hut brielly indicate the leading ones: 1. It is not impossible that 
his shadow, following him everywhere, and moving .. he lioves, may have 
Bome amall altare in giving to the savage a vague idea of his duality. It needs 
but to watch a child's interest in the moveman~ of i~ shadow, and to remem
ber that at 1Irat a shadow oannot be interpreted as • negation of li~ht, but ia 
locked upon as an entity, to peroeive that the aavage may very possibly con
sider it aa a speci1lo 80metlting whioh forms part of him. I. A much more 
decided suggestion of the same kind is likely to result from the relIection of 
hi. face and lIgure in water: imitating him as it do ... in his form, colors, mo
&ions, grimaoes. When we remember that not unfrequently. aava .. ..., objec~ 
to have his portrait taken, because he tbinks whoever carries away ..... presen
tation of him carries away some part of his being, wille .. how probable it ia 
that he thinks his double in the water is a r..al.ity in Bome way belonging to 
him. I. Echoes must greatly tend to confirm the idea of duality otherwise 
.rrived al. Incapable as he is of understanding their natural ori;;in, the 
primitive man neceasarily ascribeS them to living beinp-beings who mock 
him and elude his search. "" The suggastions resulting from th_ and oth ... 
physioal phenomene are, however, 8000ndary in importance. The root of this 
belier in anoth ... self lies in the expenence of dreams. The distinction 80 

easily made by us between our life in dreams and our real life, is ono which 
the savaga reoognizes in hut • V8!r'le .... y; and he OaDnot uprees even lha& 
cI:..tinOtiOIl which he pc_hoes. When he .wakea, and to th:oee who have seen 
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But how out of the desire to propitiate this second per-
sonality of a deceased man (the. words" ghost" or " spirit" 
are somewhat misleading, since the savage believes that 
the second personality reappears in a form equally tan· 
gible with the first) does there grow up the worship of 

him lying quietly aaleep. deoorlbel where h. h .. b .. n. IoIld wbaa hi h .. don .. 
hia rude l!mguage Caila to atate the did'orenoe bet .. een 1 .. ln, .nd dreamlq 
that he aaw. doing and dreaming that h. did. From thia InadeoquaoT ot hIa 
language it not only reaulta ,haa h. cannot truly repreeent thIa dld'erenoa to 
othera. but aleo tbaa he OIoDnot trulr rapre.ent it to himlelt. Blnoa. In the 
ab.enoe oC loll alternative interpretation, hia beUet. IoIld that ot thOH to .. hom 
he tella hia.d .. entures. la th.t hia other I.lt h.. baen ... aTloIld cam. book 
when he .woke. And thia beUet. whioh .. e lind among varioWl nllting .. ". 
age tribea. we equally Ilnd In the traditioDi ot the .ariT ai .. iliae4 _ 
II. The aonaeptlon ot another lilt capable ot going .... Tand re'JUDln,. _ 
eelve .... hat to the aavage mWlt .eem oonaiWllv. v.rIIlcatlo08 tram tha .bnor
ma! auopenaioDi ot oo08oioWlnell. and derangementa ot 0001010118011" &baa 
oooasionally oocur in membera ot hie tribe. One who h .. tainted, and _noa 
b. ImmediatelT brought baok to himeelt (note the IlgnUlt'IIIoe ot Our OWD 
phrases" returning to hlmaelt." .&0.) ... aleeper _. IhoWI him ll&a&e In 
whloh the other lelth .. been .waT tor 1 tint. beyond reoaiL Still mora Ia 
tbla prolonged .baenoe oUh. other lelt ahoWD him In _ ohpoplezT. eaIA
lepay. and other Corml of auspended loIlimation. B .... for houri th. other 
aelfpereiata in ,~maining Iway. IoIld on returnin, retuaea to '.T wh,re h. hu 
been. , Further verllioation II dOMed by ."err epileptia lubjeat, Into whou 
body. during the .baenoe of the other aelt. 10m. enemT h .. Interad; for how 
ala. doea it happen that th. other 1,lf On returning denies all knowladlt8 01 
what hIa bodT haa been doing' And thia luppo_ition tba& tb. bodT h .. bee. 
II pOllea.ed " by aome other being. II oonllrmed bT the phenomena 01 _ 
nambuliam and inaanitT. 8. What, then. II th. Interpretation lnevitablT put 
upon death' The other aelt haa babituallT returned after lleep. which 11m ... 
latea death. It h .. returned. too. aft.r tainting. which Ilmula"" death much 
more. It hu even returned after the rigid .tate or oatalop.y. which almulate, 
death verT greatly. Will 'it not return a1ao after thia ltill more prolonged 
qulesoenoe and rigidity' Clearlllt II quite pOlllble-quite probabl. nln. 
The dead mloll'l other lell Ia ,one ... aT tor • long tim •• but 1& atill eziata aom .. 
where. far or near. and maya, any moment oom. back to da all b. Hid h. 
would dQ, Benoe th. nri0118 bwial-ri~. plaolng of weapo08 and "al ... 
• blea along with the body. the dailT bringin, 01 Iood to II, eta. I hope h_ 
after to ahow that, with 8uch knowledge of the faota aa he baa. thIa Interp,.. 
tion ia the moo' re .. ouabl. the .... .,. GIlD arr\ye.&. Le& me h ..... howner. 
br war of ahowing how olearll the faota bear out thla vi ..... gi"" on. UlWl'
tion out of many. "The ... remoui .. with which thel [tha Veddaha] Inyoke 
them [th. abed .. ot the dead] U'tl few .. thel U'tl Ilmpl.. The moat _ . 
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animals, plants, and inanimate objects' Very simply. 
Savages habitually distiuguish individuals by names that 
are either directly suggestive of some personal trait or fact 
of personal history, or else express an observed community 
of character with some well-known object. Such a gene
sis of individual names, before surnames have arisen, is 
inevitable; and how easily it arises we shan see on re
membering that it still goes on in its original form, even 
when no longer needful. I do not refer only to the sig
nificant fact that in some parts of England, as in the nail
making districts, nicknames are universal, and surnames 
scarcely recognized; but I refer to the general usage 
among both children and adults. The rude man is apt to 
be known as "a bear;" a sly fellow, as an "old fox;" a 
hypocrite, as "the crocodile." Names of plants, too, are 
used; as when the red-haired boy is caned" carrots" by 
his school-fellows. Nor do we lack nicknames derived 
from inorganic objects and agents: instance that given by 
Mr. Carlyle to the elder Sterling-" Captain Whirlwind." 
Now, in the earliest savage state, this metapho"rical nam-

ill the (ollowing: An arrow is bed upright in the ground, and the Veddah 
danoes slowly round it, chanting this invocation, whioh is almost muslcal in 
Ita rhythm: 

.. lltr. miya mil miy, mil deyl, 
Topaug koyiohetti mittigan yandlh '" 

.. My departed one, my depart,d one, my God I 
Where art thou wandering' .. 

.. This invocation app88l'll to be used on all GOo.sions when the mtel'Vtntion 
or the guardian spirits i8 required in sickness, preparatory to hunting, eto. 
Sometimes in the latter ca8e, a portion of the fte.h of the game is promi.ed .. 
a votive offering, in the event of the ohase being successful; and they believe 
that the spirits will appear to them in dream. and tell them where to hunt. 
Sometimes they oook food and place it in the dry bed of a river, or some other 
lOolud.d spot, and then oall on their deceased anoe.tors b,. name, • Come and 
partake of this I Give us maintenance .. you did when living I Come, where
loonr you may be, on a tree, on a rock, in th. foreet, 001D, I' And dan .. 
round the food, half ohanting half ahoutin, the in,"ooation. "-BaiUy, Tra .... 
EtIt. Soo., London, N. B., ii., p. 801. 
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ing will in most cases commence afresh in each generation 
-must do so, indeed, until s.urnames of some kind have 
been established. I say in most cases, because there will 
occur exceptions in the cases of men who have distin· 
guished themselves. If" the Wolf," proving famous in 
fight, becomes a terror to neighboring tribes, and a domi· 
nant l1lan in his own, his sons, proud of their parentage, 
will not let fall th~ fact that they descended from the 
Wolf; nor will this fact be forgotten by the rest of the 
tribe who held" the Wolf" in awe, and Bee Bome reason 
to dread his sons. In proportion to the power and celeb
rity of the Wolf will this pride and this fear conspire to 
maintain among his grandchildren and great-grandchil
'dren, as well as among those over whom they dominate, 
the remembrance of the fact that their ancestor was the 
Wolf. And if, as will occasionally happen, this dominant 
family becomes the root of a new tribe, the memben of 
this tribe will become known to themselves and othen as 
the Wolves. 

We need not rest satisfied with the. inference that this 
inheritance of nicknames will take place: there is proof 
,that it does take place. As nicknaming after animals, 
plants, and other objects, still goes on among onrselves, so 
among ourselves does there go on the dellCent of nicknames. 
An instance has come under my own notice on an estate 
in the West Highlands, belonging to some friends with 
whom I frequently have the. pleasure of spending a few 
weekS in the autumn. "Take a young Croshek," haa 
more than once been the reply. of my host to the inquiry, 
who should go with me when I was setting out salmon
fishing. The elder Ct'oshck I knew well; and supposed 
that this name, borne by him anJ by all belonging to him, 
was the family surname. Some years passed before I 
learned that the real surname was Cameron i that the 
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father was called Croshek, after the name of his cottage, 
to distinguish him from other Camerons employed about 

. the premises; and <;hat his children had come to be simi
larly distinguished. Though here, as very generally in 
Scotland, the nickname was derived from the place of 
residence, yet had it been derived· from an 'animal, the 
process would have been the same-inheritance of it would 
have occurred just as naturally. Not even for this small 
link in the argument, however, need we depend on infer
ence: there is fact to bear us out. Mr. Bates, in his" Nat
uralist on the River Amazon" (2d ed., p. 376), describ
ing three half-castes who accompanied him on a hunting 
.trip, says: "Two of them were brothers-namely, Joao 
(John) and Zephyrino J abuti; J abuti, or tortoise, being /I, 

nickname which their father had earned for his slow gait, 
and which, as is us-ual in this country, had descended as 
the surname of the family." Let me add the statement 
made by Mr. Wallace respecting this same region, that 
"one of the tribes on the river Isanna is called' J urupari ' 
(Devils). Another is called' Ducks;' a third; 'Stars;' 
a fourth, • Mandiocca.' " Putting these two statements 
together, can there be any doubt about the genesis of these 
tribal name3 W Let the tortoise become suffici-::ntly distin
guished (not necessarily by superiority-great inferiority 
may occasionally suffice) and the tradition of descent from 
him, preserved by his descendants themselves if he was 
snperior, and by their contemptuous neighbors if he was 
inferior, may become a tribal name.' 

1 Sinoe the foregoing pages were written, ror attention haa been drown by 
Sir John Lubbock to a passage in the appeudix to the second edition of" Pre
bistorio Times," in which he haa indicated this derivation of tribal nam~s, Be 
BarB: II In endeavoring to aooount for the worship of animals, we must remem
ber that names are very frequentlr taken from them. • The children and fol
lowe .... of a man OIilled the Bear or the Lion would make that a tribal name. 
Bence the animal itself would be tirst respected, at last worshipped." Ofilie 
I:CneBi. of this worship, however,Sir John Lubbock does not give anrspecitia 
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"But this," it will be said, "doel not amount to al.l 
explanation of animal-worship." True: a third factor 
remains to be specified. Gi ven a belief in the ltill·exist
ing other self of the deceased ancestor, who must be pro
pitiated; given this survival of his metaphorical name 
among his grandchildren, great-grandchildren, eto.; and 
the further requisite is that the distinction between meta
phor and reality shall be forgotten. Let the tradition ot 
the ancestor fail to keep clearly in view the fact .that he 
was a man called the Wolf-let him be habitually spoken 
of as the Wolf, just as when alive; and the natural mi .. 
take of taking the name literally will bring with it, first.ly, 
a belief in descent from the actual wolf, and, secondly, a 
treatment of the wolf in·a manner likely to propitiate' 
him-a manner appropriate to one wlio may be the other 
self of the dead ancestor, or one of the kindred, and there
fore a friend. 

That a misunderstanding of this kind will naturally 
grow up, becomes obvious when we bear in mind the great 
indefinitenesl of primitive language. AI Prof. Max MUl
Jer says, respecting certain misinterpretttione of an oppo
site kind: "These metaphors • • • • would become mere 
names handed down in the conversation ot a family, un
derstood perhaps by the grandfather, familiar to the father, 
but strange to the son, and misunderstood by the grand
son." We have ample reason, then, for thinking that 
such misinterpretations are likely to occur. Nay, we may 
go t'arther. We are justified in saying that they are cer
tain to occur. For undeveloped languages contain no 
words capable of indicating the distinction to he kept in 
view. In the tongues of existing inferior races, only con
explanation. Apparently he inclines Ie> the belief, tacitly adopted aiM by 
Mr. McLennan, that animal-wonhip is derived from UI original FetiAlhiam, 
of which it Ia a more developed form. AA will lhort1y be Hell, I 1Ak •• diJI'_ 
811' view of Ita origin. . 



cre!e objects :rod acta L'e t'xpre:;s:ible. The A1h>-traliana 
hue a name for each kind of tree, but no name for tree 
~-pecti 1'e of kind. And though some witnesses allege 
that their Tocabulary u not ab:;Qlutely destitute of generic 
names. ita extreme poverty in such iii unquestionable. 
Similarly with the Ta;;manjans Dr. Milligan says they 
.. had acquired Tery limited powen of ab;;traction or gen
eralization. They possesced no worda representing ab
stract idea.;; for each Tariety of gum-tree and wattl&-tree, 
etc., etc., they had a name, but they had no equivalent for 
the exp~ion, 'a tree;' neither could they expresa ab
stract qualities, such as hard, soft, wartD, cold, long, short, 
round, etc.; for' hard,' they would say , like a stone,' for 
'tall,' they would say' long legs,' etc., and for' round,' 
they said ' like a ball,' , like the moon,' and so on, 1h>-ually 
suiting the action to the word, and confirming, by some 
sign, the meaning to be understood.~1 :Xow, even mak
ing allowance for over-statement here (which seems need
ful, since the word " long," said to be inexp~ble in the 
ah.-tract, subsequently occurs as qualifying a concrete in 
the expression, "long legs "), it is sufficiently manifest 
that so imperfect a ~"'Wl,,<>e must fail to convt'y the idea 
of a name, as something separate from a thing; ana that 
still less can it be capable of indicating the act of naming. 
Familiar use ofsuch partially abt,-tract worda as are appli
eatle to all objects of a cla3.s, is needful before there can 
be reached the conception of a name-a word symbolizing 
the svmbolic character of other worda; and the conception 
of a ~ame, with ita answering abt,-tract term, mn:.-t belong 
eunent before the Terb to name can ari..-e. lienee, among 
tribes with &peeeh so rude, it will be impo.s6ible to trans
mit the tradition of an ancestor named the W o~ as d.ia
~~ed from the actualwolL The children and grand-

• Proe. Eopl Soc. T ............. i!L. p. Bl. 
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·cllildren who saw him will not be led into error; but In 
later generations, descent from the Woll will inevitably 
come to mean descent from the animal known by that 
name, And the ideas and sentiments which, II above 
shown, naturally grow up around the belier that the dead 
parents and grlllldparenu are still alive, and ready, it pro
pitiated, to befriend their descendants, will be extended 
to the woll species. 

Before pusing to other developments of this general 
view, let me point out how not simply animal-worship is. 
thus accounted for, but also the conception, 10 variously 
illustrated in ancient legends, that animals are capable 
of displaying hnman powers of speech and thought and 
action. Mythologies are full of stories of beasts and birds 
and fishes that have played intelligent parts in human 
o.ft'airs--creatures that have befriended particular pel'1lOnB 

by giving them information, by guiding them, by yielding 
them help j or else that have dooeived t,hem, verbally or 
otherwise, Evidently all theee traditions, &8 well as those I 
about aoductiona of women by animals and fostering ot I 
clilldren by them, fall naturally into their placea as re-: 
aults of the habitual misinterpretationl have described. I 

The probability of the hypothesis will appear still I 
gre.'I.ter when we observe how readily it applies to the 
worship of other orders of objects. Belief in actnal de
scent from an animal, strange as we may think it, is one 
by no means incongruous with the unanalyzed experiences 
of the savage; for there come under his notice man 
metamorphoses, vegetal and animal, which are apparently: 
ot'like character. But how could he p088ibly arrive at 
grotesque a conception as that the progenitor of Ilia tribe' 
was the sun, or the moon, or a particular star , No ob
servation of. surrounding phenomena aft'ords the slightest 
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Imggcstion of any such possibility. But by the inheritance 
of nicknames that are eventually mistaken for the names 
of the objects from which they were derived, the belief 
readily arises-is sure to arise. That the names of heav
enly bodies will furnish metaphorical names to the un
civilized, is manifest. Do we not ourselves call a distin
guished singer or actor a star 1 And have we not in poems 
numerous comparisons of men and women to the sun and 
moon; 8S in "Love's Labour's Lost," where the princess 
is called "a gracious moon," and as in " Henry VII!.," 
where we read-" Those suns of glory, those two lights 
of men ¥" Clearly, primitive men will be not unlikely 
thus to speak of the chief hero of a successful battle. 
When we remember how the arrival of a triumphant war
rior must affect the feelings of his tribe, dissipating clouds 
of anxiety and irradiating all faces with joy, we shall see 
that the comparison of him to the SUD is extremely natural; 
and in early speech this comparison can be made only by 
calling him the sun. As before, then, it will happen that, 
through a confounding of the metaphorica.l nanfe with the 
actnal name, his progeny, after a few generations, will be 
regarded by themselves and others as descendants of the 
sun. And, as a consequence, partly of actual inheritance 
of the ancestral character, and partly of maintenance of 
the traditions respecting the ancestor's achievements, it 
will also naturally happen that the solar race will be con
sidered a Buperior race, as we find it habitually is. 

The origin of other totems, equally strange if not even 
stranger, is similarly accounted "for, though otherwise un
accountable. One of the N aw-Zealand chiefs claimed as 
his progenitor the neighboring great mountain, Tongariro. 
This seemingly-whimsical belief becomes intelligible when 
we observe how easily it may have arisen from a nick
nam.e. Do we not ourselves sometimes speak figuratively 
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of & tall, fat man as & mountain or 8eah I And, among _ 
people prone to speak in still more concrete &erma, woulJ 
h not happen that _ ebie~ remarkable lor b.i.i great bulk, 
would be nicknamed after the highest mountain within 
sight, because he towered _boTe other meu as this did 
above surroundi~ h.i11.81 Such an oeenrrence is not aim
ply possible, but probable. And, if eo, the conlnaion of 
metaphor with 6ct would originate this lurprioing gen~ 
alogy. A notion perhape yet more grotesque, thna re
ceives _ satisfactory interpretation. What could hue put 
it into the im~oination of uy one that he wu descended 
from the dawn I Given the extremeto-t credulity, joined 
with the wildest laney, it .... ould ltill aeem reqni&ite that 
the ancestor should be conceh'ed u u entity; ud the 
dawn is entirely without that definitenesll ud compara
tive constancy .... hich enter into the conception of u 
entity. But .... hen .... e remember that "the Dawn" is _ 
natural complimentary name for & beautiful girl opening 
into wom&nbood, the genesis 01 the ide& becomes, on the 
above hypOthesis, quite obvioaa. 

Another indirect verification is that .... e thna get _ 
clear conception or Fetichism in general. Under the feti
chistic mode of thought, lurrounding objects ud agents 
are ftgarded as having po .... ers more or lesa definitely ~ 
BOnal in their natures. And the current interpretation is, 
that human inte~"'8llce, in ita early stages, is obliged to 
conceive of their po .... ers under this lorm. I have mJ!elC 
hitherto accepted this interpretation; though alwaye with 
_ sense of dissatisfaction. This dibsat1ifaetion .u, I 
think, .... en grounded. The theory is scarcely_ theory 
properly BO called; but rather, _ restatement in other 
words. Uncivilized men ao habitually. form utbro~ 
morphic conceptions or surrounding things; and thia u:;· 
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lIeM"e'd ~n('ral fact is transformed into the theory that t.t 
first they mwt so conceive them-a thec.r.v !"or which the 
psycholo;::icaJ justification attempted, SI>CIDS to me inade
quate. From our present staud-point, it becomes mani
fe.it that Fetichism is not primary but secondary. "l.lat 
has been said above almost of itself shows this. Let us, 
however, follow out the steps of its gencsis. r~~pecting 
the Tasmanians, Dr. Milligan says: •• The names of men 
and women were taken from natural object>! and occur
renc('>! around, ail, for instance, a kangaroo, a gum-tree, 
snow, hail, thunder, the wind, flowers in blossom, etc." 
Surrounding objects, then, giving origin to lIame>! of per
IOns, and being, in the way shown, eventually mistaken 
for the actual pl'I)g<'nitors of those who de.scend from per
sons nicknamed after them, it results that the.ie surround
ing ol)jects come to be regarded as in some manner pos
SassN of personalities like the human. lIe whose family 
tradition is that his anCe.itor was" the Crab," will conceh-e 
the crab as having a disguised inner power like his own; 
and alleged descent from" the palm-tree" wilt entail be
lief in some kind of consciou::;ne<>s dwelling in the palm
tree. lienee, in pl'l.~portion as the animals, J-~lants, and 
inanimate ohjects or ~"'tlDts that originate nallles of per
Ions, become numerous (which they will do in pl'I.~portion 
as a tribe becomes large and the number of pt.'rson::; to be 
distingui:;lICd from one another incre~es), multitudinou" 
things around will acquire im~inary personalities. And 
so it will happen that, as Mr. McLennan sa~'s of the Fee
jooans: " Vegetables and stones, nay, even to..,l" and weap
ons, pt.)ts and canoes, have souls that are immortal, and 
that, like the souls of men, pass on at last to Mbulu, the 
abode of dl'part.ed spirit.s." Setting out, then, with a be
lief in the still-living other self of the dead anCt.'stor, the 
alleged general cause of misapprehen:>ion affol\l.$ us an 
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intelligible origin of the fetichistic conception; and we 
are enabled to see how it tends to become a general, if 
not a universal, conception. 

Other apparently inexplicable phenomena are at the 
same time divested of their strangeness. I refer to the 
belief's in, and worship of, compound monsters-imp08llible 
hyblid animals, and forms that are half human, half brutal. 
The theory of a primordial Fetichism, supposing it other· 
wise adequate, yields no feasible SOlution of these. Grant 
the alleged original tendency to think of all natural agen· 
cies as in some way personal. Grant, too, that hence may 
arise a worship of animals, plants, and eveu inanimate 
bodies. Still the obvious implication is that the worship 
so derived will be limited to things that are, or have been, 
perceived. Why should this mode of thought lead the 
savage to imagine a combination of bird and mammal; 
and not only to imagine it, but worship it as a god' If 
even we admit that some illusion may have suggested the 
belief in Ii creature half man, half fish, we cannot thus 
explain the prevalence among Eastern races of idols repre
senting bird-headed men, men having their legs replaced 
by the legs of a cock. and men with the hews of elephants. 

Carrying with us the inferences above drawn, how
ever, it is a manifest coroilary that ideas and practices of 
these kinds will arise. When tradition preserves both 
lines of ancestry-when a chief, nicknamed the 'Volt, car
ries away from an adjacent tribe a wife who is remem
bered either under the animal name of her tribe, or as a 
womau; it will happen that if a BOn distinguishes him
self, the ren:embrance of him among his descendants will 
be that he was born of a wolf and BOrne other animal, or 
of a wolf and a woman. Misinterpretation, arising in the 
way described from defects (}f language, will entail belief 
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in a creature uniting the attributes of the two; and if the 
tribe grows into a society, representdtions of such a crea
t'J.re will become objects of worship. One of the cases 
cited by Mr. McLennan may here be repeated in illustra
tion. "The story of the ongin of the Dikokamenni Kir
gheez," they say, "from a red greyhound and a certain 
queen with her forty handmaidens, is of ancient date." 
Now, if" the red greyhound" was the nickname of a man 
extremely swift of foot (celebrated runners have been 
similarly nicknamed among ourselves), a story oii this 
kind would naturally arise; and if' the metaphorical name 
was mistaken for the actual name, there might result, as 
the idol of the race, a compound form appropriate· to the 
story. We need not be surprised, then, at finding: among 
the Egyptians the goddess Pasht represented as a woman 
with a lion's head, and the god Month as iii man with the 
head of a hawk. The Babylonian gods-one having the 
form of a man with an eagle's tail, and another uniting a 
human bust to iii fish's body-no longer app.ear such un
accountable conceptions. We get feasible explanations, 
too, of sculptures rcprest'!nting sphinxes, winged human
headed bulls, etc.; as well as of the stories about centaurs, 
satyrs, and the rest. 

Ancient mYths in general thus acquire meanings con
siderably different from those ascribed to them by com
parative mythologists. Though these last may be in part 
correct, yet if the foreg()ing argument is valid, they can 
scarcely be correct in their main outlines. Indeed, if we 
read the facts the other way upward, regarding as sec
ondary or additional the elements that are said to be pri
mary, while we regard as primary certain elements which 
are considered as accretions of' later times, we shall, I 
think, be nearer the truth. 

I 2 
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The current theory or the myth i. that it bna t"I'O'nl 

out or the habit or symbolizing natural &genu and "No 
cesses, in terms or human pel'8Onalitiea and action.. Now, 
it may in the first place be remarked that, though sym
bolization or this kind is common enough among civilized 
races, it is not common among races that are the mOlt 
uncivilized. By existing savages, lurrounding objects, 
motions, and change., are habitually used to convey ideaa 
respecting human transactions. It is by no meant 10 

much the habit to express by the doings of men the courso 
or natural phenomena. It needs but to read the speech 
of an Indian chief to sce that just u primitive lDen name 
one lUlother metaphorically after surrounding objects, 10 

do they metaphorically describe one another'. doings aa 
though they were the doings of natural objects. But a&

Burning a contrary habit or tllOught to be the dominant 
one, ancient mytllB are explained ul't'sulta of the primi
tive tendency to symbolize inlUlimate things and their 
changes, by' human beings and their doings. 

A kindred difficulty must be adJed. The change or 
verbal meaning from which the myth is laid to arise, is a 
change opposite in kind to that which prevail, in the 
earlier Btages or linguistio developmenL It impliee a 
derivation of the concrete from the abstract; wLereaa at 
first abstracts are derived only from concretea: the con
creting of abstracta being a IUbsequent process. In the 
words or Prot Mas Muller, there are ., dialects spoken at 
the present day whioh have no abstract nouns, and the 
more we go back in the history or lans;u~, the smaller 
we find the number of these useful expl'Cll8ioo. " (" Chips," 
vol it, p_ M) i or, as he &aYS more recently: It Ancient 
words and ancient thoughts, (or Loth go together, have 
not yet arrived at that stage or abstraction in which. (or 
instance, active powers, whetller natural or supernatural, 
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e:lU La represented in any but a personal and more or less 
human form." (Fra8er', MagazintJ, April, 1870.) nere 
the concrete is represented as original, and the abstract 
as derivative. Immediately afterward, however, Prof. 
Max Muller, having given as examples of abstract nouns, 
"day and night, spring and winter, dawn and twilight, 
storm and thunder," goes on to argue that, "as long as 
people thought in language, it wus simply impossible to 
speak of morning or evening, of spring and winter, with
out giving to these conceptions something of an indi
vidual, active, sexual, and at last personlll character." 
(" Chips," etc., vol. ii., p. 55.) nere the concrete is da
ril'ed from the ahstract-the personal conception is repre
sented as coming aft",. the impersonal conception; and 
through such transformation of the impersonal into the 
personal, Prof. Max MUller considers ancient myths to 
have arisen. now are these propositions reconcilable I 
One of two things must be said: If originally there were 
none of these abstract nouns, then the earliest statements 
respecting the daily course of Nature were made in con
crete terms-the personal elements of the myth were the 
primitive elements, and the impersonal expressions which 
cU"e their equivalents came later. If this is not admitted, 
then it must be held that, until after there arose thE-se ab
stract nouns, there were no current statements at all 
respecting these most conspicuous objects aud changes 
which the heavens and the earth present; and that the 
abstract nouns having been somehow formed, and rightly 
formed, and used without personal meanings, afterward 
bec!une personalized-a process the reverse of that which 
cllaracterizc.~ early lingui/ltic progress. 

No such contradictions occur If we interpret myths 
atler the manner that has been indicated. Nay, besidt'll 
escaping contradictions, we IDeet with unexpected &olu-
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tions. The moment we try it, the key unlocks for 08 witl. 
ease what seems a quite inexplicable fact, which the cur
rent hypothesis takes as one of its postulates. Speaking 
of such ,words as sky and earth, dew and rain, rivers and 
mountains, as well as of the abstract r.ouns above named, 
Pro£. Max MUller says: "N O\V, in ancient languages every 
one of these words had necessarily a termination exprea
sive of gender, and this naturally produced in the mind 
the corresponding idea of sex, so that these namel received 
not only an individual but a sexual character. There 
was no substantive which was not either masculine' or 
feminine; neuters being of later growth, and distinguish
able chiefly in the nominative." (" Chips," etc., vol. ii., 
p. 55.) And this alleged necessity for a masculine or 
feminine implication is assigned as a part of the reason 
why these abstract nouns and collective nonns became 
personalized. But should not a true theory of these first 
steps in the evolution of thought and language show 01 

how it happened that men acquired the seemingly-tltrange 
habit of so framing their words for sky, earth, dew, rain, 
etc., as to make them indicative of sex' Or, at any rate, 
must it not be admitted that au interpretation which, in
stead of assuming this habit to be" necessary," shows ns 
how it results, thereby acquires an additional claim to 
acceptance' The interpretation I have indicated does 
this. If men and women are habitually nicknamed, and 
if defects of language lead their descendants to regard 
themselves as descendants of the things from which the 
names were taken, then masculine or feminine genden 
will be ascribed to these things according as the ancestors 
named after them were men or women. If a beautiful 
maiden known metaphorically as " the Dawn," afterward 
becomes the mother of some distinguished chief called 
"the NorthWind," it will result that when, in course of 
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time. the two have been mistaken for the actual dawn and 
the actual north wind, tllese will, by implication, be rc
spectively considered as male and female. 

Looking, now, at'the ancient myths in general, their 
seemingly most inexplicable trait is the habitual combi
nation of alleged human ancestry and adventures, with 
the possession of person(l.lities otherwise figuring in the 
heavens and on the earth, with totally non-human attri
butes. This enormous incongruity, not the exception but 
the rule, the current theory fails to explain. Suppose it 
to be granted that the great terrestrial and cele~tial ob
jects and agents naturally become personalized; it does 
not follow that each of them shall have a specific human 
biography. To say of some star that he was the son of 
this king or that hero, was born in a particular place, and 
when grown up carried off the wife of a neighboring chief, 
is a gratuitous multiplication of incongruities already 
sufficiently great; and is not accounted for by the alleged 
necessary personalization of abstract and collective nouns. 
As looked at from our present stand-point, hdwever, such 
traditions become quite natural-nay, it is clear that they 
will necessarily arise. When a nickname has become a 
tribal name, it thereby ceases to be individuplly distinc
tive; and, as already said, the process of nicknaming 
,inevitably continues. It commences afresh with each 
. child; and the nickuame of each child is both an individ-
ual name and a potential tribal name, which may become 
an actual tribal name if the individual is sufficiently cele
brated. Usually, then, there is a double system of distin
guishing the individual; under one of which he is known 
by his ancestral name, and under the other of which he is 
known by a. name suggestive of something peculiar to 
himself: just as we have seen happens among the Scotch 
clans. Consider, now, what will result when language 
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has reached a stage of development such that it can con
vey the notion of naming, an<\, is able, therefore, to pre
serve traditions of human ancestry: the preservation of 
such traditions being furthered by those corruptions of 
tribal names which render them no longer lIuggestive of 
the things they were derived from. It will result that the 
individual will be known both as the Ion of luch and 
such a mau by a mother whose name waa so-and-so, and 
also as the Crab, or the Bear, or the Whirlwind-.uppo&
ing-one of these to be bis nickname. Such joint use of 
nicknames aud proper names occurs in every Ichool Now, 
clearly, in advancing from the early Itate in which ances
tors become identified with the objects they are nick· 
named after, to the state in which there are proper names 
that have lost their metaphorical meanings, there must be 
pass~d through a state in which proper names, partially 
settled only, mayor may not be preserved, and in which 
the new nicknames are still liable to be mistaken for ac~ 
ual names. Under such conditions there will arise (es
pecially in the case of a distinguished man) this leeming. 
Iy-impossible combination of human parentage with the 
possession of the non-human. or superhuman,attributea 
of the thing which gave the nickname. Another anomaly 
simultaneollsly disappears. The warrior may have, and 
often will have, a variety of complimentary nicknames
.. the powerful one," ~. the destroyer," etc. Supposing. 
his leading nickname has been the Sun, then when he 
comes to be identified by tradition with the Bun, it will 
happen that the sun will acquire his alternative descrip
tive titles-the swift one, the lion, the wolf-titles not 
obviously appropriate to the sun, but quite appropriate to 
the warrior. Then there comes, too, an explanation or 
the remaining trait of such myths. Wheu this identi1lc&
nOll of conspicuous persons, male and female, with con· 
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IIpicuous natural agents, has become settled, there will in 
due course arise interpretations of the actions of these 

, agents in anthropomorphic terms. Suppose, for iHstance, 
that Endymion and Selene, metaphorically named, the 
one after the setting sun, the other after the moon, have 
had their human individualities merged iil those of tlie 
Bun and moon, through misinterpretation of metaphors; 
what will happen W The legend of their loves having to 
be reconciled with their celestial appearances and motions, 
these will be spoken of as results of feeling and will; so 
that when the sun is going down in the west, while the 
moon in mid-heaven is following him, the fact will be ex
pressed by saying: "Selene loves and watches Endym
ion." Thus we obtain a consistent explanation of the 
myth without distorting it; and without assuming that 
it contains gratuitous fictions. We are enabled to accept 
the biographical part of -it, if not as literal fact, still as 
having had fact for its root. Weare helped to see how, 
by an inevitable misinterpretation, there greV{, out of a 
more or less tr!le tradition, this strange identification of 
its personages: with objects and powers'totally non-human 
in their aspects. And then we are shown how, from the 
attempt to reconcile in thought these contradictory ele
ments of the myth, there arose the habit of ascribing the 
actions of these non-human things to human motives. 

One further verification may be drawn from facts 
which are obstacles to the converse hypothesis. These 
objects and powers, celestial and terrestrial, which force 
themselves most on men's attention, have some of them 
several proper names, identified with. those of different 
individuals, born at different places, and having different 
sets of adventures. Thus we have the sun variously 
known as Apollo, Endymion, Helios, Tithonos, etc.-per
sonages having irreconcilable genealogies. Snch anoma-
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lies Prof. Max Muller apparently ascribes to the untrust
worthiness of traditions, which are" carelesl about con
tradictions, or ready to solve them sometimea by the most' 
atrocious expedients." (" Chips," etc., vol. ii., p. 84.) Dut 
if the evolution of the myth has been that above indicated,
there exist no anomalies to be got rid of: these diverse 
genealogies become parts of the evidence. For we have 
abundant proof that the same objects furnish metaphori
nal names of men in different tribes. There are Duck 
tribes in Australia, in Sonth America, in North America. 
The eagle is still a totem among the North Americans, al 
Mr. McLennan shows reason to conclude that it was 
among the Egyptians, among the Jews, and among the 
Romans. Obviously, for reasons that have been assigned, 
it naturally happened in the early stages of the ancient 
races, that complimentary comparisons of their heroes to 
the SDD were frequently made. What resulted' The 
sun having furnished names for sundry chiefs and early 
founders of tribes, and local traditionl having severally 
identified them with the sun, these tribes, when they grew, 
spread, conquered, or came otherwise into partial nnion, 
originated a combined mythology, which necessarily con
tained conflicting stories abont the sun-god, as about its 
other leading personages. If the North-American tribes, 
among several of which there are traditions of a sun-god, 
had developed a combined civilization, there would limi
larly have arisen among them a mythology which ascribed 
to the sun several different proper namp.s and genealogieR. 

Let me briefly set down the leading characters of this 
hypothesis which give it probability. 

True interpretations of all the natural processes~ or
ganic and inorganic, that have gone on in past times, 
habi~ally trace them to causes still in action. It ia tho 
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in Geology j it is thus in Biology j i~ is thus in Philology. 
Here we find this characteristic repeated. Nicknaming, 
the inheritance of nicknames, and, to some extent, the 
misinterpretation of nicknames, go among us still j and 
were surnames absent, language imperfect, and knowledge 
as rudimentary as of old, it is tolerably manifest that re
sults would arise like those we have contemplated. 

A further characteristic of a true cause is that it ac
counts not only for the particular group of phenomena to 
be interpreted, but also for other groups. The cause here 
alleged does this. It equally well explains the worship 
of animals, of plants, of mountains, of winds, of celestial 
bodies, and even of appearances too vague to be consid
ered entities. It gives us an intelligible genesis of feti
chistic conceptions in general. It furnishes us with a 
reason for the practice, otherwise so unaccountable, of 
moulding the words applied to inanimate objects in such 
ways as to imply masculine and feminine genders. It 
shows us how there naturally arose the worship ~f com
pound animals, and of monsters half man half brute. And 
it shows us why the worship of purely anthropomorphic 
deities came later, when language had so far developed 
that it could preserve in tradition the distinction between 
proper names and nicknames. 

A further verification of this view is, 'that it conforms 
to the general law of evolution: showing us how, out of 
one simple, vague, aboriginal form of belief, there have 
.arisen, by continuous differentiations, the many hetero
.geneous forms of belief which have existed and do exist. 
:The deaire to propitiate the other self of the dead ances-
1or, displayed among I!avage tribes, dominantly manifested 
.by the early historic races, by the Peruvians and Mexi
cans, by the Chinese at the present time, and to a consid
:erahle degree by ourselves (for what else is the wish to do 
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that which a lately-deceased parent was known to have 
desired f), has been the imiversal first form of religiou. b"" 
lief; and from it have grown up the many divergent be
liefs that have been referred to. 

Let me add, as a further reason for adopting this view, 
'that it immensely diminishes the apparent1y-great con· 
trast between early modes of thought and our own mode 
of thought. Doubtless the aboriginal man diffen con· 
siderably from us, both in intellect and feeling. Dut luch 
an interpretation of the facts as helps UI to bridge over the 
gap, derives additional likelihood from doing thiL The 
hypothesis I have sketched ont enables UI to lee that 
primitive ideas are not so gratuits>usly absurd as we IUp

pose, and also enables UI to rehabilitate the ancient myth 
with far less distortion than at first Bight appean p088ible. 

These views I hope to develop in the first· part of 
"The Principles of Sociology." '!'he large mass of nj· 

dence which I shall be able to give in support of the bypoth
esis, joJped with th,e solutions it will be Ihown to yield 
01 many minor problems which I have paseed over, will, 
I think, then give to iI a still greater probability than i, 
scems now to have.. 
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SPECIALIZED ADJIINISTRATION. 
[FROid THE FORTNIGHTLY BEVI~W. DECEMB.:B. 1871.). 



SP~CIALIZED ADMINISTRATION. 

IT is contrary to common-sense that fish should be 
more difficult to get at the sea-side than in London; but 
it is true, nevertheless. No less contrary to common
sense seems the truth that though, in the West Highlands, 
oxen are to be seen everywhere, no beef can be had with
out sending two or three hundred miles to Glasgow for it. 
Rulers who, guided by common-sense, tried to suppress 
certain opinions by forbidding the books containing them, 
never dreamed that their interdicts would cause the diffu
sion of these opinions; and rulers who, guided by com
mon-sense, forbade excessive rates of interest, never 
dreamed that they were thereby making the terms harder 
for borrowers than before. When printing replaced copy
ing, anyone who had prophesied that the number of per
Bons engaged in the manufacture of books would im
mensely increase, as a consequence, would have been 
thoug1)t wholly devoid of common-sense. And equally 
devoid of common-sense would have been thought anyone 
who, when railways were replacing coaches, said that the 
number of hortles employed in bringing passengers and 
goods to and from railways, would be greater than the 
number directly replaced by the railways. Such caseG 
might be mu1t.iplied indefinitely. Whoso remembers that, 
among quite simple phenomena, causes produce effects 
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which are often ntterly at variance with anticipation, will 
see how habitually this must happen among complex phe
nomena. That a balloon is made to rise by the lame 
force which makes a stone fall; that the melting of ice 
may be greatly retarded by wrapping the ice in a blanket; 
that the simplest way of setting potassium on fire i. to 
throw it into the water; are truths which thOle who know 
only the outside aspects of things would regard .. mani
fest falsehoods. And, if, when the facton are few and 
simple, the results may be so absolutely opposed to leem
ing probability, much more will they be often thus op
posed when the facton are many and involved. The Bay
ing of the French respecting political events, that" it i. 
always the unexpected which happens "-a saying which 
they have been abundantly reillustrating of late-ia one 
which legislators, and those who urge on scheme. ollegia
lation, should have ever in mind. Let us palUle a mo
ment to contemplate a seemingly-impolilliLle iet of results 
which social forces have wrought out. 

o Up to quite recent days, Language was held to be 01 
snpernatural origin. That this elaborate apparatu. of 
symbols, so marvellously adapted for the conveyance of 
thought from mind to mind, was a miraculous gift, leemed 
unquestionable. No possible alternative way could be 
thought of by which there had come into existence these 
multitudinous assemblages of words of variou. orden, 
geuera, and species, moulded into fitness for articulating 
with one another, and capable of being united from mo
meut to moment into ever-new combinations, that repre
sent with precision each idea as it arises. The supposi
tion that, in the slow progress of things, Language grew 
out of the continuous nse of signll-Bt tirst mainly mimet
ic, afterward partly mimetic, part]y vocal, and at length 
almost wholly voc:J-was an hypothesia never even con-
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ceivcd by men in early stages of civilization; and when 
the hypothesis was at length conceived, it was thought 
too monstrous an absurdity to be even entertained. Yet 
this monstrous absurdity proves to be true. Already the 
evolution of J,anguage has been traced back far enough 
to show that all its particular words, and all its leading 
traits of structure, have had a natural genesis; and day 
by day investigation makes it more manifest that its gen
esis has been natural from the beginning. Not only has 
it been natural from the beginning, but it has been spon
taneous. No language is a cunningly-devised scheme of 
a ruler. or body of legislators. There was no council of 
savages to invent the parts of speech, and decide on what 
principles they should be used. Nay, more. Going on 
without any authority or appointed regulation, this nat
ural process went on without any man observing that it 
was going on. Solely under pressure of the need for com
municating their ideas and feelings-solely in pursuit of 
their personal interests-men little by little developed 
speech in absolute unconsciousness that tlley were doing 
any thing more than pursuing their personal interests. 
Even now the unconsciousness continues. Take the whole 
population of the globe, and there is probably not above 
one in a million who knows that in his daily talk he is 
carrying on the process by which Language has been 
evolved. 

I commence thus by way of giving the key-note to 
the argument which follows. My general purpose, in 
dwelling a moment on this illustration, has been that of 
showing how uttel-ly beyond the conceptions of common
sense, literally so called, and even beyond the conceptions 
of' cultivated common-sense, are the workings-out of socio
logicalilrocesses-how these workings-out are such that 
even those who have carried to the uttermost" the scien-

II: 
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tific use of the imagination," would never have anticipatod 
them. And my more special purpose has been that or 
showing how marvellous are the results indirectly and un
intentionally achieved by the cooperation of men who are 
severally pursuing their private ends. Let me pasa now 
to the particular topic to be here dealt with. 

I have greatly regretted to see Prof. IIuxleyatrength. 
ening, by his deservedly high authority, a school of poli
ticians which can scarcely be held to need strengthening 
-its opponents being so few. I regret it the more be
cause, thus far, men prepared for the study of Sociology 
by previous studies of Biology and Psychology, have 
scarcely expressed any opinions on the question at issue; 
and that Prof. Huxley, who by both general and special 
culture is so eminently fitted to judge, should have come 
to the conclusions set forth in the last number of the 
FO'l'tnightlly Review, will be discouraging to the small 
-number who have reached opposite conclusions. Greatly 
regretting however, though I do, this avowed antagonism 
of Prof. Huxley to a general political doctrine with which 
I am identified, I do not propose to make any reply to 
his arguments at' large: being deterred partly by reluc
tance to dwell on points of difference with one whom I so 
greatly admire, and partly by the consciousness that what 
I should say would be mainly a repetition of what I Cave 
explicitly or implicitly said elsewhere. But with one point 
raised I feel obliged to deal. Prof. Huxley tacitly puts to 
me a question. By so doing he leaves me to choose be
tween two alternatives, neither of which is agreeable tQ 
me. I must either, by leaving it 1lllanswered, accept the 
implication that it is unanswerable, and the doctrine I hold 
nnteuble; or else I must give it an adequate al!swer. 
Little as I like it, I see that tho latter of these f&ltemativea 
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is that which, on public as well as on personal grounds, I 
must accept. 

lIad I been allowed to elaborate more fully the Review
article from which Prof. Huxley quotes, this question 
would possibly not have been raised. That article closes 
with the following words: " We had hoped to say some
thing respecting the different types of social organization, 
and something also on social metamorphoses; but we have 
reached our assigned limits." These further developments 
of the conception-developments to be hereafter set forth 
in the" Principles of Sociology "-1 must here sketch in 
outline before my answer can be made intelligible. In 
sketching them, I must say much that would be needless 
were my answer addressed to Prof. Huxley only. Bare 
allusions to general phenomena' of organization, with 
which he is immeasurably more familiar than I am, would 
suffice. But, as the sufficiency of my answer has to be 
judged by the general reader, the general reader must be 
supplied with the requisite data-my presentation of them 
being under correction from Prof. IIuxley if it is inaccu
rate. 

The primary differentiation in organic structures, mani
fested alike in the history of each organism and in the his
tory of the organic world as a whole, is the differentiation 
between outer and inner parts-the parts which hold di
rect converse with the environment and the parts which 
do not hold direct converse with the environment. We 

I see this alike in those smallest and lowest forms improper
ly, though suggestively, sometimes called unicellular, and 
also in the next higher division of creatures which, with 
considerable reason, are-regarded as aggregations of the 
lower. In these creatures the body is divisible into endo
derm and ectoderm, differing very little in their characters, 

K2 
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but serving the one to form the digestive SIle, and the 
other to folT1. the outer wall of the body. A. Prof. IIux. 
ley describes them in his" Oceanic ilydrozoa," these laycrs 
represent respectively the organs of nutrition and t1e or· 
gans of external relation-generally, though not univer
sally, for there are exceptions, especially among parasitcs. 
In the embryos of higher types, these two layer. severally 
hecome double by the splitting of a layer formed between 
them; and from the outer double layer is developed the 
b<dy.wall with its limbs, nervons system, senses, muscles, 
etc.; while from the inner double layer there arise the 
alimentary canal and its appendages, together with the 
heart and lungs. Though in such higher types these two 
systems of organs, which respectively absorb nutriment 
and expend nutriment, become so far connected by rami· 
fying blood-vessels and nerves that this division cannot be 
sharply made, still the broad contrast remains. At the 
very outset, then, there arises this separatio .. , which im· 
plies at once a cooperation and an antagonism-a cooper· 
ation, because, while the outer organs secure for the inu':'r 
organs the crude food, the hiner organs elaborate and sup
ply to the outer organs the prepared materials by which 
they are enable to do their work; and an antagonism, be
cause each set of organs, living and growing at the cost of 
these prepared materials, cannot appropriate any portion 
of the total supply without diminishing 1>y so much the 
supply available for the other. This general cooperation 
and general antagonism becomes complicated with special 
cooperations and special antagonisms, as fast as thcse two 
great systems of organs develop. The originally simple 
alimentary canal, differentiating into many parts, becomes 
a congeries of structures which, by cooperation, fulfil bet
ter their general function, but between which there never
thelcss arise antagonisms; since each has to make good ita 
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W<t3te and to get matter for growth, at the cost of the gen
eral supply of nutriment available for them all. Similar
ly, as fast as the outer system develops into special senses 
and limbs, there,arise among these, also, secondary cooper
ations and secondary antagonisms. By their variously
combined actions, food is obtained more effectually; ana. 
yet the activity of each set of muscles, or each directive 
nervous structure, entails a draft upon the stock of pre
pared nutriment which the outer organs receive, and is by 
so much at the cost of the rest. Thus the method of or
ganization, both in general and in detail, is a simultaneous 
caoperation and opposition. All the organs unite in sub
serving the interests of the organism they form; and yet 
they have all their special interests, and compete with one 
another for blood. 

A form of government, or control, or coordination, de
velops as fast as these systems of organs develop. Event
ually this becomes double. A general distinction arises 
between the two controlling systems belonging to the two 
great systems of organs. Whether the inner controlling 
s;\'stem is or is not originally derived from the outer, mat
ters not to the argument-when developed it is in great 
measure independent. * And if we contemplate their re-

.. Here, and throughout the discussion, I refer to these controlling syi!
terns only as they exist in the Vertebrata, because their relations are far bet
ter knolvn in this groat division of the animal kingdom-not because like re
lations do not exist elsewhere. Indeed, in the great sub-kingdom Annu/wa. 
these controlling systems have relations that are extremely si~ificant to us 
her& For while an inferior annulose animal has only a single set of nervous 
struotures, a superior annulose animal (as a moth) has a set of nervous struct
ures presiding over the viscera, as well as a more conspicuous set presiding 
over the organs of external relation. And this contrast is analogous to one 
of the contl'8sts between undeveloped and developed societies; for, while 
&mong the uncivilized and incipiently civilized there is but a single set of di. 
"~ctive agencies, there are among the fully cil'ilized, as we shall presently see, 
two Heta of directiv'l agencies, for the outer and inner structures rC3pectively. 
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spective sets of functions, we shall perceive the origin or 
this distinction. That the outer organs may cooperate 
effectively for the purposes of catching prey, escaping dan
ger, etc., it is needful that they should be under a govern
ment capable of directing their combined actions, now in 
this way and now in that, according as outer circumstance8 
vary. From instant to instant there must be quick adjust
ments to occasions that are more or less new; and hence 
there requires a complex and centralized nervona appara
tus, to which all these organs are promptly and completely 
obedient. The government needful for the inner system 
of organs is a different and much simpler one. When the 
food obtained by the outer organs has been put into the 
stomach, the cooperation required of the viscera, though 
it varies somewhat as the quantity or kind of food varies~ 
has nevertheless a general uniformity; and it is required 
to go on in much the same way whatever the outer cir
cumstances may be. In each case the food has to be re
duced to a pulp, surplied with various solvent secretions, 
propelled onward, and its nutritive part taken up by ab
sorbent surfaces. That these processes may be effective, 
the organs which carry them on must be supplied with fit 
blood; and to this end the heart and the lungs have to act 
with greater vigor. This visceral cooperation, carried on 
with this comparative uniformity, is regulated by a ner
vous system which is to a large extent independent of that 
higher and more complex nervous system controlling the 
external organs. The act of swallowing is, indeed, main
ly effected by the higher nervous system; but, being swal
lowed, the food affects by its presence the local nelTes, 
through them the local ganglia, and indirectly, through 
nervous connections ~th other ganglia, excites the rest 
of the viscera into cooperative activity. It is true that the 
functions of the sympathetic or ganglionic nervona system, 
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or "nervous system of organic life," as it is othct'Wlse 
cailed, are imperfectly understood. nut, since we Imow 
positively that some of its plexuses, as the cardiac, are cen
tres of local stimulation and coordination, which can act 
independently, though they are influenced by higher cen
tres, it is fairly to be inferred that the other and still 
larger plexuses, distributed among the viscera, are also such 
local and largely independent centres; especially as the 
nerves they send into the viscera, to join the many subor
dinate ganglia distributed through them, greatly exceed 
in quantity the cerebro-spinal fibres accompanying them. 
Indeed, to suppose otherwise is to leave unanswered the 
question, What are their functions ¥ as well as the ques
tion, How are these unconscious visceral coordinations 
effected ¥ There remains only to observe the kind of co
operation which exists between the two nervous systems. 
This is both n general and a special cooperation. The 
general cooperation is that by which either system of or
gans is enabled to stimulate the other to action. The ali
mentary canal yields through certain nervous connections 
the sensation of hunger to the higher nervous system; 
and so prompts efforts for procuring food. Conversely, 
the activity of the nervo-muscular system, or, at least, its 
normal activity, sends inward to the cardiac and other 
plexuses a gush of stimulus which excites the viscera to 
action. The special cooperation is one by which it would 
seem that each system puts an indirect restraint on the 
other. Fibres from the sympathetic accompany every ar
tery throughout the organs of external relation, and exer
cise on the artery a constrictive action; and the converse 
is done by certain of the cerebro-spinal fibres which ram
ify with the sympathetic throughout the viscera: through 
the vagus and other nerves, an inhibitory influence is ex
ercised on the heart, intestines, panCl'eas, etc. Leaving 
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doubtful details, however, the fact which concerns us here 
is sufficiently manifest. There are, for these two SystcUlS 
of organs, two nervous systems, in great measure inde
"pendent; and, if it is true that the higher system influ
ences the lower, it is no less true that the lower vcry pow
erfully influences the higher. The restrictive action of the 
sympathetic upon the circulation, throughout the nervo
muscular system, is unquestionable; and it is possibly 
through this that, when the viscera have much work to do, 
the nervo-muscular system is incapacitated in 110 mar~ a 
manner.* 

The one further fact here concerning us is the contrast 
presented in different kinds of animals, between the de
grees of development of these two great systems ot organs 
that carry on respectively the outer functions and the in
ner functions. There are active creatures in which the 
locomotive organs, the organs of sense, together with the 
nervous apparatus which combines their actions, bear a 
large ratio to the organs of alimentation and their append
ages; while there are inactive creatures in which these 

• To meet the probable objection tba& the experimenta or Bernard, Loci. 
wig, and others, show that in lIle ease of eenaiD glauda lIle DerYeII of Ihe 
eerebro-spin&l system are lIlose which lid up the &eereting ProeeM, I would 
remark that in these cases, and in many othera wbere the reIatin fuDctiODll 
oC the cerebro-spinaI ne"eB and the sympathetic n~es have been studied, 
the ~rgans have been those in which -U- is either the stimulna to acti". 
ity or its accompaniment; IIJld that Crom these eues no eoncIusion can be 
drawn applying to the caiIIW oC those Yiace .. which normally perConn Iheir 
functions withont sensation. Perhaps i& may eTen be tba& the fuDcti0n8 or 
those sympatbeti( fibres which accompany the arteries or the outer organs 
are simply ancillary to those of the central paN of the sympathet.ic 8ys&em, 

which stimulate IIJld ~Iate the 'I'iseeJoa.-4DciIIary in this aense, tba& they 
check the diffusion oC blood in external organa when it is wanted in internal 
organs: eerebro-epinaI inhibition (e:lcept in ita action on the beart) work
ing the opposite way. And possibly tbis is the inetnunentaIity Cor C&rJ'ying 
on tba& competition Cor nutriment whicb, .. we eaw, ariaes a& the "err out
l1li& betweea these two grea& BY.terns of organa. 
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organs of external relation bear a very small ratio to the 
organs of alimentation. And a remarkable fact, here es
pecially instructive to us, is that very frequently there 
occurs a metamorphosis, which has for its leading trait-e 
great change in the ratio of these two system&-a meta
morphosis which accompanies a great change in the mode 
of life. The most familiar metamorphosis is variously 
illustrated among insects. During the early or larval 
stage of a butterfly, the organs of alimentation are largely 
developed, while the organs of external relation are but 
little developed j and then, during a period of quiescence 
the organs of external relation undergo an immense devel
ment, making possible the creature's active and varied ad
justments to the surrounding world, while the alimentary 
system becomes relatively small. On the other hand, 
among the lower invertebrate animals there is a very com
mon metamorphosis of an opposite kind. "When young, 
the creature, with scarcely any alimentary system, but sup
plied with limbs and sense organs, swims about actively. 
Presently it settles in a hf)."'itat where food is to be ob
tained without moving about, loses in great part its organs 
of external relation, develops its visceral system, and, as 
it grows, assumes a nature utterly unlike that which it 
originally had-a nature adapted aooost exclusively to 
alimentation and the propagation of the species. 

Let us turn now to the social organil:lm, and the anal
ogies of structure and function which may be traced in it 
Of course these analogies between the phenomena pre 
sen ted in a physically coherent aggregate forming an indi
vidual, and the phenomena presented in a physically inco
herent aggregate of individuals distributed over a wide 
area, cannot be analogies of a visible or sensible kind j but 
can only be analogies between the systems, or methods. 
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of organization. Such analogies as exist result f'rom tho 
one unquestionable community between the two organ· 
izations: tMr6 i8 in 'hoth a mutual deperulencs of pam. 
This is the origin of all organization; and determine. 
what similarities there are between an individual organ. 
ism and a social organism. Of course the similarities thua 
determined are accompanied by transcendent differences, 
determined, as above said., by the unlikenesses of the ag
gregates. One cardinal difference is that, while in the in· 
dividual organism there is but one centre of consciousneSJ 
capable of pleasure or pain, there are, in the social organ
ism, as many such centres as there are individuals, and the 
aggregate of them has no consciousness of pleasure or pain 
-a difference which entirely changes the ends to be pur
sued. Bearing in mind this qualification, let us now 
glance at the parallelisms indicated. 

A society, like an individual, has a set of' structures fit
ting it to act upon its environment-&ppliances for attack 
and defence, armies, navies, fortified and garrisoned places. 
At the same time, a society has an industrial organization 
which carries on all those processes that make possible tho 
national life. Thougb these two sets of organs for exter
nal activity and internal activity do not bear to one an
other just the same relation which the outer and inner or

. gaus of an animal do (since the industrial struetures in a 
society supply themselves with raw materials, instead of 
being supplied by the external organs), yet they bear a 
relation otherwise similar. There is at once a cooperation 
and an antagonism. By the help of the defensive system 
the industrial system is enabled to carry on its functions 
without injury from foreign enemies; and by the help or 
the industrial system, whieh supplies it with food and ma
terials, the defensive system is enabled to maintain this 
security- At the same time the two aystema are opposed 
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in 80 filr that they both depend for their existence upon 
the common stock of produce. Further, in the social or
g:mism, as in the individual organism, this primary coop
eration and antagonism subdivides into secondary coop
erations and antagonisms. If we look at the industrial 
organization, we see that its agr~cultural part and its man
ufilcturing part aid one another by the exchange of their 
products, and are yet otherwise opposed to one another; 
sincc each takes of the other's products the most it can 
get in return for its own products. Similarly throughout 
the manufacturing system itself. Of the total returns 
secured by Manchester for its goods, Liverpool obtains as 
much as possible for the raw material, and Manehester 
gives as little as possible-the two at the same time coop
erating in secreting for the rest of the community the 
woven fabrics it requires, and in jointly obtaining from the 
rest of the community the largest payment in other com
modities. And thus it is in all kinds of direct and indi
rect ways throughout the industrial structures. Men 
prompted by their own needs as well as those of their 
-:hildren, and bodies of such men more or less aggregated, 
arc quick to find every unsatisfied need of their fellow
men, and to satisfy it in return for the satisfaction of their 
own needs; and the working of this process is inevitably 
such that the strongest necd, ready to pay the most for 
satisfaction, is thnt which draws most workers to satisfy it, 
so that there is thus a perpetual balancing of the needs 
and of the appliances which subserve them. 

This brings us to the regulative structures under which 
tllese two systems of cooperating parts work. As in the 
individual organism, so in the social organism, the outer 
parts are under a rigorous central control. For adjust
ment to the varying and incalculable changes in the envi
ronment, the external organs, offensive and defensive, 
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must be capable of prompt combination; and that their 
actions may be quickly combined to meet each exigency 
as it arises, they must be completely subordinated to a su
preme executive powcr-6rmiCJI and navies must be de&
potically controlled. Quite otherwise is it with the regu
lative appantus required for the industrial system. This, 
which carries on the nutrition of • lKociety, as the viscera) 
system carnes on the nutrition of au individual, baa • reg
ulative apparatus in great measure distinct from that ! 

which regulates the external organs. It is not by any . 
"order in council" that farmers are determined to grow 
so much wheat and so much barley, or to divide their land 
in due proportion between arable and pasture. There re
quires no telegram from the llome Office to alter the pro
duction of woollens in Leeds, so that it may be properly 
adjusted to the stocks on hand and the forthcoming crop 
ot wooL Staffordshire produces ita due quantity of pot
tery, and Sheffield sends out cutlery with rapidity adjusted 
to the cowmmption, without any legli;lative stimulus or 
restraint. The spurs and check. to production whicb 
manufacturers and manufacturing centrCJI receive, have 
quite another origin. Partly by direct orders from dis
tributors and partly by the indirect indications furnished 
by the market reports throughout the kingdom, they are 
prompted to secrete actively or to diminliili their ntes of 
secretion. The regulative apparatus by wllich tlu.'SC in
dustrial organs are made to cooperate harmoniously, act. 
somewhat as the sympathetic does in • vertebrate animal. 
There is a system of communications among the great 
producing and distnouting centres, which excites or re
tards &8 the circumstances vary. From hour to hour 
messages pasa between all the chief provincial towns, as 
well as between each of them and London; from hour to 
hour prices are adjusted, aupplies are ordered hltlwl' vI' 
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thitllCr, and capital is drafted from place to place, accord 
ing as thcre is greater or less need for it. All this goes on 
without any ministerial overseeing-without any dictation 
from those executive centres which combine the actions of 
the outer organs. There is, however, one all-essential in
fluence which these higher centres exercise over the indus
trial activities-a restraining influence which prevents ag
gression, direct and indirect. The condition under which 
only these producing and distributing processes can go on 
healthfully is that, wherever there is work and waste, there 
shull be a proportionate supply of materials for repair. 
And securing this is nothing less than securing fulfilment 
of contracts. Just in the same way that a bodily organ which 
performs function, but is not adequately paid in blood, must 
dwindle, and the organism as a whole eventually suffer; so 
an industrial centre which has made and sent out its spe
rial commodity, but does not get adequately paid in other 
commodities, must decay. And when we ask what is 
requisite to prevent this local innutrition and decay, we 
find the requisite to be that agreements shall be carried 
out; the goods shall be paid for at the stipulated prices; 
that justice shall be adininistered. 

One further leading parallelism must be described
that between the metamorphoses which occur in the two 
cases. These metamorphoses are analogous in so far that 
they are changes in the ratios of the inner and outer sys
tems of organs; and also in so far as they take place under 
analogous conditions. At the one extreme we have that 
small and simple type (If society which a wandering horde 
of savages presents. This is a type almost wholly preda
tory in its organization. It consists of little else than a co
operative structure for carrying on warfare-the industrial 
part is almost absent, being represented only by the wom
en. When the wandering tribe becomes a settled tribe, an 
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industrial organization begins to show itself~8pecially 
where, by conquest, there has 'been obtained a slav&-clallll 
that may be forced to labor. The predatory structure, 
however, still for a long time predominates. Omitting 
the slaves and the women, the whole body politic consists 
of parts organized for offence and defence, and is efficient 
in proportion as the control of them is centralized. Com
munities of this kind., continuing to subjugate their neigh
bors, and developing an organization of some complexity, 
may nevertheless retain a mainly-predatory type, with 
just such industrial structures as are needful for support
ing the offensive and defensive structures. Of this Sparta 
furnished a good example. The characteristics of such a 
1I0cial type are these-that each member of the ruling 
race is a soldier; that war is the business of life; that 
every one is subject to a rigorous discipline fitting him tor 
this business; that centralized authority regulates all the 
social activities, down to the details of each man's daily 
eonduct; that the welfare of the State is every thing, and 
that the individual lives for pilblic benefit. So long as 
the environing societies are such as necessitate and keep 
in exercise the predatory organization, these traits con
tinue; but when, mainly by conquest and the formation 
of large aggregates, the predatory activity becomes lcss 
constant, and war ceases to be the occupation of every 
free man, the industrial structures begin to predominate. 
Without tracing the transition, it will suffice to take, as 
a sample of the pacific or industrial type, the Northern 
States of America before the late war. Here military or
ganization had almost disappeared; the infrequent lOCAl 
assemblings of militia had turned into OCCAsions for jol
lity, and every thing martial had fallen into contempt. 
'l'he traits of the pacific or industrial type are these-that 
tl:.e central authority is relatively feeble; that it interferes 
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scarcely at all with the private actions of individuals; and 
that the State, instead of being that for the benefit of 
which individuals exist, has become that which exists for 
the benefit of individuals. 

It remains to add that this metamorphosis, which takes 
place in societies along with a higher civilization, very 
rapidly retrogrades if the surrounding conditions become 
unfavorable to it. During the late war in America, Mr. 
Seward's boast-" I touch this bell, and any man in the 
remotest State is a prisoner of the Government" (a boast 
which was not an empty one, and which was by many of 
the Republican party greatly applaudcd)-shows us how 
rapidly, along with predatory activities, there tends to be 
resumed the needful type of centralized structure; and 
how there quickly grow up the corresponding sentiments 
and ideas. Our own history since 1815 has shown a 
double change of this kind. During the thirty years' 
peace, the predatory organization dwindled, the military 
sentiment greatly decreased, the industrial organization 
rapidly developed, the assertion of the individuality of the 
citizen became more decided, and many restrictive and 
despotic regulations were got l·id of. Conversely, since 
the revival of predatory activities and structures on the 
Continent, our own 01fensive and defensive structures 
have been redeveloping, and the tendency toward increase 
()f that centralized control which accompanies such struct
ures has become marked. 

And now, closing this somewhat elaborate introduc
tioll, I am prepared to deal with the question put to me. 
Pl'of. Huxley, after quoting some passages from that es
ShY on .the "Social Organism" which I have supplemented 
in the foregoing paragraphs; and after expressin~ a quali
fied concurrence which I greatly value ss coming from so 
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highly fitted a jud.,ooe, proceeds, with characteristic acumen, 
to comment on what seems an incongnlity between certain 
enalogies set forth in that essay, and the doctrine I hold 
respecting the duty of the State. Referring to a passage 
in which I have described the function of the individual 
brain as "that of averaging the interests of life, physical, 
intellectual, moral, social," and have compared it to the 
function of Parliament as "that of averaging the interest. 
of the various classes in a community," adding that" a 
good Parliament is one in which the parties answering to 
these respective interests are so balanced that their unitel1 
legislation concedes to each class as much as consist. with 
the claims of the rest "-Prof. Ruley proceeds to ssy: 

" All this appears to be very jost. Bot if tbe resemblances b. 
tween the body physiological and the body politio are any Indic .. 
tion, not only of what the latter is, and how it bill become w hat it ia, 
but what it ougbt to be, and what it is tending to become, I cannot 
but think tb 11; tbe real force of the analogy is totally oppoted to 
tbe negativ .. new of State function. 

"Suppose that, in accordance with this view, eacb muaele were 
to maintain that the ne"OU8 system bad no right to interfere with 
its contractiou, except to prevent it from hindering tbe contraction 
of anotber muscle; or each gland, that it bad a rigbt to lecrete, 10 

long as its secretion interfered witb no otber; IOppose every sepa
fate cell left free to follow its own" interest," and lau../air, Lord 
of all, wbat would become of tbe body physiological'" 

On this question the remark I have firtlt to make il', 
that if I held the doctrine of M. Proudhon, who deliber
ately named himself an "anarchist," and if along with 
this doctrine I held the above-indicated theory of social 
structures and functions, the inconsistency implied by tho 
question put would be clear, and the question would be nne 
answerable. But since I entertain no such view a8 that of 
rroudhon-since I hold that within its proper Jimits gov
ernmental action is not simply legitimate but all-importan' 
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-T do not see how I am concerned with a question whi<>h 
tacitly supposes that I deny the legitimacy and the impor
tance. Not only do I contend that the restraining power 
of the State over individuals, and bodies or classes of in
dividuals, is requisite, but I have contended that it should 
be exercised much more effectually, and carrie<l out much 
further, than at present.* And as the maintenance of 
this control implies the maintenance of a controlling appa
ratus, Ido not see that I am placed in any difficulty when 
I am asl,ed what would happen were the controlling appa
ratus forbidden to interfere. Further, on this general as
pect of the question I have to add that, by comparing thl' 
deliberative assembly of a nation to the deliberative ner
vous centre of a vertebrate animal, as respectively averag
ing the interests of the society and of the individual, and 
as both doing this through processes of representation, I do 
not mean to identif!J the two sets of interests; for these 
in a society (or at least a peaceful society) refer mainly to 
interior actions, while in an individual creature they refer 
mainly to exterior actions. The" interests" to which I 
refer, as being averaged by a representative governing 
body, are the conflicting interests between class and class, 
as well as between man and man-conflicting interests the 
balancing of which is nothing but the preventing of ag
gression and the administration of justice. 

I pass now ii'om this general aspect of the questiou, 
which does not concern me, to a more special aspect 
which does concern me. Dividing the actions of govern
ing structures, whether in bodies individual or bodies 
politic, into the p08'itivel!J reg-ulaih·e and the neg-atit·el!J 
1'eg-ulatit'e, or those which stimulate and direct, as dis
tinguished from those which simply restrain, I may say 
t!1I1t if there is raised the question-"What will happen 

• Set .. Social Statics," chap. ui., II The Duty of the State." 

L 
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when the controlling apparatus does not act' there Rre 
quite different replies according as one or other system 
of organs is referred to. If, in the individual body, the 
mnscles were severally independent of the deliberative and 
executive· centres, utter impotence would result: in the 
absence of.muscular coordination, there would be no po&
sibility of. standing, much less of acting on surrounding 
things, and the body would be a prey to the first enemy. 
Properly to combine the actions of these outer organs, the 
great nervous centres must exercise functions that are 
both positively regulative and negatively regulative
must both commanti action and arrest action. Similarly 
with the outer organs of a political body. Unless the 
offensive and defensive structures can be despotically com
manded by a central authority, there cannot be those 
prompt combinations and adjustments required for meet
ing the variable actions of external enemies. But ~ in
stead of asking what would happen supposing the outer 
organs in either case were without control from the great 
governing centres, we ask what would happen were the 
inner organs (the industrial and commercial structurel in 
the one case, and the alimentary and distributive in th" 
other) without such control, the answer is quite different. 
Omitting the respiratory and some minor ancillary parts 
of the individual organism, to which the social organil!m haa 
nothing analogous; aud limiting ourselves to absorptive, 
elaborative, and distributive structures, whieh are found in 
both; it may, I think, be successfully contended that in 
neither the one case nor the other do they require the posi
tively regulative control of the greatgoveming centres, but 
only thenegatiyely regulative. Let us glance at thefaets,-

• Lest there sbould be any misunderstanding of the term. p18ili17ely FtifTU' 
latiw and fUgati17ely r~gulatiw, let me briolly iJI118frate tbem. It a maD ba.I 
land, and neither cultivate it 101' him, partJaUJ or 11'00111, or diclat.. fJ11 01' 
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Digestion and circulation go on very well ill lunatIcs 
and idiots, though the higher nervous centres are either 
deranged or partly absent. The vital functions proceed 
properly during sleep, though less actively than when the 
brain is at work. In infancy, while the cerebro.spinal 
system is almost incapable, and cannot even perform such 
simple actions as those of commanding the sphincters, the 
visceral functions are active and regular. Nor in an adult 
docs that arrest of cerebral action shown by insensibility, 
or that extensive paralysis of the spinal system which 
renders all the limbs immovable, prevent these functions 
from being carried on for a considerable time; though 
they necessarily begin to flag in the absence of the de
mand which an active system of outer organs makes upon 
them. These internal organs are, indeed, so little under 
the positively directive control of the great nervous 
centres, that their independence is often very inconven· 
ient. No mandate sent into the interior stops an attacl. 
of diarrhrea; nor, when an indige~tible meal excites the 
circulation at night, and l)revents sleep, will the bidding 
of the brain cause the heart to pulsate more quietly. It 
is doubtless true that these vital processes are modified in 
important ways, both by general stimulation and by in
hibition, from the cerebro-spinal system; but that they 
are mainly independent cannot, I think, be questioned. 
The facts that peristaltic motion of the intestines can go 
on when their nervous connections are cut, and that the 

aU of his modes of oultivation, my action is positively regulative; but, if,lenv
ing him abAolutely unhelped and unregulated in his farming, I simply prevent 
him from taking his neighbor's crops, or from making approach-roads over 
his neighbor's land, or from depositing rubbish upon it, my action is negn
tively regulative. There is a tolerably sharp distinction between the act of 
securing a citizen's ends fOl' him or interfering with his n.ode of securillg 
them, and the act of checking him when he interferes with another citizen 
in the pUl-aUa of his ends. 

L 2 
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heart (in cold-blooded vertebrates, at leaat) continnes to 
pllLiate for some time aner being detached from the body, 
make it manifest that the apontaneou. activities of thCllO 
vital organs slIbserve the wantl of the body at large with
out direction from its higher governing centres. And 
this is made even more manifest if it be a fact, u alleged 
by Schmulewitsch experimenting under Ludwig'. wre<> 
tion, that, under duly-adjusted conditiont, the lCCretion 
of bile may be kept up Cor lOme time when blood it 
passed through the excised liver of a newly-killed raLLit. 
There is an answer, not, I think, unsatisfactory, even to 
the crucial part of the question-" SUPPO&e every acpa
rate cell len free to f'ollow its own interests, and laiuu
fair6 Lord of all, what would become of the bo<1y physio
logical r" Limiting the application of thit question in the 
way above shown to the ort-raUi and pam of' organa which 
carry on vital actions, it seems to me that much evidence 
may be given for the belief that, when they follow their 
respective" interests" (limited here to growing and mul
tiplying), the general welfare will be toleraLly well .. 
cured. It was proved by lInnter'. experiments on a kite 
and a sea-gull, that a part of the alimentary canal which 
has to triturate harder food than that which the creature 
natnrally eats, acquires a thicker and harder lining. 
When a stricture of' the intestine Impedes tho passage of 
its contents, the muscular walla of the intestine above, 
thicken and propel the contents with greater force. 
When there is somewhere in the course of a circulation a 
seriona resistance to the passage of blood, there habitually 
occurs hypertrophy of' the heart, or thickening of its mll&
cular walla; giving it greater power to propel the blood. 
And similarly, when the duct through which it wschargea 
its contents is obstructed, the gall-bladder thickens arad 
6trengthcna. The&e cLangea go on without any diJec1ion 
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from the brain-without any consciousness that they are 
going on. They are effected by the growth, or multipli
cation, or adaptation, of the local units, be they cells or 
fibres, which results from the greater action or modified 
action thrown upon them. The only prerequisite to this 
spontaneous adaptive change is, that these local units shall 
be supplied with extra blood in proportion as they per
fonn extra function-a prerequisite answering to that se
cured by the administrati('n of justice in a society; name
ly, that more work shall bring more pay. If, however, 
direct proof be called for that a system of organs may, by 
carrying on their several independent activities uncon
trolled, secura the welfare of the aggregate they fonn, we 
have it in tllat extensive class of creatures which do not 
possess any nervous systems at all; and which neverthe
less show, some of them, considerable degrees of activity. 
The Oceanic IIydrozoa supply good examples. Notwith
standing" the multiplicity and complexity of the organs 
which some of them possess," these creatures have no ner
vous centres-no regulative apparatus by which the ac
tions of their organs are coordinated. One of their higher 
kinds is composed of different parts distinguished as c<eno
snre, polypites, tentacles, hydrocysts, nectoc~llyces, geno
calyces, etc., and each of these different parts is COIU

posed of many partially-independent units-thread-cells, 
ciliated cells, contractile fibres, etc.; so that the whole or .. 
ganism is a group of heterogeneous groups, each one of 
which is itself a more or less heterogeneous group. And, 
in the absence of a nervous system, the arrangement mnst 
necessarily be such that these different units, and different 
groups of units, severally pursuing their individual lives 
without positive direction from the rest, nevE-rtheless do, 
by virtue of their constitutions, and the relative positions 
into which they have grown, cooperate for the mainte-
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nimce of one another and the entire aggregate. And it 
this can be so with a set of organs that are not connected 
by nerves, much more can it be so with a set of organs 
which, like the viscera of a higher animal, have a special 
set of nervous communications for exciting one another to 
~ooperation. 

L~t us tum now to the parallel classes of phenomena 
which the social organiRm presents. In it, as in the indi
vidual organism, we find that while the system of external 
organs must be rigorously subordinated to a great govern-
109 centre which positively regulates it, the system of in
ternal organs needs no such positive regulation. Tho 
production and interchange by which the national life ia 
maintained, go on as well while Parliament IS not sitting 
as while it is sitting. When the members of the ::Ministry 
are following grouse or stalking deer, Liverpool imports, 
Manchester manufactures, London distributes, just all usual. 
All that is needful for the normal performance of these 
internal social functions is, that the restraining or inhibi
tory structures shall continue in action: these activitiell of 
individuals, corporate bodies, and daBBes, must be clllTied 
on in such ways as not to transgress certain conditions 
necessitated by the simultaneous carrying on of other ac
tivities. So long as order is maintained, and the fulfil. 
ment of contracts is everywhere enforced - so long as 
there is secured to each citizen, and each combination of 
citizens, the full return agreed upon for work dono or 
commodities produced; and so long all each may enjoy 
what he obtains by labor, without trenching on his neigh
bor's like ability to enjoy; these functions will go on 
healthfully-more healthfully, indeed, than when regulated 
in any other way. Fully to recognize the fact, it is 
needful only to look at the origins and actions of the lead· 
ing industrial structures. We will take two of them, the 
most remote from one another in their natures. 
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The first shall be those by which food is produced and 
distributed. In the fourth of his" Introductory Lectures 
on Political Economy," Archbishop Whately remarks that:· 

":Many of the most important objects are accomplished by the 
joint agency of persons who never think of them, nor have any idea 
of acting in concert; and that. with a certainty, completeness, and 
regularity, which probably the most diligent henevolence, under the 
guidanoe of the greatest human·wisdom, could never have attained." 

To enforce this truth he goes on to say: "Let anyone 
propose to himself the problem of supplying with daily 
provisions of all kinds such a city as our metropolis, con
taining above a million of inhabitants." And then he 
points out the many immense difficulties of the task 
caused by inconstancy in the arrival of supplies; by the 
perishable nature of many of the commodities; by the 
fluctuating number of consumers; by the heterogeneity 
of their demands; by variations in the stocks, immediate 
and remote, and the need for adjusting the rate of con
sumption; and by the complexity in the process of dis
tribution, required to bring due quantities of these many 
commodities to the homes of all citizens. And, having 
dwelt on these many difficulties, he finishes his picture by 
saying: . 

.. Yet this objeot is aocomplished far better than it could be by 
any effort of human wisdom, through the agency of men, who think 
each of nothing beyond his own immediate interest-who, with that 
objeot in view, perform their respective parts with cheerful zeal
Ilnd combine unconsciously to employ the wisest means for effecting 
an object, the vastness of whioh it would bewilder them even to 
contemplate." 

But though the far-spreading and complex organization 
by which foods of aU kinds are produced, prepared, and 
distributed throughout the entire kingdom, is a natural 
growth and not a State manufacture; though the State 
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does not determine where and in what quantitica ccrcalA 
and cattle and sheep shall be reared; though it dOe8 not 
arrange their respective prices so as to make supplies last 
until fresh supplies can come; though it has done nothing 
toward causing that great improvement of quality which 
has taken place in food since early times; though it has 
not the credit'of that elaborate apparatUB by which bread, 
and meat, and milk, and groceries, come round to out 
doors with a daily pulse that is as regular as the pulse or 
the heart; yet the State has not been wholly passive. It; 
has from time to time done a great deal of mischief. ' 
When Edward I. forbade all towns to harbor forestallers, . 
and when Edward VI. made it penal to buy grain for the 
purpose of selling it again, they were preventing the pro
cess by which consumption is adjusted to supply; they 
were doing all that could be done to insure alternations 
of abundance and starvation. Similarly with the many 
legislative attempts since made to regulate one branch or 
other of the food-industry, down to the corn-law sliding
scale of odious memory. For the marvellous efficiency of 
this organization we are indebted to private enterprise; 
while the derangements of it we owe to the positively
regulative action of the Government. Mcanwhile, the 
negatively-regulative action required to keep this organi
zation in order, Government has not duly performed. A 
quick and eostleBB remedy for breach of contract, when a 
trader sells, as the commodity asked for, what proves to 1YJ 
wholly or in part some other commodity, is still wanting. 

Our second case shall be the organization which so im
mensely facilitates commerce by transfers of claims and 
credits. Banks were not inventions of mIers or their 
counsellors. They grew np by small stages out of the 
transactions of traders with one another. Men who fC'r 
security deposited ~oney with gOldsmiths, and took J'3o 
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ccipts j goldsmiths who began to lend out ct interest tllC 

moneys left with them, and then to offer interest at lower 
rates to thos'} wbo would deposit money; were the f(lund
ers of them. And when, as presently happened, the re
ceipt-notes became transferable by indorsement, banking 
commenced. From that stage npward the development, 
notwithstanding many hinderances, hl'.S gone on naturally. 
Banks have Spl'ung up under the &'1me stimulus which has 
produced all other kinds of trading bodies; the multiplied 
furms of credit have been gradually differentiated from the 
original form; and while the banking system has sprP,l1d 
and become complex, it has also become consolidated into 
a whole by a spontaneous process. The clearing-house, 
which is a place for carrying on the banking between 
bankers, arose unobtrusively out of the effort to econo
:!.lize time and money. And when, in 1862, Sir John 
Lubbock-not in his legislative capacity, but in his capa
city as ban~er-succeeded in extending the privileges of 
the clearing-house to country banks, the unifieation W:1S 

made perfect; so that now the transactions of any trader 
in the kingdom with any other may be completed by the 
writing off and balancing of claims· in bankers' books. 
This natural evolution, be it observed, has reached with 
us a higher phase than has been reached where the posi
tively-regulative control of the State is more decided. 
They have no clearing-house in France; and, in France, 
the method of making payments by checks, so dominant 
among ourselves, is very little employed and in an imper
fect way. I do not mcan to imply that in England the 
State has been a mere spectator of this development. 
Unfortunately, it has from the beginning had relations 
with banks and bankers: not much, however, to their ad
vantage, or that of the public. The first kind of deposit
bank was in some sense a S;;ate-bank; merchants left fundd 
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for f'eC1ll'ity at the Mint in the Tower. But when Charles 
L appropriated their property without conscn~ and gaw" 
it back to them only under pressure, af\er a long delay, 
he destroyed their confidence. Similarly, when Charles 
11., in furtherance of State-business, came to have habitwl 
transactions with the richer of the private banken; and 
when, haling got nearly a million and a half of their 
money in the Exchequer, he stole i~ ruined a multitude 
of merchants, distressed ten thousand depositors, and 
made some lunatics and suicides, he gave a considerable 
shock to the banking system as it then exioted. Though 
the results of State-relations with banks in later times 
have not been so disastrou8 in this direct way, yet they 
have been indirectly di.sastroua-perhape even in a greater 
degree. In return for a loan, the State gave the Dank of 
England special privilegea; and for the increase and con
tinuance of this loan the bribe was themainteuance of 
these privil~"'CS-privilegea which immensely hindered the 
development of banh. The State did worse-it led the 
Bank of England to the verge of bankruptcy by a forced 
issue of notes, and then authorized it to break its prom
ises to pay. Nay, worse still, it prevented the Dank of 
England from fnlillling its promibea to pay when it nhed 
to fulfil them. The evila that have arisen from the posi
tively-~oulative action of the State on banks are too 
mnltitudinoua to be here enumerated. They may be 
found in the writings of Tooke, Newmarch, Fnllarton, 
Macleod, Wilson, J. S.llil1, and other&. All we have 
here to note is, that while the enterprise of citizens in the 
pursuit of private ends baa developed this great trading
process, which so greatly facilitates all other trading-pro
eesses, Governments have over and over a.,<rain disturbed 
it to an almost bta! extent; and tha~ while they hav~ 
done immew:e mischief or one kind by their positively-



~gulath·e action, they have done immense mischief of 
another kind by failing in their negatively-regulative so
tion. They have not done the one thing they had to do: 
they have not uniformly insisted on fulfilment of contract 
between the banker and the customer who takes his prom
ise to pay on demand. 

Eetwcen these two cases of the trade in food and the 
trade in money might be put the cases of other trades
all of them carried on by organizations similarly evol.CIl, 
and similarly more or less deranged from time to time by 
St:lte-meddling. Passing over these, however, let us turn 
from the positi.e method of elucidation to the compar .... 
ti.e method. When it is questioned whether the spon 
taneous col1peration of men in pursuit of personal benefits 
will adequately work. out the general good, we may get 
guidance for jucl.,rrment by comparing the results achieved 
in societies where spontaneous cooperation has been most 
acti.e and least regulated, with the results achieved in s0-

cieties where spontaneous coOperation has been less trusted 
and State-action more trustoo. Two cases, furnished by 
the two leading nations on the Continent, will suffice: 

In France, the tcole des Ponts et Chaussees was found
ed in 1741 for educating civil engineers; and in 1795 
was founded the toole Polyteehnique, serving, among 
other purposes, to gi.e a general scientific training to 
those who were afterward to be more specially trained 
for civil engineering. A.eraging the two dates, we may 
say that for a century France has had a State-est.abli.shed 
and State-maintained appliance for producing skilled men 
(If this class---a double gland, we may call it, to secrete 
engineering faculty for public use. In England, nntil 
quite recently, we have had no ~stitution for preparing 
cin! engineers. Not by intention, but unconsciously, we 
left the furniWng of en~neering faculty to t"lke place 
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under the law or supply and demand-a Jaw which lit 
present seems to be no more recognized as applying to 
education, than it was recognized as applying to com
merce in the days or bounties and restrictions. TLis, 
however, by the way. We have here .simply to note that 
Brindley, Smeaton, Rennie, TelCord, and the rest, down to 
George Stephenson, acquired their knowledge, and got 
their experience, without State aid or supervision. What 
have been the comparative reilUlts in the two nations 1 
Space does not allow a detailed comparison: the later re
sults must suffice. Railways originated in England, not 
in France. Railways spread through England faster than 
through France. Many railways in France were laid out 
and officered by English engineers. The earlier French 
railways were made by English contractors; and English 
locomotives served the French makers as models. Tho 
first French work written on locomotive engines, published 
about 1840 (at least I had a copy at that date), was by the 
Comte de Pambour, who had. studied in England, and 
who gave in his work nothing whatever but drawings and 
i:lescriptions or the engines of English makers. 

The second illustration is supplied to us by the model 
nntion, now so commonly held up to us for imitation. 
Let us contrast London and Berlin in respect of an 1I11-
essential appliance for the comfor1; and health of citizens. 
When, at the beginning or the seventeenth century, the 
springs and local conduits, supplemented by water-carricrs, 
Sliled to supply the Londoners; and when the water-fam
..ne,for along time bome, had failed to make the Corpo
ration do more than propose schemes, and had. not !!purred 
the central government to do any thing; Hugh Myddlcton, 
a merchant citizen, took in hand himself the work ot' 
bringing the New River to Islington. When he had half· 
completed the work, the king came to his help-not, in-
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:leed, in his capacity of ruler, but in the capacity of specu
lator, investing his money with a view to profit: his share 
being disposed of by his successor after the formation of 
the New River Company, which finished the distributing 
system. Subsequently, the formation of other water-com
panies, utilizing other sources, has given London a water
supply that has grown with its growth. What, mean
while, happened at- Berlin ~ Did there in 1613, when 
IIugh Myddleton completed his work, grow up there a 
like efficient system ~ Not at all. The seventeenth cell
tury passed, the eighteenth century passed, the middle of 
the nineteenth century was reached, and still Berlin had no 
water-supply like that o~ London_ What happened then 1 
Did the paternal government at length do·what had been 
so long left nndone 1 No. Did the citizens at length 
unite to secure the desideratum W No. It was finally 
achieved by the citizens of another nation, more acGUs
tomed to cooperate in securing their own profits by minis
tering to public needs. In 1845 an English company was 
formed for giving Berlin an adequate water-supply; and 
the work was executed by English contractors-Messrs. 
Fox and Crampton. 

Should it be said that great works of ancient nations, 
in the shape of aqueducts, roads, etc., might be instanced 
in proof that State agency secures such ends, or should it 
be said that a comparison between the early growth of in
land navigation on the Continent, and its later growth 
here, would be to our disadvantage, I reply that, little as 
they at first seem so, these facts are congruous with the gen
eral doctrine. While the predatory social type is domi
nant, and the industrial organization but little developed, 
there is but one coordinating agency for regulating both 
scts of activities, just as we saw happens with the lower 
types of individual organisms. It is only when a comud· 
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erable advance has been made in that metamorpllOsia 
which develops the industrial structures at the expense of 
the predatory structnres, and which brings along with it B 

substantially independent coordinatmg agency for the in
dustrial structnres-it is only then that the efficiency of 
these spontaneous cooperations for all purposes of internal 
social life becomes greater than the efficiency of the central 
governing agency. 

Possibly it will be said that, though, for subserving ma
terial needs, the actions of individuals, stimulated by ne
cessity and made quick by competition, are demonstrably 
adequate, they are not adequate for subserving other 
needs. I do not see, however, that the ucta justify this 
position. We have but to glance around to find in abun
dance similarly-generated appliances for satisfying our 
higher desires, as well as onr lower desires. The fact that 
the Fine Arts have not thriven here as mnch aa in 110m" 
Continental countries is ascribable to natural character, to 
absorption of onr energies in other activities, and to the 
repressive influence of chronic asceticism, rather than to 
the ·absence of fostering agencies: these the interests of 
individuals have provided in abundance. Literature, in 
which we are second to none, owes, with us, nothing to 
State aid. The poetry which will live is poetry which has 
been written without official prompting, and, though we 
have habitually had a prize-poet, paid to write loyal verses, 
it may be said, without disparaging the present one, that a 
glance over the entire list does not show any benefit de 
rived by poetry from State patronage. Nor are othm 
forms of literatnre any more indebted to State patronage. 
It was because there was a public liking for fiction that 
.lction began to be produced, and the continued pub1i~ 
liking causes a continued production, including, along 
with much that is worthless, much that could not haye 
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been made better by any academic or other supervision. 
And the like holds of biographies, histories, scientific 
~ooks, etc. Or, as a still more striking case of au agency 
that has grown up to meet a non-material want, take the 
newspaper press. What has been the genesis of this mar
vellous appliance, which each day gives us an abstract of 
the world's life the day before 1 Under what promptings 
have there been got together its staffs of editors, sub-edi
tors, article-writers, reviewers; its reporters of parliamen
tary- debates, of public meetings, of law cases and police 
cases;- its critics of music, theatricals, paintings, etc.; its 
correspondents in all parts of the world ~ Who devised 
and brought to perfection this system which at six o'clock 
in the morning gives the people of Edinburgh a report of 
the debates that ended at two or three o'clock in the 
Ilouse of Commons, and at the same time tells them of 
events that occurred the day before in America 1 It is 
not a Government invention. It is not a Government 
suggestion. It has not been in any way improved or de
veloped by legislation. On the contrary, it has grown up 
in spite of many hinderances from the Government, and 
burdens which the Government has imposed on it. For a 
long time the reporting of parliamentary debates was re
sisted; for generations censorships and prosecutions kept 
newspapers down, and for several subsequent generations 
the laws in force negatived a cheap press, and the educa
tional benefits accompanying it. From the war-corre
spondent, whose letters give to the very nations that are 
fighting their only trustworthy accounts of what is being 
done, down to the newsboy who brings round the third 
edition with the latest telegrams, the whole organization 
is a product of spontaneous cooperation among private in
dividuals, aiming to benefit themselves by ministering tv 
the intellectualueeda of their fellows-aiming also, not a 
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few of them, to benefit their fellows by giving them 
clearer ideas and a higher standard of right. . Nay, more 
than this is true. While the press is not indebted to the 
Government, the Government is enormously indebted to 
the press, without which, indeed, it would stumble daily 
in the perforniaooe of its functions. This agency, which 
the State once did its best to put down, and has all along 
impeded, now give.s to the ministers news in anticipation 
of their dispatches, gives' to members of Parliament a 
guiding knowledge of public opinion, and enables them to 
speak from the House of Commons benches to their con
stituents, and gives to both legislative chambers a full 
record of their proceedings. 

I do not see, therefore, how there can be any doubt 
respecting the sufficiency of agencies thus originating. 
The truth, that, in this condition of mutual dependence 
brought about by social life, there inevitably grow up ar
rangements such that each secures his own ends by min
istering to the ends of others, seems to have been for a 
long time one of those open secrets which remain secret 
because they are so open; and even now the conspicu01J&o 
ness of this truth seems to cause an imperfect conscious
ness of its full meaning. The evidence shows, however, 
that, even were there' no other form of spontaneous 
cooperation among men than that dictated by self-inter
est, it might be rationally held that this, under the neg
.ltively-regulative control of a central power, would work 
out, in proper order, the appliances for satisfying all needs, 
and carrying on healthfully all the essential social functions. 

But there is a further kind of spontaneous coopera
tion, arising, like the other, independently of State action, 
which takes a large share in satisfying certain classes of 
needs. Familiar thou~h it is, this kind of spontaneous co
operation is habitually ignored in sociological discussions. 
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Alike from newspaper articles and parliamentary debates, 
it might be inferred that, beyond the force due to men's 
selfish activities, there is no other social force than the 
governmental force. There seems to be a deliberate omis
sion of the fact that, in addition to their selfish interests, 
men have sympathetic interests, which, acting individually 
and cooperatively, work out results scarcely less remark
able than those which the selfish interests work out. It is 
true that, during the earlier phases of social evolution, 
while yet the type is mainly predatory, agencies thus pro
duced do not exist: among the Spartans, I suppose, there 
were few, if any, philanthropic agencies. But as there 
arise forms of society leading toward the pacific type
forms in which the industrial organization develops itself, 
and men's activities become of a kind that do not perpetu
ally sear their sYmpathies-these structures which their 
sympathies generate become many and important. 'To 
the egoistic interests, and the cooperations prompted by 
them, there come to be added the altruistic interests and 
their cooperations; and, what the one set fails to do, the 
other does. That, in his presentation of the doctrine he 
opposes, Prof. Huxley did not set down the effects of fel
low-feeling as supplementing the effects of self-regarding 
feelings, surprises me the more, because he displays fellow
feeling himself in so marked a degree, and shows in his 
career how potent a social agency it becomes. Let us 
glance rapidly over the results wrought out among our
selves by individual and combined" altruism "-to employ 
M. Comte's useful word. 

Though they show a trace of this feeling, I will not 
dwell upon the numerous institutions by which men are 
enabled to average the chances throughout life by insur
ranee societies, which provide against the evils entailed by 
premature deaths, accidents, fires, wrecks, etc., for these 

.III 



are mainly mercantile and egoistic in their origin. Nor 
will I do more than name those multitudinous Friendly 
Societies that have arisen spontaneously among the work
ing-classes to give mutual aid in time of aickncss, and 
which the Commission now sitting is showing to be im
mensely beneficial, notwithstanding their defect.; for 
these also, though containing a larger element of Bym
pathy, are prompted chiefly by anticipations of personal 
benefits. Leaving these, let us turn to the organiza
tions in which altruism is more decided-taking fint 
that by which religious ministration a are carried on. 
Throughout Scotland and England, cut away all that part 
or it which is not established by law-in Scotland, the 
Episcopal Church, the Free Church, the United Presbyte
rians, and other Dissenting bodies; in England, the Wea
leyans, Independents, and the various minor aceta. Cut 
off, too, from the Established Church itself, all that part 
added in recent times by voluntary zeal, made couapicu
ous enough by the new steeples that have been rising on 
all sides; and then also take out, from the remainder of 
the Established Church, that energy which hal during 
these three generations been infused into it by competi
tion with the Dissentera: so reducing it to the degraded, 
inert state in which John Wesley found iL Do this, and 
it becomes manifest that more than half the organization, 
and immensely more than halt ita function, is extra-gov
ernmental. Look round, ag'lin, at the multitudinous in
stitutions for mitigating men'a ill&-the hospitah, dispen
saries, almshouses, and the like-the various benevolent 
and mendicity societies, etc., of which London alone con
tains between six and seven hundred. From our not SL 
Thomas's, exceeding the palace or the Legislature itselt 
in bulk, down to Dorcas societies, and village clothing
clubs, we have charitable agencies, many in kind and 
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eountless in number, which supplement, perhaps too 
largely, the legally-6tabfuhed one, and which, whate~er 
evil they may have done along with the good, han done 
fur less ern than the Poor-Law organization did before it 
was reformed in IS3!.. Akin to these are still more strik
ing examples of power in agencies thus originating, such 
IS that fnrn.i.shed by the Antiblavery Society, which car
ried the emancipation of the slaves, notwithstanding the 
class opposition so predominant in the Legislature. And, 
if we look for more recent like instance:;, we have them in 
the organization which promptly and efficiently dealt with 
the cotton-famine in Lancashire, and in that which last 
year ministered to the wounded and dibtressed in France. 
Once more, consider our educational system as it exiEted 
till within these few years. Snch part of it as did not 
consb;; of private schoo~ carried on for personal profit, 
consibted of schools or colleges set up or maintained by 
men for the benefit of their fellows, and the posterity of 
their fellows. Omitting the few founded or partially 
founded by kings, the numerous endowed schools scat
tered thronghout the Jcin",<Pdom on.,oinated from altruistic 
feelings (so far, at least, as they were not due to egob-tic 
desires Cor good places in the other world). And then, 
~r these appliances Cor teBching the poor had been al
most entirely appropriated by the rich, whence came the 
remedy' Another altruibtic organization grew up for 
educating the poor, struggled against the op~tion of 
the Church and the governing classes, eventually forced 
these to enter into competition, and produce like altrub-tic 
organizations, until by school systems, local and general, 
ecclesiastical, dissenting, and secnlar, the mass of the pe0-

ple had been brought from a state of abno..-t entire igno
rance to one in which nearly all of them possessed the 
rudimenta uf i;now1eda<>e. nut for these spontaneously-

_2 
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developed agencies, :ignorance would have been.universal. 
Not only such knowledge as the poor now possess, not 
only the knowledge of the trading-classes, not only the 
knowledge of those who write books and articles for the 
press, but the knowledge of those who carry on the busi
ness of the country as ministers and lcgislators, has been 
derived from these extra-governmental agencies, egoistic or 
altruistic. Yet now, strangely enough, the cultured intel
ligence of the country has taken to spurning its parent; 
and that to which it owes both its existence and the con
sciousness of its own value is pooh-poohed as though it 
had doue, and could do, nothing of importance. One 
other fact let me add: While such teaching organizations, 
and their results in the shape of enlightenment, are due to 
these spontaneous agencies, to such agencies also are due 
the great improvements in the quality of the culture now 
happily beginning to take place. The spread of scientific 
knowledge, and of the scientific spirit, has not been 
brought about by laws and officials. Our scientific soci
eties have arisen from the spontaneous cooperation of 
those interested in the accumulation and diffusion of the 
kinds of truth they respectively deal with. Though the 
British Association has from time to time obtained certain 
small subsidies, their results in the way of advancing sci
ence have borne but an extremely small ratio to the re
sults achieved without any such aid. If there needs a 
conclnsive illustration of the power of agencies thus aris
ing, we have it in the history and achievements of the 
Royal Institution. From this, which is a product of altru
istic cooperation and which has had for its successive pro. 
fessors Young, Davy, Faraday, and Tyndall, there has come 
a. series of brilliant discoveries which it would be diffi
cult to parallel by a series from any State-nurtured institu
tion. 
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I hold, then, that forced, as men in society are, to seek 
satisfaction of their own wants by saisfying the wants of 
others; and led as they also are by sentiments which so
ciallife has fostered, to satisfy many wants of others irre· 
spective of their own; they are moved by two sets of 
forces which, working together, will amply suffice to carry 
on all needful activities; and I think the facts fully justify 
this belief. It is true that, a priori, one would not have 
supposed that by their unconscious cooperations men could 
have wrought out such results, any more than one would 
have supposed, a priori, that by their unconscious cooper
ation they, could have evolved Language. But reasoning 
a posterWri, which it is best to do when we have the facts 
before us, it becomes manifest that they can do this; that 
they have done it in very astonishing ways; and perhaps 
they may do it hereafter in ways still more transcending 
expectation. Scarcely any scientific generalization has, I 
think, a broader inductive basis than we have for the be
lief that these egoistic and altruistic feelings are powers 
which, taken together, amply suffice to originate and carry 
on all the activities which constitute healthy national life : 
the only prerequisite being, that they shall be under the 
negatively-regulative control of a central power-that the 
entire aggregate of individuals, acting through the legisla
ture and executive as its agents, shall put upon each indi
vidual, and group of individuals, the restraints needful to 
prevent aggression, direct and indirect. 

And here I might go on to supplement the argument 
by showing that the immense majority of the evils which 
government aid is invoked to remedy, are evils which 
arise immediately or remotely because it does not perform 
properly its negatively-regulative function. From the 
waste of, probably, £100,000,000 of national capital in un
productive railways, for which the Legislature is respon-
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c;ible by permitting the original proprietary contracts to 
be broken,· down to the railway accidents and 10111 of life 
caused by unpunctuality, which would never have grown 
to its present height were there an easy remedy for breach 
of contract between company and passenger; nearly all 
the vices of railway management have arisen from the 
non-administration of justice. And everywhere else we 
shan find that, were the restraining action of the State 
prompt, effective, and costless to those aggrieved, thf' 
pleas put in for positive regulation would nearly all disap
pear. 

I am thus brought naturally to remark on the title 
given to this theory of State functions. That" Adminis
trative Nihilism" adequately describes the view sct forth 
by Von Humboldt, may be: I have not read his work. 
But I cannot see how it adequately describes the doctrine I 
have been defending; nor do I see how this can be prop
erly expressed by the more positive title, "police-govern
ment." '!'he conception suggested by police-government 
does not include the conception of an organization for ex
ternal protection. So long as each nation is given to 
burglary, I quite admit each other nation must keep 
guards, under the forms of army or navy, or both, to pre
vent burglars from breaking in. And the title police-gov
ernment does not in its ordinary acceptation comprehend 
these offensive and defensive appliances needful for deal
ing with foreign enemies. At the other extreme, too, it 
falls short of the full meaning to be expressed. While it 
duly conveys the idea of an organization required for 
checking and punishing criminal ag.,ooression, it does not 
convey any idea of the no less important organization re
quired for dealliig with civil aggression-fUl organization 

• See Essa, em II Bailwa,lIora1a and Bail ... , Poliq.· 
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quite essential for properly discharging the negatively
regulative function. Though latent police-force may be 
considered as giving their efficiency to legal decisions on 
all questions brought into niB-i prius courts, yet, since here 
police-force rarely comes into visible play, police-govern
ment does not BUggC!lt this very extensive part of the ad
ministration of justice. Far from contending for a laissez
lai;1'6 policy in the sense which the phrase commonly sug
gests, I have contended for a more active control of the 
kind distinguishable as negatively regulativ~. One of the 
reasons I have urged for excluding State action from other 
spheres, is, that it may become more efficient within its 
proper sphere. And I have urged that the wretched per
formance of its duties within its proper sphere continues, 
because it is mainly occupied with other duties.* The 
facts that often, in bankruptcy cases, three-fourths and 
more of the assets go ill costs; that creditors are led by 
the expectation of great delay and a miserable dividend to 
accept almost any composition offered; and that so the 
bankruptcy-law offers a premium to. roguery; are facts 
which would long since have ceailed to be facts, had citi
zens been mainly occupied in getting an efficient judicial 
system. If the due performance by the State of its all
essential function had been the qnestion on which elections 
were fought, we should not see, as we now do, that a shiv
ering cottager who steals palings for firewood, or a hungry 
tramp who robs an orchard, gets punishment in more than 
the old Hebrew measure, while great financial frauds 
which ruin their thousands bring no punishments. Were 
the negatively-regulative function of the State in internal 
affairs dominant in the thonghts of men, within the Legis
lature and without, there would be tolerated no such treat
ment as that suffered lately by Messrs. Walker, of Com· 

• s.. Essay OD .. Over-LegislatioD." 



hill; who, having been robbed. of £6,000 worth or j>ro~ 
erty and having spent £950 in rewards for apprehending 
thieves, and in prosecuting them, cannot get back the pro
ceeds of their· property fonnd on the thieve&-who Lear 
the coe~ of administering justice, while the Corporation 
of London makes £940 profit out of their 1088. It is in 
large measure because I hold that these" crying abuses and 
inefficiencies, which everywhere characterize the adminis.
tration of justice, need. more than any other evils to be 
remedied; and because I hold that remedy of them can go 
on only as fast as the internal function or the State is 
more and more restricted. to the administration of justice ; 
that I take the view which I have been reexplaining. It 
i8 a law unWer8ally illustrated hy organizatwn8 of every 
kind, that, in proportiun. tU tkn u t<J be ejficUmcy, tkrw 
mUBt be BpeCialization, 'hoth of 8tructUrtJ and function,
BpeCialization which, of neceamy, implia Q.CCQTTIpanying 
limiUUion. And, as I have elsewhere argued, the de
velopment of representative government is the develo~ 
ment of a type of government fitted. above all others for 
this negatively-regulative control, and, above all others, 
ill fitted for positively-regulative control· This doctrine, 
that while the negatively-regulative control should be ex
tended. and made better, the positively-regulative control 
should be diminished, and that the one ('hange implies the 
other, may be properly called. the doctrine of Specialized. 
Administration-if it is to be named. from ita administra
tive aspect. I regret that my presentation of this doo
trine has been such as to lead to misinterpretation. 
Either it is that I have not adequately explained it, which, 
if true, surprises me, or else it is that the space occupied 
in seeking to show what are not the duties of the State is 
80 much greater than the space occupied in defuling its 

• B« E..-, on • Representative GovermDllD1 trW ie it good Cor'· 
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duties, that these last make but little impression. In any 
case, that Prof. Huxley should have construed my view 
in the way he has done, shows me that it needs fuller ex
position; since, had he put upon it the construction I in
tended, he would not, I think, have included it under the 
title he has used, nor would he have seen it needful to 
raise the question I have endeavored to answer. 

POSTSCRIPT.-Smce the above article was written, a fact 
of some significance in relation to the question of State
management has come under my notice. There is one 
department, at any rate, in which the State succeeds well 
-the Post-Office. And this d~partment is sometimes in
stanced as showing the superiority of public over private 
administration. 

I am not about to call in question the general satisfac
toriness of our postal arrangements; nor shall I contend 
that this branch of State-organization, now well-estab
lished, could be replaced with advantage. Probably the 
type of our social structure has become, in this respect, 
so far fixed that a radical change would be injurious. In 
dealing with those who make much of this success, I have 
contented myself with showing that the developments 
which have made the Post-Office efficient, have not origi
nated with the Government, but have been thrust upon it 
from without. I have in evidence cited the facts that 
the mail-coach system was established by a private in
dividual, Mr. Palmer, and lived down official opposi
tion; that the reform originated by Mr. Rowland Hill 
had to be made against the wills of employes; and, 
further, I have pointed out that, even as it is, a large 
part of the work is done by private enterprise-that the 
Government gets railway-companies to do for it most 
of the inland carriage, and steam-boat companies the 
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()utland carriage: contenting itself with doing the 100&1 
collection and distribution. 

Respecting the general question whether, in the ab
sence of our existing postal system, private enterprise 
would have developed one as good or better, I have been 
able to say only that analogies like that furnished by our 
newspaper-system, with its efficient news-vending organ
ization, warrant us in believing that it would_ Recently, 
however, I have been shown both that private enterprise 
is capable of this, and that, but for a legal interdict, it 
would have done long ago what the State has but lately 
done. Here is tIm proof:-

.. To facilitate correspondence between one part of London and 
another W88 not originally one of the objects of the Post-Office. 
But, in the reign of Charles II., an enterprising citizen of London, 
William Dockwray, Bet up, at great expense, a penny po!lt, which 
delivered letters and parcels six or eight times a-day in the busy 
and crowded streets near the Exchange, and four times a-day in the 
outskirts of the capital. • . • As BOon 88 it became clear that the 
speculation would be lucrative, the Duke of York complained of it as 
an infraction of his monopoly, and the courts of law decided in 
Ilia favour."-lfaca/flay, i. 387-8. 

Thus it appears that two centuries since, private en
terprise initiated a local postal system, similar, in respect 
both of cheapness and frequency of distribution, ~ that 
lately-established one boasted of as a State-success. 
Judging by what has happened in other cases with pri
vate enterprises that had small beginnings, we may infer 
that the system thus commenced, would have developed 
throughout the kingdom as fast as the needs pressed and 
the possibilities allowed. So far from being indebted to 
the State. we ha.ve reason to believe that, but for State
repression, we should have obtained a postal organization 
like our present on~ generations ago I 
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"THE COLLECTIVE WISDOM." 

A TEST of senatorial capacity is a desideratum. We 
rarely learn how near the mark or how wide of the mark 
the calculations of statesmen are; the slowness and com
plexity of social changes, hindering, as they do, the definite 
comparison of results with anticipations. Occasionally, 
however, parliamentary decisions admit of being definitely 
valued. One which was arrIved at a few weeks ago fill" 
nished a measure of legislative ju~oment too significant to 
be passed by. 

On the edge of the Cotswolds, overhanging the valley 
of the Severn, occur certain springs, which, as they happen . 
to be at the end of the longest of the hundred streams 
which join to form the Thames, have been called by a 
poetical fiction "the sources of the Thames." Names, 
even when poetical fictions, suggest conclusions; and .con
clusions drawn from words instead of facts are equally apt 
to influence conduct. Thus it happened that, when, re
cently, there was formed a company for supplying Chelten
ham and some other places from these springs, great oppo
sition arose. The TirM8 published a paragraph, headed, 
" Threatened Absorption of the Thames," stating that the 
application of this company to Parliament had "caused 
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Mowe little consternation in the city of Oxford, and will, 
doubtless, throughout the valley of the Thames; " and that 
" such a measure, if carried out, will diminish the water of 
that noble river a million of gallons per day." A million 
is an alarming word-wggests something necessarily vast. 
Translating words into thoughts, however, would have 
calmed the fears of the. Tima paragraphist. Considering 
that a million gallons would be contained by a room fifty
six feet cube, the nobility of the Thames would not be 
much endangered by the deduction~ The simple fact is, 
that the cm'rent of the Thames, above the point at which 
the tides influence it, discharges in twenty-four hours eight 
hundred times this amount. 

When the bill of this proposed water company waa 
brought before the House of Commons for second reading, 
it became manifest that the imaginations of members were 
affected by8Uch expressions as the" sources of the Thames," 
and" a million gallons daily," in much the same way as 
the imaginations of the ignorant. Though the quantity of 
water proposed to be taken bears, to the quantity which 
runs over Teddington weir, about the same ratio that a 
yard bears to half a mile, it was thought by many mem
bers that its 1088 would be a serious evil. No method 01 
measurement would be aCCU!'8te enough to detect the dif
ference between the Thames as it now is, and the Thamee 
rMlI/U8 the Cerney springs; and yet it was gravely stated 
in the House that, were the Thamee diminished in the 
proposed way, "the proportion of sewage to pure water 
would be seriously increased." Taking a minute out 01 
twelve hours, would be taking as large a proportion as the 
. Cheltenham people wish to take from the Thames. Never
\heless, it was contended that to let Cheltenham have this 
quantity would be" to rob the towns along the banks of 
the Thames of their rights." Though, of the Thames flow-
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fng by each of these towns, some 999- parts out of 1,000 
pass by unused, it was held that a great injustice would be 
committed were one or two of these 999 parts appropriated 
by the inhabitants of a town who can now obtain daily but 
four gallons of foul water per head. 

But the apparent inability thus shown to think of causes 
and effects in something like their true quantitive relations, 
was still more conspicuously shown. It was stated by sev
eral members that the Thames Navigation Commissioners 
would have opposed the bill if the commission had not been 
bankrupt; and this hypothetical opposition appeared to 
have weight. If we may trust the reports, the House of 
Commons listened with gravity to the assertion of one of 
its members, that, if the Cerney springs were diverted, 
"shoals and flats would be created." Not a laugh nor a 
cry of " Oh I oh," appears to have been produced by the 
prophecy, that the volume and scouring power of the 
Thames would be seriously affected by taking away from 
it twelve gallons per second I The whole quantity which 
these springs supply would be delivered by a current mov
ing through a pipe one foot in diameter at the rate of less 
than two miles per hour. Yet, when it was said that the 
navigability of the Thames would be injuriously affected 
by this deduction, there were no shouts of derision. On 
the contrary, the IIousa rejected the Cheltenham Water 
Bill by a majority of one hundred and eighteen to eighty
eight. It is true that the data were not presented in the 
above shape. .But thd remarkable tact is, that, even in the 
absence of a specific comparison, it should not have been 
II"t once seen that the water of springs, which drain but a 
few square miles at most, can be but an inappreCiable part 
of the water which runs out of the Thames basin, extend
ing over several thoussnd square miles. 1n itself, this is 
a matter of small moment. It mterests us here simply 83 
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an example of legislative judgment. The decision is one 
of those small holes through which a wide prospect may be 
seen, and a disheartening prospect it is. In a very Bimple 
case there is here displayed a scarcely credible inability to 
see how much effect will follow 80 mnCh cause; and yet 
the business of the assembly exhibiting this inability is 
that of dealing with canses and effects of (an extremely in
volved kind. All the processes going on in Bocicty arise 
from the concurrences and conflicts of human actions, 
which are determined in their nature and amounts by tlus 
human constitution as it now is-are aB much rcsults of 
natural causation as any other results, and equally imply 
definite qnantitive relations between causes and effects. 
Every legislative act presupposcs a diagnosiB and a prog
nosis; both of them involving estimations of 80ciallorces 
and tIle work done by them. Before it can be remedied, 
an evil must be traced to its 80urce in the motives and 
ideas of men as they are, living under the social cOliditionl 
which exist-a problem requiring that the actions tending 
toward the result shall be identified, and that there shall 
be something like a true idca of the quantities of their ef
fects' as well as the qualities. A further estimation has 
then to be made of the kinds and degrees of influence that 
will be exerted by the additional factors which the pro
posed law will set in motion: what will be the resultant& 
produced by the new forces cooperating with preexisting 
forces.-a problem still more complicated than the other. 

We are quite prcpared to hcar the unhesitating reply, that 
men incapable of forming an approximately true judgment 
on a matter of simple physical causation mayyct be very 
good law-makers. So obvious will this be thought by 
most, that a tacit implication to the contrary will seem to 
them absurd; and that it will seem to thcm absurd is one 
of the many indications of the profound ignorance that 
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prevails. It is true that mere empirical generalizations 
which men draw from their dealings with their fellows 
suffice to give them some ideas of the proximate effects 
which new enactments will work: and, seeing these, they 
think they see as far as needful. Discipline in physical 
science, however, would help to show them the utter inade
quacyof calculating consequences based on simple data. 
And if there needs- proof that calculations of consequences 
so based are inadequate, we have it in the enormous labor 
annually entailed on the Legislature in trying to undo the 
mischiefs it has previously done. 

Should any say that it is useless to dwell. on this in
competency, seeing that the House of Commons contains 
the select of the nation, than whose judgments no better 
are to be had, we reply, that there may be drawn two 
inferences which have important practical bearings. In 
the first place, we are shown how completely the boasted 
intellectual discipline of our upper classes fails to give 
them the power of following out in thought, with any cor
rectness, the sequences of even simple phenomena, much 
less those of complex phenomena. And, in the second 
place, we may dI:aw the corollary, that if the sequences of 
those complex phenomena which societies display, diffi
cult beyond all othel'S to deal with, are so unlikely to be 
understood by them, they may advantageously be re-
stricted in their interferences with them. . 

In one direction, especially, shall we see reason to re
sist the extension of legislative action. There has of late 
been urged the proposal that the class contemptuously ds
scribed as dividing its energeis between business and beth
els shall have its education regulated by the class which 
might, with equal justice, be described as dividing its 
energies between club-rooms and game preserves. This 
scheme does not seem to us a hopeful one. Considering 

N 
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that during the last half century our society baa been 
remoulded by ideas that have come from the proposed pupil, 
and have had to overcome the dogged resistance or the 

'proposed teacher, the propriety or the arrangement is not 
obvious. And if the propriety or the arrangement is not 
obvious on the face of it, still 1088 obvious does it become 
when the competency or the proposed teacher comea to be 
measured. ,Dritish intelli",rrence, as wstill(.'Ci through the 
nniversities and redistilled into the IIouse of Commons, is 
8 product admitting or such great improvement in' quality, 
that we should be sorry to see the present method of 
manufacture extended and permanently established. 
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POLITICAL FETICHISM. 

A Hnmoo, who, before beginning his day's work, 
salaams to a bit of plastic clay, out of which, in a few mo
ments, he has extemporized a god in his own image, is an 
object of amazement to the European. We read with 
surprise bordering on scepticism of worship done by ma
chinery, and of prayers which owe their supposed efficacy to 
the motion given by the wind to the papers they are writ
ten on. When told how certain of the Orientals, if dis
pleased with their wooden deities, take them down and 
beat them, men laugh and wonder. 

Why should men wonder 1 Kindred superstitions 
. are exhibited by their fellows every day-superstitions that 
are, indeed, not so gross, but are intrinsically of the same 
nature. There is an idolatry which, instead of carving the 
object of its worship out of dead matter, takes humanity 
for its raw material, and expects, by moulding a mass (Jf 

this humanity into a particular form, to give it powers or 
properties quite different from those it had before it was 
moulded. In the one case as in the other, the raw ma
terial is, as much as may be, disguised j there are decora
tive appliances by which the savage helps himself to think 
that he has something more than wood before him j and 
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the citizen gives to the political ~<>encies he baa helped to 
ereate, such imposing externals and distinctive nam~ ex
pressive of power as serve to strengthen his belief' in the 
benefits prayed for. Some faint reflection or that " dhin
ity" which" doth hedge a king" spreads down through 
every state department to the lowest rank, so that, in the 
eyes or the people, even the policeman puts on along with 
his uniform a certain indeunable power-nay, the mere 
dead symbols or authority excite reverence in spite or bet. 
ter knowledge; a legal rorm or words seems to have som&
thing especially binding in it, and there is a preternatural 
efficiency about a government-stamp. 

The parallelism is still more conspicuous between the 
persistency of faith in the two cases, notwithstanding pe~ 
petual disappointments. It is difficult to perceive how 
graven ima","'es, that have been thrasbed ror not responding 
to their worshipper's desire, should still be reverenced and 
petitioned; but the difficulty or conceiving this is dimin
ished when we remember how, in their turns, all the idola 
in our political pantheon undergo castigations ror failing to 
do what was expected of them, and are nevertheless daily 
looked up to in the trustful hope that future prayers will be 
answered. The stupidity, the slowness, "the perversity, the 
dishonesty of officialism, in one or other oC its embodi
ments, ~ demonstrated afresh in almost every newspaper 
that issues. Probably hal( the leading articles written 
have Cor texts some absurd official blunder, some exa.spe~ 
ating official delay, some astOunding corruption, some grosa 
official injustice, some incredible official extra~crance. 

And yet these whippings, in which balked expectation con· 
tinually vents itself, are immediately rollowed by renewed 
faith; the benefits that have not come are still hoped Cor, 
and prayers ror others are put up. Along with proor that 
the old Stat~ machines are in themaelvea inert, and owe 
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such powers as they seem to have to the public opinion 
that sets their parts in motion, there are continually pro
posed new state machines of the same type as the old. 
This inexhaustible credulity is counted on by men of 
the widest political experience. Lord Palmerston, who 
probably knows his public better than any other man, 
lately said, in reply to a eharge made in the House-" I 
am quite convinced that no person belonging to the gov
ernment, in whatever department he may be, high or low, 
would be guilty of any breach of faith in regard to any 
matter confided to him." To assert as much in the face of 
facts continually disclosed, implies that Lord Palmerston 
knows well that men's faith in officialism survives all ad
verse evidence. 

In which case are the hopes from state agency realized' 
One migllt have thought that the vjtal interests at stake 
would have kept the all-essential apparatus for administer
ing justice up to its work; but they do not. On the one 
hand, here is a man wrongly convicted, and afterward 
proved to be innocent, who is " pardoned" for an offence 
he did not commit; and has this as consolation for his un
merited s\¢,ering. On the other hand, here is a man 
whose grave delinquencies a Lord Chancellor overlooks, on 
partial restitution being made-nay, more, countenances 
the granting of a pension to him. Proved guilt is re
warded, while proved innocence is left without compensa
tion for pains borne and fortunes blasted I This marvellous 
antithesis, if not often fully paralleled in the doings of 
officialism as administrator of justice, is, in endless cases, 
paralleled in part. The fact that imprisonment is the sen
tence on a boy for stealing a pennyworth of fruit, while 
thousands of pounds may be transferred from a public into 
a private purse without any positive punishment being ad
judged, is an anomaly kept in countenance by numerous 
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otller judicia1acts. Theoretically, the state is 8 protcctol 
olthe rights of subjects; practically, the state continually 
plays the part of aggressor. Though it is a recoguizeJ prin
ciple of equity that he who makes a false charge shall pay the 
costs of the defeIlce, yet, until quite recently, the Crown 
has persisted in refusing to pay the costs of citizens against 
whom it has brought false charges. Nay, worse, deliberate 
atte~pts used to be made to establish charges by corrupt 
means. Within the memory of those now living, the 
Crown, in excise-proseclltions, bribed juries; when the 
verdict was for the Crown, the custom was to give double 
fees; and the practice was not put an end to until the 
counsel for a defendant announced in open court that the 
jury shonld have double fees if their verdict was for his 
client I 

. Not alene in the superior parts of our judicial apparatu8 
is this ill-working of officialism so thrust on men's notice 
as to have become proverbial; not alone in the life-long 
delays and ruinous expenses that have made Chancery a 
word of dread; not alone in the extravagances of bank
ruptcy c'?urts, that lead creditors carefully to shun them; not 
alone in that uncertainty. which makes men submit to gross 
injustice rather than risk the still grosser injustice which 
the law will, as likely as not, inflict on them; but down 
throligh the lower divisions of the judicialapparatns are all 
l-inds of failures and absurdities daily displayed. It may 
be fairly urged in mitigation of the sarcasms current re
specting the police, that among so many men cases of mis
conduct and inefficiency must be frequent; but we might 
have expected the orders under which they act to be just and 
well considered. .Very little inquiry shows that they are 
not. There is a story current that, in the accounts of an 
Irish offilliaI, a small charge for a telegram, which an emer
gency had called for, was objected to at the head office in 
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London, and, after a long correspondence, finally allowed, 
but with "the understanding that in future no such item 
would be passed, unless the department in Londou had au
thorized it I We cannot vouch for this story, but we can 
vouch for something which gives credibility to it. A 
friend who had been robbed by his cook went to the 
police-office, detailed the case, gave good reasons for infer
ring the direction of her flight, and requested the police to 
telegraph, that she might be intercepted_ He was told, 
however, that they could not do this without authority; 
and this authority was not to be had without a long delay. 
The result was that the thief, who had gone to the town at 
the time supposed, escaped, and has not since been heard 
of. Take another function assl1II!ed by the police-the regu
lation of traffic. Daily, all through London, ten thousand 
fast-going vehicles, with hard-pressed men of bu!'iuess in 
them, are stopped by a sprinkle of slow-going carts and wag
ons. Greater. speed in these compar!1tively few carts and 
wagons, or limitation of them to early and late hours, 
would immensely diminish the evil. But, instead of dealing 
with these really great hinderances .to traffic, the police deal 
with that which is practically no hindrance. Men with ad
vertisement-boards were lat\lly forbidden to walk about, on 
the groundless plea that they are in the way; and incapa
bles, prevented thus from getting a shilling a day, were 
driven into the ranks of paupers and thieves. Worse cases 
may be observed. For years past there has been a feud 
between the police and the orange girls; who are chased 
hither and thither because they are said to be obstructions 
to foot-passengers. Meanwhile, in some of the chief thor
oughfares, may constantly be seen men standing with 
toys, which they delude children and their parents into 
buying by pretending that the toys make certain sounds, 
which they themselves make, and when the police, quietly 
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watching this obtainment of money under false pretence!, 
are asked why they do not interfere, they reply that they 
have no orders. Admirable contrast I Trade dishonestly, 
and you may collect a small crowd on the pavement with· 
out complaint being made that you interrupt the traffic. 
Trade honestly, and you shall be driven from the pavement.
edge as an impediment-i;hall be driven to dishonesty I 

One might have thought that the notorious inefficiency 
of officialism as a protector against injustice would have 
made men skeptical of its efficiency in other things. I! 
here, where citizens have such intense interests in g<!tting 
a function well discharged, they have failed through all 
these many centuries in getting it well discharged-if this 
agency, which is in theory the guardian of each citizen, is 
in so many cases his enemy, that going to law is sugge&
tive of impoverishment and possible ruin, it might have been 
supposed that officialism would scarcely be expected to 
work in all directions where the interests at stake are less 
intense. But so strong is the in1luence of political fetich· 
ism, that neither these experiences, nor the parallel experi
ences which every state-department affords, diminish men'. 
faith. For years past there has been thrust before them 
the fact that, of the funds of Greenwich llospital, one-third 
goes to maintain the sailors, while two-thirds go in adminis
tration; but this and. other such facts do not stop their 
advocacy of more public administrations. The parable of 
straining at guats and swallowing camels they see ab8()o 
lutely paralleled by officialism, in the red-tape particularity 
with which all minute details are enforced, and the as
tounding carelessneSB with which the accounts of • whole 
department, like the Patent Office, are left utterly uncon
trolled; and yet we continue to hear men propose govern
ment-audits as checks for mercantile companies I No 
diminution of confidence seems to result from the disclos-
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are of stupidities which even a wild imagination would 
scarcely have thought possible; instance the method of 
promotion lately made public, under which a clerk in one 
branch of a department takes the higher duties of some 
deceased superior clerk, without any rise of salary, while 
some clerk in another branch of the department gets the 
rise of salary without any increase in his responsibilities I 

Endless are these evils and absurdities, and surviving 
generation after generation, as they do, spite of commis
&ions afld reports and debates, there is an annual crop of 
Dew schemes for government agencies that are expected 
by citizens to work just as they propose them to work. 
With a system of army promotion which insures an organ
ized incompetence, but which survives perpetual protests; 
with a notoriously ill-constituted admiralty, of which the 
doings are stock-subjects of ridicule; with a church that 
maintains its most efl'ete formulas, notwithstanding almost 
nniversal repudiation of them; there are daily fresh de
mands for more law-established appliances. With build
ing acts under which arise houses less stable than those 
of the last generation; with coal-mine inspection that does 
not prevent coal-mine explosions; with railway inspection 
that has for its accompaniment plenty of railway accidents 
-with these and other such failures continually displayed, 
there still prevails what Y. Guizot rightly calls that" gross 
delusion, a belief in the sovereign power of political ma., 
chinery." 

A great service would be done by any man who would 
analyze the legislation, say of the last half century, and 
compare the expected results of Acts of Parliament with 
their proved results. He might make it an instructive 
revelation by simply taking all the preambles, and observ
ing how many of the evils to be rectified were evils pro
duced by preceding enactments. His chief difficulty would 
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be that or getting within any moderate compass the im
mense number of cases in which the benefits anticipated 
were not achieved, while unanticipated disasters were 
caused. And then he might effectively close his digest by 
showing what immense advantages have, in instance after 
instance, followed the entire cessation or legislative action; 
not, indeed, that such an accumulation or cases, however 
multitudinous and however conclusive, would have an ap
preciable effect on the average mind. Political fetichism 
will continue 80 long as men remain without sciedtific di&
cip1in&-60 long as they recognize only proximate causes, 
and never think of the remoter and more general causes 
by which their special agencies are set in motion. Until 
the thing which now usurps the name or education baa been 
dethroned by a true education, having for its end to teach 
men the nature of the world they live in, new political de
lusions will grow up as fast as old ones are extinguiehed. 
But there is a select class existing, and a larger select clasa 
arising, on whom a work of the kind described would have 
an effect, and for whom it would be well worth while to 
write it. 



VIII. 

WHAT IS ELEOTRIOITY? 
tB'BOlill THB IlEADBR )'OB NOVBlIIIBEB It, 1~ 
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PROBABLY few, if any, competent physicists have, of 
late years, used the term "electric fluid" in any other 
than a conventional sense. When distinguishing electric
ity into the two kinds, "positive" and" negative," or 
"vitrevus" and" resinous," they have used the ideas sug
gested by these names merely as convenient sYII.bols, and 
not as representatives of different entities. And, now that 
heat and light are proved to be modes of motion, it has 
become obvious that all the allied manifestations of force 
must be modes of motion. 

What is the particular mode of motion which consti
tutes electricity, thus becomes the question. That it is 
some kind of molecular vibration, different from the molec
ular vibrations which luminous bodies give off, is, I pre
snme, taken for granted by all who bring to the considera
tion of the matter B knowledge of recent discoveries. Be
yond tllOse simple oscillations of molecules, from which 
light and heat result, may we not suspect that there will, 
ill some cases, arise compound oscillations' Let us con
sider whether the conditions under which electricity arises 
arc not such as to generate compound oscillations; and 
,,-hether the phcnowCIl3 of electricity are not such as 
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must result from oscillations; and whether the phenomena 
of electricity are not such as must result from compound 
oscillations. 

The universal antecedent to the production of electric)
ity is the immediate or mediate contact of heterogeneous 
substances-substances that are hctcrogcneoua either in 
their molecular constitutions, or in their molecular states. 
If, then, electricity is some mode of molecular motion, and 
if, whenever it is. produced, the contact of substances hav· 
ing unlike molecules, or molecules in unlike states, is the 
antecedent, there seems thrust upon us the conclusion that 
electricity results from BOme mutual action ot molecules 

. whose motions are unlike. What must this mutual action 
bel . 

Before proceeding to answel'" this. question, it will be 
needful to dispose of a demurrer that ~y be entered 
against the assumption, that unlike molecules have unlike 
motions in whatever states of aggregation they may be. 
It is currently admitted that, BO long as they exist in the 
form of a gas, the particles of each kind ot matter have a 
rate of vibration peculiar to themselvee-a rate unlike the 
rates which the particles of other kinds or matter have. 
Prof. Tyndall has shown further that, when aggregated 
into a liquid, particles of any kind still maintain a rate of 
vibration synchronoua with that which they had when 
diffused as a gas. But it is alleged that, on coalescing into 
solid masses, particles of different orden no longer main
tain their distinctive rates of vibration. It is concluded 
that they severally take on vibrations of all orders, because 
solid matters, of whatever kinds, send off ethereal undula
tions of all lengths; as is proved by the fact that each ot 
them produces a continuous spectrum. I venture to think, 
however, that this inference is not a legitimate one. It 
seems to me demonstrably at variance with ultimate mC)-
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chanicallaws; and I think the facts are explicable without 
assuming it. To take the firsl;-the a prWri argumenl;
it is incongruous with the doctrine of the persistence of 
force. .AJJ.y difference between the vibrations of two or
ders of molecules, A and B, existing in a gaseous state, 
implies some kind of difference between the characters of 
the molecules. Be this a difference of inertia, of bulk, or 
of form, matters not to the argument; in any case, it is 
expressible as some unlikeness between the forces with 
which the molecules severally act and react on the medium 
that moves them. To say that, under the same conditions, 
the molecules A and B have different rates of vibration, 
though there exists between them no differential force, 
is to assert an effect without a cause, which is to deny 
the persistence of force. .AJJ.d if there exists between them 
Borne differential force, by virtue of which they react dif
ferently on incident forces, and acquire different rates of 
vibration, then this differential force must continue, under 
all states of aggregation, to produce its differential effect. 
To say that, when molecules of the kind A aud molecules 
of the kind B are severally aggregated into solids, there 
ceases to be any distinction between their vibrations, is to 
say that the differential force ceases to produce any effect, 
and this is to deny the persistence of force. But now, 
passing to the a posteriori aspect of the question, it will be 
asked, IIow, then, can two solids, unlike in the natures of 
their molecules, severally produce, when heated, spectra 
that appear to be identical-spectra that severally imply 
ethereal undulations of all lengths , The answer to this 
question is to be sought in the effects produced on the 
mutual actions of molecules by their state of 8&,ooregation. 
Were all the particles similarly conditioned-were they all 
restrained by each other in like ways and degrees, then no 
rcason for differences in their times of vibration could bo 

.0 
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must result from oscillations; and whether the phenomena 
of electricity are not such as must result from compound 
oscillations. . 

The universal antecedent to the production of electri~ 
ity is the immediate or mediate contact of heterogeneous 
substances-substances that are heterogeneous either in 
their molecular constituti~n8, or in their molecular statC8. 
If, then, electricity is some mode of molecular motion, and 
if, whenever it is. produced, the contact of substances hav
ing unli1!;e molecules, or molecules in uulike states, is the 
antecedent, there seems thrust upou us the conclusion that 
electricity results from some mutual action of mole~es 

. whose motions are unlike. What must this mutual action 
bel . 

Before proceeding to answer thi&question, it will be 
needful to dispose of a demurrer that ~y be entered 
against the assumption, that unlike moleculet have unlike 
motions in whatever states of aggregation they may be. 
It is currently admitted that, so long as they exist in the 
form of a gas, the particles of each kind or matter have a 
rate of vibration peculiar to themselves-a rate unlike the 
rate-s which the particles of other kinds or matter have. 
Prof. Tyndall has shown further that, when aggregated 
into a liquid, particles of any kind still maintain a rate of 
vibration synchronous with that which they had when 
diffused as a gas. But it is alleged that, on coalescing into 
solid masses, particles of different orders no longer main
tain their distinctive rates of vibration. It is concluded 
that they severally take on vibrations of all orders, because 
solid matters, of whatever kinds, send off ethereal undula
tions of all lengths; as is proved by the fact that each 01 . 
them produces a continuous spectrum. I venture to think, 
however, that this inference is not a legitimate one. It 
seems to me demonstrably at variance with ultimate me-
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chanical1aws; and I think the facts are explicable without 
assuming it. To take the first-the a priori argument
it is incongruous with the doctrine of the persistence of 
force. Any difference between the vibrations of two or
ders of molecules, A and B, existing in a gaseous state, 
implies some kind of difference between the characters of 
the molecules. Be this a difference of inertia, of bulk, or 
of form,matters not to the argument; in any case, it is 
expressible· as some unlikeness between the forces with 
which the molecules severally act and react on the medium 
that moves them. To say that, under the same conditions, 
the molecules A and B have different rates of vibration, 
though there exists between them no differential force, 
is to assert an effect without a cause, which is to deny 
the persistence of force. And if there exists between them 
some differential force, by virtue of which they react dif
ferently on incident forces, and acquire different rates of 
vibration, then this differential force must continue, under 
all states of aggregation, to produce its differential effect. 
To say that, when molecules of the kind A and molecules 
of the kind B are severally aggregated into solids, there 
ceases to be any distinction between their vibrations, is to 
say that the differential force ceases to produce any effect, 
and this is to deny the persistence of force. But now, 
passing to the a posteriori aspect of the question, it will be 
asked, How, then, can two solids, unlike in the natures of 
their molecules, severally produce, when heated, spectra 
that appear to be identical-spectra that severally imply 
ethereal undulations of all lengths 1 The answer to this 
question is to be sought in the effects produced on the 
mutual actions of molecules by their state of aggregation. 
Were all the particles similarly condi~\oned-were they all 
restrained by each other in like ways and degrees, then nl' 
I'cason for differences in their times of vibration could bo 
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assigned. But they are differently condition ell in two 
ways-one of them contingent, the other neccssary. .La 
the first place, the process of consolidation, however it baa 
gone on, is almost sure to have induced nnlike states of 
tension throughout the mass-here the crystallization being 
more complete; there the cooling having gone on more 
rapidly. In the second place, the superficial particles, the 
layer of particles below it, and the subjacent particlcs to 
'iome depth, are subject to sets of restraining forces quite 
Jifferent from those which the inner particles are subject 
to; since, while the inner particles are exposed to the ac
tious of particles all around them, the outer patticles are 
exposed to such actions only on one side. And, as tho 
periods of oscillation must be in part determined by tho 
amonnts and distributions of the tensions, it follows that 
the rates of oscillation of particles on the surface must bo 
unlike those of particles near the surface, and progressively 
more nnlike those of particles successively fartlwr away 
£ram the surface. Hence, besides impressing on the sur
rounding medium nndulations corresponding with their 
own, the surface-molecules will conduct to the surrounding 
medium the somewhat different undulations passed on to 
them by the subjacent molecules; and the still more diffcr
ent undulations passed on to them by molecules placed 
still deeper, and 1.;0 on •. Besiaes waves like their own, and 
waves a little unlike their own, and wavcs still more un
like their own, they will gcnerate waves of various orders 
widely unlike their own. They will gi\'"e off various vi· 
brations shorter than their own, answering to the differ
encea between the vibrations conveyed through them; and 
various vibrations longer than their own, answering to the 
periodic coincidencea of the vibrations conveyed throngh 
them. Thus it becomes comprehensible how molecules of 
~w(j different orders, having strongly contrasied rates of 
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vibration, may, when severally aggregated with solid mas& 
es, both produce continuous spectra, and so appear to be in 
like states of agitation. 

From this preliminary explanation, let us now return 
to the question propounded-What must be that mutual 
action of molecules having unlike motions, which, as we 
see, is the universal antecedent of electrical disturbance 1 
The answer to this question does not seem difficult to 
reach, if we take the simplest case-the case of contact
electricity. Whon two pieces of metal of the same kind, 
and at the same temperature, are applied to one another, 
there is no electrical excitation; but, if the metals applied 
to one another be of different kinds, there is a genesis of 
electricity. This, which has been regarded as an anoma
lous fact-a fact so anomalous that it has been much di.~ 
puted because "pparently at variance with every hypothe' 
sis-is a fact to which an interpretation is at once supplied 
by the hypothesis that electricity results from the mutual 
disturbances of unlike molecular motions. For, if, on the 
one hand, we have homogeneous metals in contact, their 
respective molecules, oscillating synchronously, will give 
and take nny forces which tlley impress on one another 

. without producing an oscillation of a new order. But, if, 
on the other hand, the molecules of the one mass have pe
riods of oscillation different from those of the other mass, 
then their mutual impacts will not agree with the period 
of oscillation of either, but will genel'llte a new rhythm, 
differing from, and much slower than, that of either. The 
production of what· are called "beats" in acoustics, will 
best illustrate this. It is a familiar fact that two strings, 
vibrating at different rates, from time to time concur in 
sending oft' aerial waves in the same direction at the same 
instant j that then, their vibrations getting more and more 
out of correspondence, thel send off their aerial waves in 

o 2 
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the same direction at exactly intermediate instants j and 
presently, coming once more into correspondence, they 
again generate coinciding waves. So that, when their 
periods of vibration differ but little, and when consequently 
it takes an appreciable time to complete their alternation. 
of agreement and disagreement, there result. an audible 
alternation in the sound-a succession of pulses of louder 
and feebler sound. In other words, besides the primary, 
simple, and rapid series of waves, constituting tho two 
sounds themselves, there is.a series of slow compound 
waves, resulting from their repeated conflicts and concar
rences. Now, if, instead of the two strings communicating 
their vibrations to the air, each communicated its vibra
tions to the other, we should have just the same alterna
tion of concurrent and conflicting pulses. And if each 
of the two strings was combined with an aggregate of 
othe~s like itself, in such way that it communicated to ita 
neighbors both its normal and its abnormal vibrations, it 
is clear that through each aggregate of strings there would 
be propagated one ·of these compound waves of oscillation, 
in addition to their simple rapid oscillations. This illus
tration will, I think, make it manifest that when a mas. 
of molecules, which have a certain period of vibration, is 
placed in contact with a mass of molecules which have an
other period of vibration, there must result an alternation 
of coincidences and antagonisms in the molecular motions, 
snch as will make the molecules alternately increase and 
decrease one another's motions. There will be instants 
at which they are moving in the same direction, alld inter
vening instants at which they are moving in opposite 
directions; whence will arise periods of gre.1test and least 
deviations from their ordinary motions. And these great
est and least deviations, being communicated to neighbor
ing molecules, and passed 0:1 by them to ~e npxt, .will . 
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result in waves of perturbation propagated throughout 
each mass. 

Let us now ask what will be the mutual relations of 
these waves. Action and reaction being equal and oppo
site, it must llappen that whatever eft'c('t a molecule of the 
mass A produces upon an adjacent molecule of the mass B, 
must be accompanied by an equivalent reverse efl'cct upon 
itself. If a molecule of the mass A is at any inst.'mt mov
ing in such way as to impress on a molecule of the mass 
B an additional momentum in any given direction, then 
the momentum of the molecule of B, in that direction, will 
be diminished to an equal amount. That is to say, to any 
wave of increased motion propagated through the mole
cules of B, there must be a reactive wave of deaeased mo
tion propagated in the opposite direction through the mole
cules of A. See, then, the two significant tilctS. Any 
addjtjon of motion, which at one of these alternate periods 
is given by the molecules of A to the molecules of B, must 
be propngated through the molecules of B in a direction 
away frQm A; and simultaneously there must be a sub
tradjon from tlle motion of the molecules of A, which will 
be propagated through them in a direction away from B. 
To every wave of e;ro!88 sent through the one mass, tllere 
will be a corresponding wave of dift!d sent through the 
other; and these llOo.<litit~ and flegatjl~ waves will be ex
actly coincident in their times, and exactly equal in their 
anlOunts. "~ence it ob,iously follows that, if these waves, 
proceeding from the surfilce of contact through the two 
masses in rontrary directions, are brought into relation, 
they will neutralize each other. Action and rcartion being 
equal and opposite, these pllU and mi,.,u molecular mo
tiOllS will rftn<.,el one anothill' if they are added together, 
and there will be a restoration of equilibrium. 

These positive and negative waves of perturbation will 
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travel through the two masses of molecules with great ra
cility. It is now an established truth that moleculel ab
sorb, in the ~crease of their own vibrations, those rhyth
mical impulses or waves which have periodic times the 
same as their own; but that they cannot thus absorbluc.
cessive impulses that have periodic times different from 
their own. Hence these differential undulations, being 
very long undulations in comparison with those of the 
molecules themselves, will readily pass through the masses 
of molecules, or be conducted by them. Further observe 
that, if the two masses ofmolE:lcules continue joined, these 
positive and negative differential wavel travelling away 
from the surface of contact in opposite direction I, and 
severally arriving at the outer surfaces of the two masses, 
will be reflected from these; and, travelling back again 
toward the surface of contact, will there meet and neutral
ize one another. Hence no current will be produced along 
a wire joining the outer surfaCes of the masses; since neu
tralization will be more readily effected by this return o( 
the waves through the masses themselves. But, though no 
external current arises, the masses will continue in what 
we call opposite electric states; as a delicate electrometer 
shows that they do. And further, if· they are parted, the 
positive and negative waves which have the instant before 
been propagated through them respectively, remaining un
neutralized, the masses will display their opposite electric 
states in a more conspicuous way. The" residual positive 
and negative waves will then neutralize each other along 
any conductor that is placed between them, seeing that 
the plua waves communicated· from the one mass to the 
conductor, meeting with the minus waves communicated 
from the other, "and being mutually cancelled as they meet, 
the conductor will become a line of least resistance to tho 
waves of each mass. 
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Let us pass now to the allied phenomena of thermo-elec
tricity. Suppose these two masses of metal to be heated 
at their surfaces of contact; the forms of the masses be
ing such that their surfaces of contact can be considerably 
heated without their remoter parts being much heated. 
What will happen W Prof. Tyndall has shown, in the 
cases of various gases and liquids, that, other things 
equal, when molecules have given to them more of the 
insensible motion which we call heat, there is no altera
tion in their periods of oscillation, but an increase in 
the dimensions of their oscillations; the molecules make 
wider excursions in the same times. As above implied, 
we have good reason to conclude that the like is true of 
solids; the apparent proof of changed periods of vibration 
being explicable in the manner shown. Assuming this, it 
will follow that, when the two metals are heated at their 
surfaces of contact, the result will be the same as before in 
respect of the natures and intervals of the diffet:ential 
waves. There will be a change, however, in the strengths 
of these waves. For, if the two orders of molecules have 
severally given to them increased quantities of motion, the 
perturbations which they impress on each other will also 
be increased. These somewhat stronger positive and neg
ative waves of differential motion will, as before, travel 
through either mass away from the surfaces of contac~ 
that is, toward the cold extremities of the masses. From 
these cold extremities they will, as before, rebound toward 
the surfaces of contact; and as before will tend thus to 
equilibriate each other. But they will meet with resistance 
in thus travelling back. It is a well-ascertain cd fact that 
raising the temperatures of metals decreases their conduct
ing powers. Hence, if the. two cold ends of the masses be 
put in connection by some other mass whose molecules 
can take on with facility these differential undulations-
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tluit is, if'the two ends be joined by a conductor, the poai. 
tive and negative waves will meet and neutralize one an· 
other along this conductor, instead of' being reflected back 
to the sm'faces of contact. In other words, there will bc 
established a current along the wire joining the two colJ 
ends of the metallic masses. 

Carried a step further, this reasoning affords UI an ex· 
planation of the thermo-electric pile. If a number of these 
bars of different metals, as antimony and bismuth, are 
soldered together, end to end, in alternate order, AB, AB, 
AB, etc., then, BO long as they remain cold, there is no 
manifestation of an electric current; or, if all the joints 
are equally heated, there is no manifestation of an elcctric 
current beyond that which would arise from any relative 
coolness of the two ends of the compound bar. But, it 
alternate joints are heated, an electric current is produced 
in a wire joining the two ends of the compound bar-a 
current that is intense in proportion to the number of 
pairs. What is the cause of this' Clearly, so long al all 
the joints are of tIle same temperature, the differential 
waves propagated from each joint toward the two adjacent 
joints will be equal and opposite to those from the a:ljacent 
joints, and no disturbance will be Bhown. But if alternate 
joints are heated, the positive and negative differential 
waves propagated away from them will be Btronger than 
those propagated from the other joints. lIenee, if the 
joint of bar A with bar B be heated, the other end of the 
bar B, which is joined to A2, not being heated, will receive 
a Btronger differential wave than it Bends back. In addi
tion to flhe wave which its molecules would otherwise induce 
in the molecules of A9, there is an effect which it conducts 
from Al ; and this extra impulse propagated to the other 
end of B2 is added to the impulse which its heated mole
cules would otherwise give to the molecules of AS: and 
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80 on throughout the series. The waves being added to
gether, become more violent, and the current through the 
wire joining the extremities of the series, more intense. 

This interpretation of the facts of thermo-electricity will 
probably be met by the objection that there arc, in some 
cases, thermo-electric currents developed between masses 
of metal of the same kind, and even between different 
parts of the same mass. It may be urged that, if unlike
ness between the rates of vibration of molecules in contact 
is the cause of these electric disturbances; then, heat 
ought not to produce any electric disturbances when the 
molecules are of the same .kind; since we have reason to 
conclude that heat does not change the periodic times of 
molecular vibrations. This objection, which seems at first 
sight a serious one, introduces us to a confirmation. For, 
where the masses of molecules are homogeneous in all 
other respects, difference of temperature does not generate 
any thermo-electric current. The junction of hot with 
cold mercury sets up no electric excitement. In all cases 
where thermo-electricity is generated between- metals of 
the same kind, there is evidence of heterogeneity in their 
molecular structures-either one has been hammered and 
the other not, or one is annealed and the other unannealed. 
And, where the current is between different parts of the 
same mass, there are differences in the crystalline states of 
the parts, or differences between the ways in which the 
parts have cooled after being cast. That is to say, there 
is proof that the molecules in the two masses, or in differ
ent parts of the same mass, are in unlike relations to their 
neighbors-are in unlike states of tension. Now, however 
true it may be that molecules of the same kind vibrate at 
the same rate, whatever may be their temperature, it is 
obviously true so long only liS their motions are not modi
fied by restraining forces. If molecules of the same kind 
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are in one mass arranged into that state which produces 
crystallization, while in another mass they are not thus 
bound together; or if in the one their molecular relations 
have been modified by hammering, and in the other not; 
the differences in the restraints under which they respec
tively vibrate will effect their rates of vibration. And if 
their rates of vibration are rendered unequal, then the 
alleged cause of electrical disturbance comes into exist
ence. 

To sum up, may it not be said that by some such 
action alone can the phenomena of electricity be explained; 
and that some such action must inevitably arise under the 
conditions 1 On the one hand, electricity, being a mode 
of ruotion, implies the transformation of some preexisting 
motion-implies also, a transformation such that there aro 
two Jlew kinds of motion simultaneously generated, equal 
and opposite in their directions-implies further that these 
differ in being plus and minus, and being therefore capable 
of neutralizing each other. On the other band, in the above 
cases, molecular motioR is the only source of motion that 
can be assigned; and this molecular motion must, nnder 
the circumstances, produce effects of the kind witnessed. 
Ml)lecuIes vibrating at different rates cannot be brought in 
proximity without affecting one another's motions. They 
must affect one another's motions by periodically adding' 
to, or deducting from one another's motions; and any 
excess of motion which those of the one order receive, 
must be accompanied by an equivalent defect of motion in 
those of the other order. When such molecules are units 
of aggregates placed in contact, they must pass on these 
pertubations to their neighbors. And so, from the surf.1ce 
oi contact, there must be waves of excessive and defective 
molecular motion, equal in their amounts, and opposite in 
their directions-waves whicli must exactly compensate 
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one another when brought into relation. In brief, I think 
it will be admitted that the cause alleged is "a true 
cause," and that it is a cause calculated to work some such 
effects as those described. 

I hare here dealt only with electrical phenomena of 
the simplest kind. Hereafter I may possibly endeavour 
to show how this hypothesis furnishes interpretations of 
other forms or' Electricity. 

POSTSCRIPT.-During the nine years that have elapsed 
since the foregoing essay was published, I have never 
found myself any nearer to such allied interpretations of 
other forms of Electricity. Though, from time to time, I 
have recurred to the subject, in the hope of fulfilling the 
expectation raised by the closing sentence, yet no clue has 
encouraged me to pursue the speculation. Only now, 
when republication of the essay in a permanent form 
once more brings the question before me, does there occur 
a thought which appears worth setting down. 

'fhe union of two different ideas, not before placed in 
juxtaposition, has generated this thought. In the first 
number of the P"inciples of Biology, issued in January 
1863, .and dealing, among other" Data of Biology," with 
organic matter and the effects of forces upon it, I ven
tured to speculate about the molecular actions concerned 
in organic changes, and, among others, those by which 
light enables plants to. assimilate the carbon from car
bonic acid (§ 13.) Pointing out that the ability of heat 
to decompose compound molecules, is generally propor
tionate to the difference between the atomic weights of 
their component elements-assuming that components 
having widely-unlike atomic weights, have widely
unlike motions, and are therefore affected by widely-
4nlike unduil1tiont! i the infel'ence drawn was, that 
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in proportion as th" rhythms of its components di1l'er, 
a compound molecule will be unstable in presence of 
strong etherial undulations acting upon one component 
more than on the other or others: their movements thus 
being rendered so incongruous that they can no longer hold 
together. It was argued, further, that a tolerably-staLle 
compound molecule may, if exposed to strong etherial 
undulations especially disturbing one of its components, 
be decomposed when in presence of some unlike mole
cule having components whose times of oscillatioJi differ 
less from thoseofthis disturbed component. And a parallel 
was drawn between the de-oxidation of metals by carbon 
when exposed to the longer undulations in a furnace, and 
the de-carbonization of carbonic acid by hydrogen, &c., 
when exposed to the shorter undulations in a plant's 
leaves. These ideas I recall chiefly for the purpose of 
presenting clearly the conception of a compound molecule 
as containing diversely-moving componentB-i:omponents 
having independent and unlike oscillations, in addition 
to the oscillation of the whole molecule formed by them. 
The legitimacy of this conception may, I suppose, be as
sumed. The beautiful experiments by which Prof. Tyn
dall has proved that light decomposes the vapours of cer
tain compounds, illustrates this ability which the elements 
of a compound molecule have, severally to take up etherial 
undulations corresponding to their own; and thus to have 
their individual movements so increased as to cause dis
ruption of the compound molecule. This, at least, is the 
interpretation which Prof. Tyndall puts on the facts; and 
I presume that he puts a kindred interpretation upon the 
facts he has disclosed respecting the marvellous power 
possessed by complex-moleculed vapours to absorb heat-
the interpretation, namely, that the thermal undulations . 
are, in such vapours, taken up in augmenting the move-
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ments within each molecule, rather than in augmenting 
the movements of the molecules as wholes. 

But now, assuming this to be a true conception of com
pound molecules and the effects produced on them by 
etherial undulations, there presents itself the question
'What will be the effects produced by compound molecules 
on one another? How will the. elements of one compound 
molecule have their rhythmical motions affected by prox
imity to the elements of an unlike compound molecule? 
May we not suspect that effects will be produced on 
one another, not only by the unlike molecules as wholes, 
but also certain other, and partiolly-independent, effects 
by their components on one another; and that there 
will so be generated some specialized form of mole
culllr motion? Throughout the speculation set forth 
in the foregoing essay, the supposition is that the 
molecules are those of juxtaposed metals-molecules 
which, whether absolutely simple or not, are rela
tively simple; and these are regarded as producing on 
one another's movements perturbations of a relatively
simple kind, that admit of being transferred from molecule 
to molecule throughout each mass. In trying to carry 
further this interpretation, it had not occurred to me 
until now, to consider the perturbations produced on one 
another by compound molecules: tiling into considera
tion, not merely the capacity each has for affecting the 
other as a whole, but the capacity which the constituents 
of each individuolly have for affecting the indh-idual con
stituents of the other. If an individual constituent of 1\ 

compound molecule can, by the successive impacts of 
etherill.l undulations, have the aml)litudes of its oscilla
tions so increased as to detach it; we can scarcely 
doubt that an individual constituer't of a 'compound mole
cule mtty affect an individuru constituent of an unlike 
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compound molecule near it: their respective oscillations 
perturbing one another apart from the perturbation pro
duced on one another by the compound molecules as 
wholes. And it seems inferable that the secondary per
turbation thus arising, will,like the primary perturbation, 
be such that the action and reaction, equal and opposite 
in their amounts, will produce equal and opposite devia
tions in the molecular movements. From this there ap
pear to be several corollaries. 

If a compound molecule, having a. slow rhythm as 
a whole in addition to the more rapid rhythms of its 
members, has the power of taking up much of that 
motion we call heat in the increase of its internal 
movements, and to a. corresponding degree takes up 
less in the increase of its movements as a. whole; then 
may we not infer that the like will hold when other kinds 
of forces are brought to bear on it '1 May we not anticipate 
that when a mass of compound molecules of one kind is 
made to act upon a mass of compound molecules of an
other kind (say by friction), the molecular etl'ects mutu
ally produced, partly in agitating the molecules as wholes, 
and partly in agitating their components relatively to one 
another, will become less of the first and more of the last, 
in proportion as the molecules progress in compositeness '1 

A further implication suggests itself. While much of 
the force mutually exercised will thus go to increase the 
motion within each of the compound molecules that im· 
mediately act on one another, it appears inferable that 
relatively little of this intestinal motion will be com
municated to other molecules. The excess of oscillation 
given to individual members of a. large cluster, will not 
be readily passed ()U to homologous members of adjacent 
large clusters; since they must be relatively far apart. 
Whatever motion is transferred, Ulust bo transferred by 
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waves of the intervening etherial medium j and the power 
of these must decrease rapidly as the distance increases. 
Obviously such difficulty of transfer must, for this reason, 
become grt)at when the molecules become highly com
pounded. 

At the same time will it not follow that such augmenta
tions of movement caused in individual members of a 
cluster, not being readily transmissible to homologous 
members of adjacent clusters, will accumulate j so that 
the more composite molecules become, the more possible 
will it be for individual components of them to be vio
lently affected by individual components of different com
posite molecules ne!Lr them-the more possible will it be 
for the mutual perturbations of such to accumulate? 

And now let us consider how these inferences bear on 
the interpretation of Statical Electricity-the form of 
Electricity most unlike the form above dealt with. 

The substances which exhibit most conspicuously the 
phenomena of statical electricity are distinguished by 
the chemical complexity of their molecules, or else by the 
compositeness of their molecules produced allotropic ally 
or isomerically, or. else by both. The simple substances 
electrically excited by friction, as cal'bon and sulphur, 
are those having several allotropic states-those cap
able of forming multiple molecules. The conchoidal 
fracture of the diamond and of roll-sulphur, suggest SOme 
colloidal form of ag~'egation, regarded by Prof. Graham 
as a form in which the molecules are united into rela
tively-large groups.· In such compound inorganic sub-

* Though conchoidal fracture may not be conclusive proof of 
colloidality, yet colloidal substnnces hard enough for fracture always 
display it. Respecting roll·sulphur I may say that though in a few 
days· oIter it is made. it changes from its original crystalline state 
to a state in which it consists of minute crystals of another kind 
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stances as glass, we have, besides the chemical com
plexity, this same conchoidal fracturl3 which, along with 
other evidence, shows glass to be a. colloid; and the 
colloidal form of molecule is to be similarly inferred 
as characterizing resin, amber, &c. That dry animal 
substances, such as silk and hair, are formed of extremely
large molecules, we have clear proof; since these, chemi
cally complex in a high degree, also have their com
ponents united in high multiples. It needs but to name 
the fact that non-electric and conducting substances, 
such as the metals, acids, ~ater, &c., have relatively
simple molecules, to make it clear that the capacity 
for developing statical electricity depends in some way 
upon the presence of molecules of highly-composite 
kinds. And there is even still more conclusive proof 
than that yielded by the contrast between these groups
the proof furnished by the fact that the same substance 
may be a conductor or a non-conductor, according to its 
form of molecular aggregation. Thus selenium when crys
talline is a conductor, 'but when in tl1tJ.t allotropic state 
called amorphous, or non-crystalline, it is a good non
conductor. That is, accepting Prof. Graham's interpreta
tion of these btates, when its molecules are arranged 
singly, it is a conductor, but when compounded into 
groups it is a. non-conductor, and, by implication, an 
electric. 

So far, then, the a prim inference that a. peculiar 
form of molecular perturbation will result when two un
like substances, one of which or each of which consists 
of highly-compounded molecules, are made to act on one 

irregularly massed, yet there is reason for suspecting that these have 
a matrix of amorphous sulphur. I learn from Dr. Frankland that, 
when sublimed, sulphur aggregates partly into minute crystals and 
partly into an amorphous powder distinguished by insolubility. 
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another, is justified a posteriori. And now, instead of ask
ing generally what will happen, let us ask what may be 
inferred to happen in a special case. A piece of glass is 
rubbed by silk. The large colloidal molecules forming 
the surface of each, are made to disturb one another. 
This is an inference about which 'there will, I suppose, 
be no dispute; since it is that assumed in the now
established doctrine of the correlation of heat and motion. 
Besides the effect which as wholes they mutually produce, 
there is the effect produced on one another by certain of 
their components. Such of these as have times of oscil· 
lation which differ, but not very widely, generate mutual 
perturbations that are equal and opposite. Could these 
perturbations be readily propagated away from the sur
face of contact through either mass, the effect would 
quickly dissipate, as in the case of metals; but, for the 
reason given above, these perturbations cannot be trans
ferred with ease to the homologous members of the 
compound molecules behind. Hence the mechanical 
force of th~ frictian, transformed into the molecular move
ments of these superficial constituent molecules, exists 
in them as intens6 mutual perturbations, which, un
a.ble to diffuse, are limited to the surfaces, and, indeed, to 
those parts of the surfaces that have acted on one an· 
other. In other words, the two surfaces become charged 
with two equal and opposite molecular perturbations
perturbations which, cancelling one another if the sur· 
faces are kept in contact, cannot do this if the surfaceI' 
are parted; but can then cancel one another only if a 
conductor is interposed. 

Let me briefly point out some apparent agreements be
tween the corollaries from this hypothesis, and the ob
served phenomena. 

We have, first, an interpretation of the fact, otherwise 
p 
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seeming so anomlilous, that this form of electrical excite
ment is B1lperficial. That there should be a mode of 
activity limited to the surface of a substance, is difficul' 
to understand in the absence of some conception of the 
kind suggested. 

We have an explanation of the truth, insisted on by. 
Faraday, that there can be no charge of one kind of elec
tricity obtained, without a corresponding charge of the 
opposite kind. For it is a necessary implication of the 
hypothesis above set forth, that no molecular perturba
tion of the nature described, can be produced, without 
there being simultaneously produced a counter-perturba-
tion exactly equal to it. . 

May we not also say that some insight is a.fforded into 
the phenomena of induction '/ In the cases thus far con
sidered, the two surfaces electrified by the mufual per
turbation of their molecules, are pupposed to be in con
tact. Since, however, apparent eontact is not actual 
contact, we must, even in this case, assume that the mu
tual perturbation is effected through,an in~rvening 
stratum of ether. To interpret induction, then, we have 
first to conceive this stratum of ether to be greatly in
creased in thickness j and then to ask what will happen 
if the molecules of one surface, in this state of extreme 
internal perturbation, act on the molecules of a surface 
near it. Whether the stratuni of ether is 80 thin as to 
be inappreciable to our senses, or whether it is wide 
enough to be conspicuous, it must still happen that if 
through it the mutual perturbations are conveyed in the 
one case, they will be conveyed in the other j and hence a 
surface which is already the seat of these molecular per
turbations of one order, will induce perturbations of a 
counter order in the molecules of an adjacent surface. 

In additional justification of the hypothesis, I will only 
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roint out that voltaic electricity seems to admit of a kin
dl'ed interpretation. For any molecular re-arrangement, 
such as occurs in a chemical decomposition and recombin
ation, implies that the movements of the molecules con
cerned are mutually pertw'bed; and their perturbations 
must conform to the general law already described: 
the molecules must derange one another's motions in 
equal and opposite ways, and so must generate plus and 
fllill1U derangements that cancel when brought into rela
tion. 

Of course I suggest this view simply as one occurring 
to an outsider. Unquestionably it presents difficulties; 
as, for instance, that no manifest explanation is yielded 
by it of electric attractions and repulsions. And there 
are doubtless objections not obvious to me that will at 
once strike those to whom the facts are more' fa::niliar. 
The hypothesis must be regarded as speculative; and as 
f;ot down on the chance that it may be worth considera
tion. 

Since the foregoing postscript was put in type, I have 
received criticisms upon it, oral and written, from several 
leading electricinns and physicists; and I hnve profited 
by them to amend parts of the exposition. While I have 
remnined without endorsements of the hypothesis, the 
objections raised have not been SUGh as to make clear its 
untennbility. 

On one point an addition seems needful to exclude a. 
misconstruction apt to arise. The description of the· 
mutually-produced molecular perturbations, opposite in 
their kinds, as resulting in waves that are propagated 
away from the place of disturbnnce, and cancel when 
Lrought into relation, is met by the criticism, that waves, 
proceeding in Ol'posite directions and meeting, do not 

p 2 
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mutually cancel, but, passing one another, proceed on
wards. There are, however, two respects in which the 
parallelism does not hold, between the waves referred 
to and the waves I have described, which perhaps cannot 
rightly be called waves. The waves referr~d to, as 
those on the surface of a liquid, are such that each 
consists of two opposite deviations from a mean state. 
Each shows excess and defect. A series of them is a series 
of plus and minus divergences; and if two such series meet 
one another, they do not cancel. But there is no analogy 
between thia case and a case in which the whole effect 
propagated in one direction is a plus motion, and the 
whole effect propagated in the opposite direction is a. 
minus motion-that is, plus and minull changes in 
other motions. These, if equal in amount, will cancel 
when they meet. If one is a continual addition to mo
tion in a cerlain direction, and the other a corresponding 
subtraction from motion in that direction, the two, when 
added together, must produce zero. From another point 
of view the absence of parallelism between the two cases 
may be equally well seen. Waves of the kiDds instanced 
as not cancelling one another, are waves produced by 
some force foreign to the medium exhibiting them-an 
extrinsic force. Hence, proceeding from the place of 
initiation, they are necessarily, considered in their totali
ties,positiv6 in whate7er directions they travel; and hence, 

. too, when conducted lound' so as to meet, an exaggerated 
perturbation will result. But in the simplest of the 
cases here dealt with (that of contact-electricity) the per
turbation is not of extrinsic origin, but of intrinsic origin. 
There is no external activity at the expense of which the 
quantity of motion in the disturbed matter is positively 
increased. The activity, being such only as is internally 
possessed, can generate no more motion than already 
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exists; and therefore whatever gain of motion arises 
anywhere in the molecules must be at the cost of an 
equal loss elsewhere. Here perturbation cannot be a plus 
motion in all directions from the place of initiation; but 
any plus motion continually generated can result only 
t'om an equal and opposite minus motion continually 
generated; and the mutual cancelling becomes a corol
lary from the mutual genesis. 

In the course-of the discussions which I have had, 
the following way of presenting the argument has oc
curred to me. 

1. Two homogeneous bodies are rubbed together and 
there results heat: the interpretation being that the 
molar motion is· transformed into molecular motion. 
Here motion produces motion-the form only being 
changed. 

2. Now of the two bodies one is replaced by a body 
unlike in nature to the other, and they are again rubbed. 
Again a certain amount of heat is produced: some of the 
molar motion is, as before, transformed into molecular 
motion. But, at the same time, another part of the molar 
motion is changed into-what? Surely not a fluid, 
a substance, a thing. It cannot be that what in the frst 
case produces' a change of state, in the second case pro
duces an entity. And in the second case itself, it cannot 
be that while part of the original motion becomes changed 
into another species of motion, part of it becomes changed 
into a species of matter. 

3. Must we not say, then, that if, when the two bodies 
rubbed are homogeneous, sensible motion is transformed 
i,nto insensible motion, when they are heterogeneous, sen
sible motion must still be transformed into insensible 
~oticn: such difference of nature as this insensible mo
tion has, being consequent on the difference of nature 
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between the two kinds of molecules acting on one an
other? 

4. If, when the two masses are homogeneous, those 
molecules which compose the two rubbed surfaces dis
turb one another, and ,increase one another's oscilla
tions; then, when the two masses are heterogeneous, 
those molecules forming the two rubbed surfaces must 
also disturb one another in some way-increase one 
another's agitations. 

o. If, when the two sets of molecules are alike in kind, 
the mutual disturbance is such that' they simply increase 
the amplitudes of one another's oscillations, and do this 
because their times correspond; then, must it not be that 
when they are unlike in kind, the mutual disturbance will 
involve a differential action consequent on the unlikeness 
of their motions? Must not the discord of the oscillations 
produce a result which cannot be produced when the 
oscillations are concordant-a compound form of mole
cular motion? 

6. If masses of relatively-simple molecules, placed in 
apposition and made to act on one another, cause such 
effects; then must we not say that effects of the same 
class, but of a different order, will be caused by the mu
tual actions, not of the molecules as wholes, but of their 
constituents? If the rubbed surfaces severally consist 
of highly-compounded molecules-each containing, it 
may be, several hundreds of minor molecules, united into 
a definitely-arranged. cluster; then, while the molecules 
as wholes affect one another's motions, must we not infer 
that the constituents of the one class will affect the con
stituents of the other class in their motions? While mole
cules as wholes increase one another's oscillations, or de
range one another's oscillations, or both, the components 
of them cannot be so stably arranged that members of 
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the one group are wholly inoperative on members of the 
other group. And if they are operative, then there must 
be a compound form of molecular motion which arises 
when masses of highly-compounded molecules of unlike 
kinds, are made to act on one another. 

With this series of propositions and questions, I leave 
the suggestion to its fate; merely remarking that, setting 
out with the principles of molecular physics now accepted, 
it seems difficult to avoid the implication that some ac
tions of the kinds described take place, and that there 
result from them some classes of phenomena-pheno
mena which, if not those we call electrical, remain to be 
identified. 
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THE CONSTITUTION OF THE SUN. 

THE hypothesis of M. Faye, which you have described 
in your numbers for January 28 and F:ebruary 4, is to a 
considerable extent coincident with one which I ventured 
to suggest in an article on "Recent Astronomy and the 
Nebular Hypothesis," pUblished in the "Westminster 
Review" for July, 1858. In considering the possible 
causes of the immense differences of specific gravity among· 
the planets, I was led to question the validity of the tacit 
assumption that each planet consists of solid or liquid mat
ter from centre to surface. It seemed to me that any 
other internal structure, which was mechanically stable, 
might be assumed with equal legitimacy. And the hypo the
sis of a solid or liquid shell, having its cavity filled with 
gaseous matter at high pressure and temperature, was one 
which seemed worth considering, since it promised an ex
planation of. the anomalies named, as well as sundry 
others. 

Hence arose the inquiry-What structure will result 
from the process of nebular condensation 1 " Starting with 
a rotattng spheroid of aeriform matter, in the latter stages 
of its concentration, but before it has begun to take a 
liquid or solid form," it was argued that the actions going 
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. on in it will be these-increasing aggregation, and conso
qllent evolution of heat, which must be greater at the cen
tre than at the surface, resulting want of equilibrium, anrl 
the setting up of a circulation of gases from the hottest 
part to the· coolest part, along lines of least resistance to 
expansion: and hence an establishment of constant cur
rents from the centre along the axis of rotation toward 
each pole followed by a flowing over of the accumulation 
at each pole in currents along the surface to the equator; 
such currenta being balanced by the continual collapse, 
toward the centre, of gaseous matter lying in the equatorial 
plane. It was further argued that gases travelling from 
the centre by way of the poles to the equator, must be 
cooled first by expansion on approaching the surface, and' 
afterward by freedom of radiation into I!pace; and it was 
hence inferred that the outside of the spheroid at the equa
tor will be the place of greatest refrigeration. It was con
cluded that the earliest precipitation will therefore occur 
in that region. 

"An equatorial belt of vapor will be the first formed, 
and, widening into a zone, will by-and-by condense into a 
fluid (liquid). Gradually this fluid (liquid) film will extend 
itself on each side the equator, and, encroaching upon the 
two 'hemispheres, will eventually close over at the poles : 
thus forming a thin, hollow globe, or rather spheroid, fined 
with gaseous matter. We do not mean that this conden
sation will take place at the very outermost surface; for 
probably ronnd the denser gases forming the principal 
mass there will extend strata of gases too rare to be en
tangled in these processes. It is the surface of this inner 
spheroid of denser gases to which our reason~g p~inta aa 
the place of earliest condensation." 

"The internal circnlation we have descnoed continu
ing, as it must, after the formation of this liquid film, thero 
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will still go on the radiation of heat, and the progressive
aggregation. The film will thicken at the expense of the 
internal gaseous substances precipitated upon it. As it 
thickens, as the globe contracts, and as the gravitative 
force augments, the pressure will increase, and the evolu
tion and radiation of heat will go on more rapidly. Event
ually, however, when the liquid shall become very thick, 
and the internal cavity relatively small, the obstacle put to 
the escape of heat by this thick liquid, with its slowly-cir
culating currents, will turn the scale; the temperature of 
the outer surface will begin to diminish, and a solid crust 
will form while the internal cavity is yet unobliterated" 
(pp. 215, 216). 

Omitting the various confirmations which this a pri<;ri 
conclusion was shown to derive from the contrasted spe
cific gravities of the planets, as. well as from sundry other 
peculiarities they present, I will pass to the deductions re
specting the -constitution of the sun which were ill"awn 
from this hypothesis. The process of condensation being 
in its es::;entials the same for all concentrating nebular 
spheroids, planetary or solar, it was argued that the sun 
is still passing through that incandescent stage which all 
the planets have long ago passed through: his later aggre
gation, joined with the immeneely greater ratio of his mass 
to his surface, involving the comparative lateness of £001-

ing. Supposing the sun to have reached the state of a 
molten shell, enclosing a gaseous nucleus, it was concluded 
that this molten shell, ever radiating its heat, but ever ac
quiring fresh heat by further integration of the sun's mass, 
will be constantly kept up to that temperature at which 
its substance evaporates. 

" If we consider what must have been the state of 
t.hings here when the surface of the earth was D;lolten, we 
shall see that, round the still molten surface of the sun, 
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·there probably exists a stratum or dense acruonn m:ltter, 
made up of sublimed metals and metaIIic compounds, and 
above this a stratum of comparative rare medium anal
ogous to air. What now will hllppen with these two 
strata I Did they both consist or pennanent gases, they 
could not remain separate: according to a well-known 
law, they would eventu.lllly form a homogeneous mixture. 
But this will by no means happen whe!l the lower stratum 
consists of matters that are gaseous only at excessively high 

. temperatures. Given offfrom a molten surface, ascending, 
expanding, and cooling, these will presently reach a limit 
of elevation above which they cannot exist as vapor, but 
must condense and precipitate. Meanwhile, the upper 
stratum, habitually charged with its quantum of these 
dense,. ~atters, as our air with its quantum of water, and 
ready to deposit them on any depression of temperature, 
must be habitually unable lil take up any more of the 
lower stratum; and therefore this lower stratum will ~ 
main quite distinct from it. We conclude, then, that there 
will be two concentric atmospheres, having a definite limit 
or separation" (pp. 222, 223). 

To a revised edition of this essay, republished along 
with others in November, 1863, I made the following ad
ditions: 

".Since the foregoing paragraph was originaI1y pub
lished, in 1858p the proposition it annunciates as a corollary 
from the nebular hypothesis has been in great part veri
fied. The marvellous disclosures made by spectrum analy
sis have proved beyond the possibility of doubt th:li the 
solar atmosphere eontains, in a gaseous state, the metala 
iron, calcium, magnesium, sodium, chromium, and nickel, 
along with small quantities or barium, copper, and zinc. 
••• _ And here let us not omit to note also the significant 

'Jearing which Kirchhoff's results have on the doctrine 
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contended for in a. foregoing section. Leaving out the 
barium, copper, and zinc, of which the quantities are in
ferred to be small, the metals existing as vapors in the 
sun's atmosphere, and by consequence as molten in his in
candescent body, have an average specific gravity of 4.25. 
nut the average specific gravity of the sun is about 1. 
IIow is this discrepancy to be explained 1 To say that the 
sun consists almost wholly of the three lighter metals 
named, would be quite unwarranted by the evidence: the 
results of spectrum analysis would just as much warrant 
the assertion that the sun consists almost wholly of the 
three heavier. Three metals ttwo of them heavy) having 
been already left out of the estimate because their quanti
ties appear to be small, the only legitimate assumption on 
which to base an estimate of specific gravity, is that the 
rest are preseut in something like equal amounts. Is it, 
then, that the lighter metals exist in larger proportions in 
the molten mass, though not in the atmosphere W This is 
very uulikely; the known habitudes of matter rather im
ply that the reverse is the case. Is it, then, that, under 
the conditions of temperature and gravitation existing in 
the sun, the state of liquid aggregation is wholly unlike 
that existing here ¥ This is a very strong assumption; it 
is one for. which our terrestrial experience affords no ade
quate warrant; and, if such unlikeness exists, it is very im
probable that it should produce so immense a contrast in 
specific gravity as that of 4 to 1. The more legitimate con
clusion is that the sun's body is not made up o~ molten 
matter all through, but that it consists of a molten shell 
with a gaseous nucleus. And this we have seen to be a 
corollary from the nebular hypothesis." The conception 
of the sun's constitution thus set forth is like that of M. 
Faye in so far as the successive changes, the resulting struct
ures, and the ultimate state are concerned; but unIike it 
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in so far as the sun is supposed to have reached a lator 
stage of concentration. As I gather from your abstract of 
M. Faye'S paper, he considers the sun to be at present a 
gaseous spheroid, having an envelope of metallic matters 
precipitated in the shape of luminous clonds, the local dia
persions of which, caused by currents from within, appear 
to us as spbts; and he looks forward to the future forma
tion of a liquid film as an event that will rapidly be fol
lowed by extinction. Whereas the above hypothesis is 
that the liquid film already exists beneath the visible pho 
tosphere, and that extinction cannot result nntil, in the 
course of .further aggregation, the gaseous nucleus has be
come so much reduced, and the shell so much thickened, 
that the escape of the heat generated is grC4'tly retarded. 
I think this view escapes some objections to which that of 
M. Faye is open, and that it harmonizes with the appear· 
ances as well, if not better. Let us contrast the two. 

Though the specific gravity of the sun is so low as al
most to negative the supposition that its body consists of 
solid or liquid matter from center to surface, yet it secms 
higher than is probable for a gaseous spheroid with a cloudy 
envelope. Possibly, notwithstanding intense temperature, 
the gravitation of the sun's substance toward its centre 
might be great enough to produce considerable density in 
its intelior; but that the interior density of a gaseous me
dium might be thus made great eno1J.gh to give the entire 
mass a specific gravity equal to that of water, is a strong 
assumption. Near its surface the heated gases can scarcely 
be supposed to have so high a specific· gravity, and, if not, 
the interior must be supposed to have a much higher spe
cific gravity. Again, M. Faye'S hypothesis appears to be 
espoused by binI, partly because it affords an explanation 
of the spots, which are considered as openings in the pho
tosphere, exposing the comparatively non-luminous gases 
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filling the interior. But if these interior gases are non
luminous from the absence of precipitated matter, must 
they not for the same reason be transparent ~ And if 
transparent, will not the light from the remote side of' the 
photosphere seen through them be nearly as bright as that 
of the side next to us W By as much as the intensely-heated 

~gases of the interior are disabled by the dissociation of 
their molecules from giving off luminiferous undulations, 
by so much must they be disabled from absorbing the light 
transmitted through them. And if their great light-trans
mitting power is exactly complementary to their small 
light-emitting power, there seems no reason why the in
terior of the sun, disclosed to us by openings in the pho
tosphere, should not appear as bright as its exterior. 

Take now the supposition that a more advanced state 
~ of concentration has been reached. A shell of molten 
metallic matter enclosing a gaseous nucleus still higher in 
temperaiure than itself, and ever giving off, in the shape 
of heat, that' motion which the molecules of the whole 
mallS lose as they approach the common ccntre of gravity, 
will be continually raised to the highest temperature consist
ent with its state of liquid aggregation. Unless we assume 
that simple radiation suffices to give off all the heat gen
erated by progressive integration, we must conclude that 
the mass will be raised to that temperature at which part 
of its heat is absorbed in vaporizing its superficial parts. 
The atmosphere of metallic gases hence resulting cannot 
continue to· accumulate without eventually reaching a 
height above the sun's surface, at which the cooling caused 
by radiation and rarefaction will cause condensation into 
a cloud--cannot, indeed, cease accumulating until the pre
cipitation from the upper limit; of the atmosphere balances 
the e~aporation from its lower limit. This upper limit of 
the atmosphere of metallic gases, whence precipitation is 

Q 
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in SO far as the sun is supposed to have reached a late] 
stage of concentration. As I gather from your abstract of 
M. Faye's paper, he considers the sun to be at present f 
gaseous spheroid, having an envelope of metallic matter. 
precipitated in the shape of luminous clouds, the local clia 
persions of which, caused by currents from within, appeal 
to us as spots; and he looks forward to the future foJ'lll8. 
tion of 8 liquid film as an event that will rapidly be fol 
lowed by extinction. Whereas the above hypothesis it 
that the liquid film already exists beneath the visible pho 
tosphere, and that extinction cannot result until, in th( 
course of .further aggregation, the gaseous nucleus has be· 
come so much reduced, and the shell so much thickened, 
that the escape of the heat generated is gr~t1y retarded. 
I think this view escapes some objections to which that of 
:M. Faye is open, and that it harmonizes with the appear· 
ances as well, if not better. Let us contrast the two. 

Though the specific gravity of the sun is so low as al
most to negative the supposition that its body consists of 
solid or liquid matter from center to surface, yet it seems 
higher than is probable for 8 gaseous spheroid with a cloudy 
envelope. Possibly, notwithstanding intense temperature, 
the gravitation of the sun's substance toward its centre 
might be great enough to produce considerable density in 
its intelior; but that the interior density of a gaseous me
dium might be thus made great enolJgh to give the entil'e 
mass a specific gravity equal to that of water, is a strong 
assumption. Near its surface the heated gases can scarcely: 
be supposed to have so high a specific· gravity, and, if not, 
the interior must be supposed to have a much higher spe
cific gravity. Again, M. Faye's hypothesis appean to be I 
espoused by him, partly because it affords an explanation 
of the spots, which are considered as openings in the pho
tosphere, exposing the comparatively non-luminous gases 
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filling the interior. But if these interior gases are non
luminous from the absence of precipitated matter, must 
they not for the same reason be transparent 1 And if 
transparent, will not the light from the remote side of the 
photosphere seen through them be nearly as bright as that 
of the side next to us W By as much as the intensely-heated 
gases of the interior are disabled by the dissociation of 
their molecules from giving oft' luminiferous undulations, 
by so much must they be disabled from absorbing the light 
transmitted through them. And if their great light-trans
mitting power is exactly complementary to their small 
light-emitting power,there seems no reason why the in
terior of the sun, disclosed to us by openings in the pho
tosphere, should not appear as bright as its exterior. 

Take now the supposition that a more advanced state 
of concentration has been reached. A shell of molten 
metallic matter enclosing a gaseous nucleus still higher in 
temperature than itself, and ever giving oft', in the shape 
of heat, that motion which the molecules of the whole 
mailS lose as they approach the common centre of gravity, 
will be continually raised to the highest temperature consist
ent with its state of liquid aggregation. Unless we assume 
that simple radiation suffices to give oft' all the heat gen
erated by progressive integration, we must conclude that 
the mass will be raised to that temperature at which part 
of its heat is absorbed in vaporizing its superficial parts. 
The atmosphere of metallic gases hence resulting cannot 
continue to- accumulate without eventually reaching a 
height above the sun's surface, at which the cooling caused 
by radiation and rarefaction will cause condensation into 
a cloud-cannot, indeed, cease accumulating until the pre
cipitation from the upper limit of the atmosphere balances 
the e\raporation from its lower limit. This upper limit of 
the atmosphere of metallic gases, whence precipitation is 

Q 
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perpetually taking place, will form the visible photospherE 
-partly giving oft'light of its own, partly letting through 
the more brilliant light of the incandescent mass below. 
This conclusion barmonizes with the appearances. Sir John 
Herschel, advocating though he does an antagonist hypoth. 
esis, gives a description of the BllIl'S surface which agrees 
very completely with the processes here IIUpPOsed. ile 
says: 

"There is nothing which represents so faithfully this 
appearance as the slow subsidence. of some tlocculent 
chemical precipitation into a transparent tluid, when viewed 
perpendicularly from above; so f'ai.thfully indeed, that it 
is hardly possible not to be impressed with the idea of a 
luminous medium intermixed, but not confounded, with a 
transparent and non-luminoOus atmosphere, either tloating 
as clouds in Ou!' air, or pervading it in vast sheets and 
columns like flame or the streamers of Ou!' northern lights, 
directed in lines perpendicular to the surface." 

If the constitution of the sun be that which is above 
inferred, it does not seem difficult to conceive still more 
specifically the production of these appearances. Every
where, throughout the atmosphere of metallic vapon which 
clothes the solar surface, there must be ascending and de
scending currents. The magnitude of these currents will 
obviously depend on the depth of this atmosphere; if it i. 
shallow, the currents will be small; but if many thousands 
of miles deep, the currents may be wide enough to render 
visible to us the place at which they impinge on the limit 
of the atmosphere, and the places whence the descending 
currents commence. The top of an ascending current will 
be a space over which the thickness of condensed cloud is 
the least, and through which the greatest amount of light 
from beneath penetrates. The clouds perpetually fdnned 
at the top of" such a current will be perpetually thrust 
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nside by the uncondensed gases from below them; and, 
growing while they are thrust aside, will collect in the 
spaces between the ascending currents, where there will 
result the greatest degree of opacity. Hence the mottled 
appearance---hence the " pores" or dark interspaces sepa
rating the light-giving spots. 

Of the more special appearances which the photosphere 
presents, let us take first the faculre. These are ascribed 
to waves in the photosphere; and the way·in which such 
waves might produce an excess of light has been variously 
explained in conformity with various hypotheses. What 
would result from them in a photosphere constituted and 
conditioned as above supposed ¥ Traversing a canopy of 
cloud, here thicker and there thinner, a wave would cause 
a disturbance very unlikely to leave the thin: and thick 
parts without any change in their average permeability to 
light. There would probably be, at some parts of the 
wave, extensions in the areas of the light-transmitting 
clouds resulting in the passage of more rays from below. 
Another phenomenon, less common but more striking, 
appears also to be in harmony with the hypothesis. I r~ 
fer to those spots, of a brilliancy much greater than that 
of the photosphere, which are sometimes observed. In the 
course of a physical process so vast and so active as that 
here supposed to be going on in the sun, we may expect 
that concurrent causes will occasionally produce ascending 
currents much hotter than usual, or more voluminous, or 
both. One of these, on reaching the stratuJ:q. of luminous 
and illuminated cloud forming the photosphere, will burst 
through it, dispersing and dissolving it, and ascending to a 
greater height before it begins itself to condense; mean
while allowing to be seen, through its transparent mass, 
the {ncandescent molten shell of the sun's body. 

But what of the spots commonly so called' it will be 
Q 2 
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",sked. In the essay from which the above passages are 
quoted, it was suggested that refraction of the light, pall&
ing through the depressed centres of cyclones in this at
mosphere of metallic gases, might possibly be the cause; 
but this, though defensible as a " true cause," appeared on 
further consideration to be an inadequate cause. Keeping 
the question in mind, however, and still tsking as a pos
tulate the conclusion of Sir John Herschel, that the spots 
are in some way produced by cyclones, I was led, in the 
course of the year following the publication of the essay, 
to an hypothesis which seemed more satisfactory. This, 
which I named at the time to Prof. Tyndall, had a point 
in common with the one afterward published by Prof. 
Kirchhoff, in so far as it snpposed cloud to be the cause of 
darkness; but differed in so far as the caUSb of the cloud 
was assigned. More pressing matters prevented me from 
developing the idea for some time; and, afterward, I was 
deterred from including it ill the revised edition of the 
essay, by its inconsistency with the" willow-leaf" doctrine, 
at that time domiIJant. The reasoning was as follows: 
The central region of a cyclone must be a region of 
rarefaction, and collseqllently a region of refrigeration. 
In an atmosphere.>f metallic gases rising from a molten 
surface, and presently reaching a limit at which condensa
tion takes place, the molecular state, especially toward its 
npper part, must be such that a moderate diminution of 
density, and fall of temperature, will cause precipitation. 
That is to say, the rarefied interior of a solar cyclone will 
be filled with cloud; condensation, instead of taking place 
only at the level of the photosphere, will here extend to a 
great depth below it. and over a wide area. What will be 
the characters of a cloud, thus occupying the interior of a 
cyclone' It will have a rotatory motion; and ·this it has 
been seen to have. . Being funnel-shaped, as analogy WaJIo 
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rants us iIi. assuming its central parts will be much deeper 
than its peripheral parts, aud therefore more opaque. 
This, too, corresponds with observation. Mr. Dawes 
has discovered that in the middle of the spot there is .a 
blacker spot; just where there would exist a funnel-shaped 
prolongation of the cyclonic cloud down toward the sun's 
body, the darkness is greater than elsewhere. Moreover, 
there is furnished no adequate reason for the depression 
which one of these dark spaces exhibits. In a whirlwind, 
as in a whirlpool, the vortex will be below the general 
level, and all around the surface of the medium will de
scend toward it. Hence, a spot seen obliquely, as when 
carried toward the sun's limb, will have its umbra more 
and more hidden, while its penumbra still remains visible. 
Nor are we without some interpretation of the penumbra. 
If, as is implied by what has been said, the so-called" wil
low-leaves," or "rice-grains," are the tops of the currents 
ascending from the sun's body, what changes of appear
ance are they likely to undergo in the neighborhood of a 
cyclone W For some distance round a cyclone there will 
be a drawing in of the superficial gases toward the vortex. 
All the luminous spaces of more transparent cloud forming 
the adjacent photosphere will be changed in shape by 
these centripetal currents; they will be greatly el~ngated; 
and there will so be produced that" thatch "-like aspect 
which the penumbra presents. 

Of course these views are to be regarded simply as 
speculative, in common with all others at present current 
respecting the sun's structure. But, in the absence of any 
hypothesis supported by something like scientific proof, it 
has seemed to me well to suggest this one as being war
ranted by established physical principles, and having a. 
goneral congruity with the appearances. 
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THE article by Mr. Martineau, in the April number of 
the Oontemporary Review, on " The Place of Mind in N a
ture, and Intuition of Man," recalled to me a partially
formed intention to deal with the chief" criticisms that have 
from time to time been made on the general doctrine set 
forth in " First Principles;" since, though not avowedly 
directed against propositions asserted or implied in that 
work, Mr. 'Martineau's reasoning tells against them by im
plication. The fulfilment of this intention I should, how
ever, have continued to postpone, had I not learned that 
the arguments of Mr. Martineau are supposed by many to 
be conclusive, and that, in the absence of replies, it will be 
assumed that no replies can be made. It seems desirable, 
therefore, to notice these arguments at once--especially as 
the essential ones may, I think, b~ effectually dealt with 
in a comparatively small space. 

The first definite objection which Mr. Martineau raises 
is, that the hypothesis of General Evolution is powerless 
to accOlmt even for the simpler orders of facts in the ab
sence of numerous different substances. He argues that, 
were matter all of' one kind, no such phenomena as chemi
cal changes would be possible; and that, .1 in order to start 
the world on its chemical career, you must enlarge its 
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capital, and present it with an outfit or Mterog61UJOUl con
stituents. Try, therefore, the effect or such a gift; fling 
into the preexisting caldron the whole list or recognized 
elementary substances, and give leave to their affinities to 
work.'~ The intended implication obviously is, that there 
must exist the separately-ereated elements before evolu
tion can begin. 

Here, however, Mr. Martineau makes an assumption 
which few, if any, chemists will commit themselves to, and 
which many will distinctly deny. There are DO ,. recog
nized elementary substances," if the expression means sub
stances known to be elementary.. What chemists, for 
convenience, call elementary substances, are mere]y sub
stances which they have thus far failed to decompose; but, 
bearing in mind past experiences, they do not dare to say 
that they are absolutely nndecomposable. Water was taken 
to be an element for more than two thousand years, and 
then was proved to be a componnd; and, until Davy 
brought a galvanic current to bear upon them, the alkalies 
and the earths were supposed to be elements. So little 
true is it that" recognized elementary substances" are 
supposed to be absolutely elementary, that there baa been 
much speculation among chemists respecting the process 
of componnding and recomponnding by which they have 
been formed out of some ultimate substance--some chem
ists having supposed the atom hydrogen to be the nnit ot 
composition, but others having contended that the atomic 
weights of the so-called elements are not thus interpret
able. If I remember rightly, Sir John Herschel was one, 
among others, who, some five-and-twenty years ago, threw 
out suggestions respecting a system of componnding that 
might explain these relations of the atomic weights. 

What was at that time a suspicion has now become 
practically a certainty. Spectrum analysis yields results 
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wbolly irreconcilable with the assumption that the conven
tionally-named simple substances are really simple. Each 
yields a spectrum having lines varying in number from' 
two to eighty or more, everyone of which implies the in
tercepting of ethereal undulations of a certain order by 
something oscillating in unison or in harmony with them. 
Were iron absolutely elementary, it is not conceivable 
that its atom could intercept ethereal undulations of 
eighty different orders: though it does not follow that its 
molecule contains as many separate atoms as there are 
lines in its spectrum, it must clearly be a complex mole
cule. Still more clearly is this general implication con
firmed by facts furnished by nitrogen; the spectrum of 
which has two quite different sets of lines, and changes 
from one set to the other as the temperature is varied. 
The evidence thus gair.oo points to the conclusion that, 
out of some primordial units, the so-called elements arise 
by compounding and recompounding; just as by the com
pounding and recompounding of so-called elements there 
arise oxides, and acids, and salts. 

And this hypothesis is entirely in harmony with the 
phenomena of allotropy. Various substances, convention
ally distinguishefl a,s simple, have several forms under 
which they present quite different properties. The semi
transparent, colorless, extremely active substance common
ly called phosphorus may be so changed as to become 
opaque, dark red, and inert. Like changes are known to 
occur in some gaseous, non-metallic elements, as oxygen; 
and also in metallic elements, as antimony. These total 
changes of properties, brought about without any changes 
to be called chemical, are interpretable only as due to 
molecular rearrangements; and, by showing that differ
ence of property is producible by difference of arrange
ment, they support the inference otherwise to be dra.wn, 
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that the properties of different elements result from differ
ences of arrangement arising by the compounding and r& 
compounding of ultimate homogeneous uuits. 

Thus Mr. Martineau's objection, which at best would 
imply a turning of our ignorauce of the nature of elements 
into positive knowledge that they are simple, is, in fact, to 
be met by two' sets of evidences, which distinctly imply 
that they, are compound. 

Mr. Martineau next alleges that a fatal difficulty it put 
in the way of the General Doctrine of Evolution by the 
existence of a chasm between the living and the not-living. 
He says: "But with all your enlargement of data, turn 
them as you will, at the end of every passage which they 
explore, the aoor of life it closed against them still." 
Here again our ignorance is employed to play the part of' 
knowledge: the fact that we do not know distinctly how 
an alleged transition has taken place is transformed into 
the fact that no transition has taken place. We have, in a 
more general shape, the argument which until lately was 
thought conclusive-the argument that becauso the gen& 
sis of each species of creature had not been explained, 
therefore each species must have been separately created. 

Merely noting this, however, I go on to remark that 
scientific discovery is day by day narrowing the chasm, or, 
to vary Mr. Martineau's metaphor, "opening the door." 
Not mnny years since, it was held as certain that the 
chemical compounds distinguished as organic could not 
be formed artificially. Now, more than a thousand organ ic 
compounds have been formed artificially. Chemists have 
discovered the art of building them up, from' the simpler 
to the more complex, and do not doubt that they will 
eventually produce the most complex. Moreover, the ph& 
nomena attending isomeric change give a clew to those 
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movements which are the only indications we have of life 
.in its lowest forms. In various colloidal substances, in
cluding the albuminoid, isomeric change is accompanied 
by contraction or expansion, and consequent motion; and, 
in such primordial types as the P1'Otogenea of Haeckel, 
which do not differ in appearance from minute portions of 
albumen, the observed motions are comprehensible as ac
companying isomeric changes caused by variations in sur
rounding physical actions. The probability of this inter
pretation will be seen on remembering the evidence we 
have that, in the higher organisms, many functions are 
essentially effected by isomeric changes from one to an
other of the multitudinous forms which protein assumes. 

Thus the reply to this objection is, first, that there is 
going on from both sides a rapid narrowing of the chasm 
supposed to be impassable; and, second, that, even were 
the chasm not in course of being filled up, we should no 
more be justified in therefore assuming a supernatura1 
commencement of life than Kepler was justified in assum
ing that there were guiding-spirits to keep the planets in 
their orbits, because he could not see how else they were 
to be kept in their orbits. 

The third definite objection made by Mr. :Uartineau is 
of kindred nature. The Hypothesis of Evolution is, he 
thinks, met by the insurmountable difficulty that plant
life and animal life are absolutely distinct. " You can
not," he says, "take a single step toward the deduction 
of sensation and thought: neither at the upper limit do 
the highest plants (the exogens) transcend themselves and 
overbalance into animal existence; nor at tha lower, grope 
as yon may among the sea-weeds and sponges, can you 
persuade the sporules of the one to develop into the other." 

This is an extremely unfortunate objection to raise. 
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For, though there are no transitions from vegetal to animal 
life at the plaees Mr. Martineau names, where, indeed, no 
biologist would look for them,yet the connection between 
the two great kingdoms of living things is so complete 
that separation iii now regarded as impossible. For a long 
time naturalists endeavored to frame definitions such as 
would, the one include all plants and exclude all animals, 
and the other include all animals and exclude all plants. 
But they have been so repeatedly foiled in the attempt 
that they have given it up. There is no chemical distint> 
tion that holds; there is no structural distinction that 
holds; there is no functional distinction that holds; there 
is no distinction as to mode of existence that holds. Large 
groups of the simpler animals contain chlorophyll, and de
compose carbonic acid under the influence of light as 
plants do. Large groups of the simpler plants, al you 
may observe in the diatoms from any stagnant pool, are 
no less actively locomotive than the minute creatures 
classed as animals seen along with them; nay, among 
these lowest types of living things it is common for tho 
life to be now predominantly animal and presently to be
come predominantly vegetal. The very name 2()()8pO'rea, 

given to germs of algm, which for a while swim about ac
tively by means of cilia, and presently settling down grow 
into plant-forms, is given because of this conspicuous com
munity of nature. So complete is this community of na
ture that for some time past many naturalists have wished 
to establish for these lowest types a sub-kingdom inter
mediate between the animal and the vegetal: the reason 
against this course being, however, that the difficulty 
crops up afresh at any assumed places where this inter
mediate sub-kingdom may be supposed to join the other 
two. 

Thus the assumption on which Mr. Martineau proceedB 
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is diametrically opposed to the conviction of naturalists in 
general. 

Though I do not perceive that it is specifically stated, 
there appears to be tacitly implied a fourth difficulty of 
allied kind-the difficulty that there is no possibility of 
transition from life of the simplest kind to mind. Mr. 
Martineau says, indeed, that there can be "with only vital 
resources, as in the vegetable world, no beginning of 
mind:" apparently leaving it to be inferred that in the 
animal world the resources are such as to make the" l,e
ginning of mind" comprehensible. If, however, instead 
of leaving it a latent inference, he had distinctly asserted 
a chasm between mind and bodily life, for which there is 
'Certainly quite as much reason as for asserting a chasm 
between animal life and vegetal life, the difficulties in his 
way would have been no less insuperable. 

For those lowest forms of irritability in the animal 
kingdom, which, I suppose, Mr. Martineau refers to as the 
" beginning of mind," are not distinguishable from the ir
ritability which plants display: they in no greater degree 
imply consciousness. If the sudQ.en foldJng of a sensitive
plant's leaf when touched, or the spreading out of the sta
mens in a wiId-cistus when gently brushed, is to be con
sidered a vital action of a purely physical kind, then so 
too must be considered the equally slow contraction of a 
polype's tentacles. And yet, from this simple motion of 
an animal having no nervous system, we may pass by in
sensible stages through ever-complicating forms of actions, 
with their accompanying signs of feeling and intelligence, 
until we reach the highest. 

Even apart from the evidence derived from the ascend
ing grades of animals up from zoophytes, as they are sig
nificantly named, it needs only to observe the evolution 
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of 8 single animal to see that there does not exist any 
break or chasm between the Hfe which shows no mind an4 
the life which shows mind. The yolk of an egg which the 
cook has just broken not only yields no sign of mind, but 
yields no sign of life. It does not respond to 8 stimulul 
as much even as many plants do. Had the egg, instead 
of -being broken by the cook, been left under the hen for 
a certain time, the yolk would have passed by infinitesimal 
gradations through a series of forms en~g in the chick, 
and by similarly infinitesimal gradations would have arisen 
-those functions which end in the chick breaking its shell ; 
and which, when it gets out, show themselves in running 
about, distingnishing and picking up food, and squeaking 
if hurt. When did the feeling begin, and how did there 
come into existence that power of perception which the 
chick's actions show ¥ Should it be objected that the 
chick's actions are mainly automatic, I will not dwell on 
the fact that, though they are largely so, the chick mani· 
festly has feelIDg and therefore consciousness, but I will 
accept the objection, and propose that instead we take the 
human being. The COUl"Be of development before birth is 
just of the same ~eneral kind; and similarly, at a certain 
stage, begins to be accompanied by reflex movements. At 
birth there is displayed an amount of mind certainly nOl 
greater than that of the chick-there is no power of run
ning from danger, no power of distinguishing and pick 
ing up food. If we say the chick is unintelligent, we 
must certainly say the infant is unintelligent. And yet 
from the unintelligence of the infant to the intelligence 
of the adult, there is an advance by steps so small that 
on no day is the amount of mind shown appreciably dif
ferent from that shown on preceding and succeeding 
days. 

Thus the tacit assumption, that there exists a break, is 
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not simply gratuitous, but is negatived by the most ob
vious fact9. 

Certain of the words and phrases, used in explaining 
that particular part of the Doctrine of Evolution which 
deals with the origin of species, are commented upon by 
Mr. Martineau as having implications justifying his view. 
Let us consider his comments. 

He says that competition is not an "original power, 
which can of itself do any thing ;" further, that" it can
not act except "in the presence of some P088iJJilit!l of a bet
ter or W()r86;" and that this "possibility of a better or 
worse" implies a " world p'rearranged for progress," " a di
recting Will intent upon the good." Had Mr. Martineau 
100kE!d more closely into the matter, he would have found 
that, though the words and phrases he quotes are used for 
convenience, the conceptions they imply are not at all es
sential to the doctrine. Under its rigorously-scientific 
form, the doctrine is expressible in purely-physical terms, 
which neither imply competition nor imply better and 
worse.* 

Beyond this indirect mistake there is a direct mistake. 
Mr. Martineau speaks of the " sUrvivorship of the better," 
as though that were the statement of the law, and then 
adds that the alleged result cannot be inferred" except ou 
the assumption that whatever is better is 8tronger too." 
But the words he here uses are his own words, not the 
words of those he opposes. The law is the survival of the 
fittest. Probably, in substituting" better" for" fittest," 
Mr. Martineau did not suppose that he was changing the 
meaning; though I dare say he perceived that the mean
ing of the word" fittest" did not suit his argument so 
well; Had he examined the f.'lct!l, he would have found 

... Principles of Biology," §§ 1~9-1GS. 
R 
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that the law is not the survival of the " better" or tIle 
" stronger," if we give to those words any thing like their 
ordinary ~eanings. It is the survival of those which are 
constitutionally fittest to thrive under the conditions in 
which they' are placed; and very often that which, hu
manly speaking, is inferiority, causes the survival. Su
periority, whether in size, strength, activity, or 'sagacity, 
is, other things equal, at the cost of diminished fertility; 
and where the life led by a species does not demand these 
higher attributes, the species profits by decrease of them, 
and accompanying increase of fertility. This is the reason 
why there occur so many cases of retrograde metamor
phosis-this is the reason why parasites, internal and ex
ternal, are so commonly degraded forms of higher types. 
Survival of the '.' better" does not cover these Cases, 
though survival of the "fittest U does. When it is re
membered that these cases outnumber all others-that 
there are more. species of parasites than there are species 
of all other animals put together-it will be seen that the 
expression "survivorship of the better" is wholly inap
propriate, and the argument Mr. Martineau bases upon it 
quite untenable. Indeed, if, in place of those adjustments 
of the human sense-organs, which he so eloquently de
scribes as implying prearrangement, Mr. Martineau had 
described the countless elaborate appliances which euable 
parasites . to torture animals immeasurably superior to 
them, and which, from his point of view, nQ less imply 
prearrangement, I think the notes of admiration which 
end his descriptions would not have seemed to him or his 
readers so appropriate. 

One more word there is from the intrinsic mean
ing of which Yr. Martineau deduces what appears a 
powerful argument - the word Evolution it8t:h. lIe 
says: 
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"It means, to unfold from within j and it is taken from the his
tory of the seed or embryo of living natures. And what is the seed 
but a casket of prearranged futurities, with its whole contents pros
pective, settled to be what they are by reference to ends still in tho 

distance I " 

Now, this criticism would have been very much to the 
point did the word Evolution truly express the process it 
names. If this process, as scientifically defined, really in
volved that conception which the word evolution was 
originally designed to convey, the implications would be 
those Mr. Martineau alleges. But, unfortunately for him, 
the word, having been in possession of the field before the 
process was understood, has been adopted merely because 
displacing it by another word seemed impracticable. And 
this adoption of it has been joined with a caution against 
misunderstandings arising from its un~tness. Here is a 
part of the caution: "Evolution has other meanings, some 
of'which are incongruous with, and some even directly 
opposed to, the meaning here given to it. • • • The anti
thetical word, Involution, would much more truly express 
the nature of the process; and would, indeed, describe 
better the secondary characters of the pr"ocess which we 
shall have to deal with presently." * So that the mean
ings which the word involves, and which Mr. Martineau 
regards as fatal to the hypothesis, are already l'epudiated 
as not belonging to the hypothesis. 

And now, having dealt with the essential objections 
raised by Mr. Martineau to the Hypothesis of Evolution 
as it is presented under that purely scientific form which 
generalizes the process of things, firstly as observed, and 
secondly as infelTed from certain ultimate principles, let 
me go on to examine that form of the Hypothesis which 

." First Principles," second edition, § 0'1. R 2 
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he propounds-Evolution as determined by Mind and Will 
-Evolution as prearranged by a Divine Actor. For Yr. 
Martineau apparently abandons th3· primitive theory of 
creation by " fiat of Almighty Will " and also the theory 
of creation by manufacture-by" a contriving and adapt
ing power," and seems to believe in Evolution; ~equiring 
only that "an originating Mind" shall be taken al ita 
antecedent. Let us ask, first, in what relation Mr. Mar
tineau conceives the" originating Mind" to stand to the 
evolving universe. From BOme passages it is inferable 
that he considers the "presence of mind" to be every
where needful. He says: 

" It is impossible to work the theory ot Evolotion npward from 
'he bottom. If all force is to be conceived 118 one, Ita type mOlt be 
looked for in the highest and all-comprehending term i and Mind 
mnst be conceived 118 there, and 118 divesting itaelf ot .ome Ipecialt, 
at each step of ita descent to a lower stratum of la w. till represented 
at the base under the guise ot simple D1DamicI." 

This seems to be an unmistakable assertion that, wherever 
Evolution is going on, Mind is then and there behind it. 
At the close of the argument, however, a quite different 
conception is implied. Mr. Martinea~ says: 

"If the Divine Idea will not retire at the bidding ot our specula
tive science, but retains its place, it il natural to BIlk, What il ita ra
oatitin to the series of @o-called Forces in the world I Bot the qoes
tion is too large and deep to be answered here. Let it suffice to 
say, that there need not be any O1lMT'Uling ot these forcel bl tho 
Will of God, so that the 8upernatural should disturb the natoral; or 
any IJUpplementing of them, 80 that He shonld fill up their deficien
cies. Rather is His thought related to them as. in man, the mental 
force is related to all below it." 

It would take too mu:!h space to deal fuUy with the 
various questions which this last passage raises. There is 
the question, 'Whence come these" Forces," sroken of as 
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separate from the" Will of God "-did they preexist' 
Then what becomes of the divine power ¥ Do they exist 
by the divine Will W Then what kind of nature is that by 
which they act apart from the divine Will W Again, there 

. is the question, How do these deputy-forces cooperate in 
each particular phenomenon, if the presiding Will is not 
there present to control them W Either an organ, whirh 
develops into fitness for its function, develops by the co
operation of these forces under the direction of Mind 
then present, or it so develops in the absence of Mind. 
If it develops in the absence of Mind, the hypothesis is 
given up; and if the" originating Mind" is required to 
be then and there presentf we must suppose a particular 
providence to be present in each particular organ of each 
particular creature throughout the universe. Once more 
there is the question, If "His thought is related to. 
them [these Forces] as, in Man, the mental force is related 
to all below it," how can" His thought" be regarded as 
the cause of Evolution j In man the mental force is re
lated to the forces below it neither as a creator of them, 
nor as a regulator of them, save in a very limited way : 
the greater part of the forces present in man, both struct
ural and functional, defy the mental force absolutely. Nay, 
more, it needs but to injure a nerYe to see that the power 
of the mental force over the pbys\cal forces is dependent 
on conditions that are themselves physical, and one who 
takes morphia, in mistake for IDRgnesia, discovers that the 
power of the physical forces over the mental is uncon
ditioned by any thing mental. 

Not dwelling on these questions, however, I will mere
ly draw attention to the entire incongruity of this concep
tion with tile previous conception which I. have quoted. 
AssuminO' that, when the choice is pressed on him, Mr. o . 
Martineau will choose the first. which alone has any thmg 
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he propouuds-Evolutiou as determined by Mind and Will 
-Evolution as prearranged by a Divine Actor. For:Mr. 
Martineau apparently abandons th3· primitive theory of 
creation by " fiat of Almighty Will " and also the theory 
of creation by manufacture-by" a contriving and adapt
ing power," and seems to believe in Evolution j requiring 
only that" an originating Mind" shall be taken as its 
antecedent. Let us ask, first, in what relation Mr. Mar
tineau conceives the" originating :Mind" to stand to the 
evolving universe. From some passages it is inferable 
that he considers the "presence of mind" to be every
where needful. He says: 

"It is impossible to work the theory of Evolution upward (rom 
'he bottom. If all foroe is to be oonoeived 88 one, ita type must be 
looked for in the highest and all-oomprehending term i and Mind 
must be oonoeived 88 there, and 88 divesting itself of aome Ipeoialty 
at eaoh step of its descent to a lower stratum of law, till represented 
at the base under the guise of simple Dynamics." 

This seems to be an unmistakable assertion that, wherever 
Evolution is going on, Mind is then and there behind it. 
At the close of the argument, however, a quite different 
conception is implied. Mr. Martinea~ says: 

"If the Divine Idea will not retire at the bidding of our specula
tive science, but retains its place, it is natural to ask, What is its ra
oaticin to the series of eo-called Forces in the world f But the ques
tion is too large and deep to be answered here. Let it suffice to 
say, that there need not be any O1ltm"Uling of these forces by tho 
Will of God, so that the supernatural should disturb the natural; or 
any Il'Upplmnenting of them, so that He should fill up their deficien
oies. Rather is His thought related to them as, in man, the mental 
force is related to all below it." 

It would take too mu~h space to deal fully with the 
various questions which this last passage raises. There is 
the question, Whence come these" Forces," Bfoken of as 
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separa.te from the "Will of God" -did they preexist I 
Then what becomes of the divine power W Do they exist 
by the divine Will W Then what kind of nature is that by 
which they act apart from the divine Will ~ Again, there 

. is the question, How do these deputy-forces cooperate in 
each particular phenomenon, if the presiding Will is not 
there present to control them W Either an organ, whirh 
develops into fitness for its function, develops by the co
operation of these forces under' the direction of Mind 
then present, or it so develops in the absence of Mind. 
If it develops in the absence of Mind, the hypothesis is 
given up j and if the" originating Mind" is required to 
be then and there present1 we must suppose a particular 
providence to be present in each particular organ of each 
particular creature throughout the universe. Once more 
there is the question, If "His thought is related to. 
them [these Forces] as, in Man, the mental force is related 
to all below it," how can" His thought" be regarded as 
the cause of Evolution W In man the mental force is re
lated to the forces below it neither as a creator of them, 
nor as a regulator of them, save in a very limited .way: 
the greater part of the forces present in man, both struct
ural and functional, defy the mental force absolutely. Nay, 
more, it needs but to injure a nene to see that the power 
of the mental force over the physical forces is dependent 
on conditions that are themselves physical, and one who 
takes morphia, in mistake for magnesia, discovers that the 
power of the physical forces over the mental is uncon
ditioned by any thing mental. 

Not dwelling on these questions, however, I will mere
ly draw attention to the entire incongruity of this concep
tion with the previous conception which I. have quoted. 
Assuming that, when the choice is pressed on him, Mr. 
Martineau will choose the first, which alone has any thing 
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like defensibility, let us go on to ask how Car Evolution is 
made more comprehensible by postulating Mind, univer
sally immanent, as its cause. 

In metaphysical controversy, many of the propositions 
propounded and accepted as quite believable are absolute
ly inconceivable. There is a perpetual confusing of actual 
ideas with what are nothing but pseud-idt'88. No distinc
tion is made between propositions that contain real 
thoughts, and propositions that are only the forma of 
thoughts. A thinkable proposition is one of which tA4 
two term8 can be brought rogethe,. in ~ tlnaer 
tM rew.tjoo, Baid i() aut bdween tkm. Dut very often, 
when the subject of a proposition baa been thought of as 
something known, and when the predicate baa been 
thought of as something known, and when the relation 
aUeged between them has been thought of as a known 
relation, it is supposed that the proposition iuelChas been 

. thought. The thinking separately of the elements of • 
proposition is mistaken for the thinking of them in the 
combination which the proposition affirms. And hence it 
continuaUy happens that propositions wt.ich cannot be 
rendered into thought at all are supposed to be not only 
thought but believed. The proposition that Evolution is 
caused by Mind is one of this nature. The two terma 
are separately intelligible; but they can be regarded in 
the relation of effect and cause only so long as no a~ 
tempt is made to put them together in this relation. 

The only thing which anyone knows as Mind is the 
series of his own states of COIlS( iousness; and if he thinks 
of any mind other th:m his own, he can think of it only 
in terms derived from his own. 1f I am asked to frame a 
notion of MinI:}, divested of all those structural traits under 
which alone I am conscious of mind in myself, I cannot do 
iL I know nothing of thought save as carried on in 
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idc.u originally traceable to the effects wrought by objecti' 
on me. A mental act is an unintelligible pbra...~ if I am 
not to regard it ~ an act in which states of consciou~ne:>s 
are scl"erally 11l0~ as like other stat~ in the serie;; that 
has gone by, and in which the relations between them-are 
scl"erally known as like ~t relation;; in thl! 6t!ries. If, 
then, I hal"e to conceil"e El"olution as (-allied lw an" oriO'i
nating llind," I mllit conccil"e this Mind as hanng attrl
Lut~ akin to tho,;e of the only milla I know, and withont 
which I cannot conceil"e mind at all. 

I will. not dwell on the many incongruities hence re
sulting, by asking how the "originating llind" i;; to bt> 
thought of as ha.ing states produced by things obje!'tin' 
to it; as dibcriminating among these states, and cb~ing 
them as like and unlike; and as preferring one objectil"e 
result to another. I will. simply ask, "What happens if we 
ascribe to the " originating Mind" the character abwlutely 
es.sential to the conception of mind, that it consi~ts of s 
series of states of consciousness r Put a series of states 
of consciousness as cause, and the evoking unil"er,;e as 
effect., and then endeal"or to see the bst as flowing from 
the firsL I find it possible to imagine in some dim way a 
seri~ of states of consciousness serving as antecedent to any 
one of the mOl"cments I see going on; for my own states 
of consciou6Iless are often indirectly the antecedents to 
such mOl"emcnts. But how if I attempt to think of such a 
seri~ as antecedent to alJ actions throughout the unil"erse 
-to !he motions of the multitudinous stars through spa~ 
to the re.olutions of all their planets round them, to the 
gyrations of all these planets on their axes, to the infi
nitely-multiplied physical proccs...<:es going on in each of 
these SUDS and planets r I cannot think of a single scries 
of sthtes of consciousness as causing el"en ilie relatil"ely 
slllall group of actions going on over tIle earth's surfucc. 
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I cannot think of it even as antecedent to all the vnrions 
winds and the dissolving clouds they bear, to the currents 
of all the rivers, and the grinding actions of all the glaciers ; 
still less can I think of it as antecedellt to the infinity of 
processes simultaneously going on in all the plants that 
cover the globe, from scattered polar lichens to crowded 
tropical palms, and in all the millions of quadrupeds that 
roam among them, and the millions of millions ot insects 
that buzz about them. Even to a single small set of theso 
multitudinous terrestrial changes, I cannot conceive as 
antecedent a single series of states of consciousness-can
not, for instance, think of it as causing the hundred thou
sand breakers that are at this instant curling over on the 
shores of England. How, then, is it possible for me to 
conceive an" originating Mind," which I must represent 
to myself as a lfimgle series of states of consciousness, work
ing the infinitely-multiplied sets of changes 8imulta1U!()U8ly 
going on in worlds too numerous to count, dispersed 
throughout a space that bafHes imagination I 

If, to aceount for this infinitude of physical changes 
everywhere going on, " Mind must be conceived as there" 
" under the guise of simple Dynamics," then the reply is 
that, to be so conceived, Mind must be divested ot all attri
butes by which it is distinguished; and that, when thus di
vested of its distinguishing attributes, the conception dis
appears-the word Mind stands for a blank. If Mr. Mar
tineau takes refuge in the entirely different and, as it 
seems to me, incongruous hypothesis of something like a 
plurality of minds-if he accepts, as he seems to do, the 
doctrine that yon cannot explain Evolution" nuleBB among 
your primordial elements you scatter already the germa of 
Mind as well as the inferior elements "-if the insuperable 
difficulties I have just pointed out are to be met byassum
ing a local series of states of consciousness for each phenom-
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enon, then we are obviously ca~ried back to something 
like the old fetiGhistic notion, with the difference only, 
that the assumed spiritual agencies are indefinitely multi
plied. 

Clearly, therefore, the proposition that an " originating 
Mind" is the cause of Evolution is a proposition that can 
be entertained so long only as no attempt is.made to unite 
in thought its two terms in the alleged relation. That it 

. should be accepted. as a matter of faith, may be a defen
sible position', provided good cause is shown why it should 
be so acceptcd; but that it should be accepted as a matter 
of uniler8tandilng-as a statement making the order of the 
universe comprehensible-is a quite indefensible position. 

Here let me guard myself against a misinterpretation 
very likely to. be put upon the foregoing arguments
especially by those who have read the Essay to which 
they reply. The statements of that Essay carry the' im
plication that all who adhere to the hypothesis it combats 
imagine they have solved the mystery of things when they 
have shown the 'processes of .Evolution to be naturally 
caused. Mr. Martineau tacitly tepresents them as believ
ing that, when every thing has been interpreted in terms 
of Matter and Motion, nothing remains to be explained. 
This, however, is by no means the fact. The Doctrine of 
Evolution, lmder its purely scientific form, does not in
volvo Materialism, though its opponents persistently rep
resent it as doing so. Indeed, among adherents of it who 
are friends of mine, there are those who speak of the Ma
terialism Of Buchner and his school, with a contempt cer
tainly not less than that felt by Mr. Martineau. To show 
how anti-materialistic my own view is, I may, perhaps, 
without impropriety, quote some out of many passages 
which I have written on the question elsewhere: 
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"Henee, though of the two it seems euier to tranalate lo-called 
Matter into so-called Spirit, than to translate lo-called Spirit Into 
so-called Matter (which latter is, indeed, whollr imp088ible), yot no 
translation can carrr us berond our symbola."-

And again: 

.. See, then, our predicament. We con think ot Matter onlrln 
terms of Mind. We can think of Mind only in term. ot Matter. 
When we have pushed our explorations ot the first to the uttermost 
limit, we are referred to the second tor a final answer i and, when 
we have got the final answer of the second, we are referred back to 
the first for an interpretation of it. We find the value of fJ in term .. 
of 'V i then we find the value of 'V in terms of fJ; and.o on we mar 
continue forever, without coming nearer to a solution. The antithe
sis of subject and object, never to be transcended while con.cious
ness lasts, renders impossible all know ledge of that Ulti.mate Realit1 
in which subject and object are united." t 

It is thus, I think, manifest that the difference between 
Mr. Martineau's view and the view he opposes is by no 
means so wide as he makes it appear; and further, it 
seems to me that such difference as exists is rather the 
reverse of that indicated by his exposition. Briefly ex
pressed, the differCI,ce ir. thllt, where he thinks there is no 
mystery, the doctrine he combats recognizes a mystery. 
Speaking fot myself 0111y, I may Bay that, agreeing entirely 
with Mr. Martineau in repudiating the materialistic int~r
pretation as utterly futlie, I differ from him simply in this, 
that while he says he has found another interpretation, I 
corness that I cannot find any interpretation; while he 
holds that he can understand the Power which is mani
fested in things, I feel obliged to admit, after many fail
ures, that I cannot understand it. So that, in presence 
of the transcendent problem which the universe presents, 
Mr. Martineau regards the human intellect aB capable, and 

." Principles oC Psychology," second edition, Tott, § 63. 
t Ibid, § 272. 
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J as incapable. This contrast does not appear to me of 
the kind which his Essay tacitly asserts. If there is such 
a thing as the" pride of Science," it is obviously exceeded 
by the pride of Theology. I fail to perceive humility in 
the belief that the human mind is able to comprehend that 
which is behind appearances; and I do not see how piety 
is especially exemplified in the assertion that the Universe 
contains no mode of existence higher in Nature than that 
which is present to us in consciousness. On the contrary, 
I think it quite a defensible proposition that humility is 
better shown by a confession of incompetence to grasp in 
thought the Cause of all things; and that the religious 
sentiment may find its highest sphere in the belief that the 
ffitimate Power is no more representable in terms of hu
man consciousness than human consciousness is represent
able in terms of a plant's functions. 

Other parts of Mr. Martineau's argument I pass over 
as being met by implication in the above replies. I will 
now add only that, should any further explanation be re
quired, I must postpone it. until I am fl'ce from present 
special engagemOlltb. 
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REPLIES TO ORITIOISJJ1S. 
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REPLIES TO CRITICISMS. 

WHEN made by a competent reader, an objection usu
ally implies one of two things. Either the statement to 
which he demurs is wholly or partially untrue; or, if 
true, it is presented in such a way as to permit misap
prehension. A need for some change or addition is in 
any case shown. 

Not recognizing the errors alleged, but thinking rather 
tliat misapprehensions cause the dissent of those who 
hav~ attacked the metaphysico-theological doctrines held 
by me, I propose here to meet, by explanations and argu
ments, the chief objection!! urged: partly with the view 
of justifying these doctrines, and partly with the view of 
guarding against the wrong interpretations which it ap-
pears are apt to be made. . 

The pages of a periodical intended for general reading 
may be thought scarcely fitted for the treatment of these 
highly abstract questions. There is now, however, so 
considerable a class interested in them, and they are so· 
deeply involved with the great changes of opinion in pro
gress, that I have ventured to hope for readers outside 
the circle of those who occupy themselves with philo-
sophy. . 

Of course the criticisms to be noticed I have selected, 
either because of their intrinsic force, or because they 
come from men whose positions or reputations give them 
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. weight. To meet more than a few of my opponents is 
out of the question. 

Let me begin with a criticism contained in the sermon 
preached by the Rev. Principal Caird before the British 
Association, on the occasion of its meeting in Edinburgh, 
in August, 1871. Expressed with a courtesy which, hap
pily, is now less rare than' of yore in theological contro
versy, Dr. Caird's objection might, I think, be admitted 
without involving essential change in the conclusion de
murred to; while it might be shown to tell with greater 
force against the conclusions of thinkers classed as or
thodox, lSir W. Hamilton and Dean Mansel, than against 
my own. Describing this as set forth by me, Dr. Caird 
says:-

.. His thesis is that the provinees of science and religion are dis
tinguished from each other as the known from the nnknown and 
unknowable. This thesis is maintained' mainly on a critical exa
mination of the nature of human intelligence. in which the writer 
adopts and carries to its extreme logical results the doctrine 01 the 
relativity of human knowledge which, propounded by Kant, baa been 
reproduced with special application to theology by a lamoul scbool 
of 'philosophers in this country. From the very nature of human 
intelligence, it is attempted to be shown that it can only know what 
is finite and relative, and that the>:efor" the absolute and infinite the 
human mind is, by an inherent and insuperable disability. debarred 
from knowing. • • • • May it not be asked, for one thing, 
whether in the assertion, as the result of an examination of the 
human intellect, that it is incapable of knowing what lies beyond the 
finite, there is not involved an obvions seU·contradiction? The 
examination of the mind can be conducted only liy the mind, and if 
the instrument be, as is alleged, limited and defective, the result of 
the inquiry must partake of that defectiveness. Again, doe8 not the 
ltnowledge of a limit imply already the power to transcend it ? In 
affirming that human science is incapable of crossin~ the bounds of 
the finite world, is it not a necessary presupposition that you who so 
affirm have crossed these bounds !" 
That this objection is one I am not disinclined to recog-
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nize, will be inft'rred when I state that it is one I hne 
myself raisl"d. While preparing the Bt'Cond edition of the 
Pritlril"f'8 C!f P"!lr/i)lv9Y, I found, among my memoranda, 
a note which still bore the "afers by which it had bl"en 
attacht>d to the original manuscript (unll"ss, indt't'd, it 
Lad be.:-n transferrl"d from the MS. of First Prinril'lt'8, 
wh!ch its allusion seems to imply). It was this :-

• I may here l"I'mark in passing that the se .. eral 1'\'8S.min~ in· 
cluding the one abo .. e quoted, by which Sir William Hamiltun would 
demonstrate the pure relllotirity of our knowledge-n'&-",-uung-s wwch 
clearly establish many important truths, and with whi~h in the main 
I a~e-are yt't capable of being turned lLl,...unst himSt'if, "'hen he 
r.efiuikly roncludes that it is impo .. ..sible for us to know the absolute. 
l'or to positi .. ely 8SSt.>Ji that the abSluute cannot be knollr1l, "is in a 
rertain sense to assert a k,., .... l ... l~ of it-is to k"oll' it as "nho ... ,wl,. 
To affirm Ulat human intcliigen()l! is confined to the c.onditionN, is to 
put an .w.ovl .. u lUIIi' to human intelligence. and implies oJ,jol"t, 
ho ... ld9', It st' .. ms to me that the 'learned ignor&n()l!' with which 
I'wlosophy ends, must be carri .. d a wp further; and instead of pllSi· 
ti .. ely saying that the absolut(> is IUlknowable, "'e must say that we 
c.annot tell whethtr it is knowable or DO," N 

Why I omittl"d this note I cannot now remember. Pos· 
sihly it was because re-consideration disclosed a reply to 
the cOlltained objl"ction. For while it is true that the 
intdll'l,t cannot pro'\'e its own compl"tt'nce, since it must 
postulate its own compett'nce in the course of the proof, 
and so beg the question; yet it dOt's not follow that it 
cannot pro'\'e its own incompett'nce respt'Cting questions 
of C't'rtain kinds. Its inability in respec~ of such questions 
Las two concei'\'able causes. It may be that the deliver
ances of rWRson in general are in'\'&1id, in "hieh case 
the incompetence of rwason to s01'\'e questions of. a cer
tain class is implied by its gl"llo?ral incompetence; or it 
may be that the deliwranco?s of Reason, '\'alid within a 
Ctlltaill range, themselves end in the conclusion thu~ 

s 
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Reason is incapable beyond that range. So that while 
there can be no proof of competence, because competence 
is postulated in each step of the demonstration, there 
may be proof of incompetence either (1) if the successive 
deliverances forming the steps of the demonstration, by 
severally evolving contradictions, show their untrust
worthiness, or (2) if, being trustworthy, they lead to the 
result that on certain questions Reason cannot give any 
deliverance. 

Reason leads both inductively and cieductively to the 
conclusion that the sphere of Reason is limited. Induc
tively, this conclusion expresses the result of countless 
futile attempts to transcend this sphere-attempts to 
understand Matter, Motion, Space, Time, Force, in their 
ultimate natures-attempts which, bringing us always 
to alternative impossibilities of thought, warrant the in
ference that such attempts will continue to fail, as they 
have hitherto failed. Deductively., this conclusion ex
presses the resUlt of mental analysis, which shows us 
that the product of thought is in all cases a relation, 
identified as such or such; that the process of thought 
is the identification and classing of relations; . that there
fore Being in itself, out of relation, is unthinkable, as 
not admitting of being brought within the form of 
thought. That is to say, deduction explains that failure 
of Reason established as an induction from many experi
ments. And to call in question the ability of Reason to 
give this verdict against itself, in respect of these tran
scendent problems, is to call in question its ability to 
draw valid conclusions from premises; which is to assert 
a. general incompetence necessarily inclusive of the spe
cial incompetence. 

Closely connected with the foregoing, is a criticism from 
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Dr. Mansel, on which I may here make some comments. 
In & note to his Philosophy of the Ounditioned (p. 39), he 
S&ys:-

.. Mr. Herbert Spencer, in his work on First Principles, endeavours 
to press Sir W. Hamilton into the service of Pantheism and Posi
tivism together" [a somewhat strange assertion, by the' way, con
sidering that I reject them both], .. by adopting the negative portion 
only of his philosophy-in which, in common with many other 
writers, he declares the absolute to be inconceivable by the mere 
intellect,-and rejecting the positive portions, in which he most 
emphe.tically maintains that the belief in a personal God is impe
ratively demanded by the facts of our moral and emotional con
sciousness. . . • . Sir W. Hamilton's fundamental principl~ is, 
that consciousness must be accepted entire, and that the moral and 
religious feelings, which are the primary source of our belief in a 
personal God, are in no way invalidated by the merely negative 
inferences which have Jeluded men into the assumption of an imper
sonal absolute. . . . . Mr. Spencer, on the other hand, takes 
these negative inferences as the only basis of religion, and abandons 
Hamilton's great principle of the distinction between knowledge and 
belief." 

Putting these statements in the order most convenient 
for discussion, I will deal first with the last of them. 
Instead of saying what he does, Dr. Mansel should have 
said that I decline to follow Sir W. Hamilton in con
founding two distinct, and ·indeed radically-opposed, 
meanings of the word belief. This word "is habitually 

. applied to dicta of consciousness for which no proof can 
be assigned: both those which are unprovable because 
they underlie all proof, and those which are unprovable 
because of the absence of evidence."'" In the pages of 
this Review for July, 1865, I exhibited this distinction as 
follows :-

.. We commonly say we I believe' a thing for which we can assign . 
some preponderating evidence, or concerning which we have received 

• Principl61 of Psyclwlogy, Second Edition, § 425. note. 

S 2 
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Reason is incapable beyond that range. 80 that while 
there can be no proof of competence, because competence 
is po~tulated in each step of the demonstration, there 
may be proof of incompetence either (1) if the successive 
deliverances forIIiing the steps of the demonstration, by 
severally evolving contradictions, show their untrust
worthiness, or (2) if, being trustworthy, they lead to the 
result that on certain questions Reason cannot give any 
deliverance. 

Reason leads both inductively and cleductively to the 
conclusion that the sphere of Reason is limited. Induc
tively, this conclusion expresses the result of countless 
futile attempts to transcend this sphere-attempts to 
understand Matter, Motion, Space, Time, Force, in their 
ultimate natures-attempts which, bringing us always 
to alternative impossibilities of thought, warrant the in
ference that such attempts will continue to fail, as they 
have hitherto failed. Deductively., this conclusion ex
presses the resUlt of mental analysis, which shows us 
that the product of thought is in all cases a. relation, 
identified as such or such; that the process of thought 
is the identification and classing of relations; . that there· 
fore Being in itself, out of relation, is unthinkable, as 
not admitting of being brought within the form of 
thought. That is to say, deduction explains that failure 
of Reason established as an induction from many experi
ments. And to call in question the ability of Reason to 
give this verdict against itself, in respect of these tran
scendent problems, is to call in question its ability to 
draw valid conclusions from premises; which is to assert 
a general incompetence necessarily inclusive of the spe
cial incompetence. 

Closely connected with the foregoing, is a criticism from 
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Dr. Mansel, on which I may here make some comments. 
In a note to his Philosophy of the Ounditioned (p. 39), he 
says:-

.. Mr. Herbert Spencer, in his work on First Principles, endeavours 
to press Sir W. Hamilton into the service of Pantheism and Posi
tivism together " [a somewhat strange assertion, by the' way, con
sidering that I reject them both], .. by adopting the negative portion 
only of his philosophy-in which, in common with many other 
writers, he declares the absolute to be inconceivable by the mere 
intellect,-and rejecting the ·positive portions, in which he most 
empho,tically maintains that the belief in a personal God is impe
ratively demanded by' the facts of our moral and emotional con
sciousness. . . . . Sir W. Hamilton's fundamental principle is, 
that consciousness must be accepted entire, and that the moral and 
religious feelings, which are the primary source of our belief in a 
personal God, are in no way invalidated by the merely negative 
inferences which have Jeluded men into the assumption of an imper
sonal absolute. . . . . Mr. Spencer, on the other hand, takes 
these negative inferences as the only basis of religion, and abandons 
Hamilton's great principle of the distinction between knowledge and 
belief." 

Putting these statements in the order most convenient 
for discussion, I will deal first with the last of them. 
Instead of saying what he does, Dr. Mansel should have 
said that I decline to follow Sir W. Hamilton in con
founding two distinct, and -indeed radically-opposed, 
meanings of the word belief. This word "is habitually 

. applied to dicta of consciousness for which no proof can 
be assigned: both those which are unprovable because 
they underlie all proof, and those which are unprovable 
because of the absence of evidence."" In the pages of 
this Review for July, 1865, I exhibited this distinction as 
follows :-

.. We commonly say we • believe' a thing for which we can assign 
some preponderating evidence, or concerning which we have received 

• Principl88 of Psychology, Second Edition, § 425. note_ 

s 2 
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Bome indefinable impression. We belietl, that the next House or 
Commons will not abolish Church-rates; or we b~li8l" that .. penon 
on whose face we look is good-natured_ That is. when we can give 
confessedly-inadequate proofs, or no proofs at all, for the things 
we think, we call them' beliefs.' And it is the peculiarity of these 
beliefs, as contrasted with cognitions, that their connexionl with 
antecedent states of consciousness may be easily severed; instead of 
being difficult to sever. But unhappily, the word' belief' ill also applied 
to each of those temporarily or permanently indissoluble connexionl 
in consciousness, for the acceptance of which the only warrant is that 
it cannot be got rid of. Saying that I feel .. pain, or hear .. sound, 
or see one line to be longer than another, is saying that there hal 
occurred in me a certain change of state; and it is impossible for me 
to ·give a stronger evidence of this fact than that it is present to my 
mind. • • • • • Belief' having, as above pointed out, become the 
name of an impression for which we can give only .. confe8sedly
inadequate reason, or no reason at all; it happens that when pushed 
hard respecting the warrant for any ultimate dictum of conscious
ness, we say, in the absence of all assignable reason, that we belietl, 
it. Thus the two opposite poles of knowledge go under the same 
name; and by the reverse connotations of this name, as nBed for the 
most coherent and least coherent relations of thought, profonnd mis
conceptions have been generated," 

Now that the belief which the moral and religious 
feelings are said to yield of a personal God, is not one 
of the beliefs which are unprovable because they underlie 
all proof, is obvious. It needs but to remember that in 
works on Natural Theology, the existence of a personal 
God is inferred from these moral and religious feelings, 
to show that it is not contained in these feelings them
selves, or joined with them as an inseparable intuition. 
It is not a belief like the beliefs which I now have that 
this is daylight, and that there is open space before me-
beliefs which cannot be proved because they are of equal 
simplicity with, and of no less certainty than, each step 
in a demmstration. Were it a belief of this most certain 
kind,. argument would be superfluous: all races of men 
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and every individual wonld have the belief in an inex
pugnable form. Hence it is manifest that, confusing the 
two very different states of consciousness called beliefs, 
Sir W. Hamilton ascribes to the second a certainty that 
belongs only to the first. . 

Again, neither Sir W. Hamilton nor Dr. Mansel has 
enabled us to distinguish those " facts of our moral and 
emotional consciousness" which imperatively demand 
the belief in a personal God, from those facts of our (or 
of men's) "moral and emotional consciousnl!ss" which, 
in those having them, imperatively d£:mand l.eliefs that 
Sir W. Hamilton wonld regard as untrue. A New Zea
land chief, discovering his wife in all infidelity, killed 
the man; the wife then killed herseH that she might join 
her lover in the other world; and the chief thereupon 
killed himseH that he might go after them to defeat this 
intention. These two acts of suicide furnish tolerably 
strong evidence that these New Zealanders believed in 
another world to which they conld go at will, and fulfil 
their desires as they did here. If they were asked the 
justification for this belief, and if the arguments by 
which they sought to establish it were not admitted, they 
might still fall back on emotional consciousness as yield
ing them an unshakable foundation for it. I do not see 
why a Fiji Islander, adopting the Hamiltonian argument, 
shonld not justify by it his conviction that after being 
buried alive, his life in th~ other world, forthwith com
mencing at the age he has reached in this, will similarly 
supply him with the joys of conquest and the gratifica
tions of cannibalism. That he has a conviction to this 
effect stronger than the religious convictions current 
among civilized people, is proved by the fact that he 
goes to be buried alive quite willingly. And as we may 
presume that his conviction is not the outcome of a 
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-demonstration, it must be the outcome of Bome state 
of feeling-some "emotional consciousness." Why, then, 
should he not assign the "facts" of his .. emotional 
consciousness" as "imperatively demanding" this 
belief. Manifestly, this principle that "consciousness 
must be accepted entire," either obliges us to accept 
as true the superstitions of all mankind, or else obliges 
us to say that the consciousness of a. certain limited 
class of cultivated people is alone meant. U things are 
to be believed simply because the facts of emotional 
consciousness imperatively demand the beliefs, I do not 
see why the actual existence of a ghost in a house, is 
not inevitably implied by the intense fear of it that is 
aroused in the child or the servant. 

Lastly, and chiefly, I have to deal with Dr. Mansel's 
statement that" Mi. Spencer, on the other hand, takes 
these negative inferences as the only basis of religion." 
This statement is exactly the reverse of the truth; since 
I have contended, against Hamilton and against him, 
that the consciousness of that which is manifested to us 
through phenomena is pOilitive, and not negative as they 
allege, and that this positive consciousness supplies an 
indestructible basis for the religious sentiment (First 
Principles, § 2~. Instead of giving here passages to 
show this, I may fitly quote the statement and opinion 
of a foreign theologian. M. Ie pasteur Grotz, of the 
Reformed Church at Nismes, 'Writes thus :-

.. La science serait-elle donc par nature ennemie de la religion? 
pour etre religieux, kut-il proscrire Is science ?-C'est Is science, Is 
science experimentale qui va maintE:nant parler en laveur de Ia 
religion; c' est _elle qui. par Is bouche de l'un des penseurs , • . 
de notre epoque, M, Herbert Spencer, va rl'ipondre i.1s lois i. 1\1. 
Vacherot et i. M. Comte." 

* • • • • • 
"Ici. ~. Spencer discute Is theorie de l'incolldiliollni; en~dez 
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pllr 6e mot: Dien, Le philosophe ecosRa.is, Hamilton, et son 
disciple, M, Mansel, disent comme nos positivistes fran9ais: 'N ous 
ne pouvons affirmer I'existence positive de quoi que ce soit au dela. 
des phenomenes.' Seulement, H"milton et son disciple se separent 
de nos compatriotes en faisant intervenir une .' revelation merveil
leuse' qui nous fait croire a.l'existence de I'inconditionne, et grace a. 
cette revelation vraiment merveilleuse, toute l' orthodoxie revient. 
Est-il vrai que nous ne puissions rien affirmer au dela. des phe
nomenes ? M. Spencer declare qu'il y s. dans cette assertion une 
grave erreur. Le coM logique, dit-il fort justem~nt, n'est pas Ie seul; 
il y iI. allssi Ie cote psychologi.:J.ue, et, Balon nous, il prouvtl que 
I'existence positive de l'absolu est une donnee ne"cessaire de la 
conscience, " 

.. La.. est Is. base de l'accord entre la religion et Is. science. Dans 
un chapitre • , . • intitule Reconciliation, M. Spencer etablit 
et developpe cet accord sur son veritable terrain." 

• • .. * * * 
.. M, Spencer, en restant sur Ie terrain de Is. logique et de la 

psychologie, et sans recourir a. une intervention surnaturelIe, a 
etabli Is. legitimite, la necessite et l'etemelle duree du sentiment 
religieux et de la religion."" 

I turn next to what has been said by Dr. Shadworth H. 
Hodgson, in his essay on " The Future of Metaphysic," 
published in the Oontdmporary Review for November, 
1872. Remarking only, with respect to the agreements 
he expresses in certain views of mine, that I value them 
as coming from I:L thinker of subtlety and independence, 
I will confine myself here to his disagreements. Dr. 
Hodgson, before giving his own view, briefly' describe~ 
and criticizes the views of Hegel and Comte, with both 
of whom he partly agrees and partly disagrees, and then 
proceeds to criticize the view set forth by me. After a 
preliminary brief statement of my position, to the wording 
of which I demur, he goes on to say:- . 

.. In his First Principle., Part 1, seco\ld ed., there is a chapter 

* L6 Sentiment Religieu:z;, par A. Grotz. Paris, J. Cherbuliez, 1870. 
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headed • mtimate Scientifio Ideas,' in which he enumerate. ,ill .nch 
ideas or group. of ideas, and attempta to Ihow that they are entirely 
incomprehensible. The six are:-L Space and Time. a. lIaLter. 
3. Rest and 1I0tion. '" Force. II. Coneciousneaa. 8. The Soul, 
or the E~o. Now to enter at length into all of thelMl would be an 
undertaking too large for the present OCCIUliOD; but I will take the 
firat of the six, and endeavour to show in ita cue the entire untena· 
bilityof Mr. Spencer', view; and since the IllUDe argumenta may be 
employed .. gainst the rest, I.hall be eontent that my _ against 
them should be held to fiW if my cue should fiW in respect to Spaoe 
and Time." 

I willingly join issue with Dr. Hodgson on these terms; 
and proceed to examine, one by one, the several argu
ments he uses to show the invalidity of my conclusions. 
Following his criticisms in the order he has chosen, I 
hegin with the sentence following that which I have just 
quoted. The first part of it runs thus :-" The meta
physical view of Space and Time is, that they are ele
ments in all phenomena, whether the phenomena lUe 
presentations or representations." 

Whether, by .. the metaphysical view," is here meant 
the view of Kant, whether it means Dr. Hodgson's own 
view, or whether the expression has a more general 
meaning, I have simply to reply that the metaphysical 
view is incorrect. Dealing with the Kantian version of 
this doctrine, that Space is a form of intuition, I have 
pointed out that only with certain clas.Bes of phenomena 
is Space united indissolubly; that Kant habitually con
siders phenomena belonging to the visual and tactual 
groups, with which the consciousness of space is insepar
ably joined, and overlooks groups with which it is not 
inseparably joined. Though in the adult, perception of 
sound has certain space-implications, mosUy, if not 
wholly, acquired by. individual experience; and though 
it would seem from the instructive experiments of Mr. 
Spalding, that in creatures bom with nervous systema 
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much more org:mizt'd than our own are at birth, thel'l! is 
,,)me innate p<'n~ption of the siJe from which a sounJ 
C\.'Wt'S; yet it is dt'monstrabl", that the SPI\t't'-implil'ations 
of sound are not originally giwn with tht' st'nsntion as 
it:! form of intuition. Bt'aring in minJ th", Kantian 
dodrint', that Space is the form of St'llSUOUS intuitions 
not only as 1'''''$<-/11<,,' but also as ""l'r<',.,.,lft'..l, let us 
'ulUlline critically our musical iJt'as. As I haY", elst'
where SUggt'stN to the reader-

.. Let him ohs.lne ,..hat happ.'ns ,..h .. n somtl m.-Io,I,. tall'S P<'-~
A,\D 01 his imagination. Its k'nt'S aDd nldt'nl"tlS gu on n'p.'IItiDg 
th~_h't'S apart {n'm any spa~lDsd..,u:m<'_tht'y are D," 
J.x-.ilizN" H ... ma,. or may n"t btl n'mind.-d of thtl pla'"e ,..ht'1'(' he 
ht'Vd th ... m-this lISSIlX'iation is inciJt'Dtal only, H",.ing ,'b..-<&\'<'d 
this. htl will. S<'e that su~h spa..--e-inlpli,'ati,'DS as sounJ$ haw. are 
l.'1U'1It in the ('OIU'Sle 01 inJh'idua! t'1p.'ri .. nl"tl. and an' D," 1::iwll with 
the IIllDDds th .. ms..!vt'S, IoJ...-d. if,.." n'f.'r to thtl KalltilUl ddiniti"ll 
of k>nn. ... ~t II simpltl and e<lndus.iv" pnll'( of this.. AlUlt says 
(0I1Jl is • that .'hi~h etf.'(·ts that the NDt .. lIt of th .. ph .. Dtlmt'n,'n t'>lll 

btl ammg<'d undt'r Ct'rt.t.in n'lati,'ns.' H..,w th .. D ('an tht' e<>nt .. nl of 
ph"'DOOk'llQIl .. ('a!l So.luod btl arran~ ! Its parts t'>lll btl amUl~ 
in onl .. .r of lIt'qut'nl"tl-that is. in Time. BDt tht'N is no possibility 
01 arranging its pans in oNt'r of Nt'1hl<'Dt'e-that is. in Spat"e. 
AnJ it is ju:;t the same with od"Ul', 'Yh."' ..... .r thinks that Stluud 
aud oJllUl' have Spal"e for Ul .. ir f,lI'lD of intuiti,lIl. may ND\'inl'e 
hlmstlC to the Nntnuy by trying to find the ri;!hl and ld\ siJ.'S o( .. 
Stl\\D.I. or to im:lg1ne an oJ"UI' turn<'d the other way up1l"\U\l$. "
l'riJtnpm '!f l's~,>l<"'J'. § :l99.-!'otO!, 

As I thus dissent. not I think without good reason. 
from .. the metaphysical new of Space and Time" as 
.. elements in all phenomena." it will naturally be 
upeeW that I dissent from the first criut'ism which 
Dr. HOt~"'Son proeeeJs to dt'duce from it. Dealing first 
wiili the argumt'nb I hal"e ust'd to show the incompl'l!
hl'nsibility of Space and Time, if we consider them as 
objectil"e. and stating in other words the conclusion I 
chaw. that .. as Space and Time cannot be either non-
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. entities nor the attributes of entities, we have no choice 
but to consider them as entities." Dr. Hodgson con
tinues :-

.. So far good. Secondly, he argues that they cannot b. npre
sented in thought as such real existences, because' to be r.onceived 
at all, a thing must be conceived as having attribute •. ' Now here 
the metaphysical doctrine enables us to conceive them ·u real 
existences, and rebuts the argument for their inconceivability; for, 
the other element, the material .element, ihe feeling or quality 
occupying Space and Time stands in the place and perform. the 
function of the required attributes, composing together with ·the apace 
and time which is occupied the empirical pbenomena or perception. 
So far as this argument of Mr. Spencer goes, then, we are entitled 
to say that his case for the inconceivability of Space and Time as 
real existences is not made out:' 

Whether the fault is in me or not I cannot say, but I 
fail to see that my argument is thus rebutted. On the 
contrary, it appears to me substantially conceded. What 
kind of entity is that which can exist only when occupied. 
by something else? Dr. Hodgson;s own argument is a. 
tacit assertion that Space by itself cannot be conceived 
as an existence; and this is all that I have alleged. 

Dr. Hodgson deals next with the further argument, 
familiar to all readers, which I have added as showing 
the insurmountable difficulty in the way of conceiving 
Space and Time as objective entities; namely, that" all 
entities which we actually know as such are limited. 
• •• But of Space and Time we cannot assert either 
limitation, or the absence of limitation." Without quot
ing at length the reasons Dr. Hodgson gives for distin
guishing between Space as perceived and Space as con
ceived, it will suffice if I quote his own statement of the 
result to which they bring him: "So that Space and 
Time as perceived are not finite, but infinite, as con
ceived, are not infinite, but finite." . 
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Most readers will, I think, be startled by the assertion 
that conception is less extensive in range than percep
tion; b~t, without dwelling on this, I will content myself 
by asking in what case Space is perceived as infinite? 
Surely Dr. Hodgson does not mean to say that he can 
perceive the whole surrounding Space at once-that the 
Space behind is united in perception with the Space in 
front. Yet this is the necessary implication of his words. 
Taking his statement less literally, however, and not 
dwelling on the fact that in perception Space is habitu
ally bounded by objects more or less distant, let us test 
bis assertion underthe most favourable conditions_ Sup
posing the eye directed upwards towards a clear sky; is 
not the space then perceived, laterally limited? The 
visual area, restricted by the visual apertures, cannot 
include in perception even 1800 from side to side, and is 
still more confined in a direction at right angles to this. 
Even in the third direction, to which alone Dr. Hodgson 
evidently refers, it cannot properly be said that it is in
finite in perception. Look at a position in the sky a 

. thousand miles off. Now look at a position a million 
miles off. What is the difference in perception? No
thing. How then can an infinite distance be perceived 
when these immensely-unlike finite distances cannot be 
perceived as differing from one another, or from an in· 
finite distance? Dr. Hodgson has used the wrong word. 
Instead of saying that Space as perceived is infinite, he 
should have said that, in perception, Space is finite in 
two dimensions, and becomes indefillite in the third when 
this becomes great. 

I come' now to the paragraph beginning" Mr. Spencer 
then turns to the second or subjective hypothesis, that of 
Kant." This paragraph is'somewhat difficult to deal 
.with, for the reason th&t in It my reasoning is criticized 
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both from the Kantian point of view and from Dr. Hodg
son's own point. of view. Dissenting from Kant's view, 
Dr. Hodgson says, .. I hold that both Space and Time 
and Feeling, or the material element, are equally and 
alike subjective, equally and alike objective." As I cannot 
understand this, I am unable to deal with those argu
ments against me which Dr. Hodgson bases upon it, and 
must limit myself to that which he urges on behalf of 
Kant. He says:-

.. But I think that :Mr. Spencer's representation of Kant'l view is 
very incorrect; he seems to be misled by the large term non-ego. 
Kant held that Space and Time were in tMir origin subjective, bill. 
when applied to the non-ego resulted in phenomena, and were 
the formal element in those phenomena, among which lOme were 
phenomena of the internal sense or ego, others of the external 
sense or non-ego. The non-ego to which the formll of SpRce and 
Time did not apply and did not belong, was the Ding-an-Rich, Dot 
the phenomenal non-ego. Hence the o~iective existence oC Space 
and Time in phenomena, but not in the Ding-an-sich, ill a consi-tent , 
and necessary consequence of Kant's view of thllir 8ubjective origin." I 

U I have misunderstood Kant, as thus alleged, then' 
my comment must be that I credited him with an hypo· 
thesis less objectionable than that which he held. I .sup' 
posed his view to be that Space, as a form of intuition 
belonging to the ego, is imposcd by it on the non-ego (by 
which I understood the thing in itself) in the act of in
tuition. . But now the Kantian doctrine is said to be 
that Space, originating in the ego, when applied to the 
non.ego, results in phenomena (the non-ego meant b~ing, 
in that case, necessarily the Ding-an-sich, or thing in 
itself); and that the phenomena. so resulting become 
objective existences along with the Space given to them 
by the subject. The subject having imposed Space 
as a form on the primordial object, or thing in itself, 
and so created phenomena, this Space thereupon becomes 
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an objective existence, independent of both the subject 
and the original thing in itself! To Dr. Hodgson this may 
seem a more tenable position than that which I ascribed 
to Kant; but to me it seems only a multiplication of in
conceivabilities. I am content to leave it as it stands: 
not feeling my reasons for rejecting the Kantian hypo
thesis much weakened.· 

The remaining reply which Dr. Hodgson makes runs 
thus:-

" But r.rr. Spencer has a second argument to prove this inconceiv
ability. It is this :-' If Space and Time are forms of thought, they 
can never be thought of; since it is impossible for anything to be .t 
once the fonn of thought and the matter of thought.' . • • . An 
instance will show the fallacy best. Syllogism is usually held to be 
a form of thought. Would it be any argu~ent for the inconceiv
ability of syllogisms to say, they cannot be at once the form a d the 
matter of thought? Can we not sYllogize about syllogism? Or, 
more plainly still,-no dog can bite himself, for it is impossible to be 
ILt once the thin'g that bites and the thing that is bitten." 

. Had Dr. Hodgson quoted the whole of the passage 
from which he takes the above sentence; or had he con
si~ered it. in conjunction with the Kantian doctrine to 
which it refers (namely, that Space survives in conscious-

.. Instead of describing me as misunderstanding Kant on this 
point, Dr. Hodgson should have described Kant as having, in 
successive sentences, so changed the meanings of the words he uses, 
as to make either interpretation possible. At the outset of his 
Oritique of Pure Reason, he says :-" The effect of an'object upon 

. the faculty of representation, so far as we are affected by the said 
ohject, is sensation. That sort of intuition which relates to an object 
by means of sensation, is called an empirical intnition. The unde
termined object of an empirical intuition, is called phr.en011lenon. 
That which in the phliloomenon corresponds to the sensation. I term 
its matter;" (here, remembering the definition just given of pheno
menon, objective existence is manifestly referred to) "but that which 
eUects, that the content of the phrenomenon can be arranged under 
Ot:rll£in relations, I call itsfurm" (so thutjufln, as hel'e applied, refers 
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ness when a.Il contents are expelled, which implies that 
then Space is the thing with which consciousness is occu
pied, or the object of consciousness), he would have seen 
that his reply has none of the cogency he supposes. If, 
taking his first illustration, he will ask himself whether 
it is possible to .. syllogize about syllogism," when ayllo
gism has no content whatever, aymbolio or other-has I 
nonentity to serv:e for major, nonentity for minor, and 
nonentity for conclusion; he will, I think, see that syllo
gism, considered as surviving terms of every kind, cannot 
be syllogized abont: the" pure form" of reason (sup
posing it to be syllogism, which it is not) if absolutely 
discharged of all it contains, cannot be represented in 
thought, and therefore cannot be reasoned about. Fol
lowing Dr. Hodgson to his second illustration, I must 
express my surprise that a metaphysician of his acuteness 
should have nsed it. For an illustration to have any 
value, the relation between the terms of the analogous 
Cllose must have some parallelism. to the relation between 
the terms of the case with which it is compared. Does 
Dr. Hodgson really think that the relation between a dog 
and the part of himself which he bites, is like the relation 
between matter and form 'I Suppose the dog bites his 

. tail. Now the dog, as biting, stands, according to Dr. 
Hodgson, for the form as the containing mental faculty; 
and the tail, as bitten, stands for this mental faculty as 
contained. Now suppose the dog loses his tail. Can the 

to objective existence). .. But that in which 0111' ~tiDna are 
merely arranged, and by which they are lusceptible of auuming a 
certain form, cannot be itself leDl&tiDn." (In which I8Utence the 
word/arm obviously refers to objective existence.) At the ontset, 
the • phenomenon' and the '18118ation • are distingniBhed M objective 
and lubjective respectively; and then, in the closing I8ntences. the 
lorm is spoken of in connexion tim with the 0Il8 and then with the 
other, u though they were the same. 
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faculty as containing and the faculty as contained be 
separated in the same way? Does the mental form when 
deprived of o.ll content, even itself (granting that it can 
be its own content), continue to exist in the same way 
that a dog continues to exist when he has lost his tail ? 
Even had this illustration be£-n applicable, I should 
scarcely have expected Dr. Hodgson to remain :;atisfied 
with it. I should have thought he would prefer to meet 
my argument directly, rather than indirectly. Why has 
he not shown the invalidity of the reasoning used in thl 
P"illriples of Psycholog!l (§ 899, 2n.1 ed.)? Having there 
quoted the statement of Kant, that .. Space and Time 
are not merely forms of sensuous intuition, but illtlli
Ijolls themselves j" I have written-

.. If we in'lWre more dosely. this irret"oncilnhility becomes still 
cll'arer. A.wt sa~'s :-' That whi~h in the phrenomen'lD corresponds 
to the sensation. I term its m .. !t.or; bnt thnt which etl~'cts thnt the 
content of tht! phrenomooon ean be arranged uu,ter certnin relntions, 
I c~ its/or".: Carrying with us this defiuiti,'n of furm. lIS 'tlmt 
whkh etl~cts that tile content . . • . can be 'U'nLnge,t un,ter c"rtnin 
re!'ltions,' lilt us return to the case in which the intuition of Spll"t! 
is the intuition which Ot'Cupies consciousness. Can the content of 
this intuition 'be lUTIUl)!"d undt!r certain relntions ' or not? It can 
be so arranged. or !'lither. it " so arranged. Sp~e canuot be 
thought of save as having parts, near and remote, in tlris direction 
or the other. HOOl'e, if thnt is the fOrm of a thing' which effects that 
the (',lUtent ..•• can be arranged under certnin rell\tions: it f"Hows 
th"t wh"n the content of conscionsness is the intuition of Space. 
which hils' p.uts that Cftll be arranged und"r certnin relations,' there 
mu<I be a f"rm of tlml iut"ition. W'hat is it? Alwt does not tell 
us-does nol appear to pt'r.:ei>·e tllat there must be such a (,'rm; and 
couhl not have pe\'('tlh·tld this without ab.wJouiug his hypothesis 
tllat the space-intuition is primordial." 

Now when Dr. Hodgson has shown me how that 
"which effeots that the content •••• can be arranged 
under oertain relations," mtlY also be that which effects 
its o~ arrangement undur the same relations, I sho.ll 
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be ready to surrender my position; but until then, no 
analogy drawn from the ability of a dog to bite himself 
will weigh much with me. 

Having, as he considers, disposed of the reasons given 
by me for concluding that, considered in themselves, 
"Space and Time are wholly incomprehensible" (he 
continua.lly uses on my behalf the word" inconceivable," 
which, by its unfit connotations, gives a wrong aspect to 
my position), Dr. Hodgson goes on to say:-

.. Yet Mr. Spencer proceeds to nse these inconceivable ideu u 
the basis of his philosophy. For mark, it is Space and Time al we 
know them, the actual and phenomenal Space and Time, to which all 
these inconceivabilities attach. Mr. Spencer·s result ought, there
fore, logically to be-Scepticism. What is his actual re,ult ? 
Ontology. And how BO? Why, instead of rejecting Space and 
Time as the inconceivable things he has tried to demonstrate them 
to be, he substitutes for them an Unknowable, a something which 
they really are, though we cannot know it, and rejects that, instead 
of them, from knowledge." 

This statement has caused me no little astonishment. 
That having before him the volume from which he quotes, 
so competent a reader should have so completely missed 
the meaning of the passages (§ 26) already referred to, 
in which I have contended against Hamilton and Mansel, 
makes me almost despair of being understood by any 
ordinary reader. In that section I have, in the first 
place, contended that the cons.ciousness of an Ultimate 
Reality, though not capable of being made a thought, 
properly so called, because not capable of being brought 
within limits, nevertheless remains as a consciousness 
that is positive: is not rendered negative by the negations 
of limits. I have pointed out that-

.. The error, (very naturally fallen into by philosophers intent on 
demonstrating the limits and conditions of conscioUllllesa I, consists 
in assuming that consciousneu contains Rothing but limits and con· 
ditions; to the entire neglect of that which is limited and con-
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ditioned. It is forgotten that there is something which alike forms 
the raw material (If definite thought and remains after the definite
ness which thinking gave to it has been destroyed" -something which 
.. ever persists in UB as the body of a thought to which we can give 
no shape." 

This positive element ot consciousness it is which, "at 
once necessarily indefinite and necessarily indestructible," 
I regard as the consciousness of the Unknowable Reality. 
Yet Dr. Hodgson says "Mr. Spencer proceeds to use 
these inconceivable ideas as the basis of his philosophy:" 
implying that such basis consists of negations, instead of 
consisting of that which persists notwithstanding the nega- . 
tion of limits. And then, beyond this perversion, or 
almost inversion, of meaning, he conveys the notion 
that I take as the basis of philosophy, the "inconceiv
able ideas" "or self-contradictory notions" which result 
when we endeavour to comprehend Space and Time. 
He speaks of me as proposing to evolve substance out 
of form, or rather, out of the negations of forms-gives 
his readers no concep·tion that the Power manifested to 
us is that which I regard as the Unknowable, while what 
we call Space and Time answer to the unknowable neXU8 
of its manifestations. And yet the chapter from which I 
quote, and still more the chapter which follows it, makes 
this clear-as clear, at l€ast, as I can make it by care
fully-worded statements and re-statements. 

Philosophical systems, like theological ones, following 
the law of evolution in general, severally become in 
course of time more rigid, while becoming more complex 
and more definite; and they similarly become less alter
able-resist all compromise, and have to be replaced by 
\he more plastic systems that descend from them. 

It is thus with pure Empiricism and pure Transcen
dentalism. Down to the present time disciples of Locke 

T 
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have continued to hold that all mental phenomena are 
interpretable as results of accumulated individual ex
periences; and, by criticism, have been led simply to 
elaborate their interpretations-ignoring the proofs of 
inadequacy. On the other hand, disciples of Kant. as
serting this inadequacy, and led by perception of it to 
adopt an antagonist theory, having persisted in defend
ing that theory under a form presenting fatal inconsis
tencies. And then, when there is offered a. mode of 
reconciliation, the spirit of no-compromise is displayed: 

. each side continuing to claim the whole truth. After it 
has been pointed out that all the obstacles in the way of 
the experiential doctrine disappear if the effects of an
cestral experiences are joined with the effects of individual 
experiences, the old form of the doctrine is still adhered 
to. And meanwhile Kantists persist in asserting that the 
ego is bom" With intuitional forms which are wholly in
dependent of anything in the non-ego, after it has been 
"shown that the innateness of these intuitional forms may 
" be so understood as to escape the insurmountable difficul-
ties of the hypothesis as originally expressed. 

I am led to say this by reading the remarks concerning 
my oWn views. made with an urbanity I hope to imitate. 
by Professor Max Muner. in a. lecture delivered at the 
Royal Institution last March.- Before dealing with the 
criticisms contained in this lecture. I must enter a de
.murrer against that interpretation of my views by which 
Professor Max Muller makes it appear that they are 
more allied to those of Kant than to those of Locke. He 
says:-

.. Whether the prehistoric genesis of these congenital dispo!>itionsl 
or inherited necessities of thonght, 88 suggested by Mr. Herbert 
S.pencer. be right or wrong. does not signify for the' purpose which 

• See Fraser', MagaziM Cor lIayla.st. 
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Knnt hnd in view. In admitting that there is something in oUJ.I 
mind, which is not the result of our own a posteriori experience, Mr. 
~erbert Spencer is a thorough Kantian, and we shall see that he is 
a Kantian in other respects too. If it could be proved that nervou& 
modifications, nccumulated from generation to generation, could re
sult in nervous stl\'uctures that are fixed in proportion as the outer 
relations to which they answer are fixed, we, as followers of Kant, 
should only have to put in the place of Kant's intuitions of Space 
and Time' the constant space-relations expressed in definite nervous 
structures, congenitally framed to act in definite ways, aud incapable 
of acting'in any other way.' If Mr. Herbert Spencer had not mis
understood the exact meaning of what Kant calls the intuitions of 
Space and Time, he would have perceived that, barring his theory of. 
the prehistoric origin of these intuitions, he was qnite at' one with 
Kant." 

On thi~ passage let me remark, first, that the word 
"pre-historic," ordinarily employed only in respect to 
human history, is misleading when applied to the history 
of Life in general; and his use of it leaves me in some' 
doubt whether Professor Max Miiller has rightly con
ceived the hypothesis he refers to. 

My se'cond comment is, that the description of me as 
"quite at one with Kant," "barring" the "theory of 
the prehistoric origin of these intuitions," curiously 
implies that it is a matter of comparative indifference 
whether the forms of thought are held to be naturally 
generated by intercourse between the organism and its 
environing relations, during the evolution of the lowest 
into the highest types,'or whether such forms are held 
to be supernaturally given to. the human mind, and are 
independent both of environing relations and of ancestral 
minds. But now, addressing myself to the essential 
point, I must meet the statement that I have "mis
understood the exact meaning of what Kant calls the 
intuitions of Space and Time," by saying that I think 
Professor Max Miiller has overlooked certain passages 
which justify my interpretation, and render his inter-

• 'r 2 
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pretation untenable. For Kant says .. Space is notlling 
else than the form of all phenomena of the extemo.l 
~ense ;" further, he says that .. Time is nothing but the 
form of our intemo.l intuition;" and, to repeat words I 
have used elsewhere, .. He distinctly shuts out the sup
position that there are forms of the non-ego to which 
these forms of the ego correspond, by saying that • Space 
is not a conception which has been derived from outward 
experiences.''' Now so far from being in harmony with, 
these statements are in direct contradiction to, the view 
which I hold; and seem to me absolutely irreconcilable 
with it. How can it be said that, "barring" a difference 
represented as trivial, I am .. quite at one with Kant," 
when I contend that these suLjective forms of intuition 
are moulded into correspondence with, and therefore 
derived from, some objective form or n6XIU, and there
fore dependent upon it; while the Kantian hypothesis is 
that these subjective forms are not derived from the 
object, bl?-t pre-exist in the subject-are imposed by 
the ego on the non-ego. It seems to me that not only 
do Kant's words, as above given, exclude the view which 
[ hold, but also that Kant could not consistently have 
held any such view. Rightly recognizing, as he did, 
these forms of intuition as innate, he was, from his 
stand-point, obliged to regard them as imposed on the 
matter of intuition in the act of intuition. In the absence 
of the hypothesis that intelligence has been evolved, it 
was not p088ible for him to regard these subjective forms 
as having been derived from objective fOrIDs. 

A disciple of Locke might, I think, say that the Evolu
tion-view of our consciousness of Space and Time is 
essentially Lockian, with more truth than Professor Yax 
Muller can repreSent it as essentially Kantian. The 
Evolution-view is completely experiential. It. difl't;rs 
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from the original view of the experientialists by contain
ing a great extension of that view. With the relatively
small effects of individual experiences, it joins the re
latively-vast effects of the experiences of antecedent 
individuals. But the view of Kant is avowedly and 
absolutely un-experiential. Surely this makes the pre-
dominance of kinship manifest. . 

In Professor Max Miiller's replies to my criticisms on 
Kant, I cannot see greater validity than in this affiliation 
to which I have demurred. One of his arguments is that 
which Dr. Hodgson has used, and which I have already 
answered; and I think that the others, when compared 
with the passages of the Principles of Psychology which 
they concern; will not be found adequate. I' refer to 
them here chiefly for the purpose of pointing out that 
when he speaks of me as bringing .. three arguments 
against Kant's view," he understates the number. Let 
me close what I have to say on this disputed question, 
by quoting the summary of reasons I have given for 
rejecting the Kantian hypothesis :-

.. KlUlt tells us that Space is the form of all external intuition; 
which is not true. He tells us that the consciousness of Space con
tinues when the consciousness of all things contained in it is sup
pressed; which is also not true. From these alleged facts he inr~r8 
that Space is an a priori form of intuition. I say i"f~r', because 
this conclusion is not presented in necessary union with the premises, 
in the same way tllat the consciousness of duality is nece;;sarily pre
sented along with the consciousness of inequality; but it is a conclu
sion voluntarily drawn for the purpose of explaining the alleged 
facts. And tllen that we may accept this conclusion, which is not 
necessarily presented along with these alleged Jacts which are not 
true, we are obliged to affirm several propositions which cannot be 
rendered into thought. "llen Space is itself contemplated, 11'8 have 
to conceive it as at once the form of intuition IUld the matter of 
intuition; which is impossible. We have to unite that which we 
are conscious of as Space with tl.at which we are conscious or as the 
t:Jo, and contemplate the one as a property of tlts other; which is 
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impossible. We have at the same time to disunite that whicb we 
are conscious of as Spaee, from that which we are oODscioul of 901 

the non-ego, and contemplate the one 908 separate from the other; 
which is also impossible. Further, this hypothellis that Space is 
.. nothing else" than a form of intuition belonging wbolly to the 
ego, commits us to one of the two alternatives, that tbe non-IDo is 
formless or that its form produces absolutely no effect upon the ego ; 
'both of which alternatives involve us in impossibilities of thought." 
-Prifl. of Pay., § SIlIl. 

Objections of another, though allied, class have been 
made in a review of the Principle. of P,yclwlogy by Mr. 
H. Sidgwick-a critic whose remarks on questions of 
mental philosophy alW8,YS deserve respectful considera-
tion. . 

Mr. Sidgwick's chief aim is to show what he calls "the 
mazy inconsistency of his [my] metaphysical results." 
More specifically, he expresses thus the proposition he 
seeks to justify-" His view of the subjec' appears to 
have a fundamental incoherence, which shows itself in 
various ways on the surface of his exposi~ion, but of 
which the root lies much deeper, in his inability to har
monise different lines of thought." 

Before dealing with the reasons given for this judg
ment, let me say that, in addition to the value which 
candid criticisms have as showing where more explana.
tion is needed, they are almost indispensable as revealing 
to a writer incongruities he had not perceived. Especially 
where, as in this case, the subject-matter has manyas
pects, and where the words supplied by our language 
are so inadequate in number that, to avoid cumbrous 
circumlocution, they have to be used in senses that vary 
according to the context, it is extremely difficult to avoid 
imperfections of statement. But while I acknowledge 
sundry such imperfections and the resulti~g incongrui-
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ties, I cannot see that these are, as Mr. Sidgwick says, 
fundamental. Contrariwise, their superficiality seems 
to me proved by the fact that they may be rectified with
out otherwise altering the expositions in which they 
occur. Here is an instance. 

Mr. Sidgwick points out that, when treating of the 
"Data of Psychology," I have said (in § 56) that, though 
we reach inferentially "the belief that mind and nervous 
action are the subjective and objective faces of the same 
thing, we remain utterly incapable of seeing, and even of 
imagining, how the two are related" (I quote the passage 
more fully than he does). He then goes on to show that 
in the" Special Synthesis," where I have sketched the 
evolution of Intelligence under its objective aspect, as 
displayed in the processes by which' beings of various 
grades adjust themselves to surrounding actions, I 
"speak as if" we could see how consciousness "natu
rally arises at a particular stage" of nervous action. 
The chapter he here refers to is one describing that 
" differentiation of the psychical from the physical life " 
which accompanies advancing organization, and more 
especihlly advancing development of the nervous system. . 
In it I have shown that, while the changes constituting 
physical life continue to be characterized by the simul
taneity with which all kinds of them go on throughout 
the organism, the changes constituting psychical life, 
arising as the nervous system develops, become gradually 
more distinguished by their seriality. And I have said 
that as nervous integration advances, "there must re
sult an unbroken series of these changes-there must 
arise IL consciousness.'~ Now I admit that here is an 
apparent inconsistency. I ought to have said that "there 
must result an unbroken series of the~~~:which, 
taking Jllace in the nervous systenrt>r~ hig~~ot~~ 
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creature, gives coherence to its conduct; and along with 
which we assume a consciousness, because consciousness 
goes along with coherent conduct in ourselves. If Mr. 
Sidgwick will substitute this statement for the statement 
as it stands, he will see that the arguments and conclu
clusions remain intact. A survey of the chapter as a 
whole, proves that its aim is not in the least to explain 
how nervous changes, considered as waves of molecular 
motion, become the feelings constituting consciousness; 
but that, contemplating the facts objectively in living crea
tures at large, it points out the cardinal distinction between 
vital actions in general, and those particular vital actions 
which, in a creature displaying them, lead us to speak 
of it as intelligent. It is shown that the rise of such 
actions becomes marked in proportion as the changes 
taking place in the part called the nervous system, are 
made more and more distinctly seri8.I, by union in 0. 

supreme centre of co-ordination. The introduction of 
the word consciousness, arises in the effort to show 
what fundamental character there is in these particular 
physiological changes which is parallel to a fundamental 
character in the 'Psychological changes. 

Another instance of the way in which Mr. Sidgwick 
evolves an incongruity which he considers fundamental, 
out of what I should have thought he would Bee is a 
defective expression,", I will give in his own words. 
Speaking of a certain v,iew of mine, he says :-

.. He tells us that 'logic , •• ·contemplates in its proposition8 
certain connexions predicated, which are necessarily involved with 
Jertain other connexious given: regarding all tha6 connezioru fU 

Izisting in the non-eg~not, it msy be, under the form in which we 
know them, but in some form.' But in § 473, where :Mr. Spencer 
illustrates by a diagram his • Transfigured Realism', the view seems 
to be this: although we cannot say that the real non-ego resembles 
our notion of it in • its elements, relations. or laws,' we can 88y that 
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'8. change in the objective reality causes in the subjective state It 

change exactly answering to it-so answering as to constitute a cog
nition of it.' Here the 'something beyond consciousness' is no 
longer said to be unknown, as its effect in consciousness' constitutes 
a. cognition of it.' .. 

This apparent inconsistency, marked by the italics, 
would not have existed if, instead of "a cognition of it," 
I had said, as I ought to have said, "what 1ve call a cog
nition of it "-that is, a relative cognition as distinguished 
from an absolute cognition. In ordinary language we 
speak of as cognit.ions, those connexions in thought 
which so guide us in our dealings with things, that 
actual experience verifies ideal anticipation: marking off, 
by opposed words, those connexions in thought which 
mis-guide us. The difference between accepting a cog
nition as relatively-true and accepting it as absolutely
true, will be clearly shown by an illustration. There is 
no direct resemblance whatever between the sizes, forms, 
colours, and arrangements, of the figures in an account
book, and the moneys or goods, debts or credits, repre
sented by them; and yet th'e forms and arrangements of 

. the written symbols, are such as answer in a perfectly
exact way to stocks of various commodities and to various 
kinds of transactions. Hence we say, figuratively, that 
the account-book will "tell us" all about these stocks 
and transactions. Similarly, the diagram Mr. Sidgwick 
refers to, suggests a way in which symbols, registered in 
us by objects, may have forms and arrangements wholly 
unlike their objective causes and the nexus among those 
causes, while yet they are so related as to guide us cor
rectly in our transactions with those objective causes, 
and, in that sense, constitute cognitions of them; though 
they no more constitute cognitions in the absolute sense, 
than do the guiding symbols in the account-book con
stitute cognitions of the things to which they refer. So 
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repeatedly is this view implied throughout the Principles 
of Psychology, that I am surprised to find a laxity of 
expression raising the suspicion that I entertain any 
other. . 

To follow Mr. Sidgwick through sundry criticisms of 
like kind, which may be similarly met, would take more 
space tharn I can here afford. I must restrict myself 
now to the alleged ", fundamental incoherence" of which 
he thinks these inconsistencies are signs. I refer to that 
reconciliation of Realism and Idealism considered by him 
as an impossible compromise. A difficulty is habitually 
felt in accepting a coalition after long conflict. Whoever 
has espoused one of two antagonist views, and, in de
fending it, has gained a certain comprehension of the 
opposite view, becomes accustomed to regard these as 
the only alternatives, and is puzzled by ap. hypothesis 
which is at once both and neither. Yet, since it turns 
out in nearly all cases that, of conflicting doctrines, each 
contains an element of truth, and that controversy ends 
by combination of their respective half-truths, there is a 
priori probability on the side of an hypothesis which 
qualifies Realism by Idealism. 

Mr. Sidgwick expresses his astonishment, or rather 
bespeaks that of his readers, because, while I accept 
Idealistic criticisms, I nevertheless defend the funda
mental intuition of Common Sense; and, as he puts it, 
"fires his [my] argument full in the face of Kant, Mill, 
and 'metaphY3icians' generally." 

"He tells us that 'metaphysicians' illegitimately assume that 
• beliefs reached through complex intellectual processes,' are more 
valid than' belief; reached through simple intellectual processes;' 
that the common language they USe refuses to express their hypo
theses, and thus their reasoning inevitably implies the common 
notions which they repudiate; that the belief of Realism has the 
advantage of' priority,' 'simpli~ity,·. 'distinctness.' But surely 
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this prio!', simple, distinctly affirmed belief is that of what Mr. 
Spencer terms • crude Realism,' the belief that the non-ego is per 88 

extended, solid, even coloured (if not resonant and odorous). This 
is what common language implies; and the argument by which Mr. 
Spencer proves the relativity of feelings and relations, still more the 
subtle and complicated analysis by which he resolves our notion of 
extension into ~ aggregate of feelings and transitions of feeling, 
lead us away from our original simple belief-that (e.g.) the green 
grass we see exists out of consciousness as we sec it-just as much 
as the reasonings of Ide-alism, Scepticism, or Kantism." 

. On the face of .it the anomaly seems great; but I 
should have thought that after reading the chapter on 
"Transfigured Realism," a critic of Mr. Sidgwick's 
acuteness would have seen the solution of it. He has 
overlooked an essential distinction. All which my argu
ment implies is that the direct intuition of Realism must 
be held of superior authority to the arguments of Anti
Realism, where their deliverances cannot be reconciled. 
The one point on which their deliverances cannot be 
reconciled, is the existence of an objective reality. But 
while against this intuition of Realism I hold the argu
ments of Anti-Realism to be powerless, because they 
cannot be carried on without postulating that which they 
end by denying; yet, having admitted objective existence 
as a necessary postulate, it is possible to make- valid 
criticisms upon all those judgments which Crude Realism 
joins with this primordial judgment: it is possible to 
show that a transfigured interpretation of properties and 
relations, is more tenable than the original interpreta
tion. 

To elucidate the matter, let us take the most familiar 
case in which the indirect judgments of Reason correct 
the direct judgments of Common Sense. The direct 
jUdcrment of Common Sense is that the Sun moves 
rv~d the Earth. In course of time, Reason, finding 
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. some facts at variance with this, begins to doubt; and, 
eventually, hits upon ari hypothesis which explains the 
anomalies, but which denies this apparently-certain 
dictum of Common Sense. What is the reconciliation? 
It consists in showing to Common Sense that the 
new interp,etation equally well corresponds with direct 
intuition, while it avoids all the difficulties. Common 
Sense is reminded that the apparent motion of an object 
may be due either to its actual motion or to the motion 
of the observer; and that there are terrestrial experiences 
in which the observer thinks an object he looks at is 
moving, when the motion is in himself. Extending the 
conception thus given, Reason shows that if the Earth 
revolves on its axis, there will result that apparent motion 
of the Sun which Common Sense interpreted into an 
actual motion of the Sun; and the common-sense ob
server thereupon becomes able to think of sunrise and 
sunset as due to his position as spectator on a. vast 
revolving globe. Now if the astronomer, setting out by 
recognizing these celestial appearances, and proceeding 
to evolve the various anomalies following from the com
mon-sense interpretation of them, had drawn the con
clusion that there externally exist no Sun and no motion 
at all, he would have done what Idealists do; and his 

. argtiments would have been equally powerless against 
the intuition of Common Sense. But he does nothing 
of the kind. He accepts. the intuition of Common Sense 
respecting the reality of the Sun and of the motion; but 
replaees the old interpretation of the motion by & new 
interpretation reconcilable with all the facts. 

Everyone must see that here, acceptance of the inex
pugnable element in the common-sense judgment, by no 
means involves acceptance of the accompanying judg
ments; and I contend that the like discrimination must 
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be made in the case we are considering. It does not 
follow that while; against the consciousness which Crude 
Realism has of an objective reality, the arguments of 
Anti·Realism are futile, they are therefore futile against 
the conceptions which Crude Realism forms of the ob
jective reality. If Anti-Realism can show that, granting 
an objective reality, the interpretation of Crude Realism 
contains insuperable difficulties, the process is quite 
legitimate. And, its primordial intuition remaining un
shaken, Realism may, on reconsideration, be enabled to 
frame a new conception which harmonizes all the facts. 

To show that there is not here the "mazy inconsis
tency" alleged, let us take the case of sound as inter
preted by Crude Realism, and as re-interpreted by Trans
figured Realism. Crude Realism assumes the sound 
present in consciousness to exist as such beyond con
sciousness. Anti-Realism proves the inadmissibility of 
this assumption in sundry ways (all of which, however, 
set out by talking of sounding bodies beyond conscious
ness, just as Realism talks of them); and then Anti
Realism concludes that we know of no existence save the 
sound as a mode of consciousness: which conclusion, 
and all kindred conclusions, I contend are vicious-first, 
because all the words used connote an objective activity; 
second, because the arguments are impossible without 
postulating at the outset an objective activity; and 
third, because no one of the intuitions out of which the 
arguments are built, is of equal validity with the single 
intuition of Realism that an objective activity exists. 
But now the Transfigured Realism which Mr. Sidgwick 
thinks "has all the serious incongruity Df an intense 
metaphysical dream," neither affirms the untenable con
ception of Crude Realism,. nor, like Anti-Realism, draws 
unthinkable conclusions by suicidal arguments; but, 
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accepting that which is essential in Crude nealism, nnd 
admitting the difficulties which Anti-Realism iusists upon, 
reconciles matters by a. re-interpretation analogou~ to 
that which an astronomer makes of the solar motion. 
Continuing all along to recognize an objective activity 
which Crude Realism calls sound, it shows that the answer
ing sensation is produced by a succession of separate im
pacts whicli, if made slowly, may be separately identified, 
and which will, if progressively increased in rapidity, 
produce tones higher and higher in pitch. It shows by 
other experiments that sounding bodies are in states of 
vibration, and that the vibrations may be made visible. 
And it concludes that the objective activity is not what 
it subjectively seems, but is proximately interpretable as 
a succession of aerial waves. Thus Crude Realism is 
shown that while there unquestionably exists an objec
tive activity corresponding to the sensation known as 
sound, yet the. facts are not explicable on the original 
supposition that this is like the sensation; while they 
are explicable by conceiving it as a. rhythmical mechani
cal action. Eventually this re-interpretation, joined with 
kindred re-interpretations of other sensations, comes to 

. be itself further transfigured by analysis of its terms, 
and re-expression of them in terms of molecular motion; 
but, however abstract the interpretation ultimately 
reached, the objective activity continues to be postu
lated: the primordial judgment. of Crude Realism re
mains unchanged, though it has ~o change the rest of its 
judgments. 

In another part of his argument, however; Mr. Sidgwick 
implies that I have no right to use those conceptions of 
objective existence by which this compromise is effected. 
Quoting sundry passages to show that while I hold the 
criticisms of the Idealist to. be impossible without ., tacitly. 
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or avowedly postulating an unknown something beyond 
consciousness," I yet admit that" our states of consci
ou~ness are the only things we, can know;" he goes on 
to argue that I am radically inconsistent, because, in 
interpreting the phenomena of consciousness, I continu
ally postulate, not an unknown something, but a some
thing of which I speak in ordinary terms, as, though its 
ascribed physical characters really exist as such, instead 
of being, as I admit they are, synthetic states of my 
consciousness. His objection, if I understand it, is that 
for the purposes of Objective Psychology I apparently 
profess to know Matter and Motion in the ordinary 
realistic way; while, as a result of subjective analysis, 
I reach the conclusion that it is impossible to have 
that knowledge of objective existence which Realism 
supposes we have. Doubtless there seemB here to be 
what he calls "a fundamental incoherence." But I 
think it exists, not between my two expositions, but 
between the two consciousnesses of subjective and 
objective existence,' whiqh we cannot suppress and yet 
cannot put into definite ~orms. The alleged incoherence 
I take to be but another name for the inscrutability of the 
relation between subjective feeling and its objective cor
relate which is not feeling-an inscrutability which meets 
'us at the bottom of all our analyses. An exposition of 
this inscrutability I have elsewhere summed up thus :-

" See, then, our predicament. We can think of Matter only iu 
terms of Mind. We can think of Mind only in terms of Mattei·. 
'Vhen we have pushed otlr explorations of the first to the uttermost 
limit, we are referred to the second for a final answer; and when we 
have got the final answer of the second, we are referred back to the 
firstfor an interpretation of it. 'Ve find the value of:ll in terms of y; 
then we find the value of 11 in terms of :II; and so on we may continue 
for ever without coming nearer to a solution."-Prin. of Psy. § 272. 

Carrying a little further this simile, will, I think, show 
where lies the insuperable difficulty felt by lli Sidgwick. 
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Taking x and y as the subjective and objective activities, 
. unknown in their natures and known only as pheno
menally manifested; and recognizing the fact that every 
state of consciousness implies, immediately or remotely, 
the action of object on subject or subject on object, or 
both; we way say that every IItate of consciousness will 
be symbolized by some. modification of zy-the pheno
menally-known product of the two unknoWJJ factors. In 
other words, xy', xy, xy', :lfy', x'y', &0., &c., will repre
sent all perceptions and thoughts. Suppose, now, that 
these are thoughts about the object; composing some 
hypothesis respecting its characters as analyzed by 
.physicists. Clearly, all such thoughts, be they about 
shapes, resistances, momenta, molecules, molecular 
motions, or what not, will contain forms of the subjective 
activity x. Now let the thoughts be concerning mental 
processes. It must similarly happen that some mode of 
the unknown objective activity y, will be in every case a 
component. Now suppose that the problem is. the 
genesis of mental phenemena; .and that in the course of 
the inquiry, bodily organization and the functions of the 
~ervous system are brought into the explanation. It 
will happen, as before, that these, considered as objective, 
have to be d~scribed and thought about in modes of zy. 
And when by the actions of such a nervous system, 
conceived objectively in modes of zy, and acted upon by 
physical forces which are conceived in other modes of 
~, we endeavour to explain the genesis of sensations, 
perceptions, and ideas, which we can think of only in 
other modes of zy, we find that all our factors, and 
therefore all our interpretations, contain the two 
unknown terms, and that no interpretation is imaginable 
that will not contain the two unknown terms. 

What is the defence for this apparently-circular pro
cess 'I Simply that it is a process of establishing 
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congruity among our symbols. It is finding a mode of 
so symbolizing the unknown activities, subjective and 
objective, and so operating with our symbols, that all 
our acts may be rightly guided-guided, that is, in such 
ways that we can anticipate, when, where, and in what 
quantity some one of our symbols, or some combination 
of our symbols, Will be found. Mr; Sidgwick's difficulty 
arises, I think, from having insufficiently borne in mind 
the statements made at the outset, in "The Data of 
Philosophy," . that such conceptions as "are vital, or 
cannot be separated from the rest without mental disso
lution, must be assumed as true provisionally j" that 
"there is no mode of establishing the validity of any 
belief except that of showing its entire congruity with all 
other beliefs;" and that "Pb,ilosophy, compelled to 
make those fundamental assumptions without which 
thought is'impossible, has to justify them by showing 
their congruity with all other dicta of consciousness," 
In pursuallce of this distinctly-avowed mode of procedure, 
I assume provisionally, an objective activity and a sub
jective ac.tivity, and certain general forms and modes 
(Space, Time, Matter, Motion, Force,) which the subjec
tive activity, operated on by the objective activity, 
ascribes to it, and which I suppose to correspond in 
some way to unknown forms and modes of the objective 
activity. These provisional assumptions, having been 
carried out to all their consequences, and these conse
quences proved to be congruous with one another and 
with the original assumptions, these .original assump
tions are justified, And if, finally, I assert, as I have 
repeatedly asserted, that the terms in which I express 
my assumptions and carryon my operations are but 
symbolic, and that all I have done is to show that by 
certain· ways of symbolizing, pedect harmony results-

u 
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invariable agreement between the symbols in which I 
frame my expectations, and the .symbols which occur in 
expeHence-I cannot be blamed for incoherence. On 
the contrary, it seems to me that .my method is the most 
coherent that can be devised. Lastly, should it be said 
that this regarding of everything constituting experience 
and thought as symbolic, has a very shadowy aspect; I 
reply that these which I speak of as symbols, are real 
relatively to our consciousness; . and are symbolio only 
in their relation to the Ultimate Reality. 

That these explanations will make clear the coherence 
of views which ,before seemed .. fundamentally inco
herent," I feel by no means certain; since, as I did not 
perceive the difficulties presented by the exposition as at 
first made, I may similarly fail to perceive the difficul
ties in this explanation. Originally, I had intended to 
complete the Principles of Psychowgy by a division 
showing how the results reached in the precediI:.g divi
sions, physiological and psychological, analytic and 
synthetic, subjective ana objective, harmonize with one 
another, and ·are but different aspects of the same aggre
gate of phenomena. But the work was already bulky; 
and I concluded that this division might be dispensed 

. with, because t:Qe congruities to be pointed out were 
sufficiently obvious. So little was I conscious of the 
nlIeged "inabilityto harmonize different lines of thought." 
Mr. Sidgwick's perplexities, however, show me that such 
an exposition of concords is needful. 

I have reserved to the last, one of the first objections 
made to the metaphysico-theological doctrine set forth in 
First Principles, and implied in the several volumes that 
have succeeded it. It was urged by an able metaphy
sician, the Rev. James Martineau, in an essay entitled 
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" Science, Nescience, and Faith;" a~d, effective against 
my argume:qt as if; stands, shows the need for some deve
lopment of my argument. That Mr: Martineau's criti
cism may be understood, I must quote the passages it 
concerns. Continuing the reasoning employed against 
Hamilton and Mansel, to show that our consciousness 
of that which transcends knowledge is positive, and not, 
as they allege, negative, I have said:-

.. Still more manifest will this' truth become when it is observed 
that our conception of the Relative itself disappears, if. our con
ception 'of the Absolute is a pure negation. It is admitted, or rather 
it is contended, by the writers I have quoted above, that contra
dictories can be ~own only in relation to each other-that Equality, 
for instance, is unthinkable apart from its correlative Ine.:}uality: 
arid that thus the Relative can itself be conceived oBly by opposition 
to the Non-relative. It is also admitted, or rather contended, that 
the consciousness of a relation implies a consciousness of both the 
related members. If we are required to conceive the relation 
between the Relative and Non-rEllative withont being conscious of 
both, • we are in fact' (to quote the words of Mr. Mansel differently 
applied) • required to compare that of which we are conscious with 
that of which we are not conscious; the comparison itself being an 
aot of consciousness, and only possible through the consciousness of 
both its objeots: 'Vhat, then, becomes of the assertion that • the 
Absolute is conceived merely by a negation of conceivability: or as 
• the mere absence of the conditions under which consciousness is 
possible?' If the Non-relative or Absolute, is present in thonght 
only as a mere negation, then the relation between it and the Relative 
beoomes unthinkable, beoause one of the terms of the relation is 
absent from consciousness. And if this relation is unthinkable, then 
is the Relative itself unthinkable, for want of its antithesis: whence 
results the disappearance of all thought whatever:'-Firlt Prin
flipZ,., § 26. 

On this argument Mr. Martineau comments as follows; 
fir&t re-stating it in other words :-
. .. Take away its antithetic term, and the relative, thrown into iso
llltion, 1s set up as absolute, and disappears from thought. It is 
indispensable therefore to uphold the Absolute in existence, as con-

11 2 
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dition of the relative Bp~ere which constitutes our whole intellectua 1 
domain. Be it eo: but, when eeved on this plea,-to preBerve the 
balance and interdependence of two CXI-relBtivell,-the • Absolute' is, 
absolute no more; it is reduced to a term of relation: it 10Bellherefore 
its exile from thought: ita disqualification is cancelled: and the 
alleged nescience is discharged • 

.. So, the same law of thought which warranta the existence, dis· 
Bolves the inscrutableness, of the Abeolute ... ..;.,E.'a.v •• Plailolophical: 
find Theological, pp. 186-7. 

I admit this to be a telling rejoinder; ancl one which 
can be met only when the meanings of the words. as I 
have used them,' are carefully discrimiilated, and the 
implications of the doctrine fully traced out. We will 
begin by clearing the ground of minor misconceptions. 

First, let it be observed that though I have nsed the 
word Absolute as the equivalent of Non-relative, because 
it is used in the passages quoted from the writers I am 
contending aga.mst; yetI have myself chosen for the 
purposes of my argument, the name Non-relative, and I 
do not necessarily commit myself to any propositions re
specting the Absolute, considered as that which includes 

. both Subject and Object. The Non-relative as spoken of 
by me, is to be understood rather as the totality. of Being 
minus that which constitutes the individual conscious
ness, present to us under forms of Relation. Did I use 
the word in some Hegelian sense, as comprehensive of 
that which thinks and that which is thought about, and 
did I propose to treat of the order of things, not as 
phenomenally manifested but as noumenally proceeding, 
the objection would be fatal. But the aim being simply 
to formulate the order of things as present under re
lative forms, the antithetical Non-relative here named as 
implied by the conception of the Relative, is that which, 
in any act of thought, is outside of and beyond it, rather 
than that which is inclusive of it. Further, it s~ould be 
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observed that this Non-relative, spoken of as a necessary 
complement to the Relative, is not spoken of as a con
ception but as a consciousness; and I have in sundry 
passages distinguished between those modes of conscious
ness which, having limits, and constituting thought 
proper, are subject to the laws of thought, and the mode 
of consciousness which persi&ts when the removal of 
limits is carried to the uttermost, and when distinct 
thought consequently ceases. 

This opens the way to the reply here to be made to 
Mr. Martineau's criticism-namely, that while by the 
necessities of thought the Relative implies a Non
relative; and while, to think of this antithesis completely, 
requires that the Non-relative shall be made a conception 
proper; yet, for the vague thol;lght which is alone in this 
case possible, it suffices that the Non-relative shall be 
present. as a consciousness which though undefined is 
positive. Let us observe what necessarily happens when 
thought is employed on this ultimate question. 

In a preceding part of the ar~ment criticized, I have, 
in various ways, aimed to show that, alike when we 
analyze the. product of thought and when we analyze 
the process of thought, we are brought to the con
clusion that invariably "a thought involves relation, 
d'ifference, likeness;" and that even from the very nature 

. of Life itself, we may evolve the conclusion that" think
ing being relationing, no thought can ever express more 
than relations." What, now, must happen if thought, 
having this law, occupies itself with the final mystery? 
Always implying terms in relation, thought implies that 
both terms shall be more or less defined; and as fast as 
one of them becomes indefinite, the relation also becomes 
indefinite, and thought becomes indistinct. Take the 
case of magnitudes. I think of an inch; I think of a' 
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observed that this Non-relative, spoken of as a necessary 
complement to the Relative, is not spoken of as a con
ception but as a consciousness; and I have in sundry 
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of consciousness which persi&ts when the removal of 
limits is carried to the uttermost, and when distinct 
thought consequently ceases. 

This opens the way to the reply here to be made to 
Mr. Martineau's criticism-namely, that while by the 
necessities of thought the Relative implies a Non
relative; and while, to think of this antithesis completely, 
requires that the Non-relative shall be made a conception 
proper; yet, for the vague thought which is alone in this 
case possible, it suffices that the Non-relative shall be 
present. as a consciousness which though undefined is 
positive. Let us observe what necessarily happens when 
thought is employed on this ultimate question. 

In a preceding part of the argument criticized, I have, 
in various ways, aimed to show that, alike when we 
analyze the. product of thought and when we analyze 
the process of thought, we are brought to the con
clusion that invariably .. a. thought involves relation, 
difference, likeness;" and that even from the very nature 

. of Life itself, we may evolve the conclusion that .. think
ing being relationing, no thought can ever express more 
than relations." What, now, must happen if thought, 
having this law, occupies itself with the final mystery? 
Always implying terms in relation, thought implies that 
both terms shall be more or less defined; and as fast as 
one of them becomes indefinite, the relation also becomes 
indefinite, and thought becomes indistinct. Take the 
case of magnitudes. I think of an inch; I think of a, 
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foot; and having tolerably-definite ideas of the two, I 
have 80 tolerably-definite idea. of the relation between 
them. I substitute for the foot 80. mile; and being 
able to represent 80 mile much less definitely, I cannot 
so definitely think of the relation between an inch 
and a mile--cannot distinguish it in thought from 
the relation between an inch and two miles, as clearly 
as .I can distinguish in thought the relation between 
an inch and one foot from the relation between an 
inch and tW<l feet. And now if I endeavour to think of 
the relation betwen a.n inch and the 240,000 miles from 
here to the Moon, or the relation between an inch and 
the 92,000,000 miles from here to the BUD, I find that 
while these distances, practically inconceivable, have be
come little more than numbers to which I frame no 
answering ideas, so, too,has the relation between an 
inch and either of them become pt:actically inconceivable. 
Now this partial failure in the process of forming thought
relations, which happens even with finite magnitudes 
when one of them is immense, passes into complete 
failure when one of tnem cannot be brought within 
any limits. The relation itself becomes unrepresent
able at the same time that one of its terms becomes 
unrepresentable. Nevertheless, in this case it is to be 
observed that the a1m6st-blank form of relation preserves 
a certain qualitative character. It is still distinguishable· 
as belonging to the consciousness of extensions, not to 
the consciousnesses of forces or durations; and in 80 far 
remains a. vaguely-identifiable relation. But now suppose 
we ask what happens when one term of the relation has 
not simply magnitude having no known limits, and dura
tion of which neither beginning nor ~nd is cognizable, 
but is also an existence not to be defined? In other 
words, what must happen if one term of the relation is 
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not only quantitatively but also qualitatively unrepre
sentable ? Clearly in this case the relation does not 
simply cease to be thinkable except as a relation of a 
certain class, but it lapses completely. When one of the 
terms becomes wholly unknowable, the law of thought 
can no longer be conformed to; both because one term 
cannot be present, and because relation itself cannot be 
framed. That is to say, the law of thought that con
tradictories can be known only in relation. to each other, 
no longer holds when thought attempts to transcend the 
Relative; and yet, when it attempts to transcend the 
Relative, it must make the attempt in conformity with 
its law-must in some dim mode of consciousness posit 
a Non-relative, and, in some similarly dim mode of con
sciousness, a relation between it and the Relative. In 
brief then, to Mr. Martineau's objection I reply, that the 
insoluble difficulties he indicates arise here,' as elsewhere, 
when thought is applied to that which transcends the 
'sphere of thought; and that just as when we try to.pass 
beyond phenomenal manifestations to the Ultimate 
Reality manifested, we have to symbolize it out' of such 
materials as the phenomenal manifestations give us; so 
we have simultaneously to symbolize the connexion be
tween this Ultimate Reality and its manifestatiQIJ.s, as' 
somehow allied to the connexions among the phenomenal 
manifestations themselves. The truth Mr. Martineau's 
criticism adumbrates, is that the law of thought fails 
where the elements of thought fail; and this is a con
clusion quite conformable to the general view I defend. 
Still holding the validity of my argument against Hamil
ton and Mansel, that iIi pursuance of their own principle 
the Relative is not at all thinkable as such, unless in con
tradistinction to some existence posited, however vaguely, 
as the other term of a relation, conceived however iude-
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finitely; it is consistent on my part to hold that 
in this effort which thought inevitably makes to paas 
beyond its sphere, not only does the product of thought 
become a dim symbol of a. product, but the process of 
thought becomlis a. dim symbol of a process; and hence 
any predicament inferable from the law of thought cannot 
be asserted. 

I may fitly close this reply by a counter-criticism. To 
the direct defence of a proposition, may be added the in
direct defence that results from showing the untenability 
of an alternative proposition. This criticism on the doc
trine of an Unknowable Existence manifested to us in 
phenomena, Mi. Martineau makes in the interests of the 
doctrine held by him, that this existence is, to a consi4er
able degree, knowable. We are quite at one in holding 
that there is an indestructible consciousness of Power 
behind Appearance; but whereas I contend that this 
Power cannot be brought within the forms of thought, 
Mr. Martineau conten·ds that there can be consistently 
ascribed certain attributes of personality-not, indeed, 
human characteristics so concrete as were ascribed· in 
past times; but still, human charaeteristics of the more 
abstract and higher class. His general doctrine is this :-

• Regar!ling Matter as independently existing; regarding 
as also independently 1lxisting, those primary qualities of 
Body .. which are inseparable from the very idea of 
Body, and may be evolved a prWri from the consideration 
of it as solid extension or extended solidity;" and saying 
that to this class .. belong Triple Dimension, Divisibility, 
Incompressibility i" he goes on to assert that as these-
.. cannot absent themselves from Body, they have a reality coeval 
with it, and belong eternally to the material datum objective to God: 
and his mode of activity with regard to them must be similar to that 
which alone we can think of his directing npon the relations of Sp&ct!, 
viz. not Volitional, to cause them, bllt Int--.llectnal, to think them OIlL. 
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The Secondary Qualities, on the other hand, having no logical tie to 
the Primary, but being appended to them as contingent facts, cannot 
be referred to any deductive thought, but remain over as products of 
pure Inventive Reason and Determining Will 'This sphere of cogni
tion, Ii posteriori to us,-where we cannot move a step alone but have 
submissively to wait upon experience, is precisely the realm of 
Divine originality: and we are most sequacious where He is most 
free. While on .this Secondary field His Mind and ours are thus 
contrasted, they· meet in resemblance again upon the Primary: for 
the evolutions of deductive Reason there is but one track possible to 
all intelligences; no merum arbitrium can interchange the folse 
and true, or make more than one geometry, one scheme of pure 
PhysIcs, for all worlds: and the Omnipotent Architect Himself. in 
realizing the Kosmicol ~onception, in shaping the orbits out of im
mensity and determining seasons out of eternity, could but follow the 
laws of curvature. measure, and proporuon."-Essays, Pliilosopliical 
and Tlieologioal, pp. 163-4. 

Before the major criticism which I propose to make on 
this. hypothesis, let me make a minor one. Not only of 
space-relations, but also of primary physical properties, 
Mr. Martineau asserts the necessity: not a necessity to' 
our minds simply, but an ontological necessity. What 
is true for human thought, is, in respect of these, true 
absolutely: "the laws of curvature, measure, and pro
portion," as we know them, are unchangeable even by 
Divine power; as are also the Divisibility and incom
pressibility of Matter. But if, in these cases, Mr. 
Martineau holds that a necessity in thought implies an 
answering necessity in things, why does he refrain from 
saying the like in' other cases? Why, if he tacitry asserts 
it in respect of space-relations and the statical attributes 
of Body, does he not also' assert it in respect of the 
dynamical attributes of Body? The laws conformed to 
by that mode of force now distinguished as "energy," 
are as much necessary to our thought as are the lawd of 
space-relations. The axioms of Mechanics lie on the 
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same plane with the axioms of pure Mathematics. Now 
if Mr. Martineau admits this-if he admits, as he must, 
the corollary that there can be no such manifestation of 
energy as that displayed in the motion of a planet, save 
at the expense of ,equivalent energy which pre-exist ed
if he draws the fUrther necessary corollary that the direo
tion of a motion cannot be changed by any action, with
out an equal reaction in an opposite direction on some
thing acting-if he bears in mind that this holds not 
only of all visible motions, celestial and terrestrial, but 
t~,at those aotivities of Body which a~ect'us &S 'secondary 
prope:tties, are also known only through other forms of 
energy, which are equivalents of mechanical energy and 
conform to these samf5laws-andif, lastly, he infers that 
none of these derivative energies can have given to them 
their characters and directions, eave by pre-existing 
forces, statical and dynamical, conditioned in special 
'ways; what becomes·of that "realm of Divine origin
ality" which Mr. Martineau describes as remaining 
within the realm of necessity '/ Consistently carried out, 
his argument implies a. universally-inevitable order, in 
which volition can ha.ve no such place as that he alleges_ 

Not pushing Mr. Martineau's reasoning to this con-' 
elusion, so entirely at variance with the one he draws, 
but accepting his sta~ement just as it stands, let U8 con
sider the solution it offers us. We are left by it without 
any explanation of Space and Time; we are not helped 
in conce{ving the origin of ¥atter; and there is afforded 
us no idea. how Matter came to have its primary attri
butes. AH these are'tacitly assumed to exist uncreated_ 
Creative activity is represented as under the restrictions 
imposed by mathematical necessities, and &s having for 
datum (mark the word) a substance which, in respect of 
certain characters, defies modification. But surely this is 
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not an interpretati~n of the mystery of things. The 
mystery is simply relegated to a remoter region, respect
ing which no inquiry is to be made. But the inquiry 
mu~t be made. . After every such solution there arises 
afresh the question-what is the origin and nature of 
that which imposes these limits on creative power? what 
is the primary God which dominates over this secondary 
God? For, clearly, if the" Omnipotent Architect him
self" (to use Mr. Martineau's somewhat inconsistent 
name) is powerless to change the "material datum ob
jective" to him, and powerless to change the conditions 
under which it exists, and under which he works, there 
is obviously implied a power to which he is subject. So 
that in Mr. Martineau's doctrine o.1so, there 'is an Ulti
mate Unknowable; and it differs . from the doctrine he 
opposes, only by intercalating a partially Knowable be
tween this and the wholly Knowable. 

Finding, as explained above, that this interpretation is 
not consistent with itself; and finding, as just shown, 
that it leaves the essentio.1 mystery .unsolved; I do not 
see tbat it bas an advantage over the doctrine of the 
Unknowable in its unqualified shape. Tbere cannot, I 
think, be more than temporary rest in a proximate solu
tion wbich takes for its basis the ultimately insoluble. 
Just as tbought cannot be prevented from passing beyond 
Appearance, and trying to eonceive the Cause behind; 
so, following out the interpretation Mr. Martineau offers, 
thought cannot be prevented from asking wbat Cause it 
is which restricts tbe Cause he assigns. And if we must 
admit tbat the question under tbis eventuo.1 form caunot 
be answered, may we not as well confess that the ques
tion under its immediate form cannot. be answered? Is' 
it not better candidly to acknowledge the incompetence 
of our intelligence, rather than to persist in ca.lling thai 
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an explanation which does but disguise the inexplicable? 
Whatever answer each may give to this question, he 
cannot rightly blame those who, finding in themselves an 
indestructible consciousness of an ultimate Cause, whence 
proceed alike what we call'the Material Universe and 
wha~ we call Mind, refrain from aflh:ming anything rea 

. specting it; because they find it as inscrutable in nature 
as it is inconceivable in extent and duration. 

. POSTSCRIPT.-With the concluding paragraph of the 
forego,ing article, I had hoped to end, for a long time, all 
controversial writing; and, if the article had been pub· 
lishedentire in the November number of the Fort· 
nightly, as originally intended, the need for any addi· 
tion would not have been pressing. But while it was 
in the printer's hands, two criticisms, more elaborate 
than those dealt with above, made their appearance; 
and now that the postponed publication of this latter 
half of the article affords the opportunity, I cannot, with· 
out risking Inisinterpretations, leave these criticisms 
unnoticed. 

Especially do I feel called upon by courtesy to make 
.some response to one who, in the Quarterly Review for 
October, has dealt with 'me in a spirit which, though 
largely antagonistic, is not wholly unsympathetic; and 
who manifestly aims to esfimate justly the views he 
opposes. In the space at my disposal, I cannot of course 
follow him through all the objections he has ~ged. 
I must content myself with brief comments on the two 

, propositions he undertakes to establish. His enunciation 
of these runs thus :- ' 

" We WOUld. especially direct attention to two points. to both o( 
which we are ~ontident objections mal be made; and although Mr. 
Spencer has hiinself doubtless considered such objections (and thel 
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may well have struck many of his readers also), we nevertheless do 
1I0t obser,:e that he has anywhere noticed or provided for them . 

.. The two points we so select are :-

.. (1) That his system invollJes the denial of all truth . 

.. (2) Tllat it is radically and neces8r1rily 0pp08ed to all Bound prin
ciple8ofmorals." 

On this passage, ending in these two startling asser
tions, let me first remark that lam wholly with,out this 
consciousness the reviewer ascribes to me. Remembering 
that I have expended some little labour in developing 
what I conceive to be a ~ystem of truths, I am sur
prised by the supposition that "the denial of -all 
truth" is an implication which I am " doubtless" aware 
may be alleged against this system. Remembering, too, 
that by its programme this system is shown to close with 
two volumes on The Prmciples of Morality, the statement 
that it is "necessarily opposed to all sound principles 
of morals," naturally astonishes me; and still more the 
statement that I am doubtless conscious it may be so re
garded. Saying thus much by way of repudiating that 
latent scepticism attributed ,to me by the reviewer, I 
proceed to consider what he says in proof of these pro
positions. 

On those. seeming incongruities of Transfigured Realism 
commented on by him, I need say no more than I have 
already said in reply to Mr. Sidgwick; by whom also 
they have been alleged. I will limit myself to the corol
lary he draws from the doctrine of the Relativity of Know
ledge, as held by me. Rightly pointing out that I hold 
this in comn;ton with .. Messrs. Mill, Lewes, Bain, and 
Huxley;" b~i.t not adding, as he should have done, that 
I hold it in /lommon with Hamilton, Mansel, and the long 
list of predecessors through whom Hamilton traced it; 
the reviewer proceeds to infer from this doctrine of rela
ti vity that no absolute truth of any kind can be asseded-
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not even the absolute truth of the doctrine or relativity 
itself. And then he leaves it to be supposed by his 
readers, that this inference tells especially against the 
system he is criticizing. n, however, the reviewer', 
inference is valid, this II denial of all truth" must be 
charged against the doctrines of thinkers called orthodox.· 
as well as against the doctrines of those many philo
sophers, from Aristotle down to Kant, who have said the 
same thing. But now Igo further, and reply that against 
that form of the doctrine of relativity held by me, this 
allegation cannot be made with the same e1f~ct as it can 
against preceding forms of the doctrine. For I diverge 
from other relativists in asserting that the existence of • 
non-relative is not only • positive deliverance of con· 
sciousness, but a deliverance transcending in cerlaitlty 
all others whatever; and is one without which the 
doctrine of relativity cannot be framed in thought. I 
have urged that II unless a real Non-relative or Absolute 
be postulated, the Relative itself becomes ab~lute; and 
so brings the argument to a contradiction ;". and else
where I have descn'bed this consciousness of a Non· 
relative manifested to us through the P.elative as II deeper 
than demonstration-deeper even than definite cognition 
-deep as the very nature of mind ;"t which seems to 
me to be saying as emphatically as possible that, while 
all other truths may be held as relative, this truth must 
be held as absolute. Yet, strangely enough, though con· 
tending thus against the pure relativists, ·and holdin;; 
with the reviewer, that II every asserter of such a [purely· 
relative] philosophy must be in the position of a man 
who saws across the branch of a tree on which he actually 
sits, at a point between himself and the tru.nk.": I am 

• Fine Pn"eipla, I 28. t Ibid., 5 112. 
: Compaze Priacipla 0/ Pqc1MJlogy, n 88. 95, a91, ~1, w&. 
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singled out by him as though this were my own predica
ment! So far, then, from admitting that the view I hoJJ 
.. invol.es the denial of all truth," I assert that, ha.ing 
at the outset· posited the co-existence of subject and 
ol.ject as a deli.erance of consciousnees which precedes 
all reasoning;* having su1sequently shown, analytically, 
t!lat this postulate is in e.ery way verified, t and that in 
its absence the proof of relativity is impossible; my view 
is distinguished by an exactly-opposite trait. 

The justification of his second proposition the reviewer 
commences by saying that-" In the first place the process 
of Evolution, as understood by Mr. Spencer, compels him 
to be at one with Mr. Darwin in his denial of the exist
t"nce of any fundamental and essential distinction be
tween Duty and Pleasure." Following this by a state
ment respecting the genesis of moral sentiments as 
understood by me (which is extremely unlike the one I 
have given in the Prilu-ipus of Psychology, § 215, §§ 503-
512, and §§ 524-532), the reviewer goes on to say that 
.. We yield with much reluctance to the necessity of 
affirming that Mr. Spencer gives no e~dence of ewr 
ha.mg acquired a knowledge of the meaning of the term 

, • morality,' according to the true sense of the word." 
Just noting that, as shown by the context, the asser-

. non thus made is made against all those who holJ the 
Doctrine of Evolution in its unqualified form, I reply 
that in so far as it concerns me, it is one the r.:viewer 
would scarcely have made had he more carefully examined 
the evidence: not limiting himself to those works of 
mine named at the head of his article. And I cannot 
but think that had the spirit of fairness which he evi
dently strives to maintain, been fu.:.ly awake when ~ese 

• Fir" PriAdpla. S~~. t Pritfc7ipla of P1Ic1wlog,. part vii. 
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passages were written, he would have seen that, before 
making so serious an. allegation, wider inquiry was 
needful. If he had simply said that, given the doctrine 
of mental evolution as held by me, he failed to see how 
moral principles are to be established, I should not have 
objected; provided he had also said that I believe they 
can be established, and had pointed out what I hold to 
be their bases. As it is, however, he has so presented 
his own inference from my premises, as 'to make it seem 
an inference which I also must draw from my premises. 
Quite a different and much more secure foundation for 
moral principles is alleged by me, than that afforded by 
moral sentiments and conceptions; which he refers to as 
though they. formed the sole basis of the ethical con
clusions I hold. While the reviewer contends that " lIr. 
Spencer's moral system is even yet more profoundly 
defective, as it denies any objective distinction between 
right and wrong in any being, whether men are or are 
not responsible for their actions;" I contend, contrariwise, 
that it is distinguished from other moritI systems by 
asserting the objectivity of the distinction, and hy endea
vouring to show that the subjective distinction is derived 

. from the objective distinction. In my first work, Social 
Statics, published twenty-three years ago, the essential 
thesis is that, apart from their warrant as alleged Divine 
injunctions, and apart from their authority as moral in
tuitions, the principles of justice are primarily deducible 
from the laws of life, as carried on under social condi
tions. I argued throughout that these principles 80 de
rived have a supreme authority, to which considerations 
of immediate. expediency must Sield; and I was for this 
reason classed by Mr. Mill as an anti-utilitarian. More 
recently, in a letter drawn from me by this misapprehen
sion of Mr. Mill, and afterwards published by Professor 
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Bain in his Mental and l.Ioral Science, I have re-stated 
this position. Already, in an explanatory article entitled 
Morals and Moral Sentiments, published in this Review 
for April, 1871, I have quoted passages from that letter; 
and here, considering the gravity of the assertions made 
by the Quarterly reviewer, I hope to be excused for re
quoting them:-

.. Morality, properly AO called-the science of right conduct-has 
for its object to determine how and why certain modes of conduct are 
detrimental, and certain other modes beneficial. These good and 
bad results cannot be accidental, hut must be necessary consequences 
of the constitution of things: and I conceive it to be the business of 
Moral Science to deduce from the laws of life and the conditions of 
existence, what kinds of action necessarily tend to produce happiness, 
and what kinds to produce unhappiness. Having done this, its 
deductions are to be recognized as laws of conduct: and are to be 
conformed to irresp~ctive of a direct estimation of happiness or 
misery." 

* * * * * * " If it is true that pure rectitude prescribes a system of things far 
too good for men as they are, it is not less true that mere expediency 
does not of itself tend to establish a system of things any better than 
thut which exists. 'Vhile absolute morality owes to expediency the 
checks which prevent it from rushing into Utopian absurdities, expe
ditmcy is indebted to absolute morality for all stimulus til improve
ment. Granted that we are chiefly interested in ascertuining what is 
",/alil,ely right, it still follow::! that we must first consider what is 
absolutely rigll'; since the,one conception presupposes the other." 

And the comment I then made on these passages I may 
make now, that .. I do not see how there could well be a 
more emphatic assertion that there exists a primary 
basis of morals independent of, and in a sense antecedent 
to, that which is furnished by experiences of utility; and 
conselluently independent of, and in a. sense antecedent 
to, those moral sentiments which I conceive to be gene
mted by such experiences." I will only add that, had 
my beliefs been directly oa)ositc to those I have enun-

.x 
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ciated, the reviewer might, I think, have founl e;ooJ 
reasons for his assertion. If, instead of demurring to the 
doctrine" that greatest happiness should be the immtlliatt 
aim of man,",. I had endorsed tha' doctrine-if, instead 
of explaining and justifying .. a belief in the special 
sacredness of these highest principles, and a sense of the 
supreme authority of the altruistio sentiments answering 
to them," t I had denied the sacredness and the supreme 
authority-if, instead of saying of the wise man that .. the 
highest truth he sees he will fearlessly utter; knowing 
that, let what may' come of it, he is thus playing his 
right part in the world,": I had said that the wise man 
will not do this; the reviewer migh' with truth have 
described me as not understanding" the ~ 'morality' 
according to the true sense of the word." And he might. 
then have inferred that the Doctrine of Evolution as I 
hold it, implies denial of the .. distinction between Duty 
and Pleasure." But as it is, I think the evidence will 
not generally be held to warrant his assertion. 

I quite agree with the reviewer that the prevalence of 
a philosophy" is no mere question of speculative interest, 
but is one of the highest practical impo~ce." I join 
him, too, in the belief that .. calamitous Bocial and poli
tical changes" may be the outcome of a mistaken philo
sorhy. Moreover, writing as he does under the convic
tion that there can be no standard of right and wronll 
save one derived from a Revelation interpreted by an 
Infallible Authority, I can conceive the alarm with which 
he regards so radically-opposed a system. Though I 
could have wished that the sense of justice he generally 
displays had prevented him from ignoring the evidence 
I have above gi-ven, I can understand how, from his 

* Social Statics, chap_ iii t Principia of r6VClwl":J:J. § ~3L 
I Fin. Principia. § U. 
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point of view, the Doctrine of Evolution, as I understand 
it, "seems absolutely fatal to every germ of morality," 
and" entirely negatives every form of religion." But I 
am unable to understand that modified Doctrine of 
Evolution which the reviewer hints at as an alternative. 
For, little as the reader would anticipate it after these 
expressions of profound dissent, the reviewer displays 
such an amount of agreement as to suggest that the 
system he is criticizing might be converted, "rapidly and 
without violence, into an 'allotropic state,' in which its 
conspicuous characters would be startlingly diverse from 
those that it exhibits at present." May I, using a dif
ferent figure, suggest a different transformation, having 
a subjective instead of an objective character? As in a 
stereoscope, the two views representing diverse aspects, 
often yield at first a jumble of conflicting impressions, 
but after a time suddenly combine into a single whole 
which stands out quite clearly; so, may it not be that 
the seemingly-inconsistent Idealism and Realism dwelt 
on by the reviewer, as well as the other seemingly-funda
mental incongruities he is struck by, will, under more 
persistent contemplation, unite as complementary sides 
of the same thing? 

My excuse for devoting some space to a criticism of so 
entirely different a kind as that contained in the British 
Quarterly Review for October, must be that, under the 
circumstances, I cannot let it pass unnoticed without 
seeming to admit its validity. 

Saying that my books should be dealt with by 
specialists, and tacitly announcing himself as an expert 
in Physics, the reviewer takes me to task both for errors 
in the statement of physical principles and for erroneous 
reasoning in physics. That he discovers no mistakes I 

x 2 
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do not say. It would be marvellous if in such a. multi. 
tude of propositions, averaging a dozen per page, I had 
made all criticism-proof. Some are inadvertencies which 
I should have been obliged to the reviewer for pointing out 
as such, but which he prefers to instance as proving my 
ignorance. In other cases, taking advantage of an im
perfection of statement, he proceeds to instruct me about 
matters which either the context, or passages in the same 
volume, show to be quite familiar to me. Here is a. 
sample of his criticisms belonging to this class :-

.. Nor should we counsel a man to venture upon physical specu
lations who converts the proposition • heat u in.sn.ibk motion' into 
• insensibk motion u heat: and hence concludes that when a force i. 
applied to a mass so large that no motion is seen to result from it. or 
when, as in the case of sound, motion gets 80 dispersed that it 
becomes insensible, it turns to heat:' 

Respecting the first of the two statements contained 
in this sentence, I will observe that the reader, if not 
misled by the quotation-marks into the supposition that 
I have made, in so many words, the assertion that II in
sensible motion is heat," will at any rate infer that this 
assertion is distinctly involved in the passage named. 
And he will infer that the reviewer would never have 
charged me with such an absurd belief, if there was be
fore him evidence proving that I have no such belief. 
What will the reader say, then, when he learns, not 
simply that there is no such statement, and not simply 
that on the page referred to, which I have ascertained to 
be the one intended, there is no such implication visible, 
even to an expert (and I have put the question to one); 
but when he further learns that in other passages, the 
fact that heat is one only of the modes of insensible 
motion is distinctly stated (see First Prin. §§ 66, 68, 
171); and when he learns that elsewhere I have speci
fied the several forms of insensible motion? If the re-
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viewer, who looks so diligently for flaws as to search an 
essay in a volume he is not reviewing to find one term 
of an incongruity, had sought with equal diligence to 
learn what I thought about insensible motion, he would 
have found in the Classification of the Sciences, Table II., 
that insensible motion is described by me as having the 
forms of Heat, Light, Electricity, Magnetism. Even had 
there been in the place he names, an unquestionable im
plication of the belief which he ascribes to me, fairness 
might have led him to regard it as an oversight when he 
found it at variance with statements I have elsewhere 
made. What then is to be thought of him when, in the 
place named, no such belief is manifest; either to an 
ordinary reader or to a specially-instructed reader? 

No less significant is the state of mind betrayed in the 
second clause of the reviewer's sentence. By represent
ing me as saying that when the motion constituting 
sound "gets so dispersed that it becomes insensible, it 
turns to heat," does he intend to represent me as think
ing that when sound-undulations become too weak to be 
audible, they become heat· undulations ? If so, I reply 
that the pa-ssage he refers to has no such meaning. Does 
he then allege that some part of the force diffused in 
sound-waves is expended in generating electricity, by the 
friction' of heterogeneous substances (which, however, 
eventually lapses from this special form of molecular 
motion in that general form constituting heat) ; and that 
I ought to have thus qualified my statement? If so, 
he would have had me commit a piece of sci~ntific 
pedantry hindering the argument. If he does not mean 
either of these things, what does he mean? Does he 
contest the truth of the hypothesis which enabled 
Laplace to correct Newton's estimate of the velocity of 
sound-the hypothesis that heat is evolved by the com-
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pression eada sound-1r&Te produoes in the air'l DoH be 
deny that the heat so generaW is d the expense of so 
much 1r&Te-motion lost 'I Does he question the infer
ence tha1 some of the monon embodied in euh 1r& ve ill 
from instant to instant clis.sipated. partly in this 1I"8yan.! 
partly in the heat eTolTed by aui'! friction 'I Can be 
6!lOW uy l'E1LSOn for doubting thai when the .oand-1I"8TeI 
haTe berome too feeble to dcrl our &enSe9. their motion 
still continues to undergo this transformation ud dimi
nunon until it is all lost 'I If not. yhy does he implicitly 
d::Dy that the molar motion constituting sound,eTentuAlly 
disap~ in producing the moleeula.r motion con.stitut
ing hE1lU· 

I will dwen no longer on the exclusiTely-penonal ques
nOM raised by the renewer's statements; but. It'S Tin ; 
the reader to judge of the rest of my II stupendous mi .. :
tales" by the one I have dealt '1ri1h. I will tum to a 

• Onlyafta the f.Jregoing pu-agrapha were wriUm. iii the ~ 
of • di.~ friead &bow _ how ceraia wordI wen mHroa
sttu~ bJ the ~ ill a W'SY that had IIit'ftt' oec:arre4 to _ .. 
~Dle. Ia the pu;iII,,'"8 ftkuecllO" I haTe .u.t Iha& ~ .... "" 
~ fiDally die .... 1i1l ~ thermal1lDdlllatiaDs tbd ra.fiaU mto 
sr-e; - ...... ning. of t'OIIIW. Iha& the bore emb0die4 ia the --.l. 
"Tell is finally rzA.aruW ia geaenting thft.al madalatiou. Ia 
eomJDOIl speeeh. the dJing ..... ,. of • ~ ~ .. Iha& of a 
chan:h-belL iaelu.L!s its gnJal climiDlltioa as .-ell as it. ba1 __ 
tioa. Bat nlher thaa 1IIlJ'J'OM I pTe to the wordI em. ordiJwy 
~ the ~ IIIlrp<- _ 10 beline. DOt uply Iha& the 
l<Mgil.Ja.l .. Tell of air call ..... ~ ~tU.iJ,. mID the 
~",. .. Tell ofecher. bu be .ao d.ebit.s _ willa the belief thd 
the ODe oNe!' of W'ues, IaariDg 1eD,,<"ths ~ ia r-t. aDd nIe8 
t'1i'hSiiUI ill h .. .lred5 per &eeODCl. caD. ., .". -.f~. pL" 
iMD the ocher order of .. ~ haTiDg IeIIgthI oI_lftJ' thouaDa 
CO the iach. aDd nies uf'l'C!l8tof ia -1' billioas per IIeCIOIld ! '\'ny 
be Jftleued BO to ~ my W'Iris. .... aha&, too. ia the face of 
_mry implimiaDs el!iewhent (mstaDee t 1(0). will. )wl1Irnu. be 
IWUli!'es& to eTeq _.ho rcaJa hi5 cri";c·n5. 
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qtl~stion worthy to ~cnpy Bome Bpac~, as haring an im
persunal interest-lhe question, namely, respecting the 
Ilature of the warrant we have fur asserting ultimate 
physical trnths. The eont.:mpt which, as a physicist, 
the ren.:w.:r expresses for lhe metaphysical Hpluration 
of physical i,leas, I will pass over with the r.:m3.rk that 
ev.:ry physical qnestion, probed to the bottom. op.:ns into 
a IDl'taphysical one; and that I should have thought the 
controversy now going on among chemists, respecting 
tho lq;itimacy of the atomic hypothesis, might have 
shown him as much. On his erron('ous stat('m('nt that 
I use the phrase" Pl'rsistence of Force" as an equiva
l('nt fur the now-gen.:rally-accept('d phrase .. Cons('rva
tion of Energy," I will obs('rve only that, had he nut 
h~n in so great a hurry to find inconsistencies, he would 
have seen why, fur the purposes of my ar;;uml'nt, I in
tentionally use the word Force: Force bein;; the g.:nt'ria 
word, including both that s~cies known as Energy, and 
that "1 .... 'Ci('s by which MaU.:l' ~cupies space and main
tains its int.:grity-a Ilpt'Cit's which, what('ver may w 
its relation to Energy, and how('vel' cl.:arly reco;;nized 
as a n('cessary ddtll'" by the thNry of Energy, is not 
o~lt:rwise considered in that th('ory. I will confine 
ruysdf to the proposition, disputed at great length by the 
review('r, that OUl' cognition of the Persistence of Force 
is Ii priori. lIe relies much on the authority of Professor 
Tait, whom he twice quotes to the efi't'd that-

.. N"tunl phil<>s"rh1 is an up;!rimentaJ. and not an intuiuft 
(k·;en.-e. No <Ii pn.," reasoning can conduct us d~mODstrath"el, to • 
liiu,;l<! physi,.,u truth.· . 

Were I to Llke a hypercritical attitude, I might dwell 
on the fad that Professor Tait l('aves the extent of his 
proposition somewhat doublfal, by s~aling of .. Xatural 
l'llllosophy" as 0'" sci(:nce. 'Wae I to fullow further 
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the reviewer's example, I might point out that" Natural 
philosophy," in that Newtonian acceptation adopted by 
Professor Tait, includes Astronomy; and, going on to 
ask what astronomical "~periments" those are which 
conduct us to astronomical truths, I might then 
" counsel" the reviewer not to depend on the authority 
of one who (to use the reviewer's polite language) 
" blunders" by confounding experiment and observation. 
I will not, however, thus infer from Professor Tait's im· 
perfection of statement that he is unaware of the differ· 
ence between the two; and shall rate his authoritT as of 
no less value than I should, had he been more accura.te 
in his expression. Respecting that authority [ shall 
simply remark that, if the question had to be settled by 
the authority of any physicist, the authority of Mayer, 
who is diametrically opposed to Prof. Tait on this point, 
and who has been specially honoured, both by the Royal 
Society and by the French Institute, might well counter· 
weigh his, if not out·weigh it. I am not aware, how· 
ever, that the question is one in Physics. It seems to 
me a. question respecting the nature of proof. And, with· 
out doubting Professor Tait's competence in Logic and 
Psychology, I should decline to abide by his judgmentpn 
such a. question, even were there no opposite judgment 
given by a physicist, certainly of not le&s eminence. 

Authority aside, however, let us discuss the matter on 
its merits. In the Treatise on Natural Philosophy, by 
Professors Thomson and Tait, § 243, I read that" as we 
shall show in our chapter on • Experience,' physical 
axioms are axiomatic to those only who have sufficient 
knowledge of the action of physical causes to enable 
them to see at once their necessary truth." In this 1 

. agree entirely. It is in Physics; as it is in Mathematics, 
that before necessary truths can be grasped, there mus' 
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be gained by individual experience, such familiarity with 
the elements of the thoughts to be framed, that proposi
tions about those elements may be mentally represented 
with distinctness. Tell a child that things which are 
equal to the same thing are equal to one another, and 
the child, lacking a sufficiently-abstract notion of 
equality, and lacking, too, the needful practice in com
paring relations, will fail to grasp the axiom. Similarly, 
a rustic, never having thought much about forces and 
their results, cannot form a definite conception answer
ing to the axiom that action and reaction are equal and 
opposite. In the' last case as in the first, ideas of the 
terms and their relations require to be made,. by practice 
in thinking, so vivid that the involved truths may be 
mentally seen. But when the individual experiences 
have been multiplied enough to produce distinctness in 
the representations of the elements dealt with; then, in 
the one case as in the other, those mental forms gene
rated by ancestral experiences, cannot be occupied by the 
e~ements of one of these ultimate truths without percep
tion of its necessity. If Professor Tait does not admit 
this, what does he mean by speaking of "physical 
axioms," and by saying that the cultured are enabled 
" to see at once their necessary truth? " 

Again, if there are no physical truths which must be 
classed as a priori, I ask why Professor Tait joins Sir 
W. Thomson in accepting as bases for Physics, Newton's 
Laws of Motion? Though Newton gives illustrations of 
prolonged motion in bodies that are little resisted, he 
gives no proof that a body in motion will continue 
moving, if uninterfered with, in the same direction at the 
same velocity; nor, on turning to the enunciation of 
this law quoted in the above-named work, do I find that 
Professor Tait does more than exemplify it by facts 
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which can themselves be asserted only by taking the law 
for granted. Does Professor Tait deny that the first law 
of motion is a physical truth? If so, what does he call 
it ? Does he admit it to be a physical truth, and, deny
ing that it is a priori, assert that it is established a 
posteriori-that is, by conscious induction from observa
tion and experiment? If so, what is the inductive 
reasoning which can establish it ? Let us glance at the 
several conceivable arguments which we must suppose 
him to relyon. 

A body set in motion soon ceases to move if it en
counters much friction, or much resistance from the 
bodies struck. If less of its energy is expended in 
moving, or otherwise affecting, other bodies, or in over
coming friction, its motion continues longer. And it 
continues longest when, as over smooth ice, it meets 
with the smallest amount of obstruction. May we 
then, proceeding by the method of concomitant varia
tions, infer that were it wholly unobstructed its 
motion would continue undiminished? If so, we 
assume that the diminut\on of its motion observed in 
experience, is proportionate to the amount of energy 
abstracted from it in producing other motion, either 
molar or molecular. We assume that no variation has 
taken place in its rate, save that caused by deduc
tions in moving other matter; for if its motion be 
supposed to have otherwise varied, the conclusion that 
the differences in the distances travelled result from 
differences in the obstructions met with, is vitiated. 
Thus the truth to be established is already taken for 
grJLnted in the premises. Nor is the question begged in 
this way only. In every case where it is remarked that 
a body stops the sooner, the more it is obstructed by 
other bodies or media, the law of inertia is assumed to 
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bold in the obstructing bodies or media. The very con
ception of greater or less retardation so caused, implies 
the belief that there can be no retardations without pro
portionate retarding causes; which is itself the assump
tion otherwise expressed in the first law of motion. 

Again, let us suppose that instead of inexact observa
tions made on the movements occurring in daily experi
ence, we make exact exper4nents on movements specially 
arranged to yield measured results; what is the postu
late underlying every experiment? Uniform velocity is 
defined as motion through equal spaces in equal times. 
How do we measure equal times? By an instrument 
which can be inferred to mark equal times only if the 
oscillations of the pendulum are isochronous; which they 
can be proved to be only if the first and second laws of 
motion are granted. That is to say, the proposed expe
rimental proof of the first law, assumes not only the 
truth of the first law, but of that which Professor Tait 
agrees with Newton in regarding as a second law. Is it 
said that the ultimate time-measure referred to is the 
motion of the Earth round its axis, through equal angles 
in equal times? Then the obvious rejoinder is that the 
assertion of this, similarly involves an assertion of the 
truth to be proved; since the undiminished rotatory move
ment of the Earth is itself s corollary from the first law 
of motion. Is it alleged that this axial movement of the 
Earth through equal angles in equal times, is ascertain
able by reference to the stars? I answer that a deve
loped system of Astronomy, leading through complex 
reasonings to the conclusion that the Earth rotates, is, 
in that case, supposed to be needful before there can be 
established a law of motion which this systelP of Astro
nomy itself postUlates. For even should it be said that 
the Newtonian theory of the Solar System is not neces-
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earily pre-supposed, but only the Copernican j still. the 
proof of this assumes that a body at rest (a star being 
taken as such) will continue at rest; which is a part of 
the first law of motion, regarded by Newton as not more 
self-evident than the remaining part. 

Not a little remarkable, indeed, is the oversight made 
by Professor Tait, in asserting that .. no Ii priori reason
ing can conduct us demonstratively to a single physical 
truth," when he has before him the fact that the system 
of physical truths constituting Newton's Principia, which 
he has joined Sir William Thomson in editing, is esta
blished by Ii priori reasoning. That there can be no 
change without a cause, or, in the words of Mayer, that 
.. a force cannot become nothing, and just at'! little ca.n 
a force be produced from nothing," is that ultimate 
dictum of consciousness on which all physical science 
rests. It is involved alike in the assertion that a body at 
rest will continue at rest, in the assertion that a body in 
motion must continue to move at the same velocity in 
the same line if no force acts on it, and in the assertion 
that any divergent motion given to it must be proportion
ate to the deflecting force; and it is also involved in the 
axiom that action and reaction are equal and opposite. 

The reviewer's doctrine, in support of which he cites 
against me the authority ot Professor Tait, illustrates in 
Physics that same error of the in~uctive philosophy 
which, in Metaphysics, I have pointed out elsewhere 
(Principle, of P,ychology, Part VII.). It is a doctrine 
implying that we can go on for ever asking the proof of 
the proof, without finally coming to any deepest cognition 
which is unproved and unprovable. That this is an un
tenable doctrine, I need not say more to show. Nor, in
deed, would saying more to show it be likely to have any 
effect, in so far at least as the reviewer is concerned; 
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seeing that he thinks I am " ignorant of the very nature 
of the principles" of which I am speaking, and seeing 
that my notions of scientific reasoning "remind" him 
.. of the Ptolemists," who argued that the heavenly 
bodies must move in circles because the circle is the 
most perfect figure.* 

Not to try the reader's patience further, I will end by 
pointing out that, even were the reviewer's criticisms all 
valid, they would leave unshaken the theory he contends 
against. Though one of his sentences (p. 480) raises 
the expectation that he is about to assault, and greatly 
to damage, the bases of the system contained in the 
second part of First Pri1tciples, yet all those propositions 
which constitute the bases, he leaves, not only uninjured, 
but even untouched,-contenting himself with trying to 
show (with what success we have seen) that the funda
mental one is an a posteriori truth and not an Ii priori 
truth. Against the general Doctrine of Evolution, con
sidered as an induction from all classes of concrete 

* Other exnmples of these amenities of controversy, in which I 
decline to imitate my reviewer. have already been given. 'Vhat 
occasions he supplies me for imitation, were I minded to take 
advantage of them, an instance will show. Pointing out an implica. 
tion of eertn,in reasonings of mine, he suggests that it is too absurd 
eV6ll for me to avow explicitly; saying :-" We scarcely think that 
even Mr. Spencer will venture to claim ns a datum of consciousness 
the Second Law of Motion, with its attendlUlt complexities of com
ponent velocities. &0." Now anyone who turns to Newton's Prin
cipia, will find that to the enunciation of the Second Law of Motion, 
nothinrr whatever is npp~nded but an amplified re-statement-there 
is not °even an illustration, much less' a proof. And from this law, 
this axiom, this immediate intuition or "datum of consciousness," 
Newton proceeds forthWith to dra\v those corollaries respecting the 
composition of forces which underlie all dyn:lluics. Whnt, then, 
mnst be thought of Newton, who explicitly ~Sll1ne9 that which the 
ltlvitlwer thinkS it absurd to assume implkitly? 
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phenomena, he utters not a word; nor does he utter a 
word to disprove anyone of those laws of the redistriLu
tlon of matter and motion, by which the process of Evo
lution is deductively interpreted. Respecting the law of 
the Instability of the Homogeneous, he says no more 
than to quarrel with one of the illustrations. He makes 
no criticism on the law of the Multiplication of Effects. 
The law of Segregation he does not even mention. Nor 
does he mention the law of Equilibration. Further, he 
urges nothing against the statement that these general 
laws are severally deducible from the ultimate law of the 
Persistence of Force. Lastly, he does' not deny the Per
sistence of Force; but only differs respecting the nature 
of our warrant for asserting it. Beyond pointing out, 
bere a cracked brick and there a coin set askew, he 
merely makes 8. futile attempt to show that the founda
tion is not natural rock, but concrete. 

From his objections I may, indeed, derive much Batis
faction. That a competent critic, obviously anxious to 
do all the mischief he can, and not over-scrupulous about 
the means he uses, has done so little, may be taken as 
evidence that the fabric of conclusions attacked will not 
be readily overthrown. 

In the British Quarterly Review for January, 1874, the 
writer of the article I have dealt with above, makes 8. 

rejoinder. It is of the kind which might have been 
anticipated. There are men to whom the discovery that 
they have done injustice is painful. After proof of 
having wrongly ascribed to another such 8. nonsensical 
belief as that insensible motion is heat because heat is 
insensible motion, some would express regret. Not so 
my reviewer. HaYing by forced interpretations debited 
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me 'With nn ahRur.iity, he makes no apology; but, 'With 
an air implying that he had all along done this, he 
attacks the alle-gation I had really made-an allegation 
which is at least so far from an absurdity, that he de
s,!1"ibes it only as not justified by .. the present state of 
science." And here, having incidentally referred to this 
point, I may as well, before proceeding, deal 'With his 
Fubstituted charge at the same time that I further eXfm
l)lify his method. Probably most of those who see the 
Briti$l, Quarterly, will be favourably impressed by the 
confidence of his assertion; but those who compare my 
statement with his travesty of it, and who compare botl! 
with some authoritative exposition, will be otherwise im
pressed. To his statement that I conclude .. that friction 
must ultimately transform aU [the italics are his] the 
l'nergy of a sound into heat," I reply tJIat it is glaringly 
untrue: I have named friction as a second cause. And 
when he pooh-poohs the effect of compression because it 
is .. merely momentary," is he a'Ware of the meaning of 
Lis words? Will he deny that, from first to last, during 
the interval of condensation, heat IS being generated? 
Will he deny to the air the power of radiating such heat? 
He will not venture to do so. Take then the interval of 
condensation as one-thousandth of a second. I ask him 
to inform those whom he professes to instruct, what is 
the probable number of heat-waves which have escaped 
in this interval. Must they not be numbered hy thou
sands of millions? In fact, by his" merely momentllJ'Y," 
he actually assumes that what is momentary in relation 
to our time-measures, is momentary in relation to the 
escape of ethereal undulations! 

Let me now proceed more systematically, and examine 
his rejoinder point by point. It sets out thus :-

"ID the nouco of Yr. SpeJ1cer's worn that al'I'eared in th.last 
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number of this Review, we had occasion to point out that he held 
mistaken notions of the most fundamental generalization. of dyna. 
mics; that h" had shown an iguorance of the nature of proof in hit 
treatment of the Newtonian Law; that he had used phrasel luch all 

the Persistence of Force in~ various and inconsistent signification.; 
and more especially that he had put forth proofs logically f"ulty in 
his endeavour to demonstrate certain physical propositions by Ii 
priori methods, and to show that such proofs must exist. To thi. 
article Mr. Spencer has replied in the December number 01 the 
Fortniglltly Review. His reply leaves every one of the above po· 
sitions unassailed." 

In my "Replies to Criticisms," which, as it w!1s, tres
passed unduly on the pages of the Fortnightly Review, I 
singled out from his allegations which touched me 
personally, one that might be briefly dealt with as 
an example; and I stated that, passing over other 
personal questions, as not interestipg to the general 
reader, I should devote the small space available to an 
imper.sonalone. Notwithstanding this, the reviewer, in 
the foregoing paragraph, enumerates his chief positions; 
asserts that I have not assailed any of them (which is un· 
true); and then leads his readers to the belief that I 
have not assailed them because they are unassailable. 

Leaving this misbelief to be dealt with presently, I 
continue my comments on his rejoinder. After referring 
to the passage I have quoted from Prof. Tait's statement 
about physical axioms, and after indicating the nature 
of my criticism, the reviewer says :-

" Had Mr. Spencer, however, read the sentence that Collows it, we 
doubt whether we should have heard aught of thia quotation. It is 
'Without further remark we shall give Newton'. Three Laws; it 
being remembered that as the properties of matter might have been 
such B8 to render a totally difl'&ent Bet of laws axiomatic, tl,e,elaw, 
ma.t be conndered aB relling on convictioll' dr(JIm from olJlervation 
and experiment and "ot on intuitive perception.' This not only showl 
that the term ' axiomatic' is used in the previoUli sentence in a sense 
that docs not exclude an inductive origh, bllt it lavel us indebted 
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to Mr. Spencer for the discovery of the clearest and most autho
ritative expression of disapproval of his views respecting the nature 
of the Laws of Motion." 

Let us analyze this "authoritative expression." It 
contains several startling implications, the disclosure of 
which the reader will find not uninteresting. Consider, 
first, what is implied by framing the thought that 
"the properties of matter might have been such as to 
render a totally diiIerentset of laws axiomatic." I will 
not stop to make the inquiry whether matter having 
properties fundamentally unlike its present ones, can be 
conceived; though such an inquiry, leading to the 
conclusion that no conception of the kind is possible, 
would show that the proposition is merely a verbal 
one. It will suffice if I examine the nature of thie 
proposition that "the properties of matter might hav6 
been" other than they are. Does it express an experi
mentally-ascertained truth? If so, I invite Prof. Tait 
to describe the experiments. Is it an intuition? If so, 
then along with doubt of an intuitive belief concerning 
things as they are, there goes confidence in an intuitive 
belief concerning things as they are not. Is it an hypo
thesis? If so, the implication is that a cognition of 
which the negation is inconceivable (for an axiom is such) 
may be discredited by inference from that which is not a 
cognition at all, but simply a supposition. Does the re
viewer admit that no conclusion can have a validity 
greater than is possessed by its premises? or will he say 
that the trustworthiness of cognitions increases in pro
portion as they are the more inferential? Be his answer 
what it may, I shall take it as unquestionable that 
nothing concluded can have a warrant higher than that 
b'om which it is concluded, though it may have a lower. 
Now the elements of the proposition before us are 
tilese ;-..1, "the propel' ties of matter might have 

y 
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b,een such as to render So totally different set or 10. ws 
axiomatic" [therifore] II these laws [now in forcelmust 
be considered as resting • • • not on intuitive per· 
ception:" that is~ the intuitions in which these laws are 
recognized, must not be held authoritative. Here the 
cognition posited as premiss, is that the properties of 
matter might have been other than they are; and the 
conclusion is that our intuitions relative to existing pro· 
perties are uncertain. Hence, if this conclusion is valid, 
it is valid because the cognition or intuition respecting 
what might have been, is more trustworthy than the 
cognition or intuition respecting what is I Scepticism 
respecting the deliverances of consciousness about things 
as they are, is based upon faith in So deliverance of con· 
sciousness about things as they are not I 

I go on to remark that this II authoritative expression 
of disapproval" by which I am supposed to be silenced, 
even were its allegation as valid as it is fallacious, would 
leave wholly untouched the real issue. I pointed out 
how Prof. Tait's denial that any physical truths could be 
reached a priori, was contradicted by his own statement 
respecting physical axioms. The question thus raised 
the reviewer evades, and substitutes another with which 
I have just dealt. Now I bring forward again the evaded 
question. 

In the passage I quoted, Prof. Tait, besides speaking 
of physical II axioms," says of them that due familiarity 
with physical phenomena. gives the power of seeing II at 
once" "their neceBsarg truth." These last words, which 
express his conception of an axiom, express' also the 
usual conception. An axiom is defined as So .. self· 
evident truth," or a truth that is seen at ooce; and the 
definition otherwise worded is-a II troth so evident a' 
jird Bight, that no process of reasoning or demonstra.-
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tion can make it plainer." Now I contend that Pl·of. 
Tait, by thus committing himself to a definition of 
physical axioms identical with that which is given of 
mathematical axioms, tacitly admits that they have the 
same a priori character; and I further contend that 
no such nature as that which he describes physical 
axioms to have, can be acquired by experiment or obser
vation during the life of an individual. Axioms, if 
defined as truths of which the necessity is at once seen, 
are thereby defined as truths of which the negation is 
inconceivable; and the familiar contrast between them 
and the truths established by individual experiences, is 
that these last never become such that their negations 
are inconceivable, however multitudinous the experiences 
may be. Thousands of times has the sportsman heard 
the report that follows the flash from his gun, but still 
he can imagine the flash as occurring silently; and 
countless daily experiments on the burning of coal, leave 
him able to conceive coal as remaining in the fire without 
ignition. So that the "convictions drawn from obser
vation and experiment" during a single life, can never 
acquire that character which Prof. Tait admits physical 
axioms to have: in other words, physical axioms can
not be derived from personal observati?n and experi
ment. Thus, other\vise applying the reviewer's words, I 
.. doubt whether we should have heard aught of this 
quotation" to which he cruis my attention, had he 
studied the matter more c1ose~y: and he "leaves us in
debted to" him " for the discovery of" a passage which 
serves to make clearer the untenability of the doctrine 
he so dogmatically affirms. 

I turn now to what the reviewer says concerning the 
SllcciaJ arguments I used to show that the fit'st law of 

y 2 
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motion cannot be proved experimentally. After a. bn.re 
enunciation of my positions, he says :-

.. On the utterly erroneous character of these statement. we do 
not care to dwell, we wish simply to call our reader's attention to the 
conclusion arrived at, Is that a disproof of the p08sibility of an 
inductive proof? We thought that every tolerably educated man 
was aware that the proof of a scientific law oon.ilutl ill showing that 
by assuming its truth, we could explain the observed phenomena," 

Probably the reviewer expects his readers to conclude 
that he could easily dispose of the statements referred to 
if he tried. Among scientific men, however, this cavalier 
passing over of my arguments will perhaps be ascribed to 
another cause. I will give him my reason for saying this. 
Those arguments, read in proof by one olthe most eminent 
physicists, and by a specially·honoured mathematician, 
had their entire concurrence; and I have since had from 
another mathematician, standing among the very first, 
such qualified agreement as is implied in saying that 
the first law of motion cannot be proved by terrestrial 
observations (which is in large measure what I under· 
took to show in the paragraphs which the reviewer, 
passes over so contemptuously). But his last sentence'l 
telling us what he thought .. every tolerably educated I 
man was aware" of, is the one which chiefly demands. 
attention. In it he uses the word law-a word which, I 
conveniently wide in meaning, suits his purpose remark·, 
ably well. But we are here speaking of physical a.riom,.! 
The question is whether the justification of a physical 
axiom consists in showing that by assuming its truth 'I 
we can explain the observed phenomena. U it does, then, 
all distinction between hypothesis and axiom disappears.; 
Mathematical axioms, for which there is no other defini./ 
tion than that which Prof. Tait gives of physica.l axioms,: 
anust stand on the same footing. Henceforth we m".lat. 
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hold that our WArrant for asserting that If things which 
are equal to the same thing are equal to one another," 
consists in the observed truth of the geometrical and 
other propositions dedueible from it and the associatetl 
axioms-the obsen·f.'d truth, mind; for the fabric of deduc
tions yields none of the required warrant until these deduc
tions have been tested by measurement. "\Then we have 
described squares on the three sides of a right-angletl 
triangle, cut them out in paper, and, by weighing them, 
have found that the one on the hypothenuse balances 
the other two j then we have got a fact which, joined 
with other facts similarly ascertained, justifies us in 
asserting that things which are equal to the same thing 
are equal to one another! Even as it stands, this im
plication will not, I think, be readily accepted; but we 
shall find that its unacceptability becomes still more con
spicuous when the analysis is pursued to the end. 

Continuing his argument to show that the laws of 
motion have no a priori warrant, the reviewer says :-

.. Mr. Spencer asserts that Nolwton gave no proof of the Laws of 
Motion. The whole of the PriJlnl'W was the proof, and the fat,t 
that. taken as a system, these laws a('count for the lunar and pIa· 
netary motions, is the warrant on which they chiefly rest to this day." 

I have first to point out that here, as before, .the re
viewer escapes by raising a new issue. I did not ask 
what he thinks about the Prindl'ia, and the proof of the 
laws of motion by it; nor did I ask whether others at 
this day, hold the assertion of these laws to be justified 
mainly by the evidence the Solar System donis. I 
asked what Newton thought. The reviewer had repre
sented the belief that the second law of motion is know
able II priori, as too absurd even for me openly to enun
ciate. I pointed out that since Newton enunciates it 
openly under the title of an axiom, and offers no proof 
whatt:ver of it. he did explicitly what I am blamed fur 
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doing implicitly. And thereupon I invited the reviewE'r 
to say what he thought of Newton. Instead of answer
ing, he gives me his opinion to the effect that the laws of 
motion are proved true by the truth of the Principia 
deduced from them. Of this hereafter. My present 
purpose is to show that Newton did not say thiB, and. 
gave every indication of thinking the contrary. He does 
not call the laws of motion" hypotheses i" he calls them 
.. axioms." He does not say that he assumes them to 
be true proviBionaUy; and that the warrant for accepting 
them as actually true, will be found in the astronomically. 
proved truth of the deductions. He lays them down 
just as mathematical axioms are laid down-posits them 
as truths to be accepted Ii priori, from which follow con
sequences which must therefore be accepted. And though 
the reviewer thinks this an untenable position, I am 
quite content to range myself with Newton in thinking 
it a tenable one-if, indeed, I may say so without under· 
valuing the reviewer's judgment. But now, having shown 
that the reviewer evaded the issue I raised, which it was 
inconvenient for him to meet, I pass to the issue he sub
stitutes for it. I will first deal with it after the methods 
of ordinary logic, before dealing with it after the methods 

. of wha' may be called transcendental logic. • 
To establish the truth of a proposition postulated, by 

showing that the deductions from it are true, requires 
that 'the truth of the deductions shall be shown in some 
way that does not directly or indirectly assume the truth 
of the proposition postulated. If, setting out with the 
II.xioms of Euclid, we deduce the truths that" the angle 
in a semicircle iB a right angle," and that" the opposite 
angles of any quadrilateral figure described in a circle, are 
together equal to two right angles," and so forth i and if, 
because these propositions are trle, we sny that the 
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atloms are true, we are guilty of a petitio prinl'ipii. I do 
not mean simply that if these various propositions are 
taken as true on the strength of the demonstrations given, 
the reasoning is circular, because the demonstrations 
assume the axioms; but I mean more-I mean that any 
supposed e.rperilnental proof of these propositions, by 
measurement, itself assumes the axioms to be justified. 
For even when the supposed experimental proof con
sists in showing that some two lines demonstrated by 
reason to be equal, are equal when tested in percep
tion, the axiom that things which are equal to the same 
thing are equal to one another, is taken for granted, The 
equality of the two lines can be ascertained only by 
carrying from the one to the other, some measure (either 
a moveable marked line or the space between the points 
of compasses), and by assuming that the two lines are 
equal to one another, because they are severally equal to 
this measure. The ultimate truths of mathematics, then, 
cannot be ~stablished by any experimental proof that 
the deductions from them are true; since the supposed 
experimental proof takes them for granted. The same 
thing hoMs of ultimate physical truths. For the alleged 
Ii fOBteriori proof of these truths, has a vice exactly 
analogous to the vice I have just indicated. Every 
evidence yielded by astronomy that the axioms called 
.. the laws of motion" are true, resolTes itself into a 
fulfilled prevision that some celestial body or bodies, 
will be seen in a specified place, or in specified places, 
in the heavens, at some assigned time, Now the day, 
hour, and minute of this verifying observation, can be 
fixed only on the assumption that the Earth's motion 
in its Ol'bit and its motion round its axis, continue 
undiminished. Mark, then, the parallelism. One who 
chose to deny that things which are equal to the same 
t!liug are equal to one another, could never have it 
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proved to him by showing the truth of deduced proposi
tions; since the testing process would in every case 
assume that which he denied. Similarly, one who refused 
to admit that motion, uninterfered with, continues in the 
same straight line at the same velocity, could not have 
it proved to him by the fulfilment of an astronomical 
prediction; because he would say that both the spec
tator's position in space, and the position of the event 
in time, were those alleged, only if the Earth's motions 
of translation and rotation were undiminished, which 
was the very thing he called in question. Evidently 
such a sceptic might object that the seeming fulfilment 
of the prediction, say a transit of Venus, may be effected 
by various combinatio!ls of the changing positions 01 
Venus, of the Earth, and of the spectator on the Earth. 
The appearances may occur as anticipated, though 
Venus is at some other place than the calculated one; 
provided the Earth also is at some other place, and the 
spectator's position on the Earth is different. And if the 
first law of motion is not assumed, it must be admitted 
that the Earth and the spectator may occupy these other 
places at the predicted time: supposing that in the 
absence of the first law, this predicted time ca.n be asci!'
tained, which it cannot. Thus the testing process in
evitably begs the question. 

That the perfect congruity of all astronomica.l observa
tions with all deductions from" the laws of motion," gives 
coherence to this group of intuitions and perceptions, 
and so furnishes a warrant for the entire ag~ega.te of 
them which it would not have were any of them at 
variance, is unquestionable. But it does not therefore 
follow that astronomical observations can furnish a test 
for each individual assumption, out of the many which 
are simultaneously made. I will not dwell on the 
fact that the process of verification assumes the validity 
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of the assumptions on which acts of reasoning proceed; 
for the reply may be that these are shown to be 
valid apart from astronomy. Nor will I insist that 
the aSBumptions underlying mathematical inferences, 
geometrical and numerical, are involved; since it 
may be said that these are justifiable separately by 
our terrestrial experiences. But, passing over all 
else that is taken for granted, it suffices to point 
out that, in making every astronomical prediction, the 
three laws of motion and the law of gravitation are all 
assumed; that if the first law of motion is to be held 
proved by the fulfilment of the prediction, it can be so 
only by taking for granted that the two other laws of 
motion and the law of gravitation are true; and that 
non-fulfilment of the prediction would not disprove the 
first law of motion, since the error might be in one or 
other of the three remaining assumptions. Similarly with 
the second law: the astronomical proof of it depends on 
the truth of the accompanying assumptions. So that the 
warrants for the assumptions A, B, C, and D, are re
spectively such that A, B, and C, being taken as trust
worthy, prove the validity of D; D being thus proved 
valid, joins C, and B, in giving a character to A; 
and so throughout. The result is that everything comes 
out right if they happen to be all true; but if one 
of them is false, it may destroy the characters of the 
other three, though these are in reality exact. Clearly, 
then, astronomical prediction and observation can never 
test anyone of the premises by itself. They can only 
justify the entire aggregate of premises, mathematical 
and physical, joined with the entire aggregate of reason
ing processes leading from premises to conclusions. 

I now recall the reviewer's" thought," uttered in his 
llabitual manner, "that every tolerably educated man was 
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aware that the proof of a scientific law consisted in show
ing that by assuming its truth, we could explain the ob
served phenomena." Having from the point of view of 
ordinary logic dealt with this theory of proof as applied 
by the reviewer, I proceed to deal with it from the point 
of view of transcendenta!logic, as I have myself applied 
it. And here I have to charge the reviewer with either 
being ignorant of, or else deliberately ignoring, a car-
dina! doctrine of the System of Philosophy he pro
fesses to review-a- doctrine set forth not in those 
four volumes of it which he seems never to have looked 
into; but in the one volume of it he has partially 
dealt with. For this principle which, in respect to 
scientific beliefs, he enunciates for my instruction, is one 
which, in Fir.t Principle., I have enunciated in respect 
to all beliefs whatever. In the chapter on the" Data of 
Philosophy/' where I have inquired into the legitimacy 
of oUr modes of procedure, and where I have pointed out 
that there are certain nltimate conceptions without 
which the intellect can no more stir .. than the body can 
stir with. out help of its limbs," I ha.ve inquired how their 
validity or invalidity is to be shown j and I ha. ve gone on 
to reply that-

.. Those of them which are vital, or cannot be l18\'ered rom the 
rest without mental dissolution, must be assumed .. true prOIlUWII. 
ally • • _ leaving the assumption of their uuquestionab1enea. &0 
be justified by the results. 

.. § 40. How is it to be justified by the results? Aa any other 
assumption is justified-by ascertaining that all the conclusions 
deducible from it, correspond with the facts &8 directly obserYecl
by showing the agreement between the experiences U 1eada U8 to 
antioipate, and the actual experiences. There is DO mode of esta
blishing the validity of any belief, except that of showing its entire 
congruity with all other beliefs." 

Proceeding avowedly and rigorously on this principle, 
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I have next inquired wh!lot is the fundamental proce88 of 
thought by which this congruity is to be determined, and 
what is t~e fundamental product of thought yielded by 
this process. This fundamental product I have shown 
to be the coexistence of subject and object; and then, 
describing this as a postulate to be justified by .. its sub
sequently-proved congruity with every result of experi
ence, direct and indirect," I have gone on to say that 
.. the two divisions of self and not-self, are re-divisiblo 
into certain most general forms, the reality of which 
Science, as well as Common Sense, from moment to 
moment assumes." Nor is this all. Having thus assumed, 
only provisionally, this deepest of all intuitions, far tran
scending an axiom in self-evidence, I have, after drawing 
deductions occupying four volumes, deliberately gone 
back to the assumption (Prin. of Psy., § 886). Mter 
quoting the passage in which the principle was laid down, 
and after reminding the reader that the deductions 
drawn had been found congruous with one another; I 
have pointed out that it still remained to ascertain 
whether this primordial assumption was congruous with 
all the deductions; and have thereupon proceeded, 
throughout eighteen chapters, to show the congruity. 
And yet having before him the volumes in which this 
principle is set forth with a distinctness, and acted upon 
with a deliberation, which I believe are nowhere ex
ceeded, the review~r enunciates for my benefit this prin
ciple of which he " thought that every tolerably educated 
man was aware"! He enunciates it as applying to 
limited groups of beliefs, to which it does not apply; and 
shuts his eyes to the fact that I have avowedly and 
systematically acted upon it in respect to the entire 
aggregate of our beliefs (axioms included) for whioh it 
furnishes the ultimate justification! 

Here I must add another elucidatory statement, 
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which would have been needless had the reviewer read 
that which he criticizes. His argument proceeds 
throughout on the assumption that I understand d prior;' 
truths after the ancient manner, as truths independent 
of experience; and he shows this more than tacitly, 
where he "trusts" that he is "attacking one of the 
last attempts to deduce the laws of nature from our 
inner consciousness." Manifestly, a. leading thesis of 
one of the works he professes to review, is entirely un
known to him-the thesis that forms of thought, and 
consequently the intuitions which those forms of thought 
involve, result entirely from the effects of experiences, 
organized and inherited. With the Principle, of P8Y
chology before him, not only does he seem unaware that 
it contains this doctrine, but though this doctrine, set 
forth in its first edition publiRhed nearly twenty years 
ago, has gained considerable cUlTency, he seems never 
to have heard of it. The implication of this doctrine is, 
not that the "laws of nature" are deducible from II our 
inner consciousness," but that our consciousness has a. 
pre-established correspondence with such of those laws 
(simple, perpetually presented, and never negati ved) as 
have, in the course of practically-infinite ancestral experi
ences, registered themselves in our nervous structure. 
Had he taken the trouble to acquaint himself with this 
doctrine, he would have learned that the intuitions of 
axiomatic truths are regarded by me as latent in the 
inherited brain, just as bodily reflex actions are latent 
in the inherited nervous centres of a lower order; that 
such latent intuitions are made potentially more dis
tinct by the greater definiteness of structure due to 
individual action and culture; and that thus, axiomatic 
truths, haVing a warrant entirely d p08teriori for the 
race, have for the individual 80 warrant which, sub
stantially a priori, is made complete d p08teriori. And 
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he would then have learnt that as, during evolution, 
Thought has been moulded into increasing correspond
ence with Things; and as such correspondence, tolerably 
complete in respect of the simple, ever-present, and in
variable relations, as those of space, has made consider
able advance in respect of the primary dynamical rela
tions; th'.l assertion that the resulting intuitions are autho
ritative, is the assertion that the simplest uniformities of 
nature, as experienced throughout an immeasurable past, 
are better known than they are as experienced during an 
individual life. All which conceptions, however, being, 
as it seems, unheard of by the reviewer, he regards my 
trust in these primordial intuitions as like that of the 
Ptolemists in their fancies about perfection! 

Thus far my chief antagonists, passive if not active, 
have been Prof. Tait and, by implication, Sir William 
Thomson, his coadjutor in the work quoted against me
men of standing, and the last of them of world-wide 
reputation as a mathematician and physicist. Partly 
because the opinions of such men demand attention, I 
have dealt with the questions raised at some length; and 
partly, also, because the origin and consequent warrant of 
physical axioms are questions of general and permanent 
interest. The reviewer, who by citing against me these 
authorities has gained for some of his criticisms con
sideration they would otherwise not deserve, I must, in 
respect of his other criticisms, deal with very briefly. 
Because; fl)r reasons sufficiently indicated, I did not assail 
sundry of his statements, he has reiterated them as un
RSsailable. I will here add no more than is needful to 
show how groundless is his assumption. 

What the reviewer says on the metaphysical aspects 
of the propositions we distinguish as physical, need not 
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detain us long. nis account of my exposition of .. Ulti· 
mate Scientific Ideas," he closes by saying of me that 
.. he is not content with less than showing that all our 
fundamental conceptions are inconceivable." Whether 
the reviewer knows what he means by an inconceivabltf 
conception, I cannot tell. n will suffice to say that I 
have attempted no such remarkable feat al that de· 
scribed. My attempt has been to show that oLjective 
activities, together with their oLjective forms, are incon· 
ceivable by us-that such symbolio conceptions of them 
as we frame, and are obliged to use, are proved, by the 
alternative contradictions which .. final analysis of them 
diacloses, to have no likeness to the realities. But the 
proposition that objective existence cannot be rendered 
in terms of subjective existence, the reviewer thinks 
adequately expressed by saying that .. our fundamental 
conceptions" (subjective products) .. are inconceivable" 
(cannot be framed "1 subjective processes) I Giving this 
as a sample from which may be judged his fitness for 
discussing these ultimate questions, I pass over his 
physico-metaphysical criticisms, and proceed at once to 
those which his special discipline may be assumed to 
render more worthy of attention. 

Quoting a passage relative to the law that" all central 
forces vary inversely as the squares of the distances," he 
derides the assertion that .. this law is not simply an 
empirical one, but one deducible mathematically from the 
relations of space-one of which the negation is incol)! 
ceivable." Now whether this statement can or clU1~e 
fully justified, it has at any rate none of that absurdity 
alleged by the reviewer. When he puts the question
II Whence does he [do Il get this?" he invites the sus· 
picion that his mind is not characterized by much excur· 
Biv~ss. It seems never to have occurred to him that, 

/ 
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if rays like those of light radiate in straight lines from a. 
centre, the number of them falling on any given area of 
a. sphere described from that centre, will diminish as the 
square of the distance increases, because the surfaces 
of spheres vary as the squares of their radii. For, 
if this has occurred to him, why does he ask 
whence I get the inference? The inference is so simple 
a one as naturally to be recognized by those whose 

j
oughts go a little beyond their lessons in geometry.* 

f the reviewer means to ask, whence I get the implied 
a sumption that central forces act only in straight lines, 
I reply that this assumption has a warrant akin to that 

f Newton's first axiom, that a moving body will continue 
moving in a straight line unless interfered with. For 
that the force exerted by one centre on another should 
act in a curved line, implies the conception of some 
second force, complicating the direct effect of the first. 
And, even could a central force be truly conceived as 
acting in lines not straight, the average distribution of 

I its effects upon the inner surface of the surrounding 
sphere, would still follow the same law. Thus, whether 
or not the law be accepted on a priori grounds, the 
assumed absurdity of representing it to have a priori 
grounds, is not very obvious. Respecting this statement 
of mine the reviewer goes on to say-

.. This is a wisdom far hi~her than that possessed by the discoverer 
of the great law of attraction, who was led to consider it from no 
cogitations on the relations of space, but from observations of the 

• That I am certainly not singular in this view, is shown to me, 
even while I write, by the just-issued work of Prof. Jevons on the 
Principln of ScimC/l: a Treatile on Logic and Scientific Method. In 
vol. ii., p. 141, Prof. Jevons remarks respecting the law of variation 
(If the attractive force, that it .. is doubtless connected at this point 
with the primary properties of space itself, and is so far confonllllule 
to our necessary idpaB.'· 
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lIWt'ementa of the planeta; and who wu 10 far from rising to thal 
clolSJ'net18 of Yiew of the t.ruth 01 h.ia greal diAeonry, which iI 
espre!!aed by the phrase, • ita negation iI incooceivable: that h. 
actually abandoned it lor a time, becalLM (throogh an error in h.ia 
estimate 01 the earth', diameter) it did 110& _m fully \0 accollDt fur 
the motion 01 the moon. • 

To the first clause in this sentence, I have simply to 
give a direct denial; and to assert that neither Newton's 
.. observations of the movements of the planets" nor 
other such observations continued by all astronome~ 
for all time, would yield .. the great law of attraction: I 

Contrariwise, I contend that when the reviewer says'J 
implication, that Newton had no antecedent hypothes :1 

respecting the cause of the planetary motions, he (th 
reviewer) is not only going beyond his possible know
ledge, but he is asserting that which even a rudimentary 
acquaintance with the process of discovery, might have 
shown him was impossible. Without framing, beforehand, 
the supposition that there was at work an attractive 
brce varying inversely as the squa.re of the distance, no 
nch compatison of observations as that which led to the 
e3tablishment of the theory of gravitation could have 
been made. On the second clause of the sentence, in 
which the reviewer volunteers for my benefit the infor
mation that Newton .. actually abandoned" his hypo
thesis for a while because it did not bring out right 
r Jsults, I have first to tell him that, in an early number 
of the very periodical containing his article,* I cited this 
fact (using these same words) at a time when he was at 
school, or before he went there.t I have next to a8se11 

• See EssRY on .. The Genesia 01 Science,· in the Brit;'! Quartnl, 
RllvuUJ for July, 1854, p. 127. 

t I do not 86y thiB 8t random. The revieweJ", who hae BOught 
ratber \0 make known than \0 concea1 hia idenuty, took w. degree 
iu 16C8. 
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that this fact is irrelevant; and that Newton, while 
probably seeing it to be a. necessary implicatio~ of 
geometrirallaws that central forces vary inversely as the 
squares of the distances, did not see it to be a necessary 
implication of any laws, geometrical or dynamical, that 
there exists a. force by which the celestial bodies affect 
one another; and therefore doubtless saw that there was 
no a priori warrant for the doctrine of gravitation. The 
reviewer, however, aiming to substitute for my "confused 
notions" his own clear ones, wishes me to identify the 
proposition-Central forces vary inversely as the squares 
of the distances - with the proposition -There is a 
cosmical force which varies inversely as the squares of 
the distances. But I decline to identify them; and I 
suspect that a. considerable distinction between them 
was recognized by Newton. Lastly, apart from all this, 
I have to point out that even had Newton thought the 
existence of an attractive force throughout space was an 
a priori truth, as well as the law of variation of such a 
force if it existed; he would still, naturally enough, pause 
before asserting this law, when he found his deductions 
from it did not correspond with the fact~. To suppose 
otherwise, is to ascribe to him a. rashness which no 
disciplined man of science could be guilty of. 

See, then, the critical capacity variously exhibited in the 
flpace of a. single sentence. The reviewer, quite erro
neously, thinks that observations unguided by hypotheses 
suffice for physical discoveries. He seems unaware that, 
on Ii priori grounds, the law of the inverse square had 
l)een suspected as the law of some cosmical force, before 
Newton. He asserts, without warrant, that no such 
II priori conception preceded, in Newton's mind, his ob
servations and calculations. He confounds the law of 
variation of a fOl'ce, with the existence of a. force varying 

z 
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according to that Ia.... And h. eonelodea thal Ne~D 
could have had no Ii priori eon«>ptioD of the Ia ... of nria
lion. because he did not aaserl the existence or a force 
Tarying according to this Ia ... in defiance of the evidence 
as then presented to him ! 

No ... that I have analyzed. with these resulta, the firsl 
of his criticisms, the reader will neither expect me to 
1I"&Ste time in similarly dealing with the rest .niali".. nor 
will he wish to have his own time occupied in following 
the analysis. To the evidence thUI famished of the re
viewer'8 fitness for the task h. undertakes, it will 8u1lice 
if I add an illustration or two of the G,um .. which leads 
him to make grave imputations on trivial grounds, and to 
ignore the evidence which contradicts his interpretations. 

Because I have spoken of a balanced 8ystem. like that 
formed by the BUD and planeta, u having the "pecu
liarity, that though the constituenta of the 8ystem have 
relative movementa, the system, &8 a whole, haa no move
ment," he unhesitatingly &Bsumes me to be unaware 
that in .. system of bodie8 whose movementa are not 
balanced, it is equally true that the eentre of gravity re
mains constant. Ignorance of a general principle in 
dynamics is alleged against me 101ely because of this 
colloquial use of the word" peeuliarity," where I should 
have used .. word (and there is no ... ord perfectly fit) free 
!rom the implication of exclusiveness. U the revie ... er 
were to aSsert that arrogance is a .. peeuliarity" 01 
critics; and if I were thereupon to charge him with 
entire ignorance of mankind, many of whom besides 
critics are arrogant, he would rightly 88y that my con
clusion was a very large one to dra ... from 80 small .. 
premise. 

To this example of strained inference I will join an 
example of what seems like cL:liberate miscoD5Ln1c-
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tion. From one of my essays (not among the works 
he professes to deal with) the reviewer, to strengthen 
his attack, brings a strange mistake; which, even with
out inquiry, any fair-minded reader would see must be an 
oversight. A statement true of a single body acted on 
by a tractive force, I have inadvertently pluralized: being 
so possessed by another aspect of the question, as to 
overlook the obvious fact that with a plurality of bodies 
the statement became untrue. Not only, however, does 
the reviewer ignore various evidences furnished by the 
works before him, that I could not really think what I 
had there said, but he ignores a direct contradiction con
tained in the paragraph succeeding that from which he 
quotes. So that the case stands thus :-On two adjacent 
pages I have made two opposite statements, both of which 
I cannot be supposed to believe. One of them is right; 
and this the reviewer assumes I do not believe. One of 
them is glaringly wrong; and this the reviewer assumes 
I do believe. Why he made this choice no one who reads 
his criticism will fail to see. 

Even had his judgments more authority than is given 
to them by his mathematical honours, this brief charac
terization would, I think, suffice. Perhaps already, in reo 
butting the assumption that I did not answer his allega
tions because they were unanswerable, I have ascribed to 
them an unmerited importance. For the rest, suggesting 
that their value may be measured by the value of that 
above dealt with as a sample, I leave them to be answered 
by the works they are directed against. 

Here I end. The foregoing pages, while serving, I 
think, the more important purpose of making clearer the 
relations of physical axioms to physical knowledge, inci
dentally Justify the assertion that the reviewer's charges 
of fallacious reasoning and ignorance of the nature of 

z 2 
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proof, recoil on himself. When, in his confiden' wny, 
he undertakes to teach me the nature of our warrant 
tor scientifio beliefs, ignoring absolutely the inquiry 
contained in Principle. of P,ychology, concerning the 
relative values of direct intuitions and reasoned con
clusions, he lays himself open to a sarcasm which is suffi· 
ciently obvious. And when a certain ultimate principle 
of justification for our beliefs, set forth and acted upon 
in the System of Synthetic Philo'ophy more distinctly 
than in any other work, is enunciated by him for my in
struction, as one which he "thought that every tolerably 
educated man was aware" of, his course is one for which 
I find no fit epithet in the vocabulary I permit myself to 
nse. That in some cades he has shown eagerness b Cound 
charges on misinterpretations little less than deliberate, 
has been sufficiently shown; as also that, in other cases, 
his own failure to discriminate is made the ground Cor 
ascribing to me beliefs that are manifestly untenaLle. 
Save in the single case of a statement respecting colli
sions of bodies, made by me without the needful qualifi
cation, I am not aware of any errors he detects, except 
errors of oversight or those arising from imperfect expres
sion and inadequate exposition. When he unhesitat
ingly puts the worst constructions on these, it cannot 
be because his own exactness is such that no other con
structions occur to him; for he displays an unusual 
capacity for inadvertencies, and must have had many 
experienc~s showing him how much he migM be wronged 
by illiberal interpretations of them. One who in twenty
three professed extracts makes fifteen mistakes-words 
omitted, or added,or substituted-should not need remind
ing how largely mere oversight may raise suspicion of 
something worse. One who shows his notions of accurate 
statement by asserting that as I suLstitute "persistence" 
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f:>r II conservation," I therefore identify Persistence of 
Force with Conservation of Energy, and debits me with 
the resulting incongruities-one who, in pursuance of 
this error, confounds a special principle with the 
general principle it is said to imply, and thereupon 
describes a wider principle as being included in a 
narrower (p. 481)-one who speaks of our "inner con
sciousness" (p. 488), so asserting, by implication, that 
we have an outer consciousness-one who talks of an in
conceivable conception; ought surely to be aware how 
readily lax expressions may be turned into proofs of 
absurd opinions. And one who, in the space of a few 
pages, falls into so many solecisms, ought to be vividly 
conscious that a whole volume thus written would fw" 
nieh multitudinous statements from which a critic, 
moved by a. spirit like his own, might evolve abundant 
absurdities; supplying ample occasion for blazoning the 
tops of pages with insulting words. 

[A letter, drawn from Prof. Tait by the foregoing criti
ci,sms, and published by him. in Nature,- initiated a 

controversy carried on in that periodical for some months. 

Partly in justificaUon of my position, and partly as tend

ing to maklJ clearer the nature and OT1~gin of physical 

amoms, I append certain portions of the correspondence. 

with S01M additional explanations and comments.] 



THESES. 
1. 1f.A Foduce, B, then. 2 .A will produ~ 2 D. 

This ill the blank form of causal relation quantitativr!,. 
considered, wben the caUlel and elfeeta are limple-that ia, 
are unimpeded by other cauael and uncomplicated by other 
effects; and wbenever two or more cauae. co-operate, there 
is no possibility of determining the relation between the eom
pound cause and the compound effect 8XCf'pt by uaumh'g 
that between each co-operating caURe and ita aeparata effect 
there exists this eame quantitative relation. 

2, Thil truth hold, whatever tM nature' of tM .imple 
causes and simp16 effect'i and .. an. l priori alilumption 
made in. conducting every eryerinumt and in. realoninll 
from it. 

Every ,Process of weighing, every chemical analyail, every 
physical mvestigation, proceed. on this truth without aMig-n
ing warrant for it; and in allowiDlJ for the effect of any minor 
cause that interferes with the maJor cause, this ume truth is 
assumed, 

3. When.A" an impressed for~ and B the produced 
motion, then tM general truth that if .A produce, D, 2 A 
will produce 2 B, become, tha more 'pecial truth. called tlUI 
Second Law of Motion. 

Newton's amplified atatl>ment of this Law !.-"If sn1 
force generate. a motion. a double force will generate douM" 
the motion, a triple force triple the motion, wlu·th,.r tbat 
force be impre88ed altogether and at once, or sradual1y and 
successively," And his further clauae, BlBertJng that this 
law holds whether the directions of the force. are or are Dot 
the same, asserts a proportionality between each force and 
ita produced motion, BUch 88 we bave Been to be invariat.ly 
assumed between each cause and ita aeparata effect" wbell 
there are co-operating cause •. 

4. Thil Law may be affirmed, u-itkout ,peMfication. of 
tM mode, in which tM imprel8ed force and the re,ulting 
flwtion. are to be utimated. 

Newton', statement is abstract. Taking for (UlUlted ri~b& 
modes of measurement, it 888t'rts that tbe alteration of mol.1on 
(rightly measured) is proportional, to the iDJpreued force 
(rightly measured). , 

5. No a posteriori proof of the general ultimate physical 
truth (or of thil '/7Wr6 special truth it indudR,) .. pOl8ible; 
became every ,uppo,ed procell of verification. aI'umu it. 

These, cleared from entanglements, are the theses held 
by me, and defended in the following pages. 
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(TO REPLIES TO OlUTICISMB.) 

"ETTERS, AND PARTS OF LETTERS PUBLISHED IN 
N..4.TURE, 

Eetween March 26 and June 18, 1874; here reproduced (with notes) WI 

further elucidating the doctrine respecting physico! axioms, set fortb 
in the foregoing Of Repliea to Criticisms." 

(From Nature, April 16, 1874.) 

ABSENOE from town has delayed what further remarks I have 
to make respecting the disputed origin of physical axioms. 

The particular physical axiom in connection with which the 
general question was raised, was the Second Law of Motion. It 
stands in the Pn'ncipia as follows :-

.. Ths alteration of motion is sver proportional to tM motivs forCl1 
impr88sed; and is mads in the direction of tM righ.l liftS in u;hi.ch that 
(orcs is impressed • 

.. If any force generates a motion. a double force will generate 
double the motion. a triple force triple the motion. whether that force 
be impressed altogether and at once, or gradually and successively. 
And this motion (being always directed the SaIne way with the gene 
rating force), if the body moved before. is added to or subducted from 
the former motion, according as they directly conspire with or are 
direotly contrary to each other; or obliquely joined. when they are 
:>blique, BO as to produce a new motion compounded from the det~r 
mination of both." 

As' this, like each of the other Laws of Motion, is called an 
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axiom;8 al the paragraph appended to it il limpll an ampliR
cation, or r&-statement in a more concrete form i 81 there are 
no facts named as bases oC induction, nor anl justifying experi
ment i and as Newton proceeds Corthwith to draw deductionl i it 
was a legitimate inference that he regarded this truth .. G priori. 
M, statement to thill effect Will based on the content! of the 
Principia itself i and I think I wal warranted in assuming that 
the nature of the Laws of Motion, III conceived bl Newton, Will 

to be thence inferred. 
The passages quoted bl the Briti.,. Quarter/9 Rniewer from 

Newton's correspondence, which were unknown to me, show that 
this was not Newton'l conception of them. Thul far, then, ml 
opponent has the best of the argument. SeYeraI qualifying 
considerationa have to be set down, however. 

(I) Clearl" the statements contained in the PrincipilJ do 
not convel Newton's conception i otherwise there would have 
b('en no need for his explanations. The passages quoted prove 
that he wished to exclude these cardinal truthl from the clasl 
of hypotheses, which he laid he did not make i and to do this 
he had to define them. 

1(2) B, calling them "axioma," and b'1etdeacribing them 81 
principlea "deduced from phenomena," he makes it manifest 
that he givel the word" axiom" a lenle widel, unlike the leDIIA 
in which it is usuall, accepted. 

(8) Further, the quotations fail to warrant the statemgn' 
that the Laws of Motion are proved true bl the truth of the 
PrincipilJ. For if the fulfilment of Bl'tronomical prediction I 
made in pursuance of the Principia, is held to be the evidence 
II on which thel chiefl, rest to thil dal," then, until thus jU8ti
fied, thel are unquestionably hypothese&. Yet Newton lal1 

they are not h,pothese .. 
Newton'l view mal be found without lleeking for it in hi. 

8 It ia true that ill Newton'. time, • uiom .. bad DOt the .me rigom.ly 
defined meaning as DOW; bnt i' II1lftices lor my ugumeut u.s&, ... nding 
uUprOYed as • basi. (or phyaical deductiona, ~ bean jut the _ reldioa 
to them that • matbemltical uiom doee to matbematicaI dedactiona. 
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letters: it is contained in the Principia itself. The scholium 
to Corollary VI. begins thus :-

.. Hitherto I have laid down such principles as have been received 
by mathematicians, and are confirmed by abundance of experiments. 
lly the two first Laws and the two first Corollaries, Galileo disco
vered that the descent of bodies observed the duplicate ratio of the 
time, and that the motion of projectiles was in the curve of a para
bola; experience agreeing with both," &0, 

Now as this passage precedes the deductions constituting the 
Pn'ncipia, it shows conclusively, in the first place, that Newton 
did not think" the whole of the Pn'ncipia was the proof" of thl' 
Laws of Motion, though the Reviewer asserts that it is. Further, 
by the words I have italicised, Newton implicitly describes 
Galileo as having asserted these Laws of Motion, if not as 
gratuitous hypotheses (which he says they are not), then as a 
pn'ori intuitions. For a proposition which is confirmed by expe
riment, and which is said to agree with experience, must have 
been entertained before the alleged verifications could be reached_ 
And as before he made his experiments on falling bodies and 
projectiles, Galileo had no facts serving as an inductive basis 
for the Second Law of Motion, the law could not have been 
arrived at by induction. 

Let me end what I have to Bay on this vexed question. by 
adding a further reason to those I have already given, for say
ing that physical axioms cannot be established experimentally. 
The belief in their experimental establishment rests on the 
tacit assumption that experiments can be made, and conclusions 
drawn from them, without any truths being postulated. It is 
forgotten that there is a foundation of preconceptions without 
which the perceptions and inferences of the physicist cannot 
stand-pl'tt:onceptioRs which arB thB products of simpler e:D
periences than thosB yielded by consciously-made experiments. 
Passing over the many which do not immediately concern us, I 
will name only that which does,-the exact qnantitative re!a
tion [of proportionality] between canse and effect. It is taken 
by the chemist as a truth needing no proof, that if two volume,; 
of hydrogen unite with one volume of oxygen to form a certain 
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quantity o( water, (our yoluml't 01 hydrogen uniting with twn 
volumes of oxygen will form double the quantity of wator. II 
a cubic (oot of ice at 82° i. liquefied by a epacified quantity of 
heat, it i8 taken to b. unqueltionable that three time. the 
quantity of heat will liquefy three cubia feet. And similarlY 
with mechanical forces, the unheeitating assumption I. that if 
one unit of force acting in a giyen direction producee a certain 
result, two unita will produce twice the result. Eyery procell of 
melll!urement in a physical experiment take. this (or granted ; 
as we Bee in one of the eimple8t of them-the procell. of weigh
ing. If a melll!ureJ quantity of metal, grayitatiug toward. tbe 
Earth, counterbalances a quantity 01 lOme other substance, the' 
truth postulated in eYery act of weighing i-, that any multiple 
o( such weight will counterbalance an equi-multiIII. of luch 
substance. That is to .ay, each unit of force ia aBiumed to 
work ita equivalent of effect in the direction in which it 
acta. Now thi8 i. nothing ell, than the aslumption which tIle 
Second Law of Motion expresses in respect to effect. o( another 
kind. •• If any force generatee a motion,. a doubl. (orce wiII 
generate a double motion," &c., &c.; and when carried on to 
the composition of motionl, the law is, similarly, the assertion 
that any other force, acting in any other direction, willeimilarl, 
produce in that direction a proportionate motion. So that the 
law simpl1 assem the exact equinlenc. [or proportionalit1] of 
causes and effecta of thi. particular c18l8, whil. all ph,lical ex
periment. /UBUmIJ thia exact equivalence [or proportionality] 
among caUles and effecta of an c18l1le8. Hence, the proposal to 
prove the Laws of Motion experimentally, is the proposal to 
make a wider 888umption for the purpose of justifying one 01 
the narrower 88sumptione included in it. 

Reduced to ita briefest form, the argument ia thil :-U defi
nite quantitative relatioDl [o( proportionalit1] between causee 
and effecta be BlSumed a priori, then, the Second Law ollIotion 
hi an immediate corollary. U there are not definite quantitatiy. 
relations [of proportionality] between C&UBellnd effects, all the 
~onclUlioll.l drawn Crom physical experimenta are invalid. And 
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(urther, in t.he absence of this Ii priori assomption of equivalence, 
the quantified conclusion from any experiment may be denied, 
and any other quantification of the conclusion asserted.-

HERBERT SPENCER. 

Entire misoonstruction o( the view expressed above, having 
been shown by a new assailant, who announced himself as also 
"A Senior Wrangler," Mr. James Collier wrote on my behalf 
an explanatory letter, published in Nature for May 21, from 
which the following passages are extracts :-

" The cue may be taken from an experience described in Mr. 
Spencer's Principle8 of P8ychology (§ 468, note), where it is 
shown that when with one hand we pull the other, we have in 
the feeling of tension produced in the limb pulled, a measure of 
the reaction that is equivalent to the action of the other limb. 
Both terms of the relation of cause and effect are in this case 
present to consciousness as muscular tensions, which are our 
symbols of forces in general. While no motion is produced 
they are felt to be equal, so far as the sensations can serve to 
measure equality j and when excess of tension i8 felt in the one 
arm, motion is experienced in the other. Here, as in the ex
amples about to be given, the relation between cause and effect, 
though numerically indefinite, is definite in the respect that 
every additionnl increment of cause produces an additional in
crement of effect j and it is out of this and similar experiences 
that the idea of the relation of proportionality grows and 
becomes organic. . 

Ie A child, when biting its food, discovers that the harder he 
bites the deeper is the indentation j in other words, that the 

• The above letter. written after absenr.e at Easter had involved a week'. 
delay, and written some,,!hat hurriedly to prevent the delay of a second 
week, was lesa carefully revised than it should have been. The words 
in square brackets, obviously implied by the reasoning, and specifically 
implied by the illustrations, were not in the letter as originally published. 
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more force applied, the greater the effect. If b. teart aD ohjl'Ct 
with his teeth, he find. that the more h. pull. the more the 
thing yields. Let him presl against something lort, as bie own 
person, or his clothes, or a lump of clay. and h. aees that the 
part or obj ect pressed yield. little or much, according to the 
amount of the muscular atrain. 11. can bend. stick the more I 

completely the more force he applies. Any elastic object, ••• 
piece of india-rubber or • catapult, can be etretcbed the rartber 
the harder he pulls. If he tries to push. Imall body, tbere ie 
little resistance and it is easy to mOTe; but he find. that a big 
body presents greater resistance and i. harder to mOTe. The 
experience is precisely similar if he attempts to lift. big body 
and a little one; or if he raise. a limb, with or witbout any 
object attacbed to it. He tbrow. a stone: if it is light, little 
exertion propels it • considerable distance; if very beny, great 
exertion only a sbort distance. So, al80, if he jumps, • sligbt 
effort raises him to a sbort beigbt, a greater effort to a greater 
height. By blowing with hie moutb be aeee that he can move 
small objects, or tbe surface of hi. morning'. milk, gently or 
violently according as the blast is weak or .trong. And it iI 
the same with sound.: with. slight strain on the vocal organ. 
he produces a murmur; with great strain he can raill a sbout • 

.. The experiences theae propositions record all implicate tbe 
same consciousneslI--the notion of proportionality between rorce 
applied and reBOlt produced; and it ia out of this latent con
sciousness that the axiom of the perfect quantitative equiTBlence 
of the relation. between cause and effect ia evolved. To abow 
how rigorous, how irreversible, tbi, consciousneae becomes, take 
a boy and suggest to him the (ollowiJIg statements :-Can he 
not break a string he has, by pulling 7 tell him to double it, and 
then he will break it. He cannot bend or break a particular 
stick: let him make less effort and he will succeed. He is un
able to raise a heavy weigbt: tell him he ern by using too much 
(orce. He can't push over a small cbeat: he will find it eAIIier 
to upset a larger one. By blowing bard he cannot move a given 
object: if he blow. lightly, he will move it. By great exertion 
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he cannot make himselC audible at a distance: but he will make 
himself heard with less exertion at a greater distance. Tell him 
to do all or any of these, and of course he fails. The proposi. 
tiona are unthinkable, and their unthinkableness shows that the 
consciousness which yields them is irreversible. These, then, 
are preconceptions, properly so called, which have grown un
consciously out of the earliest experiences, beginning with those 
of the Bucking infant, are perpetually confirmed by fresh expe
riences, and have at last become organized in the mental struc. 
ture. 

• • • • • 
"Mr. Spencer's argument appears to be briefly this :-1. 

There are numberless experiences unconsciously acquired and 
unconsciously accumulated during the early life of the indivi
dual (in harmony with the acquisitions of all ancestral indivi
duals) which yield the preconception, long anteceding anything 
like conscious physical experiments, that physical causes and 
effects vary together quantitatively. This is gained from all 
orders of physical experiences, and f!lrms a universal preconcep
tion respecting them, which the physicist or other man of 
Science brings with him to his experiments. 

"2. Mr. Spencer showed in three cases-chemical, physical, 
and mechanical-that this preconception, so brought, was tacitly 
involved in the conception which the experimenter drew from 
the results of his experiments • 

.. S. Having indicated this universal preconception, and illus
trated its preseuce in these special conceptions, Mr. Spencer 
goes on to say that it is involved also in the special conception 
of the relation between force and motion, as formulated in the 
, Second Law of Motion.' He asserts that this is simply one 
case out of the numberless cases in which all these consciously. 
reasoned conclusions rest upon the unconsciously-formed con. 
elusions that precede reasoning. Mr. Spencer alleges that as 
it has become impossible for a boy to think that by a smaller 
effort he can jump higher, and for II sllOpman to think that 
smaller weights will outbalance greatcr quantities, and for the 
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physicist to think that be will get inc:rHled ~Q"C("t. rrom dimi
nished caoses, 10 i& ia impoasibl. to think tha& • alteratioD of 
motion' ia not • proportional to the motin lorc:. iDlprHled.' 
And he maintaiDS thai this is. ill rarl, a laun& implication of 
nnconscionsly-organiaed experit'llCell ju.' u mucla u thOle 
which the experimenter nec-rul pc>Itulatea." 

To med larther misinterpretation .. a Ie('<)nJ letter 11'8.1 

writtt'll bl Mr. Collier and published ill NGlMN lor Jane 4. 
The (ollowing are pusagee rrom i&:-

If Huing but limited .pace, and assuming that the reqQieit~ 
qualifications would be made bl unbiued readen, I paued onl 
all those details o( the child'a nper1enree which would han beem 
required iu a lull. exposition. or coan. I 11''' aware tha' in 
the bending o( a lUck the vieible ~f!'ect doea not incnae in the 
BlUIle ratio .. the (orc:e applied; and hardl, needed the • Senior 
Wrangler' to tell me thai the resistance to a bodl IDOving 
through a fluid increases in a higher ratio thu tbe velocity. h 
was taken (or granted thai be, and thoae wbo think with him, 
would lee thai out ol all tbese exper1ftlCelIo ill 110m. or whicb 
the causea and e1J'ecta are eimple, and ill others ol wbid. thel 
are complex, there grow. the couecio1llll_ that the proportiou
alitl is the more distinct the simpler the antecedent. and COD

leqt1t'11tL Thil it part of the preconceptioa whicb the pbylicist 
Drings with bim and acta upon. Perbapl it it within the 
• Senior Wrangler'.' knowledge or physical exploration, that 
when the pbysicist belt a result not bearing that ratio to ita 
assigned cause which the two were ucertaiDed in other C88e1 to 
bave, h. immediatel, assumee the pretM!Dce ol lOme perturbing 
~ause or causes, which modiC, the raUo. There it, in fact, no 
pbysical determination made bl anl experimenter wbich doea 
not assume,. u an ;, priori nec_it,., thai there canDO& be a 
leviation lrom proportioa withou& the pRlCDc. or IUch adJj. 
tioual cauae. 
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II Returning to the general issue, perhaps the 'Senior 
Wrangler' will pay some respect to the judgment of one who 
was a Senior Wrangler too, and a great deal more-who was 
distinguished not only as a mathematician but as an astronomer, 
a phYRicist, and also as an inquirer into the methods of science: 
I mean Sir John Herschel. In his Discourse on the Study of 
Natural Philosophy, he says:-

.. , When we would lay down general rules lor finding and facio 
litating our search, among a great mass of assembled facts, for their 
common cause, we must have regard to the oharact~rs of that rela· 
tion which we intend by cause and effect: 

"Of these' characters' he sets down the third and fourth in 
the following terms :-

.. 'Increase or dimiuution of the effect, with the increased or 
diminished intensity of the cause, in cases which admit of increase 
and diminution: 

... Proportionality of the effect to its cause in all cases of direct 
unimpedsd action: 

"Observe that, in Sir J. Herschel's view, these are 'cha
racters ' of the relation of cause and effect to be accepted as 
'general rules for guiding and facilitating our search' among 
l.bysical phenomena-truths that must be taken for granted 
before the search, not truths derived from the search. Clearly, 
the 'proportionality of the effect to its cause in all- cases of 
direct and unimpeded action' is here taken as Ii priori. Sir 
J. Herschel would, therefore, have asserted, with Mr. Spencer, 
that the Second Law of Motion is Ii pn'ori; since this is one of 
the casps of the 'proportionality of the effect to its cause.' 

.. And now let the' Senior 'Vrangler' do what Sir .T. Herschel 
lias not done or thought of doing-prove the proportionality of 
cause and etrt!ct. Neither he, nor any other of Mr. Spencer's 
opponents, has made the !lmallest attempt to deal with this 
main issue. Mr. Spencer alleges that this coguition of pro
portionality is Ii Im'o"i: not in the old sense, but in the sense 
that it grows out of experiences that precede reasoning. His 
opponents, following Prof. Tait in the assertion that Physics is 
a purely experimental science, containing, therefore, no Ii pn'ori 
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truths, affirm that this cognition is ~ posterion-a product of 
consciouB induction, Let u. hear what are the experiment •. 
It is required to establi8h the truth that there is proportionality 
between causes and eft'ects, by G procu, wMc/a fWwher, lUlU'll" 

that if one unit of force produce. a certain unit oC effect, two 
units of such force will produce two unite oC.uch effecL Until 
the' Senior Wrangler' hal done this he hal len lIr. Spencer'. 
position antouched." 
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(TO REPLIES TO CRITICISM) 

FURTHER CORRESPONDENCL 

[AFrEB publication of the letters from which the foregoing 
are reproduced, 'there appeared in Nature certain rejoinders 
containing misrepresentations even more extreme than those 
preceding them. There resulted a direct correspondence with 
two of the writers-Mr. Robert B. Hayward, of Harrow, and 
Mr. J. F. Monlton, my original assailant, the author of the 
article in the British Quarterly Review. This correspondence, 
in which I demanded from these gentlemen the justifications for 
their statements, formed part of this Appendix in its pamphlet 
form, as distributed among those who are competent to judge 
of the questions at issue. It is needless to give permanence to 
the replies and rejoinders. The character of Mr. Moulton's 
allegations, quite congruous with those I have exposed in the 
.. Replies to Criticisms," may be inferred' from one of the 
sentences closing my reply-CI Wonderful to relate, my induc
tive proof that proportionality [of cause and effect] is taken 
for granted, he cites as my inductive proof of proportionality 
itself I" The result of the interchange of letters with Mr. Hay
ward, was to make it clear that 1/ the thing I assert is not really 
disputed i and the ~ing disputed, I have nowhere asserted." 
While, however, the controversial part of the correspondence 
may fitly disappear, I retain an expository port embodied in the 
following letter to Mr. Hayward.] 

38, Queen's Gardens, BaYliwoter, 
June 21st, 1874. 

Sm,-Herewith I send you a copy of your letter with m~ 
interposed comments. I think those comments will make it 
clear to you tu .... :! have not committed myself to three different 
definitions of our consciousness of the Second Law of Motion. 

As others may still feel a difficulty, such as you seem to have 
2", 



Celt, in understanding that which Camniarity haa made me r. 
gard as simple, I will eudeal'our, by a Byuthetic exposition, to 
make clear the way in which these later Ind more complex 
products oC organized experienceB .tand related to earlier and 
simpler products. To make thia expoaition easier to ColI ow, I 
will take first our Space-conlCiollBnesa and the dcri,ed con
ceptions. 

On the hypothesi. or El'olution, the Spa~e-conseioU8Deal ,. 
BuIts Crom organized motor, tactual, Ind ruual experiences. 
In the Principle. 0/ P,ycholog!J, n 326-lU6, I hne described 
in detail what I conceive to haYe becu its geneaia. Such Spaee
consciousness so gcuerated, i. one polSe.sed in greater or lea. 
degree by all creatnres or any intelligence; becoming wider, and 
more definite, according to the degree or mcutal eYolntion which 
converse with the cuvironment haa produced. 1I0w deeply re
gistered the external relations have become in the internal 
Btructure, is Bhown by the ractl that the decapitated Crog 
pUbhes away with one or both legB the lCalpel Ipplied to the 
hind part or its body, and that the chick, II lOOn II it hu 
recovered rrom the exhaustion oC elCaping Crom the egg, per
Corms correctly-guidtld action. (accompanied by eonlCioulUe8t 
or distance Ind direction) in picking up grain.. AlCending It 
once to Buch organized and inherited Space-conlCiouBneSl II 
exists in the child, and which Crom moment to moment it iI 
making more complete by ita own experiences (aiding the de
velopment or ita nenous .ystem into the finished tJpe or the 
adult, by the same exercises that similarly aid the deYelopment 
oC itl muscular system), we have to obsone that, along with in
creasingly-definite ideu oC distance and direction, it gainl uu
awares certain more special ideas or geometrical relation.. Take 
one group or these. Eycrr time it Ipreads open its lingell it 
sees increase oC the angles between them, going along with 
increase or the distance. between the linger-tips. In opening 
wide apart ita own lega, and in .. eing otherl walk, it baa c0n

tinually before it the relatiou between increase or decre8118 oC 
base in a triangle having equal aides, and increase or decrease 
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or the angle included by those sides. [The rellltion impressed 
on it being simply thllt of concomitant variation: I do not 
spellk of any more definite reilltion, which, indeed, is unthink
IILle by tho young.] It does not observe these fllcts in such 
wily as to be conscious thllt it hilS observed them i but they 
lire so impressed upon it as to estllblish a rigid IIssocilltion 
betweon oertllin men till stlltes. V IIrious of its activities dis
close spllcs-reilltions of this clllss more definitely. The drawing 
of a bow exhibits them in IInother wily lind with somewhllt 
grellter precision i and when, instelld of the ends of a bow, 
cllpllble of approaching one IInother, the points of IIttachment 
lire fixod and the string elastic, the connexion between incrells
ing length in the sides of an isosceles trillngle 8lld increllsing 
IIcuteness of .the included lingle, is still more forced upon the 
IIttention; though it still docs not rise into a conscious cogni
tion. This is whllt I melln by lin "unconsciously-formed prs
conception." When, in course of time, the child, growing into 
the boy, drllws diagrams on pllper, lind, IImong other things, 
draws isosceles triangles, the truth thllt, the bllse being the 
Slime, the angle at the apex becomes more IIcute liS the sides 
lengthen, is still more definitely displayed to him; lind when 
his IIttention is drllwn to this relation he finds that he cannot 
think of it as being otherwise. If he imngines the lengths of 
the sieles to chllnge, he C8llnot exclude the consciousness of the 
correlative change in the angle; and presently, when his mental 
power is sufficiently developed, he perceives that if he continues 
to lengthen the sides in imagination, the lines appronch pllral
lelism as the angle approllches zero: yielding a conception of 
the relations of parallcl lincs. Here the consciousness has risen 
into the stnge of definito conception. 13ut, mllnifestly, the 
definite conception so rellched is but a finislling of the precon
ceptiond previously reached, 8lld would hllve been impossible in 
their absence i 8lld these unconsciously-formed preconceptions 
would similllrly hllve been impossiLle in the absence of the still 
earlier consciousnesses of distance, direction, relative position, 
elllbodied in the cOUSciOUSIlCSS of SpliCe. The whole evolution 

2 A 2 
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is one; the arrival at the distinct eoneeption I. the growing np 
to an ultimate definitenes. and complexit1; and it ean DO more 
be reached without passing through the earlier .tagcI 0' In
definite consciousness, than the adult bodil1 .tractu ... can be 
reached without passing through the .tractor .. 0' the emb'1o, 
the infant, and the child.· 

Through a parallel evolution arises, fint th" ngue conlCioul
ness of forces a. exerted b1 leI' and aurrounding thing. I pre
sently, lome discrimination in respect 0' their amount. as 
related to their effects; later, an "Iociation 'ormed UDaware. 

• Here, in explaining the genetlil of lpeclal 'JlIIce·lntultiona, I hue 
aingled out. group of experiencel which, In NtJItww, !lb, 28, Mr. H., .... ,.. 
had chOien u illustrating the .baurdit, of luppooing that the lCientifie 
conception of proportionalit, could be reached u a1~ U. Mid .-

• It fa banlly • parody of Mr. CoIllor'. __ to _, t-' ~ ebIld _ ... """ .. 
greatertbe IIIIgIe bet ...... bJa q. UIe rr-t.or UIe ~ _ blo ......... .,.,n.n. 
whlcb Imp\ica1e8 UIe DOtIon of proportloaa1lty bet_ UIe ~ of • trI&DPt ...... te 
oppoolte lido;'. ~ .. 1& ap_ to ..... wlU. j1II& .. good a .... """ 
wbooa fonnation Mr. Collier Waotnteo, __ trhIcb, ... 1 _ ~ add," ..... 
conected by • conocioua .,~ of plOIDOtry or .., ""'all -'-. I .m indebted to Mr. H.,,...,.. 'or giving thiII IDl~ 1& eon. 
venientl,lerTeI two Purpoeel. It lk'n'eI to a_pur, the __ ioa between 
the crude preeoneeptiODl unOODlCioul, formed bJ earlier es~ 
.nd the concept.iODl conlCiOt1Al, e't'olved out of them h, the !It'lp 01 later 
esperiencee, when the requiaite poweN of anal,.iI and abatractiOD han 
been reached. And at the lima time it 1Ier'I. to .how the failure 01 m, 
opponent. to understand bow, in the gellftia of IntelligeDM. the ICimtifie 
coneeption of exact proportional it, develope from the crude, ngue, and 
i_rate preconception. For whiI. the notion 01 proportioutJit, 
acquired b, the child in lIr. Ha,ww'l eumple, II DIl& true. i& ill ID 

approximation tolV8rda one which u true. and one wbleh ia """bed wben it. 
more developed intelligence II brought eritiea1l, to hear on the facta. 
Eventuall, it ia dileovered that the angle II DO& p1'<IIIOrtioDll to the lOb
tending aide, but to the lubtendiog are, and tbia ia cIiIeovered ill tu ~ 
of tlilemaagU"g .. ftmpz. nlatw. from otw nlatw... ",AieA «naplie..u 
.. ad dugflue iL Between the angle and the arc there II exact propor. 
tionalit,. 'or the reuon that 001, one eet of directI,-ronneeted Ipaeeo 
rciatiODl are concerned: the diatenee 01 the lubteDdiog are from the 
robtcnded angIe, remaiDi CODItant-there II DO cbenge in the relation 
between the incre&8ing angI. .• nd the increuiog III'C; .nd t!lt'refore the two 
ft1'J together in direct proportioD. Eot it II othenriae with the IUblencl-
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between greatness of quantity in the two, and between smnll
ness of quantity in the two; later still, a tacit assumption of 
proportionality, though without a distinct consciousness that 
the assumption has been made; and, finally, a rising of this 
assumption into definite recognition, as a truth necessarily 
holding where the forces are simple. Throughout its life 
every creature has, within the actions of its moving parts, 
forces and motions conforming to the Laws of Motion. If 
it has a nervous system, the differences among the muscular 
tensions and the movements initiated, register themselves in a 
vague way in that nervous system. As the nervous system 
develops, along with more developed limbs, there are at once 
more numerous different experiences • • • of momentum 
generated, of connected actions and reactions (as when an 
animnl tears the food which it holds with its paws); and, 
at the same time, there are, in its more developed nervous 
system, increased powers of appreciating and registering these 
differences. All the resulting connexions in consciousness, 
though unknowingly formed and unknowingly entertained, are 

ing lide. The parle of this stand in different relatione of distance from 
the 8ubtonded augle; and as the line is lengthened. each added part di1fers 
from the preceding parle in ita distance from the angle. That i8 to say. 
one let of simple direcUy.connectod geometrical relations, is here involved 
with another set; and the relation between tho side and the angle is such 
that the law of relative increase involves the C()ooperation of two seta of 
factors. Now the distinguishing the true proportionality (between the 
angle and the arc) from the relation wbich simulatos proportionality 
(between the angle and the side) is just that process of final development 
of exact conceptions, which I assert to be the finishing stop of all the p .... 
cedmg development; and to be impossible in ita absence. And the truth 
to whlch my ass.wanta shut their ey .... is that. just as among these concep
tion! of apace· relations, the conception of exact proportionality can be 
reached only by evolution from the crude notion of proportionality. 
formed before reasoning begins; eo, among the force·relations, the conC€'p
tion of proportionality finally reached. when simple causes and their efl'ects 
8re disentagled by analytical intelligence, can be reached only by evolution 
of the crude notion of proportionality. established as a preconceptiou b.1 
early experienCOB whlch reinforce aneedtr"l experieucee.' 
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ever prestlnt as guides to action: wilnes, the proportion be
tween the effort an animal makes and the distanoe it meslll to 
epring; or witness the delicate adjustments or muscular Itrainl 
to changes of motion, made by a Iwallow catching Ilies or a 
hawk swooping on ita quarry. lIanifestly, then, theae expe
riences, organized during the earlier stages of mental nolation. 
form a body of consciousness, not rormulated into cognitions, 
not present even aa preconceptions, but nllYerthelesl present al 
a mass of associations in which thl troth. 0/ relation lutll'UfI 
force and motion are potentiall!l pruent. On aacending to human 
beings of the uncultured sort, we reach. ltage at which lOme 
nascent generalization of these experiences occur.. The lange 
haa not expressed to himself the truth that ir he wante to 
propel his spear further he must u~e more foree j nor doee the 
rustic put into a distinct thought the truth that to raise double 
the weight he must put forth twice the effort j but in each there 
ia a tacit assumption to this effect, a8 becomee manifest on calling 
it in question. So that, in respect of these and olher limple 
mechanical actions, there exist unconaciously-formed precon
ceptions. And jnst as the geometrical truths presented in a 
rude way by the relationa among anrrounding objecte, .re not 
overtly recognized until there ia lome familiarity with atraigbt 
lines, and diagrams made of them j 10, until linear measures, 
long used, have led to the equal-armed leYer, or aealea, and thUil 
to the notion of equal units of rorce, thia mechanical preconcep
tion caunot rise into definiteness. Nor .fter it haa risen into 
definiteness does it for • long time reach the rorm or a 
consciously-held cognition j for neither the village huter nor 
the more cultivated druggist in the town, recognizee the general 
abstract truth that, when uninterf'ered with, equi-multiplee or 
causes and their effects are necesaarill connected. But now 
observe that this truth, acted upon with more or less distinct 
consciousness or it bl the man of science, and perfected bl him 
through al1alYllis and abstraction, ia thus perfected onll as the 
last step in its evolution. Thia definite cognition ia but the 
finished rorm of a conscioD8nesa long in preparation-a con-
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aciouaness the body ot which is present in the brute, takes some 
shape in the primitive man, reaches greater definiteness in the 
semi-civilized, becomes afterwards an assumption distinct though 
not formulated, and takes its final development only as it rises 
into a consciously-acccpted axiom. Just as there is a con
tinuous evolution of the nervous system, so is there a con
tinuous evolution of the consciousness accompanying its action i 
just as the one grows in volume, complexity, and definiteness, 
so does the other i and just as necessary as the earlier stages 
are to the later in the one case, are they in the other. To 
snppose that the finished conception~ of science can exist with
out the unfinished common Jtn()wleoge which precedes them, or 
this without still earher mental acquisitions, is the same thing 
as to suppose that we can have the correct judgments of the 
adult without passing through the crud,e judgments of the 
youth, the narrow, incoherent ones of the child, and the vague, 
feeble ones of the infant. So far is it from being true that 
the view of physical axioms held by me, is one which bases 
cognitions on some other source than experience, it asserts ex
perience to be the only possible source of these, as of other 
cognitions; but it asserts, further, thflt not simply is the con
sciously-acquired experience of the present needful, but that for 
tlia very pos.ibility of gaining it we are indebted to the accumu
lation of all past experiences. Not I, but my antagonists, are 
really chargeable with accepting the ancient II priori view i 
since, without any explanation of tIl em or justification of them, 
they posit as unquestionable the assumptions underlying every 
experiment and the conclusion drawn from it. The belief in 
physical causation, assumed from moment to moment as neces
sary in every experiment and in all reasoning from it, is a belief 
which, if not justified by the hypothesis above set forth, is 
tacitly asserted as IAn II priori belief. Contrariwise, my own 
position is one which affiliates all such beliefs upon experiences 
acquired during the whole past; which alleges those expe
riences as the only warrant for them i which asserts that during 
the converse between the mind and its environment, necessary 
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eonnmonl in Thought, Inch .. those eoneerning Spaee, line 
resulted from infinite experiencel of eorresponding necellsary 
eonnexionl in Things; and that, limiIarl" out 01 perpetual eoD
yerse with the Force. manifested to UI in 8pace, there h .. been 
8 progressiTe establishment of internal relationll answering to 
external relatione, in Inch wise that then final1l ftDerge .. 
phlsical axioml, certain neceuitiel of Thought which answer to 
necessities in Thing ... 

I need scarcel,la, that I haTe taken the trouble 01 making 
ml comments on JOur letter, and 01 writing thiJ lurther espo
lition, with 8 yiew to their ulterior u ... 

lam. 4", 
IIann.r SPDCU. 
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(TO IlEPLlES TO CRITICISMS,) 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

TaoSB who deny a gent'ral doctrine enunciated by Mayer as the 
basis of his reasonings, habitually assumed by Faraday as a 
guiding principle in drawing his conclusions, distinctly held by 
Helmholtz, and tacitly implied by Sir Jolln Herschel-those, I 
8ay, who deny this general doctrine and even deride it, should be 
prepared with clear and strong reasons for doing this. Having 
been attacked, not in the most temperate manner, for enun
ciating this doctrine and its nAcessary implications in a specific 
form, I have demanded luch reasons. Observe the responses 
to the demand. 

1. The Britl',,, Qllarterly Reviewer 
quoted for my instruction the dictum of 
Professor Tait, that II Natural Philosophy 
is an experimental, and not an intuitive 
science. No a pn'ori reasoning can con
duct us demonstratively to a single phy
sical truth." Thereupon I inquired what 
Professor Tait meant CI by speaking of 
'physical oxi011lll,' and by saying that the 
cultured are enabled' to see at one. their 
fleces,ary truth?"J .......................... . 

2. Instead of an answer to the question, 
how thia intuition of necessity can bit 

No rep]1. 
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alleged bl Proressor Tait consistentll with 
his other doctrine, the ReYiewer quotes, .. 
though it disposed or ml question, Pro
ressor Tait'. statement that .... the pro
perties or matter might haYe been tlUd. 
as to render a totall, diJTerent let or lawl 
axiomatic, that law. [or motion] mtUt III 
considered aI re'ting 011 convictiOftl dratrrJ 
from oNervatiOll and uperiment, and IlOl 0fI 

intuitive ptretpticm." Whereupon I inquire.! 
how Proressor Tait knowl that .. the pro
perties or matter might AaVl h_" other 
than thel are. I asked how it. happened 
that his intuition concerning thiDg. aI tlu, 
an flot, is so certain that, bl inrerence 
(rom it, he discredits our intuitionl con-
cerning things as tAey Gr. . ................ . 

3. Frier, I asked how ithappened thd 
Proretl8OrTait accepted as bases ror Physics. 
Newton'. Law. or Motion; which were 
illustrated but not prOMl bl Newton, and 
ohrhich no proof. are aupplied bl ProCessor 
Tait, in the TreatiMOfi ~{atural PAUo8OpA!I. 
I went on to examine what coDceinble 
Q posteriori warrant there could be if there 

No rep'y: Pro
,'essor Tait told, 

. a propo. or m, 
question,. atolj 
or which no onJ 
could disoov. thci 
application; but. 
otherwise, dedineJ 
to answer. Norwu' 
aDl answer gil'eJ 
bl hia diaciple. 
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was no warranl t\ priori; and I pointed 
out tllat neither from terrestrial nor from 
celestial phenomena could the First LaW' 
or Motion be deduced without • INtitio 

:lt33 

pn·llcipii.......................................... No reply: the 

4. To my assertion that Newton gave 
no proor or the Laws or Motion, the Re
viewer rejoine-i that "the whole of the 
Pn'lIcipia was the proof." On which my 
comment was that Newton called them 
"axioms," and that axioms are not com
monl, supposed to be proved by deduc-

Reviewer charac
terized my reason
ing as "utterly 
erroneous" (there
in dilT ering en tire
ly from two eminen t 
authorities who 
read it in proof) ; 
but beyond so cha
racterizing it he 
said nothing. 

tions from them .............................. The Renewc-r 

quotes rrom one of 
Newton's letters a 
passage showing 
that though be 
called the Laws or 
Motion Ifaxioms, .. 
be regarded them 
as principles 
.. made general by 
induction;" and 
that therefore be 
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connexionl in Thought, Inch AI tho •• eoncerning Spaee, hne 
resulted from infinite experiencel of eorresponding nece.s.". 
eonnexionl in Thingl i and that, .imilarl1, out of perpetual eon
verse with the Forcel manifested to u. in Space, there h .. been 
a progressive establishment of internal relation I anlwering to 
external relatioua, in luch wise that there fiDall1 emerge .. 
ph1sicalaxioma, certain necealitiet of Thought which aDlwer to 
necessitiea in Things. 

I need scarcel1 aa1 that I haTe taken the trouble of making 
my comments on your letter, and of writing tW. further expo
sition, with a view to their n1tMior nl .. 

lam. &,., 
IlInaaar Spas caL 
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(TO BE1'L1ES TO CRITICISMS,) 

Sum.u.R·Y OF RESULTS 

TROSR who deny a genl'ral doctrine ennnciated by Mayer as the 
basis of his reasonings, habitually assumed by Faraday as a 
guiding principle in drawing his conclusions, distinctly held by 
Helmholtz, and tacitly implied by Sir John Herschel-those, I 
say, who deny this general doctrine and even deride it, should be 
prepared with clear and strong reasons for doing this. Having 
been attacked, not in the most temperate manner, for enun
ciating this doctrine and its necessary implications in a specific 
form, I have demanded lIuch reasons. Observe the responses 
to the demand. 

1. The Britl,h Qllarterly Reviewer 
quoted for my instruction the dictum of 
Professor Tait, that" Natural Philosophy 
is an experimental, and not an intuitive 
science. No II pn'ori reasoning can con
dnct us demonstratively to a single phy
sical truth." Thereupon I inquired what 
Professor Tait meant "by speaking of 
• physical axiQTTI8,' and by saying that the 
cultured are enabled' to Bee at onc~ their 
necessary truth ?'.. • ......................... . 

2. Instead of an answerto the question, 
how this intuition of necessity can blS 

No reply. 
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alleged by Prorenor Tait eonflllWotly with 
his other doctrine, the Re'f'iewerquotea, as 
though it disposed of my question, Pro
feasor Tail'. ltatement that" as the pI'&
pertiee of matter might haYe beeD 1IUl:!a 
as to render a totally dilJ'erent aet of law. 
axiomatic, tMu lau-. [of motion] .. lUI k 
cmuidn-td tJI ruti"g 011 CQllrictiou dra_ 
from olutnaticm and uperimnll, and Il.ol 0tI 

intuitipt pn'«ptiofl." Whereupon I inquired 
how Professor Tait knowl that • the pI'&
pertiee of matter migAl Aapt 6Ma" other 
than they are. I asked how it happened 
that his intuition concerning things tJI tM1 
ary ROt, is 10 certain that, by inference 
from it, he discredits our intuitiolU COD-

cenling things '" tAli"" •••••••••••••..••• 

3. FartlJer, I .. ked how it happened that 
Profe8l!01' Tait aceepted as baaee for Physic., 
Newton'. Law. of Motion i which were 
illllltrated but Dot prowdby Newton, and 
of which DO proof. are IUpplied by Profenof 
Tait, in the TI'YGUMOIIltTatvral PhilluopA!J. 
I went OD to examine what eonceiTable 
li]lGllterWri wurant there could be it there 

No reply: Pro
(eaor Tait told, 

. a ~ of my 
question, a story 
of which DO one 
could disco,.. the 
application; but, 
otherwise, declined 
to answer. Norw .. 
any answer ginn 
by hia diaciple. 
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was no warrant ti priori; and I pointed 
out tllat neither from· terrestrial nor from 
celestial phenomena could the First Law 
of Motion be deduced without a petitio 

l:!63 

principii.......................................... No reply: the 

4. To my assertion that Newton gave 
no proof of the Laws of Motion, the Re
viewer rejoine1 that "the whole of the 
Principia was the proof." On which my 
comment was that Newton called them 
"axioms," and that axioms are not com
monl, supposed to be proved by deduc-
tions {rom them I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Reviewer charac
terized my reason
ing as "utterly 
erroneous" (there
in differing entire
lyfrom two eminent 
authorities who 
read it in proof) ; 
but beyond 80 cha
racterizing it he 
said nothing. 

The Reviewer 
quotes from one of 
Newton's letters a 
passage showing 
that though he 
called the Laws of 
Motion" axioms," 
he regarded them 
as principles 
"made general by 
induction;" and 
that therefore he 
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5. In rejoinder, I pointed out th.t wh.t. 
eTer cooception Newton may h .... had or 
these" uiom.," he explicitly and distinctly 
excluded them rrom the class or .. hypo
theses." Hence I inrerred th.t he did not 
regard the whole or the PriflCipia .. the 
proof, which the ReTiewer AyS it iI; line. 
an assumption made at the outset, to b. 
afterwards justified by the relnlta or ... 
IllIDing it, iI an .. hypothesil " ••••••••••••••• 

6. Authority aside, I examined on it. 
merits the a8lertion that the L.w. of 
Motion are, or can be, proyed tru. by the 
ascertained truth of astronomical predio
tions; and .howed th.t the proces. of 
"erilication itself' assumed tho .. Law •••.••• 

7. To make &till clearer the fad that 
ultimate physical tnth. are, .nd must be, 
accepted as a priqri, I pointed out that in 
eTerJ experiment the phYlicist tacitly .... 
sumes a relation between cau .. and effect, 
nch that. if oue unit of can .. produces ita 
unit of effect, two units of the eanse will 
produce two unita of the effect; and I 
argued that thil ~eral assumption in
cluded the special assumptiOD asserted in 
the Second La" vI Motion •••••••••••••••••• 

could not ha ... re
garded them •• 
tipriori. 

No repl1_ 

No reply: that 
i. to I&y, DO en
deayov to ahow 
the untruth of this 
ltatemmt, hut a 
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8. Attention was drawn to a passage 
from Sir John Herschel's Discourse on the 
Study of Natural Philosophy, in which the 
II proportionality of the effect to its cause 
in all cases of direct unimpeded action" 
is included by him among II the characters 
of that relation which we intend by cause 
and effect j" and in which this assumption 
of proportionality is set down as one pre
ceding physical exploration, and not as 
one to be established by it ................. . 

9. Lastly,,, challenge to prove this pro
portionality. "It is required to establish 
the truth that there is proportionality be
tween causes and effects, by Qj process 
which nowhere assumes that if one unit 
of force produces a certain unit of effect, 
two units of such force will produce two 
units of such effect." ......................... .. 

365 

quibble based on 
my omission of 
the word "propor
tionality" in places 
where it was im
plied, though not 
stated. 

No reply. 

No reply. 

Thus on all these essential points my three mathematical 
0l'ponents allow judgment to go against them by default. The 
attention of readers has been drawn off from fhe main issues by 
the discussion of side issues. Fundamental questions have 
been evaded, and new questions of subordinate kinds raised. 

What is the implication? One who is able to reach and 
to carry the central position of his antagonist, does 110t spend 
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his strength on lmaU outpost.. It he declines to usauIt the 
stronghold, it must be because he Seel it to be impregnable. 

The trouble I have taken to meet criticisms and dillsipate 

misapprehensions, I han taken becault the attack made on the 

special doctrine defended, i. part or an attack on the ultimate 

doctrine underlying the deductin part or Fir,' Principle.
the doctrine that the quantity or existence i. unchangeable. 

I agree with Sir W. Hamilton thai our conaciousnesa or the 

necessity or causation, result. rrom the impos.ibility or con

ceiving the totality or Being to inereue or decrease. The pro

portionality or cause and elTect is an implication: denial or it 

involns the aalklrlion that lOme quantity or cause h .. disap

peared without elTect, or lOme quantity or elTect h .. arisen with

out cause. I have asserted the d priqri character or the Second 

Law or Motion, "ruler 1M abltract form in which it ;. .xpr,ued, 

simply because this, too, i. an implication, somewhat more remote, 

or the lame ultimate truth. And mYlOle re8llOn ror insisting 

on the nlidity or these intuitions, is that, on the hypothe8i. of 

Evolution, absolute uniformities in things have produced abso

lute unUormitiell Dr thoughtl; and that necessa'7 thoughta r~ 

present infinitely-larger accumulation. or experiences than th{ 

obilerTations, experimenta, and reasoningl or any lingle lite. 
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TRANSCENDENTAL PHYSIOLOGY.* 

IN Mathematics, the Transcendental Analysis is one 
which, passing beyond those particular relations of 
numbers dealt with by arithmetic, and passing beyond 
those general numerical relations which form the subject
matter of ordinary algebra, concerns itself with the still 
higher generalities underlying these general relations. 
'fhe title Transcendental Anatomy is used to distinguish 
that division of biological science which treats, not of 
the structure of individual organisms, but of the general 
principles of structure common to vast and varied groups 
of organisms,-the unity of plan discernible throughout 
multitudinous genera and orders which are widely 
different in appearance. And here, under the head of 
Transcendental Physiology, we purpose putting together 
sundry laws of development and function Which apply, 
not to particular kinds or classes of organisms, but to 

• This essny. which WIl8 first published in the National Ret>i11flJ for 1857. 
under the title of .. The Ultimate Laws of Physiology." wll8 contained in 
the first series of reprinted essays, published in December of that year. 
From the Amerienn reprint of the lirst and sec8nd series of essnys. re
arranged. it was omitted. The English edition being out of print, and the 
American edition alone current here, this essay is, and bns \>(>en for these 
ten years, inaccessible. I now add it. to this second edition of the third 
series. because. besides presenting in their original forms certain of tile 
general views afterwards elaboratl'<i in ~'ird Principia. it contains some 
ather general views of importance. 

2 B 
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all organisms: laws, some of which have not, we kliev(\, 
been hitherto enunciated. 

By way of unobtrusively introducing the general 
reader to this highest class of biological truths, let us 
begin by briefly noticing one or two with which he is 
already familiar. Take first, the relation between the 
aetivity of an organ and its growth. Thi. is a universal 
relation. It holds, not only of a bone, & muscle, & 

nerve, an organ of sense, a mental faculty; but of every 
gland, every viscus, every elemtnt of the body. It i. 
seen, not in man only, but in each animal in which we 
have adequate opportunity of tracing it; and not in 
animals only, but in plants. Always providing that the 
performance of function i. not so excessive as to produce 
disorder, or exceed the repairing powen either of the 
system at large or of the particular agencies by which 
nutriment is brought to the organ-always providing 
this, it is & law of organized bodies that, other things 
equal, development varies as function. On this law 
are based all nUloliml and methods of right education. 
intellectual, moral, and physical; and when BtatesmClI 
are wise enough to lee it, this law will be found to 
underlie all right legislation. 

Another of these truths which are co-extensive with 
the organic creation, is that of hereditary transInission. 
It is not, as commonly supposed, that hereditary tranB
Inission is exemplified merely in the perpetuation of 
the family peculiarities seen either in immediate or 
remote progenitors. Nor docs the law of hereditary 
transmission comprehend only Buch more general factK 
IlS that modified plants or animals become the parentI! 
-of permanent varieties; and that new kinds of wheat or 
potatoes, new breeds of sheep or cattle, new races of 
men, have been thus originated. These are but minor 
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exemplifications of the law. Understood in its entirety, 
the law is, that each plant or animal produces others of 
like kiDd with itself: the likeness of kind consisting not 
so much in the repetition of individual traits as in the 
assumption of the same generic structure. This truth 
has become by daily illustration so familiar as almost to 
have lost its significance. That wheat produces wheat, 
-that existing oxen are descended from ancestral oxen, 
-that every unfolding organism ultimately takes the 
form of the class, order, genus, and species from which 
it ·sprang j is a fact which, by force of repetition, has 
assumed in our minds almost the character of a 
necessity. It is in this, however, that the law of 
hereditary transmission is principally displayed: the 
phenomena commonly referred to it being quite sub
ordinate manifestations. And the law, as thus under
stood, is universal. Not forgetting the apparent, but only 
apparent, exceptions presented by the strange class of 
phenomena known as "alternate generation," the truth 
that like produces like is common to all races of 
organisms. 

Let us take next a univorsal physiological law of a 
less conspicuous kind; s.nd one of but recent establish
ment. To the ordinary observer, it seems that the 
mUltiplication of organisms proceeds in a variety of 
ways. He sees that the youne of the higher animals 
are born with a general likeness to their parents; that 
birds lay eggs, which they foster and hatch; that fish 
deposit spawn and leave it. Among plants, he finds that 
while in some cases new individuals grow from seeds 
only, in others, as in that of the potato, they also grow 
from tubers; that by certain plants layers are sent out, 
take root, and develop new individuals; and that many 
}Jlants are produced from cuttings and buds. Further, 

2 B 2 
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in the mould that makea ita appearance .on atale food, 
and the infusoria that soon awarm in water exposed to 
ail' and light, he Bees a mode of generation which, 
.. eeming, as it does, inexplicable, he is apt to consider 
.. spontaneous." The reader of popular science thinks 
the modes of reproduction still more varioua. He dis
covers that whole tribes of creaturea multiply by gem
mation-by a development from the body of the parent 
of buds which, after unfolding into the parental form, 
separate and lead independent lives. He learns that 
among the microscopio forms of both animal and vege
table life, the ordinary mode of multiplication is by 
spontaneous fission-by a splitting-up of the original 
individual into two or more individuals, which by and 
by severally repeat the process. Still more remarkable 
are the cases in which, as in the Aphil, an egg gives rise 
to an imperfect female, from which other imperfect fe
males are born viviparously, grow, and in theil' turns 
bear other imperfect females; and so on for eight, ten, 
or more generations, until finally, perfect males and fe
males are viviparously produced. But now under all 
these, and many more, modified modes of multiplication, 
the advanced physiologist finds that there is at bottom 
complete uniformity. The starting-point, not only of 
every higher animal or plant, but of every clan of organ
isms which by fission or gemmation have sprung from 
a single organism, is always a spore, aeed, or ovum. 
The millions of infusoria or of aphides which, by sub
division or gemmation, have proceeded from one in<li
vidual; the countless plants that have been successively 
propagated from one original plant by cuttings or tubers; 
are, in common with the highest creature, primarily de
scended from a fertilised germ. And in all case&-in the 
humblest alga a8 in the oak, in the protozoon a8 in the 
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mammal-this fertilised germ results from the union cf 
the contents of two cells. Whether, as in the lowest 
forms of life, these two cells are of seemingly identical 
nature; or whether, as in higher forms, they are dis
tinguishable into sperm.cell and germ·cell; it remains 
throughout true that from their combination results the 
mass out of which is evolved a new organism or new 
series of Ol'ganisms. That this law is without exception 
we are not prepared to say; for in the case of the Aphis 
certain experiments seem to imply that under special 
conditions the descendants of an original individual may 
continue multiplying for ever, without further fecund· 
ation; and it may be so in other cases. But we know 
of no case in Nature where it actually is so; for although 
there are certain plants whose seeds have never yet been 
seen, it is more probable that our observations are in 
fault than that these plants are exceptions. And until 
we find undoubted exceptions the above stated induction 
must stand. Here, then, we have another of the truths 
of Transcendental Physiology: a truth which, so far as 
we know, transcends all distinctions of genus, order, class, 
kingdom, and applies tO,every living thing whatever. 

Yet another generalisation of like universality is that 
which formulates the process of organio development. 
To the uninitiated this seems variable. No obvious 
parallelism exists between the unfolding of a plant and 
the unfolding of an animal. There is no manifest simi
larity between the development of a mammal, which 
proceeds without break from its first to its last phase, 
and that of an insect, which is divided into strongly
marked stages-egg, larva, pupa, imago. Nevertheless 
it is now an established fact, that all organisms are 
evolved after one general method. At the outset the 
germ of every plant or animal is homogeneous; and 
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every advance towards maturity is an advance towar.l. 
greater heterogeneity. Every organized thing com
mences as an almost structureless mass, and progress('" 
towards its ultimate complexity by the estaLlishment or 
distinctions upon distinctions,-by the divergence of 
tissues from tissues and organs from organs. Here. 
then, we have yet another biological law of transcendental 
generality. 

Having thus indicated the scope of Transcendental 
Physiology by presenting its leading truths, we have 
prepared the way for the considerations that are to follow. 

And first, returning to the la@t of the great generalil!a
tions above given, let us inquire more nearly how this 
change from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous is 
carried on. Usually it is said to result from successive 
differentiations. This, however, we conceive to be an 
incomplete account of the process. As every physi
ologist knows, there occurs, during the evolution of an 
organism, not only separation of paris, but coalescenco 
of paris. 1;here is not only segregation, but aggregation. 
The heart, at first a large, long, pUlsating blood-vessel, 
by and by twists upon itself and becomes integrated. 
The layer of bile-cells constituting the rudimentary 
liver, do not simply diverge from the surface of the 
intestine on which they at first lie; but they simul
taneously consolidate into a definite organ. And the 
gradual concentration seen in these and other caBeS 
forms a part of the developmental process: a part 
which, though more or less recognized by Milne-Edward. 
and others, docs not seem to have been included 48 an 
essential element in the conception of the developmental 
I,rocess. 

This progressive integration, which ill leen alike in 
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tracing up the several stages passed through by every 
embryo, and in ascending from the lower organic forms 
to the higher, may be most conveniently studied under 
several heads. Let us consider first what may be called 
longitudinal integration. 

The lower Annulosa-worms, myriapods, &c.-are 
chllJ'acterized by the great number of segments of which 
they consist, reaching in some cases to several hundreds; 
but as we advance to the higher Annulo8a-centipedes, 
crustaceans, insects, spiders-we find this number 
greatly reduced, down to twenty-two, thirteen, and even 
fewer; and accompanying this there is a shortening 01' 

integration of the whole body, reaching its extreme in 
crab and spider. Similarly if we watch the development 
of an individual crustacean or insect. The thorax of a 
lobster, which, in the adult, forms, with the head, one 
compact box containing the viscera, is 'made up by the 
union of a. number of segments which in the embryo 
were separable. The thirteen distinct divisions seen in 
the body of a. caterpillar, become further integrated in 
the butterfly: several segments are consolidated to form 
the thorax, and the abdominal segments are more aggre
gated than they originally were. The like truth is seen 
when we pass to the internal organs. In the inferior 
annulose forms, and in the larvlll of the higher ones, the 
alimentary canal consists either of a. tube that is uniform 
from end to end, or else bulges into a. succession of 
stomachs, one to each segment; but in the developed forms 
there is a single well-defined stomach. In the nervous, 
vascular, and respiratory systems a parallel concentra
tion may be traced. Again, in the development of the 
Vertebrata we have sundry examples of longitudinal inte
gration. The coalescence of several segments to form 
tLle skull is one instance of it. It is further illustratod 
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in ths o. cocrygi8, which result, from the fusion of • 
number of caudal vertebrlll. And in the consolidation of 
the sacral veriebrlll of • bird it is also well exemplified. 

That which we may distinguish &8 trarut't'f''' int~ 
gration, is clearly illustrated among the Annulo.a in the 
development of the ne"ous BYltem. Leaving out thOle 
most degraded forms which do not prescnt distinct 
ganglia, it is to be obse"ed that the lower annulOtie 
animals, in common with the ~III of the higher, are 
severally characterized by a double chain of ganglia 
running from end to end of the body; while in the more 
perfectly formed annulose animall this double chain 
becomes more or lesl completely united into a single 
chain. Mr. Newport has described the course of this 
concentration as exhibited in insects; and by Rathke it 
has been traced in the crustaceans. In the early stages 
of the A.tact£l jluviatili8, or common cray·fish, there i, a 
pair of separate ganglia to e.wh ring. Of the fourteen 
pairs belonging to the head and thorax, the three pairs 
in advance of the mouth consolidate into one man to 
form the brain, or cephalic ganglion. Meanwhile out of 
the remainder, the first six pairs severa.lly unite in the 
median line, while the rest remain more or less Beparate. 
Of these six double ganglia thus formed, the anterior 
four coalesce into one mass; the remaining two coalesce 
into another mass; and then these two masses coalesce 
into one. Here we see longitudinal and transverse int.. 
gration going on simultaneously; and in the highest 
crustaceans they are both carried still further. The 
Vertebrata clearly exhibit this transverse integration in 
the development of the generative system. The lowest 
of the mammalia-the Jlonotrematt.-in common with 
birds, to which they are in man.] respects allied, have 
oviducts which towards their lower extremities are di-
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lated into cavities, severally performing in an imperfect 
way the function of a uterus. "In the Marsupial{a 
there is a closer approximation of the two lateral sets of 
organs on the median line; for the. oviducts converge 
towards one another and meet (without coalescing) on 
the median line; so that their uterine d-ilatations are 
in contact with each other, forming a true • double 
uteru·s.' . . . In many of the Rodentia the uterus still 
remains divided into two lateral halves; whilst in others 
these coalesce at their lower portions, forming a rudi
ment of the true • body' of the uterus in the human 
subject. This part increases at the expense of the lateral 
• cornua' in the higher herbivora and carnivora; but 
even in the lower quadrumana the uterus is somewhat 
cleft at its summit."* And this pro~ss of transverse 
integration, which is still more striking when observed 
in all its details, is accompanied by parallel, though less 
important, changes in the opposite sex. Once more, in 
the increasing commissural connection of the cerebral 
hemispheres, which, though separate in the lower verte
brata, become gradually more united in the higher, we 
have another instance. And further ones of a different 
order, but of like general implication, are supplied by 
the vascular system. 

Now it seems to us that the various forms of integra
tion here exemplified, which are commonly set down as 
so many independent phenomena, ought to be general
ized, and included in the formula describing the process 
of development. The fact that in an adult crab, numer
ous pairs of ganglia originally separate have become 
fused into a. single mass, is a fact only second in signifi
cance to the differentiation of its alimentary canal into 
stomach and intestine. That in the higher Annulolla, 

• Carpt'uter's Prin. of Compo Phys. p. 6U. 
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a single hean replace I the Itring of rudimentary hearts 
constituting the dorsal blood-vessel in the lower A nnulo.a, 
(reaching in one speciel to the number of one hundred 
and sixty,) is a truth as much needing to be comprised 
in the history of evolution, as is the formation of a 
respiratory surface by an involution of the skin. A 
right conception of the genesi. of a vertebral column, 
includes not only the differentiation I from which resuU 
the chord4 (umalil and the vertebrallegmentB imbedded 
in it; but quite 0.1 much, or more, it includel the 
coalescence of numerou. vertebral processel with their 
respective vertebral bodies. The changes in virtue of 
which several things become one, demand recognition 
equally with those in virtue of which one thing becomes 
several. Evidenty, then, the current statement which 
ascribes the developmental progresl to differentiations 
alone, is incomplete. Adequately to express the facta, 
we must say that the transition from the homogeneous 
to the heterogeneous is carried on by diJfcrentiationl and 
subordinate integrations. 

It may not be amiss here to ask-What is the meaning 
of these integrations 'I The evidence leeml to show 
that it is in some way dependent upon community of 
function_ The eight segments which coalesce to make 
the head of a centipede, have the common purpose of 
protecting the cephalic ganglia, and affording a solid 
fulcrum for the jaws, &c_; as also have the many bonel 
which unite 1.0 form a vertebrate's skull. In the consolida
tion of the several pieces which constitute a mammalian 
pelvis, and in the anchylosis of from ten to nineteen 
vertebral in the sacrum of a bird, we have kindred in
si;ances of the integration of parts which transfer the 
weight of the body to the legs. The more or less com
plete fusion of the tibia with the fibula and the railiull 
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with the ulna in the ungulated mammals, whose habits 
do not require any rotation of the limbs, is a fact of 
like meaning. And all the instances lately given-the 
concentration of ganglia, the replacement of many pill
sating blood-sacs by fewer and finally by one, the fusion 
of two uteri into a single uterus-have the same implica
tion. Whether, as in some cases, the integration is a 
mere consequence of the continued growth which eventu
ally brings into contact adjacent parts performing similar 
duties; or whether, as in other cases, there is an actual 
approximation of these parts before their union; or 
whether, as in yet other cases; the integration is of that 
indirect kind which arises when, out of a number of like 
organs, one, or a group, discharges an ever-increasing 
share of the common function, and so· grows while the 
rest dwindle and disappear i-the general fact remains 
the same, that there is a tendency to the unification of 
parts having similar duties. 

The tendency, however, has limiting conditions; the 
recognition of which will explain some apparent excep
tions. Let us take instances. In the human fretus, as 
in the lower vertebrata, the eyes are placed one on each 
side of the head. In the process of evolution they 
become relatively nearer, and at birth are in front; 
though they are still, in the European infant as in the 
adult savage, proportionately further apart than they 
afterwards become. But this approximation shows no 
signs of further increase. Two reasons for this suggest 
themselves. Inasmuch as the eyes, being directed to 
the same object, have a common function, they tend to 
become one; but inasmuch as they are directed to 
different sides of the same object, and so have different 
functions, they tend to remain two; and possibly their 
ultimate positions depend on the balance of these 
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Oppo8ing tendenciea. A more probable explanation how
ever 8eema to be, thai the interpo8ed atructurea do not 
permit any nearer approach. For the orbits of the eye8 
to be brought clo8er together, would imply .. decrease in 
the size of the oUactory chambers; and aa the8e are 
probably not larger than ia demanded by their present 
functional activity, no decrease can take place. Again. 
if we trace up the external organ. of smell through 
fishes,. reptiles, ungulate mammala and unguiculate 
mammals, to man, we perceive .. general tendency to 
coalescence in the median line; and on comparing the 
savage with the civilized, or the inCant with the adult, 
we see this approach of the nostrila carried furthest in 
the most perfect of the speciea. But since the septum 
which divides them has the function both of an evapo
rating surface for the lachrymal secretion, and .. rami
fying surface for eo nerve ancillary to that of smell, it 
does not disappear entirely: the integration remains 
incomplete. These and other like instances do not how
ever militate against the hypothesis. They merely show 
that the tendency ia sometimes antagonized by other 
tendencies. Bearing in mind which qualification, we 
may say, that as di1Jerentiation of parts is connected 
with di1Jerence of function, 80 there appears to be .. 
connection between integration of parts and sameness 
of function. 

Intimately related to the general truth that the evolu
tion of all organisms is carried on by combined di1Jeren· 
tiations and integration8, is another general truth which 
physiologists appear not to bave recognized. When we 

• With the esceptiOll, perba", fII the Kpiaoid "bee, in .. hi ...... bat ill 
..-ideftd .. the ...- ori6ee ill lingle, and oa the malian line. Bot ~1Ill 
how an.....! ill the poaitioa 01 tbill ori&ce. i& _ q~bIe .. betW i& M 
&.be true bomologae of the aomila. 
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look at the organio creation in its ensemble, we may ob
serve that, on passing from lower to higher forms, we 
pass to forms which are not only characterized by a. 
greater differentiation of paris, but are at the same 
time more widely differentiated from the surrounding 
medium. This truth may be contemplated under various 
aspects. 

In the first place, it is illustrated in .tructure. The ad· 
vance from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous, itself 
involves an increasing distinction from the inorganic 
world. In the lowest Protozoa, as that mere speck 
of jelly the Protogenes, we have a. homogeneity ap
proaching to that of water, or earth; and the ascent 
to organisms of greater and greater complexity of struc
ture, is an ascent to organisms that are in that respect 
more strongly contrasted with the structureless envi
ronment. 

In form, again, we see the same fact. A general 
characteristio of inorganio matter is its indefiniteness of 
form; and this is also a charaoteristio of the lower organ
isms as compared with the higher. Speaking generally, 
plants are l(:ss definite than animals, both in shape and 
size-admit of greater modifications from variations of 
position and nutrition. Among animals, the Amaba 
and its allies are not only structureless but amorphous: 
the form is never speoifio, and is constantly changing. 
Of the organisms resulting from the aggregation of 
nmreba-like creatures, we find that while some, as the 
Fvraminifera, assume a certain definiteness of form, in 
their shells at least; others, as the Sponges, are very 
irregular. In the Zoophytes and in the Polyzoa, we 
see compound organisms, most of which have a mode 
of growth not more determinate than that of plants. 
Among the higher animals, however, not only is the 
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mature shape of each species very definite, but the in· 
dividuals of each specie. differ little in size. 

A parallel increase of contrail' i. likewise Been ill 
chelllical compo,ilion. With but few elcl'}Jtions, an.! 
those only partial ones, the lowes' animal and v<'g"tal 
fJrms are inha.bitants of the water I and watl'r is almost 
their sole constituent. Desiccated Protophyta anti 1"0-
tmoa shrink into mere dus'; and among the Acall'phes 
t'lere are but a few graius of solid matter to a pountl of 
water. The higher aquatio plants, in common with the 
higher aquatio animals, postlessing a. lhey do much 
greater tenacity of substance, also contain a greater 
proportion of the organio element.; and so are chemi
cally more unlike their medium. And when we pass to 
the superior classes of organisms-land plants anti ani-I 
mals-we find that, chemieally considered, they have 
Utle in common either with the earth on which they 
stand or the air which surrounds them. 

In ,pecifo: gravity, too, the like i. Been. The sim
plest forms, in common with the spores and gemmuleS

I of higher ones, are as nearly as may be of the Bame 
specific gravity as the water in which they 110at; and

l though it cannot be Baid that among aquatic creatures 
superior specific gravity is a Btandard of generalllUperi-1 
ority, yet we may fairly say that the luperior orders ofl 
them, when divested of the appliance I by which their 
specific gravity is regulated, differ more from wakr in 
their relative weight than do the lowest. In terrestrial 
organisms the contrast beeomes edrem..,ly marked. 
Trees and plants, in common with insects, reptiles, 
mammals, birds, are all of a specific gravity considerably 
less than the earth and immensely greater than the air. 

Yet further, we see the law similarly fulfilled in reRpect 
of temperature. Plants generate but an extremely small 
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quantity of heat, which is to be detected onlV by very 
diJiicate experiments; and practically they may be con
Ridered as having the same temperature as their environ
ment. The temperature of aquatic animals is but little 
above that of the surrounding water: that of the in
vertebrata being mostly less than a degree above it, and 
that of fishes not exceeding it by more than two or thre~ 
degrees, save in the case of some large red-blooded 
fishes, as the tunny, which exceed it by nearly ten de
grees. Among insects, the range is from two to ten de
grees above that of the air : the excess varying accord
ing to their activity. The heat of reptiles is from four 
to fifteen degrees more than the heat of their medium. 
While mammals and birds maintain a heat which con
tinues almost unaffected by external variations, and is 
often greater than that of the air by seventy, eighty, 
ninety, and even a hundred degrees. 

Once more, in greater ,elf-mobility a progressive differ
entiation is traceable. The especial characteristic by 
which we distinguish dead matter is its inertness: some 
form of independent motion is our most general test of 
life. Passing over the indefinite border-land between 
the animal and vegetal kingdoms, we may roughly 
class plants as organisms which, while they exhibit that 
species of motion implied in growth, are not only devoid 
of locomotive power, but with some unimportant excep
tions are devoid of the power of moving their parts in 
relation to each other; and thus are less differentiatell 
from the inorganio world than animals. 'rhough in 
those microscopio Protophyta and Protozoa inhabiting 
the water-the spores of algrn, the gemmules of sponges. 
and the infusoria generally-we see locomotion producell 
by ciliary action; yet this locomotion, while rapid 
rela.tively to their size, is absolutely slow. Of the 



CalnahNta, • great part are either permanenUy rooted 
or habitually station&r)'; and BO have scarcely any acU
mobility bu' tha' implied in the relAtiye movements of 
parts; while the rest, of which the common jelly-tiah 
will lene ... a lample, have mOlUy but litlle ability &0 
move themselves 'hrough the water. Among the higher 
aquatio Ilirert<bra14,--eutUe-tishel and loblten, for in· 
stance,-there is a very conlideraLI" power of locomo
tion; and the aquatio '"erkbrota are, considered as a 
class, much more active in their movements than the 
other inhabitants of the wakr. Du' i' il only when we 
tome to air-breathing creatures that we tind 'he vital 
characteristic of seU-mobility manifested in the highest 
degrl.'e. Flying insecta, mammals, birda. travel with a 
velocity far exceeding tha' attainl.'d by any of the lower 
classes of animals; and BO are more Itrongly contrasted 
with their inerl environment. 

Thus, on contemplating the various grades of organ· 
isms in their ascending order, we tind them more and 
more distinguished from their inanimate mt'dia in ,true· 
IlIrt, inform, in clmllical rompoaition, in ,ptCtfic grarity, in 
tmtptmlure, in ,tl/-mobility. n is true that thia general· 
ization does no' hold with complete rl.'gularity. Organ
isms which are in BOme rel!pects the mos' strongly eon· 
trasted with the environing inorganic world, are in other 
respecta less BO than inferior organisms. Aa a cl"'I, 
mammala are higber than birds; and yet they are of 
lower tempE'rature, and have Imallt'r POWI.'I'I of loco
motion. The station&r)' oytlter ia of higher or"ranizatioo 
than tbe free-lwimming metlusa; and the cold· blooded 
and less heterogt'neous cod, is quicker in ita movemt'ots 
than the warm-blooded and more het.erogt'neous &loth. 
Bu' the admission tha' the Mverai aspects under which 
this increasing eontras' shOWl itaclC beAI' a t"ariaLle ratio 
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to each other, does not conflict with the general truth 
enunciated. Contemplating the facts in the mass, it 
cannot be denied that the successively higher grades 
of organisms are severally characterized, not only 
by a greater differentiation of parts, but also by a 
greater differentiation from the surrounding medium in 
sundry other physical attributes. It would seem that 
this peculiarity has some necessary connection with 
superior vital manifestations. One of those lowly 
gelatinous forms, so transparent and colourless as to be 
with difficulty distinguished from the water it floats in, 
is not more like its medium in chemical, mechanical, 
optical, thermal, and other properties, than it is like in 
the passivity with which it submits to all the actions 
brought to bear upon it; while the mammal does 
not more widely differ from inanimate things in these 
properties, than it differs in the activity with which 
it meets surrounding changes by compensating changes 
in itself. And between these two extremes, we shall 
observe a constant ratio between these two kinds of 
contrast. Whence we may say, that in proportion as 
an organism is physically like its environment it re
mains a passive partaker of the changes going on in 
its environment; while in proportion as it is endowed 
with powers of counteracting such changes, it exhibits 
greater unlikeness to its environment. 

Thus far we have treated our subject inductively, in 
conforInity with established usage; but much may be 
done in this and other departments of biologic inquiry by 
pursuing the deductive method. The generalizations at 
present constituting the science of physiology, both general 
and special, have been readied d posteriori; but certain 
fundamental data have now been discovered, starting 

2 c 
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from which, we may reason our way Ii priori, not only 
to some of the truths that have been ascertained by 
observation and experiment, but also to some others. 
The possibility of such a priori conclusions will be at 
once recognized on considering a few familiar cases. 

Physiologists and chemists have shown that a neces· 
sary condition to vital activity in animals isoxida.
tion. The oxygen requisite for this is contained in the 
surrounding medium-air or water, as the case may be. 
lf the organism be some minute protozoon, mere contact 
of its external surface with the oxygenated medium 
secures the requisite oxidation; but if the organism is 
bulky, and so exposes a surface that is small in pro
portion to its mass, any considerable oxidation cannot be 
thus secured. One of two things is therefore implied. 
Either this bulky organism, receiving no oxygen but that 
absorbed through its integument, must possess but littlo 
vital activity; or else, if it possesses much vital activity, 
there must be some extensive ramified surface, internal 
or external, through which adequate aeration may take 
place-a respiratory apparatus. That is to say, lungll, 
or branchial, or their equivalents, are predicaLle a priori 
as possessed by all active creatures of any size. 

Similarly with respect to nutriment. There are entozoa, 
which, living in the inside. of other animals and being 
constantly bathed by nutritive fluids, absorb a sufficiency 
through their outer surfaces; and so have no need of 
stomachs and do not possellll them. But all other ani
malll, inhabiting media that are not in themselves nu
tritive, but only contain masses of food here and ther!!, 
must have appliances by which these massell of food 
may be utiliz.·d. Evidently mere external contact 01 a 
solid organism with a solid~rtion of nutriment, could 
not result in the assi~tion of it in any moderate time, 
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if at all. To achieve this end, there must be both a 
solvent or macerating action, and an extended surface fit 
for oontaining and imbibing the dissolved products: that 
is, there must be a digestive cavity. Thus, given the 
ordinary conditions of animal life, and the possession of 
stomachs by all creatures living under these conditions 
may be deductively known. . 

Carrying out the train of reasoning still further, we 
may infer the existence of a vascular system, or some
thing equivalent to it, in all creatures of any size and 
activity. In a comparatively small inert animal, such 
as the hydra, which consists of little more than a sac 
having a double wall-an outer layer of cells forming 
the skin, and an inner layer forming the assimilating 
surface-there is no need for a special apparatus to 
diffuse through the body the absorbed aliment; for the 
body is little more than a wrapper to the food it encloses. 
But where the bulk is considerable, or where the activity 
is such as to involve much waste and repair, or where 
both these characteristics exist, there is a manifest 
necessity for a system of blood-vessels. It is not enough 
that there be adequately extensive surfaces for assimila
tion and aeration; for in the absence of any means of 
conveyance the absorbed elements can be of little or no 
use to the organism at large. Evidently there must be 
channels of communication. When, as 1n the lUedu$lP, 
we find these channels of communication consisting 
simply of branching canals opening out of the stomach 
and spreading through the disk; we may know, a priori, 
that such creatures are comparatively inactive: seeing 
that the nutriment thus partially distributed throughout 
their bodies is crude and dilute, and that there is no 
efficient appliance for keepidg it in motion. Conversely, 
WhtD we meet with a creature of considerable size which 

2 c 2 
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displays much vivacity, we may know, G priori, thd it 
must have an apparatus for the unceasing supply of 
concentrated nutriment, and of oxygen, to every organ 
-a. pulsating vascular system. 

U is manifest, then, that setting out from cerlain 
known fundamental conditions to vital activity, W8 

may deduce from them sundry of the chief character
istics of organized bodies. Doubtless these known funda
mental conditions have been inductively established. 
But in this they do not differ from the ground truths 
of deductive science in general; all of which are induc
tions. What we wish to show is, that, given these 
inductively-established primary facti in physiology, we 
may with safety draw certain general deductions from 
them. And, indeed, the legitimacy of such deductions, 
though not formally acknowledged, is practically recog
nized in the convictions of every physiologist; as may 
be readily proved by citing a. few illu8trations. Thus, 
were a. physiologist to find a. creature exhibiting complex 
and variously co-orclinated movement8, and yet having 
no nervous system; he would be less astoni8hed at the 
breach of his empirical generalization that all such 
creatures have nervous systems, than at the disproof of 
his unconsciou8 deduction that all creatures exhibiting 
complex and variously co-ordinated movements mU8t 
have an" internuncial" apparatus by which the co
ordination may be effected. Or were he to find a 
creature having a rapid circulation and a. rapid respira
tion, but yet showing a. low temperature, the proof 80 

afforded that active change of matter was not, as he had 
inferred from chemical data, the cause of animal heat, 
would 8tagger him more than would the exception to the 
constantly-observed relatio! between these character
istics. Clearly, then, the d priori method already plays 
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0. po.rt in physiological reasoning: if not ostensibly em
ployed as a means of reaching new truths, it is at least 
privately appealed to for confirmation of truths reached 
a p08teriori. 

We think, however, that the illustrations above given 
go far to show that it may to a considerable extent be 
safely used as an independent instrument of research. 
The necessities for a nutritive system, a respiratory 
system, and a vascular system, in all animals of size 
and vivacity, seem to us legitimately inferable from the 
conditions to continued vital activity. Given the phy
sical and chemical data, and these structural peculiari
ties may be deduced with as much certainty as may the 
hollowness of an iron ball from its power of floating in 
water. 

Let us not, however, be understood as supposing that 
the more special physiological truths can be deductively 
reached. Our argument by no means implies this. 
Legitimate deduction presupposes adequate data; and in 
respect to all the special phenomena of organic" growth, 
structure, and function, adequate data are unattainable, 
and will probably ever remain so. It is only in the case 
of the more general physiological truths, such as those 
above instanced, where we have something like adequate 
data, that deductive reasoning becomes possible . 
. And here we arrive at the point to which the foregoing 

considerations are introductory. We propose now to 
show that there are certain still more general attributes 
of organized bodies, which are deducible from certain 
still more general attributes of things. 

In an essay on .. Progress: its Law and Cause," else
where published,* we have' endeavoured to show that 

• In the W.stml"Mtw RelrielD for April, 1857; BIld reprinted in the flret 
volume of EsslIYs • .!te. -
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tbe transformation of tho homogeneous into the hete
rogeneous, in which all progress, organic or othl'r, 
essentially consists, ia consequent on the production {If 

many effects by one cause-many chang.·s by one force. 
Having pointed out that thiB il a law of all thin~lI, we 
proceeded to Bhow deductively that the multiform 
evolutions of the homogeneous into the heterogeneous
astronomic, geologic, ethnologic, locial &c., Were ex
plicable as corollaries of this law. And though in the 
case of organic evolution, lack of data disaLled us from 
specifically tracing out the progresHive complications as 
due to the multiplication of effects ; y{·t, we found 
sundry indirect evidences that it was 110. Now in so far 
as this conclusion, that organic O1'olution results from 
the decomposition of each expended force into lIeveral 
forces, was inferred from the general law previously 
pointed out, it was an example of deductive physiology. 
The particular was concluded from the universal. 

We here propose in the first place to show, that there 
is another general truth Btanding in immediate correla
tion with the above; and in common with it under
lying all forms of progress, and therefore the progress 
of organiBms-a truth which may indeed lIe considered 
as taking precedence of it in respect of time, if not in 
respect of generality. This truth is, that the contlition 
of Iwmogeruity u a condition of unstabu equilibrium. 

The phrase un.taLu equilibrium. ia one used in me
chanics to expresB a balance of force a of Buch kind, that 
the interference of any further force, however minute, 
will destroy the arrangement previouBly lIubsisting. and 
bring about a totally difJ.,rent arrangement. Thus, 
a stick poised on its lower end is in unstable equilibrium: 
however exactly it may bee placed in a perpendicular 
position, as sf?on a8 it is left to itself it begins, at fLrst 
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imperceptibly, to lean on one side, and with increaFling 
rapidity falls into another attitude. Conversely, a stick 
suspended from its upper end is in stable equilibrium: 
however much distUl'bed, it will return to the same 
position. Our meaning is, then, that the state of homo
geneity, like the state of the stick poised on its lower 
end, is one that cannot be maintained; and that hence 
inevitably results the first step in its gravitation towards 
the heterogeneous. Let us take a few illustrations. 

Of mechanical oues the most familiar is that of the 
scales. If they be accurately made and not clogged by 
dirt or rust, it is impossible to keep a pair of scales 
perfe(ltly balanced: eventually one scale will descend and 
the other ascend-they will assume a heterogeneou9 
relation. Again, if we sprinkle over the surface of a 
fluid a number of equal-sized particles, having an 
attraction for each other, they will, no matter how 
uniformly distributed, by and by concentrate irregularly 
into one or more groups. Were it possible to bring a 
mass of water into a state of perfect homogeneity-a 
state of complete quiescence, and exactly equal density 
throughout-yet the radiation of heat from neighbour
ing bodies, by affecting differently its different parts, 
would inevitably produce inequalities of density and 
consequent currents; and would so render it to that 
extent heterogeneous. Take a piece of red-hot matter, 
and however evenly heated it may at first be, it will 
quickly cease to be so: the exterior cooling faster than 
the interior, will become different in temperature from it. 
And the lapse into heterogeneity of temperature, so ob
vious in this extreme case, takes place more or less in all 
cases. The action of chemical forces supplies other illus
trations. Expose a fragnfent of metal to air or water, 
and in course of time it will be coated with a film of 



oxide, earbonate, or other eompoand: ~ iA, its outer 
partl1rill become unlike ita inner parts. In short, nery 
homogeneous aggregration 01 matter tend. to 10ee it. 
balaoce in lOme way or other-eitht.r mecLanically. 
chemically. thermally. or electrically; and lhe rapidity 
with which it lapse. into a non·homogeneous state is 
simply a question 01 time and cimlmstances. Social 
bodies illustrate the law with like C)(\nstancy. Endow 
the members 01 .. community with equal properties, 
positions. powen, and they willlorthlrith lit-gin to slide 
into ineqU&lities. Be it in .. repre~ntative as~mLly, .. 
raillray board, or a private partnership. the homogloneity. 
though it may continue in name. inentaLly diBarpeara 
in reality. 

The instability thus variously illustrated becomes alill 
more manifest if we consida ita ration&le. It iA con
sequent on the lad th.al the sennI parts 01 any homo
geneous aggregate are nece88&rily elposed to ditIt:rent 
Ioreea-Iorees that ditIer either in kind or amoant; and 
being elposed to ditIerent forces they are 01 necessity 
ditIerenUy modified. The relations 01 outside and inside. 
and 01 comparative ne&rDeIII to neighbouring lOurees 01 
in1luenee., imply the reception of in1luenees that are 
unlike in quantity or qU&lity or l-oth; and as .. corollary 
from the Ia ... 01 .. the conservation 01 foree," it follo ... ! 
that unlike changes 1rill be produced in the part. thus 
cliasimil&rlyacted upon. Thus the urutahle equilibrium 
01 any homogeneous aggregate e&D be aholnl both indllC
tively and dednctiTely. 

And now le~ us cousider the bearing 01 thiA general 
truth on the ElVolution 01 organiBms. The germ of a 
plant or anim~. one of these homogeneous aggre-
gates whose eq . ibrium iA \mstable. But it has not 
simply the or . instability of homogeneous agge-
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gations: it has something more. For it consists of units 
that are themselves specially characterized by instability. 
The constituent atoms of organic matter are distin
guished by the feebleness of the affinities which hold 
their component elements together: they are extremely 
sensitive to heat, light, electricity, and the chemical 
actions of foreign elements; that is-they are feculiarly 
liable to be modified by disturbing forces. Hence then 
it followti, d priori, that a. homogeneous aggregation of 
these unstable atoms will have an excessive tendency to 
lose its equilibrium. It will have a quite special aptitude 
to lapse into a non·homogeneous· state. It will rapidly 
gravitate towards heterogeneity. 

Moreover, the process must repeat itself in each of 
the subordinate groups of organic units that are dif· 
ferentinted by the modifying forces. Each of these sub
ordinate groups, like the original group, must gradually, 
in obedience to the influences acting upon it, lose its 
balance of parts-must pass from a. uniforlJl into a. mul
tiform state. And so on continuously. 

Thus, starting from the general laws of things, and 
the known chemical attributes of organic matter, we may 
conclude deductively that the homogeneous germs of 
organisms have a. peculiar proclivity towards a non
homogeneous state; which may be either the state we 
call decomposition or the state we call organization. 

Thus far our reasoning brings us to a. conclusion only 
of the most general nature. We merely find that some 
kind of heterogeneity is inevitable; but as yet there is 
nothing to tell us u,hat kind. Besides that orderly hete
rogeneity which distinguishes organisms, there is the 
disorderly or chaotic heter~geneity, into which a. loose 
mass of inorganic matter lnpses; and at present ~o 
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reason has been given why the homogeneous genu of a 
plo.nt or animo.l should not lapse into the wsorderly in
stead of the orderly heterogeneity. Let us s~'e ,."llCthu 
some light may not be thrown on this point by pursuing 
still further the line of argument hitherto follow(·d. 

We have Been that the instability of homogeneous 
aggregations in general, and of organio ones in parti
cular, is consequent on the different ways an(1 degrees 
in which their constituent parts are npofled to the dis
turbing forces brought to bt>ar on them: they are differ
ently acted upon, and therefore become different. 
Manifestly, then, a rationale of the IIpl·cial Cl181lgCS 

which a germ undergoes, must be lought in the par
tioular relations which ita severo.l parts bear to each 
other and to their environment. lIowevcr it may be 
masked, we may IUSpect the fundamental principle of 
organization to be, that the many like units forming a 
germ acquire those kinds and degrees of unlikeness 
which their. respective positions entail. But let us 
speak more specifically. 

Take a mass of unorganized but organizable matter
either the body of one of the lowest living forms, or the 
germ of one of the higher. Consider its circumstances. 
U is immersed in water or air j or it is contained 
within a parent orgauism. Wherever placed, however, 
its outer aud inner parts stand ditfcrently related to 
surrounding agencies-nutriment, oxygen, and the 
various stimuli. But this is not all. Whether it liu 
quiescent at the bottom of the water or on the leaf of a. 
plant j whether it moves through the water preserving 
some definite attitude j or whether it is in the inside of 
an adult j it equally results that certain parts of its 
lurface are more exposed to 4tlurrounding agencies than 
other parts-in some cases more exposed to light, heat, 
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or oxygen, and in others to the maternal tissues and 
their contents. The destruction of its original equi
librium is therefore certain. It may take place in one 
of two ways. Either the disturbing forces may be 
such· as to overbalance the affinities of the organic 
elements, in which case there results that chaotic hete
rogeneity known as decomposition; or, as is ordinarily 
the case, such changes are induced as do not destroy the 
organic compounds, but, only modify them: the parts 
most exposed to the modifying forces being most modi· 
fied. Hence there result those first differentiations 
which constitute incipient organization. From the 
point of view thus reached, suppose we look at a few 
cases: neglecting for the present all consideration of 
the tendency to assume the hereditary type. 

Note first what appear to be exceptions, as the Ama!ba. 
In this creature and its allies, the substance of the jelly
like body remains througbout life unorganized-under
goes no permanent differentiations. But this fact, 
which seems directly opposed to our inference, is really 
one of the most significant evidences of its truth. For 
what is the peculiarity of this division of the Protozoa ~ 
Its members undergo perpetual and irregular changes of 
form-they show no persistent relations of parts. What 
lately was a portion of the interior is now protruded, 
and, as a temporary limb. is attached to some object it 
happens to touch. What is now a part of the surface 
will presently be drawn, along with the- atom of nutri
ment sticking to it, into the centre of the mass. Thus 
there is an unceasing interchange of places; and the 
relations of inner and outer have no permanent ex
istence. But by the hypothesis, it is only in virtue of 
their unlike positions with 'respect to modifying forces, 
that the originally like units of It living mass become 
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unlike. We must not therefore expect any established I 
di1rerentiations oi paris in creature I which 8).hibi~ no 
established di1rerencel of position in their pari •• 

This negative evidence i. borne out by abundant 
positive evidence. When we tum from these proteilorm 
specks of living jelly to organisms having an unchanging 
distribution of substance, we find di1rerencel of tiBsue 
corresponding to difference I of relative position. In all 
the higher Protozoa, as alBO in the Protophyta, we meet 
with a fundamental di1rerentiation into cell-membrane 
and cell-contents, answering to that fundamental con
trast of conditions implied by the term. outside and in
side. And on passing from what are roughly classed a& 
unicellular organisms to the lowest of those which con
sist of aggregated cells, we equally oblerve the connec-· 
tion between structural differences and differences of 
circumstances_ In the Sponge, permeated througbout by 
currents of sea-water, the absence of definite organiza
tion corresponds with the absence of definite nnlikeness 
of conditions_ But in tbe ThaZa.,icoUa-a transparent, 
colourless, body found floating passively at the surface 
of the sea, and consisting essentially of .. a mass of 
cells united by jelly "-there il displayed a rude .truc
ture obviously subordicated to the primary relations of 
centre and surface: in all of its many and important 
varieties, the parts exhibit more or les. of concentric 
arrangement. 

After this primary modification, by which the outer 
tissues are dift'erentiated from the inner, the next in 
order of constancy and importance il that by which 
some pari of the outer tisRues i. di1rerentiated from the 
rest; and this correlpond. with the almost universal 
fact that some pari of the otlter tisRuel is more exposed 
to certain environing influencel than the rest. Here. aa 
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before, the apparent exoeptions are extremely signifioant. 
Some of the lowest vegetal organisms, as the lIemato
cocci and Protococci, evenly imbedded in a mass of 
muous, or dispersed through the Arotio snow, display no 
differentiations of surfaoe j the several parts of the sur
faoe being subjeoted to no definite oontrast of oonditions. 
The Tlial(l8Bicoila above mentioned, floating unfixed 
in the water, and passively rolled about by the waves, 
suooessively presents all its sides to the same agenoies j 

and all its sides are alike. Ciliated spheres like the 
Voll'ox have no parts of their periphery unlike other 
parts j and it is not. to be expeoted that they should 
have; seeing that as they revolve in all directions, they 
do not, in traversing the water, permanently expose any 
part to special oonditions. But when we come to 
oreatures that are either fixed, or while moving preserve 
definite attitudes, we no longer find uniformity of sur
faoe. The gemmule of a Zoophyte, which during its 
looomotive stage is distingnishable only into outer and 
inner tissues, no sooner takes root than its upper end 
begins to assume a different structure from its lower. 
The free-swimming embryo of an aquatio annelid, being 
ovate and not oiliated all over, moves with one end fore
most j and its differentiations proceed in conformity 
with this oontrast of ciroumstances. 

The principle thus displayed in the humbler forms of 
life is visible in the development of the higher j though 
being here soon masked by the assumption of the 
hereditary type, it cannot be traced far. It is, however, 
conspicuous in those first stages of the higher organisms 
during whioh they simulate the lowest Thus the" mul
berry mass" of cells into which a fertilized vertebrate 
ovum first resolves itself, soon begins to exhibit a 
difference between the outer and inner parts, answering 
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to the fundamental difference of circumstances. The 
pcripheral cells, after reaching a more complete develop
ment than the interior ones, coalesce into a membrane 
inclosing the rest; and the cells lying next to these outer 
ones become aggregrated with them, and increase the 
thickness of the germinal membrane, while the central 
cells liquefy. Again, one part of the germinal membrane 
presently becomes distinguishable .a the germinal spot; 
nnd without asserting that the cause of this is to be 
found in the unlike relation. which the re~pective parts 
of the germinal membrane bear to environing influences, 
it is clear that we have in these unlike rdatioDII an 
element of disturbance tending to destroy the orit,rinal 
homogeneity of the germinal membrane. Further, the 
germinal membrane by and by divides into two layers, 
internal and external; the one in contad with the 
liquefied part of the yolk, the other exposed to the 
surrounding fluids: this contrast of circumstances being 
in obvious correspondence with the contrast of structuro 
which follows it. Once more, the lubsequent appear
ance of the vascular layer between these mucous and 
serous layers, as they have been named, admits of a 
like interpretation. ADd in this and the various com
plications that now begin '" show themselves, wo may 
see coming into play that general law of the multiplica
tion of effects flowing from ono cause, to which the 
increase of heterogeneit,w&B elsewLere ascribed:. which 
multiplication of effects is, indeed, co-operative with the 
action here described; seeing that each newly differen_ 
tiated part becomes the centre of a new in1luence acting 
upon all other parts in different degrees. 

Confining our remarks as we do to the most general 
facta of development, we thn that BOme light is thWJ 

• See £0., OG N Protrr-: iLl 1.. ...... c..-." 
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thrown on them. That the unstable equilibrium of a 
homogeneous germ must be destroyed by the unlike 
exposure of its "several units to surrounding influences, 
is an a priori conclusion. And it seems also to be an 
a priori conclusion, that the several units thus differently 
acted upon, must either be decomposed, or must undergo 
such modifications of nature as may enable them to live 
in the respective circumstances they are thrown into. In 
other words-they must become adapted to their conditions. 
Indeed, we might almost infer as much without going 
through the foregoing train of reasoning. The super
ficial organic units (be they the outer cells of a " mul
berry mass," or be they the outer molecules of an 
individual cell) must assume the function which their 
position necessitates; and assuming this function, must 
acquire such character as the performance of it involves. 
The layer of organic units lying in contact with the yolk 
must be those through which the yolk is assimilated; 
and so must be adapted to the assimilative office. On 
this condition only does the process of organization 
appear possible. We might almost say that just as some 
original race of animals, which multiplies and spreads 
into diffeJ.:ent regions of the earth, becomes differentiated 
into several races through the adaptation of each to its 
conditions of life; so, the originally-homogeneous popula
tion of cells arising in a fertilized germ-cell, becomes 
divided into several populations of cells that grow unlike 
in virtue of the unlikenesses of their circumstances. 

Moreover, it is to be remarked in further proof of our 
position, that it finds its clearest and most abundant 
illustrations where the conditions of the case are the 
simplest and most general-where the phenomena are 
the least involved: we mein in the production of indi
vidual cells. The structures which presently arise round 
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nuclei in a blastema, and which have in lome way been 
determined by those nuclei al centrel of influence, 
evidently conCorm to the law; for the parts of the 
blastema in contact with the nuclei are dill'crently 
circumstanced from the partl not in contact with them. 
Again, the formation of a membrane round each of the 
masses of granules into which the endochrome of an 
alga-cell brrakl up. il an instance of analogoul kind. 
And should the recently-asserted fact that cells may 
arise round vacuolm in a mass of organizable substance, 
be confirmed, another good example will be furnished; 
for such portions of IIubstance as bound these vacant 
spaces are subject to influences unlike those to which 
other portions of the substance are subject. If, then, we 
can thus most clearly trace this law of modification in 
these primordial proceBBes, al well al in those more 
complex but analogous ones exhibited in the early changes 
of an ovum, we have strong reason for thinking that the 
law is a fundamental one. 

But, as already more than once hinted, this principle, 
understood in the simple form here presented, suppliell 
no key to the detailed phenomena of organic develop
ment. It fails entirely to explain generic and specific 
pecnliarities; and indeed leavel us equally in the dark 
respecting those more important distinctions by which 
families and orders are marked out. Why two ova, 
similarly exposed in the same pool, Ihould become tho 
one a fiBh, and the other a reptile, it cannot kll us. 
That from two different eggs placed under the same hen, 
should respectively come forth a duckling and a chicken, 
is a fact not to be accounted for on the hypothesis above 
developed. We have here no alternative but to fall back 
upon· the unexplained primiple of hereditary trans
mission. The capacity posseBBed by an unorganized 
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germ of unfolding into a complex adult which repeats 
ancestral traits in the minutest details, and that even 
when it has been placed in conditions unlike those of its 
ancestors, is a capacity impossible for us to understand. 
That a microscopic portion of seemingly-structureless 
matter, should embody an influence· of such kind that th/l 
resulting man will in fifty years after become gouty or 
insane, is a truth which would be incredible were it not 
daily illustrated. But though the manner. in which 
hereditary likeness, in all its complications, is conveyed, 
is a mystery passing comprehension, it is quite con
ceivable that it is conveyed in subordination to the law 
of adaptation above explained; and we are not without 
reasons for thinking that it is so. That acquired pecu
liarities resulting from the adaptation of constitution to 
conditions, are transmissible to offspring, is an estab
lished fact. Such acquired peculiarities consist of differ
ences of structure or composition in one or more of the 
tissues. That is to say, out of the aggregation of similar 
organic units composing a germ, the group going to the 
formation of a particular tissue, will take on the speciaJ 
character which the adaptation of that tissue to new cir_ 
cumstances had produced in the parents. We know this 
to be a general law of organic modifications. Further, 
it is the only law of organic modifications of which we 
have any evidence. It is not impossible then that it is 
the universal law ; comprehending not simply those minor 
modifications which offspring inherit from recent ances
try, but comprehending also those major modifications 
distinctive of species, genus, order, class, which they in
herit from antecedent races of organisms. And thus it 
may be that the law of adaptation is the sole law; ap
plying not only to the d~erentiation of any race of 
organisms into several races, but also to the differen-

2 D 
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tiation8 of the race of org&nio unit. composing a germ, 
into the many race8 of organio unit8 com posing an adult. 
So understood, the proces8 gone through by every un
folding organism will oonsist, partly in the dir(.d 
adaptation of its elements to their 8everal circumstances, 
and partly in the assumption of cha.ractcrl resulting 
from analogous adaptationl of the element. of all ances
tral organism8. 

But Ollr argument doe8 not commit UI to any .nch 
far-reaching speculation al thi.; which we introduce 
simply as suggested by it, not involved. All we aro 
here ooncerned to show, is, that the deductive method 
aids U8. in interpreting lome 01 the more general 
phenomena of development; and thi. we think we have 
ebown. That all homogeneou8 aggregation. are in un
stable equilibrium il a. universal truth, from which i. 
deducible ·the instability 01 every organio germ. From 
tho known 8ensitivenes8 01 organio compounds to chemi
cal, tbermal, and other disturbing forc('ll, we further 
infer the unlUtUll instability 01 every organio germ-a. 
proneness far beyond tbat of other homogeneous aggre
gations to lapse into a. hekrogeneoul 8tate. And by the 
same line of reaBoning we are led to the additional 
inference, that the first divisions into which a germ 
resolves itself, being leverally in 8tates 01 unstable 
equilibrium, are simila.rly proDe to undergo further 
cbanges; and 10 on continuously. Moreover, wo have 
found it to be equally an d priori conclusion that a8, in 
all other easel, the losl of homogeneity i. due to the 
different amount. and kinds 01 force brought to bear 
upon the difft'rent part8; 80, in this calle al80, difference 
of circumstances i8 the primary caulle 01 diffo:rentiation. 
Add to which, that as the 8(Seral changes undergone by 
the respective parta thus diJrerenUy acted upon, lUe 
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changes which do not destroy their vital activity, they 
must be changes which bring that vital activity into 
subordination to the incident (orces-they must be 
adaptations; and the like must be in some sense true of 
all the subsequent changes. Thus by deductive reason
ing we gct considerable insight into the method of 
organization. However unable we are, and probably 
ever shall be, to comprehend the way in which a germ is 
made to take on the special form of its race, we may yet 
comprehend the general principles which regulate its 
first modifications; and remembering the unity of plan 
so conspicuous throughout Nature, we may 8UJ1pect that 
these principles regulate all succeeding modifications. 

A controversy now going on among zoologists, opens 
yet another field for the application of the deductive 
method. We believe that the question whether there 
does or does not exist a necessary correlation among the 
several parts of any organism, is determinable a priOl1. 

Cuvier, who first asserte<l this necessary correlation, 
professed to base his restorations (If extinct animals 
upon it. Geoffroy St. Hilaire and De Blainville from 
different points of view, contested Cnvier's hypothesis; 
and the discussion, which has much interest as bearing 
on palreontology, has been recently revived under a 
somewhat modified form: Professors Huxley and Owen 
being respectively the assailant and defender o( the 
hypothesis. 

Cuvier says-" Comparative anatomy possesses a prin
ciple whose just development is sufficient to dissipate all 
difficulties; it is that of the correlation of forms in 
organized beings, by means of which every kind of 
organized being might, st:lictly speaking, be recognized 
by a fmgwent of any of its parts. Every organized 

. 2 D 2 
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being constitutes a whole, a lingle and complete IIIstem, 
whose parts mutually correspond and concur by their 
reciprocal reaction to the same definite end. None of 
these parts can be changed without affocting the others ; 
and consequently each taken leparately, indicates and 
givfs all the rest." And he then cites sundry illustra' 
tions: arguing that the carnivorou. form of tooth ne· 
cessitating a certain action of the jaw. implies a particu. 
lar form in its condyle; impliel also limbs fit for leizing 
and holding prey; and therefore impliel clawi. a certain 
structure of the leg-bonel, a certain form of shoulder· 
blade; and winds up by laying. that .. the claw, the 
scapula. the condyle. the femur. and all the other bones. 
taken separately. will give the tooth or one another; 
and by commencing with anyone, he who had a rational 
oonception of the lawl of the organio economy could 
reconstruct the whole animal." 

n will be seen. that the method of restoration here 
contended for. is based upon the alleged pllYliological 
necessity of the connection between these leveral pecu. 
liarities. The argument uled is. not that a scapula of a 
certain shape may be recoguized al having belonged to 
a carnivorous mammal becauso we always find that 
carnivorous mammals do POSSCSI luch ecapulas; but 
because they mlUt possesl them-because carnivorous 
habits would be impossible without them. And in the 
above quotation Cuvier asseril that the necessary corre. 
lation which he considers 10 obvioul in thelle CUeII, exists 
between all parts of the Bystem: admitting. however. 
that in conscquence of our limited knowledge of physi. 
ology, we are unable in many casCl to trace this necessary 
correlation, and are obliged to base our conclusions upon 
observed coexistence!, of wlllch we do not understand 
the reason, but which we find invariable. 
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Now Professor Huxley has recentiy shown that, in the 
first place, this empirical method, which Cuvier intro
duces as quite subordinate, and to be used only in aid of 
the rational method, is really the method which Cuvier 
habitually employed-the so-called rational method re
maining practically a dead letter; and, in the second 
place, he has shown that Cuvier himself has in several 
places so far admitted the inapplicability of the rational 
method, as virtually to surrender it as a method. But 
more than this, Professor Huxley contends that the 
alleged law of necessary correlation is not true. Quite 
admitting the physiological dependence of parts on each 
other, he denies that it is a dependence of a kind that 
could not be otherwise. " Thus the teeth of a lion and 
the stomach of the animal are in such relation that the 
one is fitted to digest the food which the other can tear; 
they are physiologically correlated; but we have no 
reason for affirming this to be a necessary physiological 
correlation, in the sense that no other could equally fit 
its possessor for living on recent flesh. The number 
and form of the teeth might have been quite different 
from that which we know them to be, and the construc
tion of the stomach might have been greatly altered; 
and yet the functions of these organs might have been 
equally well performed." 

Thus much is needed to give our readers an idea of 
the controversy as it now stands. It is not here our 
purpose to go more at length into the evidence cited on 
both sides; we simply wish to show that the question 
may be settled deductively. Before going on to do this, 
however, we must briefly notice two collateral points. 

In his defence of the Cuvierian doctrine, Professol' 
Owen avails himself of the·odium theologicum. He attri
butes to his opponents "the insinuation and masked 
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advOCACY of the doctrine IUbnrai1'8 of a rt'Co~tion of 
the IIigher Yind." Now, BAying nothing about the quel' 
tionable propriety of thUI prejudging a point in acit'nCt', 
we think thia is a IOmewhat unfOrtunate accusation. 
What is there in the hypothesis of ru~u,ary, a. distin· 
guished from actual, correlation of parts, which il par
ticularly in harmony with 'rheism' The maintenance 
of the ftuu,itg, whether of aequencel or of coexiatenC81, 
is commonly thought ratber a derogation from divine 
power than otherwise. Cavier I.YS-" None of these 
parts can be changed witbout affecting tbe otbers; and 
cODBequenUy, each taken IIt'parately, indicates and givel 
all tbe rest:" that is to BAY, in tbe nature of lhiogl the 
correlation could flOC haTe been otherwise. On the con
trary, Professor Huxley coni.t:ncU we have no warrant 
for asserting that the correlation tov.ld flOC have been 
otherwise; but have not a little re&lOD for thinking that 
the same physiological enda might have been differently 
secured. The one doctrine limit. the posllibilitiel of 
creation; the other denies the implied limit. Which, 
then, is most open to the cbarge of covert Atbeism? 

On the other point to which we have rt:ferred, we lean 
to the opinion of Professor Owen. We agree with him 
in thinking that where a rational correlation (in the 
highest sense of the term) can be made out, it afforda a 
better basis for deduction than an empirical correlation 
ascertained only by accumulated oheenationa. Pre
mising that by rational correlation we do not mean one 
in which we can trace, or think we e&Il trace, a design, 
but one of which the negation is inconceivable (and this 
is the speciel of correlation which Cuner'. law implies) j 
tben we hold thai our knowledge of the correlation is of 
a more certain kind than wl1\,re it is simply inductive. 
We think that Professor Huxley, in his &IUiety to avoid 

• 
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the error of making Thought the measure of Things, does 
not sufficiently bear in mind the fact, that as our notion 
of necessity is determined by some absolute uniformity 
pervading all orders of our experiences, it follows that 
an organio correlation which cannot be conceived other
wise, is guaranteed by a much wider induction than one 
ascertained only by the observation of organisms. But 
the truth is, that there are scarcely any organio cor
relations of which the negation is inconceivable. If we 
find the skull, vertebrlll, ribs, and phalanges of some 
land-animal as large as an elephant; we may indeed 
be certain that the legs of this animal were of con
siderable size-much larger than those of a rat: and 
our reason for conceiving this correlation as necessary, 
is that it is based, not upon our experiences of moving 
organisms alone, but upon all our mechanical expe
riences relative to masses and their supports. Not 
only, however, are there few physiological cOlTdations 
really of this order, but there is danger in pursuing 
this line of reasoning, in consequence of the liability 
to include within the class of truly necessary correla
tions, those which are not such. For instance, there 
would seem to be a necessary correlation between the eye 
and the surface of the body. The function of the eye 
being vision, and light being needful for vision, it might 
be supposed absolutely requisite that every eye should be 
external. Nevertheless it is a. fact that there are 
creatures, as the Cirrhiplfdia, whose eyes (not very effi
cient ones, it may be) are deeply imbedded in the sub
stance of the body. Again, a. necessary correlation 
might be supposed to exist between the dimensions of 
the mammalian uterus and those of the pelvis. It would 
appear II priori an impos1ibility that in any species there 
should exist a. well-developed uterus containing a. full-
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sized fretus, and yet that the arch of the pelvis should be 
so small as not to allow the f(Jltus to pass. And were the 
only mammal having a very small pelvio arch a fossil 
one, it would have been inferred, on the Cuvierian method, 
that the f(Jltus must have been born in a rudimentary 
state; and that the uterus must have been proportion
ally small. But there happens to be a living mammal 
having a very small pelvio arch-the mole-which pre
sents ns with a fact that saves ua from thia erroneous 
inference. Anomaloua as the fact is, the young of the 
mole are DDt born through the pelvio arch at all; but in 
front of it I Thus, granting that some quite direcC 
physiological oorrelations may be necessary, we see that 
there is great risk of including among them lome that 
are not such. 

With regard to the great mass of the correlation a, 
however, including all the indirect ones, we agree with 
Professor Huxley in denying that they are necessary; 
and we now propose to Ihow this deductively. Let us 
begin with an analogy. 

Whoever has been through an ntensive iron-works, 
has seen a gigantio pair of ahean worked by machinery, 
and used for cutting in two, bars of iron that are from 
time to time thrust between its Llades. Supposing these 
blades to be the only vi.siLle parta of the apparatus, any 
one observing their movementB (or rather the move
ment of one, for the other is commonly fixed), will lee 
from the manner in which the angle increases and 
decreases, and from the curve described by the moving 
extremity, that there must be some centre of motion 
round which the action takes place-either a pivot or an 
external box equivalent to it. This may be regarded as 
a necessary correlation. Mortover, he might infer that 
beyond the centre of motion the moving blade was pro-
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dnced into a lever, to which the power was applied j but 
as another arrangement is just possible, this could not 
be called anything more than a highly probable correla
tion. If now he went a step further and considered 
how the alternating movement was given to the lever, he 
would very likely conclude that it was given by a crank. 
But if he knew anything of machinery, he would know 
that it might possibly be given by an eccentric. Or 
again, he would know that the effect could be achieved 
by a cam. That is to say, he would see that there was 
no necessary correlation between the shears and the 
remoter parts of the apparatus. Take another case. 
The plate of a printing-press is required to move up and 
down to the extent of an inch or so j and it is further 
requisite that it shall exert its greatest pressure when it 
reaches the extreme of its downward movement. If 
now anyone will look over the stock of a printing-press 
maker, he will see half a dozen different mechanical 
arrangements by which these ends are achieved j and 
any clever machinist would tell him that as many more 
might readily be invented. Further, he would learn 
from the same authority, that in proportion to the com
plexityof a machine, is the number of possible arrange
ments of its other parts which may be made without 
altering some one part. Should any objection be made 
to the analogy between a machine and an organism, it 
cannot be on the ground that the constituent parts of a 
machine are less rigorou·sly correlated than those of an 
organism j for the reverse is the case-they are more 
rigorously correlated. An organism will continue to act 
·when it has lost one or two of its limbs, or when one of 
the lungs is gone j hut the abstraction of such important 
parts from either of the machines above described woulll 
immediately stop it. If, then, there is no necessary 
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sizoo fretus, and yet that the arch of the pelvis shoulJ be 
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duced into a lever, to which the power was applied; but 
as another arrangement is just possible, this could not 
be called _ anything more than a highly probable correla
tion. IT now he went a step further and considered 
how the alternating movement was given to the lever, he 
would very likely conclude that it was given by a crank. 
But if he knew anything of machinery, he would know 
that it might possibly be given by an eccentric. Or 
again, he would know that the effect could be achieved 
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from the same authority, that in proportion to the com
plexityof a machine, is the number of possible arrange
ments of its other parts which may be made without 
altering some one part. Should any objection be made 
to the analogy between a machine and an organism, it 
cannot be on the ground that the constituent parts of a 
machine are less rigorou'sly correlated than those of an 
organism; for the reverse is the case-they are more 
rigorously correlated. An organism will continue to act 
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correlation between the variout parls 01 a machine. still 
less is there between those of an organism. 

From a converse point of view the same truth is 
maniltJst. Bearing in mind the above anoJogy. it will be 
foreseen that an alteration in one part of an organism 
does not necessarily entail ,ame OM ,pecific ,et of altcra
tionl in the other partl. euvier says-" None of these 
parts can be changed without affecting the others; ond 
consequently. each taken teparately. indicates and gives 
all the rest." The first of these propositions may pass. 
but the second, which is alleged to follow from it, is not 
true; for it implies that" all the rest" can be severally 
affected in only one way and degree, whereas they can be 
affected in many ways and degrees. To ahow this. we 
must again have recourse to a mechanical analogy. 

If you set a brick on end and thrust it over, you can 
predict with certainty in what direction it will fall, and 
what attitude it will assume. If, again setting it up, 
you put another on the top of it, you can no longer fore
see with accuracy the results of an overthrow; and on 
repeating the experiment, no matter how much care is 
taken to place them in the same positions, and to apply 
the same degree of force in the same direction, the 
effects will on no two occasions be exactly alike. And in 
proportion as the aggregation it complicated by the 
addition of new and unlike parls. ,,-ill the results of any 
disturbance become more varied and incalculable. If. 
instead of bodies placed in this loose mechanical de
pendence, you take a group held in more permanent 
connection-say tied together by strings, as the bones 
are tied by muscles and ligaments-it will be equally 
manilest that a disturbing force applied to one parl, will 
affect the others. not in a de~te. but in an indefinite 
way; and that no second group could be made so per-
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fectly like the first, that an equivalent disturbance would 
produce exactly the same results. The like truth is 
clearly and curiously illustrated in the case of loco
motive engines. It is a fact familiar to all mechani
cal engineers and engine-drivers, that out of a number 
of engines built as accurately as possible to the same 
pattern, no two will act in just the same manner. Each 
will have its idiosyncrasies_ The play of actions and 
reactions will so far differ, that under like conditions 
each will behave in a somewhat different way; and every 
driver has to learn the constitution of his own engine 
before he can work it to the greatest advantage. In 
organisms themselves this indefiniteness of mechanical 
reaction is clearly traceable. Two boys throwing stones 
will always more or less differ in their attitudes; as will 
two billiard-players, or two persons dealing out cards. 
The faIniliar fact that each individual has a character
istic gait, illustrates the point still better. The rhyth
mical motion of the leg is simple, and on the Cuvierian 
hypothesis should react upon the body in some uniform 
way. But in consequence of those slight diversities of 
structure which consist with identity of species, no two 
individuals make exactly similar movements either of the 
trunk or the arms: there is always a peculiarity recog
nizable by their friends. 

When we pass to disturbing forces of non-mechanical 
kinds, the same truth becomes still more conspicuous. 
Expose several persons to a drenching storm; and while 
one will subsequently feel no appreciable inconvenience, 
another will have a cough, another a catarrh, another an 
attack of diarrhma, another a fit of rheumatism. Vacci
nate several children of the same age with the same 
quantity of virus appliedt to the same part, and the 
symptoms will not be quite alike in any oi them, either 
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~tate. inyolws the flld th:lt the ch:mgt's l'l'l),luc,,,l by any 
disturbiug furl'6 will not be alike, but may he totally un
like. Just as ddicatcly l'IVisl',1 scalt'8 may, wht'.ll shaleu, 
l'I'\'l'llll,lcrate either way, in yirtue of some quite iMp
l'l'l'l.'illhle diff"l'l'UC6: so, the org:mio e'luilibrium in two 
CI'\'lltUl'l'S of the sluue kinJ mny, hy the 1NUUt' ,listurbance, 
llol owrthro\Tll in Ol'l'IVsito dil'l'ctions, in eons"'lul'llce or 
those minute uulikenl'&ws which e~st in ewry cftse. 
AnJ haying haJ the orgtmio equilibrium thus oWl"thro\Tll 
in ()l'l,,-'site dirt'Ctiuns, a Ilt'l'sistt'uc6 or the di.sturbiug 
cause mlly I'ro..luC6 in tht'm quite diffeNnt sds or llCfma
nent orgrulio changt's. 

Thus l'a1lll()ntull'~ must ,1,,}'t'nJ upon the empirical 
mt'tho,l. Nl'Ct'S&I.rY rorl'l'llltion clmnot be sUbst.'Ulti:lt,'<i. 
A {,)ssil spl'Cil'S thllt WllS ohligt"l tv ehlul~ its fuoa or 
hahits o{ lif", diJ not of nl'l.'t'ssity un.lt'r~ the l)articular 
s"t ()f mo,lifications exhihik,l; but, uuJel' SlIme slight 
Chllll~ of l'l'l'.lisllt)$ing c:\uses-as of St'8s<.'n or l:ltituJe 
-might hllY6 uu.lt'l'gtllle some other sct of mOllifica
tions: tile ddcrmining circumst:luC'e being one which, 
iu the human s,'nst', we call furtuitous. 

We wuture to thiuk, then, thllt the dt'tiuctiYe m('thoo 
f,::fl'atly eluci,llltt's this ,t'Xl'<i qUl'stion in physioll'~; 
while at the 8.'\rue time our ar~um,'ut cl)ll:lt<.'l'ally exhibits 
the limits within which thl ,1t>Jucti,e mt'thoo is ftpl'li
cnhl~ Fur '\Thilt) '\TO SC\) tha\ this extl"emcly g<Ncrul 
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qu('stion may be satisfactorily deaU with deductively; 
the conclusion at which we have arrived, itself implie~ 
that the more ,pecial phenomena of Ol'ganization cannot 
be so dealt with. 

With a brevity necessitated by fast-diminishing IIpace, 
we must draw attention to yet another method of in· 
vestigating the general truth. of physiology-a method 
to which physiology already OWei one luminous idea, but 
which is not at present formally recognized as a method. 
We refer to the comparison of physiological phenomena 
with social phenomena. 

The analogy between individual organisms and the 
Bocial organism, is one that has in all ages forced 
itself on the attention of the observo.nt. Though 
modem science does not countenance those crude ideas 
of this analogy which have been Crom time to time ex
pressed" since the days of the Greeks; yet it more and 
more tends to show that there if an analogy, and a very 
remarkable one. While it is becoming clear that there 
are no such special parallelisms between the constituent 
parts of a man and those of a nation as have been 
thought to e:Dst; it is also becoming clear that the 
gpneral principles of development and structure dis
played in all organized bodies are displayed in societies 
also. The fundamental characteristic both of societies 
and of living creatures, is, that they consist of mutually
dependent parts; and it would seem tbat this involves a 
community of various other characteristics. lIost men 
who have any acquaintance with the broad facts of both 
physiology and sociology, are beginning to recognize 
this correspondence not as a plausible fancy, but as a 
scientific truth. And we are itrongly of opinion that it 
will by and by be Been to hold to an extent wlllch few at 
present suspect. 
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Meanwhile, if any such correspondence exists, it is 
clear that Biology and Sociology will more or less 
interpret each other. Each affords its special facilities 
for inquiry. Relations of cause and effect clearly trace
able in the social organism, may lead to the search fOI 
analogous ones in the individual organism; and may so 
elucidate what might else be inexplicable. Laws of 
growth and function disclosed by the pure physiologist, 
may occasionally give us the clue to certain social 
modifications otherwise difficult to understand. If they 
can do no more, the two sciences can at least exchange 
suggustions and confirmations; and this will be no small 
aid. The conception of "the physiological division of 
labour," which political economy has already supplied to 
Biology, is one of no small value. And the probability 
is that it has others to give. 

In support of this opinion, we will now cite cases in 
which such aid is furnished. And, in the first place, let 
us see whether the facts of social organization do not 
afford additional support to some of the. doctrines set 
forth in the foregoing parts of this article. 

One of the positions we have endeavoured to establish 
is, that in animals the process of development is carried 
on, not by differentiations only, but by subordinate inte
grations. Now in the social organism we may see the 
Bame duality of process; and lurther, it is to be observed 
that the integrations are of the same three kinds. Thus 
we have integrations that arise from the simple growth 
of adjacent parts that perform like functions; as for 
instance, the coalescence of Manchester with its calico
weaving suburbs .. We have other integrations that arise 
when, out of several ~laces producing a particular 
commodity, one monopolizes more and more of the 
business. and leaves the rest to dwindle; as witness the 
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growth of the Yorkshire cloth-districts at the expense 01 
those in the west of England; or the ab8orption b, 
Staffordshire of the pottery-manufacture, and the coose· 
quent decay of the establi8hment. that once flourished 
at Derby, and elsewhere. And we have those yet 
other integrations that result from the actual approxi
mation of the similarly-occupied parts; whence result 
such facts as the eoncentration of publish en in l'ater
noster Foow, of lawyers in the Temple and neighbourhood, 
of com-merchants about Mark Lane, of civil engineera 
in Great George Street, of bankers in the centre of 
the city. Finding thus that in the evolution of social 
organisms, as in the evolution of individual organisms, 
there are integrations as well as differentiations, and 
moreover that these inkgration. are of the same three 
kinds; we have additional reason for considering these 
integrations as essential parts of the developmental pro
cess, needing to be included in its formula. And further, 
the circumstance that in the social organism these inte
grations are dependent on community of function, con
firms the hypothesis that they are thus dependent in the 
individual organism •. 

Again, we endeavoured to show deductively, that the 
contrasts of parts first setn in all unfolding embryos, 
are con8equent upon the contrasted circumstances to 
which such parts are exposed; that thus, adaptation of 
constitution to conditions is the principle which de
termines their priulary changes; and that, possibly, if 
we include under the formula hereditarily-transmitttd 
adaptations, all differentiations arising afterwards may 
be similarly determined. Well, we need not long contem
plate the facts to Bee that the predominant Bocial differ
entiations are brought about·in an analogouB way. As 
the membera of an original.ly-homogeneo1l8 community 
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multiply and spread, the gradual separation into sections 
which simultaneously takes place, manifestly depends on 
differences of local circumstances. Those who happen 
to live near some place chosen, perhaps for its centrality, 
as one of periodical assemblage, become traders, and a 
town springs up; those who live dispersed continue to 
hunt or cultivate the earth ; those who spread to the sea
shore fall into maritime occupations. And each of these 
classes undergoes modifications of nature fitting it to 
its function. Later in the process of social evolution 
these local adaptations are greatly multiplied. In virtue 
of differences of ·soil and climate, the rural inhabitants 
in different parts of the kingdom have their occupations 
partially specialized; and are respectively distinguished 
as chiefly producing cattl(· or sheep, or wheat, or oats. or 
hops, or cyder. People living where coal-field!! are dis
covered become colliers; Cornishmen take to mining· 
because Cornwall is metalliferous; and the iron-manu
facture is t1;l.e dominant industry where ironstone is 
plentiful. Liverpool has assumed the office of importing 
cotton, in consequence of its proximity to the district 
where cotton goods are made; and for analogous reasons 
Hull has become the chief port at which foreign wools 
are brought in_ Even in the establishment of breweries, 
of dye-wOrks, of slate quarries, of brick-yards, we may 
see the same truth. So that both in general and in de
tail these specializations of the social organism which 
characterize se~arate districts, primarily depend on 
local circumstances. Of the originally-similar units 
making up the social mass, different groups assume the 
different functions which their respective positions en
tail; and become adapt,\ld to their conditions, Thus, 
that which wEi concluded, .). priori, was the leading cause 
of organio differentiations, we find, a posteriori, to be the 

<! E 
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leading cause of social differentiations. Nay further, &11 

we inferred that possibly the embryonio changes which 
are not thus directly caused, are caused by hereditarily
transmitted adaptations; so, we may actually see that in 
embryonic societies, such changes as are not due to 
dir~ct adaptations are in the main traceable to adapta
tions originally undergone by the parent society. The 
colonies founded by distinct nations, 1i'hile they simi· 
larly exhibit specializations causee! in the way above 
described, diverge in so far as they take on, more or 
less, the organizations of the nations they sprung from. 
A French settlement does not develop exactly after the 
same manner as an English one; and Loth assume 
forms unlike those which Roman settlements assumed. 
Now the fact that the differentiations of societies u 
determined parOy by the direct adaptation of their units 
to local conditions, and partly by the transmitted in· 
fluence of like adaptations undergone by ancestral 
societies, enforces the conclusion otherwise reached, that 
the differentiation of individual organisms results from 
immediate adaptations· compounded with ancestral 
adaptations. . 

From confirmations tbus furnished by Sociology to 
Physiology, let us now pass to a suggestion similarly 
furnished. A factory, or other producing establishment, 
or a town made up of such establishments, is an agency 
for emborMing some commodity cOWlumed by society at 
large; and may be regarded as analogous to a gland or 
viscus in an individual organism. U now we inquire what 
is the primitive mode in which one of these producing 
establishments grows up, we find it to be this. A 8ing~e 
-worker, who himself sells the Ilroduce of his labour, u 

. the germ. His business incr&sing, he employs helpefS 
-sons Of apprentices; and having done this, he become. 
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n vend.or not only of his own handiwork, but of that of 
others. A fw:ther increase of his business compels him 
to multiply his assistants, and his sale grows' so rapid 
that he is obliged to cOIifine himself to the process of 
t;tJlling j that is, he ceases to be a producer, and become'J 
simply a channel through which the produce of others is 
conveyed to the public. Should his prosperity r:se yet 
higher, he finds that he is unable to manage even the 
sale of his commodities, and has to employ others, pro
baLly of his own family, to aid him in selling j that is, 
to him as a main channel are now added subordinate 
channels j and so on continuously. Moreover, when 
there grow up in one place, as a Manchester or a Bir
mingham, many establishments of like kind, this process 
is carried still further. There arise factors and buyers, 
who are the channels through which are transmitted the 
produce of many factories j and we believe that pri
marily these factors were manufacturers who undertook 
to dispose of the produce of smaller houses as well as 
their own, and ultimately became salesmen only. Under 
a converse aspect; all the stages of this development 
have been within these few years clearly exemplified in 
our railwa.y contractors. There are sundry men now 
living who illustrate the whole process in their own per
sons-men who were originally navvies, digging and 
wheeling j who ~en undertook some small sub-contract, 
and wOl'ked along with those they paid j who presently 
took larger contracts and employed foremen j and who 
now contract for whole railways and let portions to sub
contractors. That is to say, we have men who were 
originally workers, but have finally become the maw 
channels out of, which diferge secondary channeis, which 
again bifurcate into the Aubotdinate channels, through 
which flows the money (that is, the nutriment) supplied 

- 2 E 2 
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by society to the actual makerl of the railway. Now it 
seems worth inquiring whether this is not the originlLl 
course followed in the evolution of lecreting and ex
creting organs in an animal: We know th~t luch 
organs begin as clu8ters of Beparate cells; are then 
8~en as groups of follicles each containing many ce1l8 ; 
and end as ma8ses of such groups, permeated by 
duct8. But while analogy BUg;;l'stl that this is the 
original mode in which such organl are developed, it 
suggests that this does not continue to be the mode. 
For as we find that in the social organism, manufac
turing establishments are no longer commonly developed 
through the series of modifications above de8cribed, but 
now mostly arise by the direct tran8Cormation of a 
number of persons into master, clerks, foremen, worker8, 
&c.; so the approximative method of forming organs, 
may in Bome ca8es be replaced by a direct metamor· 
phosis of the organic elementB into the de8tined structure 
without any transitional 8tructureB being passed through. 
That there are organs thuB formed iB an ascertained 
fact; and the additional que8tion which analogy Buggests 
is, whether the direct method i. substituted for the in· 
direct method. 

The8e few illustrations will Bufficiently justify our 
opinion that the study of organized bodieB may be in
directly furthered by the study of lLe body politic: ~ts, 
at least, may be expected, if nothing more. The Induc
tive Method, usually alone employed by most phYBiolo
gists, may not only derive important assistance from 
the Deductive Method, but it may further be supple. 
mented by the Sociological MelLod. 
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THE COMPARATIVE PSYCHOLOGY 
OF MAN. 

WHILE discussing with two members of the Anthropo
logical Institute the '\York to be undertaken by its psycho
logical section, I made certain suggestions which they 
requested me to put in writing. When reminded, some 
months after, of the promise I had made to do this, I 
failed to recall the particular suggestions referred to ; 
but in the endeavour to .remember them, I was led to 
glance over the whole subject of comparative human 
psychology. Hence resulted the following paper. 

That making a general survey is useful as a prelimi
nary to deliberate study, either of a whole or of any 
part, scarcely needs showing., Vagueness of thought 
accompanies the wandering about in a region without 
known bounds or landmarks. Attention devoted to some 
portion of a subject in ignorance of its connexion with 
tle rest, leads to untrue conceptions. The ·whole cannot 
be rightly conceived without some knowledge of the 
parts; and no part can be rightly conceived out of rela
tion to the whole. 
. To map out the Comparative Psychology of Man must 

also conduce to the more methodic carrying on of in
qUllles. In this, as in fther things, division of labour 
will facilitate progress; 1b1ld that there may be division 
of labour. the work itself must be systematically divided . 

• 
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We may aonvenienUy s£'para18 the entire subjed into 
three main divisions, &r!anged in the order of increasing 
speciality. 

The first division will treat of the degree. or mental 
evolution of different human type., generally considered: 
taking account of both the mass of mental manifestation 
and the complexity of mental m&nifestation. Thi. di· 
vision will include the relation. of these characlell to 
physical characters-the bodily mass and .tructure, and 
the cerebral mass and structure. It will also include 
inquiries concerning the time taken in completing mental 
evolution, and the time during which aduU mental power 
lasts; as well as certain most general traits of mental 
action, such as the greater 01' less persil!tence of emotion. 
and of intellectual processes. The connexion between 
the general mental type and the general social type 
should also be here dealt with. 

In the second divi8ion may be conveniently placed 
apart, inquiries concerning the relative mental nature. 
of the sexes in each race. Under it will come such 
questions as these:-'What differences of mental mas. 
and mental complexity, if any, existing between male. 
and females, are common to all race.? Do such differ. 
ences vary in degree, 01' in kind, 01' in both? Are there 
reasons for thinking that they are liable to change by in. 
crease 01' decrease? What relations do they Oeu in 
each case to the habits of life, the domestic arrange. 
ments, and the social arrangement.? This division 
should also include in its scope the sentiments of the 
sexes towards one another, considered as varying quanti. 
tatively and qualitatively; aa well a. their respective 
sentiments towards offspring, s~arly nrying. 

For the third division of iflquiries may be resened 
the more special mental trait. diatinguishing diJIaElDt 
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tws of men. One class of such specialities results from 
differences of proportion among faculties pos8essed in 
common; and anoth~\r class resUlts from the presence in 
IIome races of faculties that are almost or quite absent 
from others. Each difference in faeh of these groups, 
when estll.blisht'd by comparison, has to be studied in 
conDetion with the stll.ge of mental el"olution reached, 
and has to be studied in eonnexion with the habits of 
life and the social del"elopment, regaI'lling it as rdated 
to these both as cause and const'quenee. 

Such being the outlines of these s~era.l divisions, let 
us now conside.r in detail the 6ubdil"isions contained 
within each. 

I.-Untlt.'l" the ht.'ad of genel"al mental el"olution we 
may begin with the trait of-

1. Jltntdl ""lsl.-Daily experit.'nees show us that 
human beings difft'l" in volume of mt.'ntal manift.'station. 
Some th"re are whose intdlig<'nce, high though it may 
be, prOOuct.'s little impression on those arounJ; while 
there are some who, when uttering el"en commonplaces, 
,10 it so as to affect listeners in a disproportionate dt.'gree. 
Comparison of two such makes it manifest that. 
~nera.lly, the diff,'rence is due to tht.' naturall:l.Dguage of 
the emotions. BehinJ the' intcll~'Ctual quiclmt.'ss of the 
one the.re is not fdt any powel" of character; while the 
olliel" betrays a momentum capable of bearing down 
(\pposition~ potentiality of emotion that has something 
f0rmidablt' about it. Obviously the nrietit's of mankin-I 
,liffer much in rt'spect of this trait. Apad from kinJ of 
feeling, they are unlike in amount of ft'eling. 'fhe 
dominant races overrun the inferior races mainly in 
"mue of the greater q~lmtity of energy in which this 
b'TOOk.r menf.!Al ma.ss allows itself. lIenee a series of in· 
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quiries, of which these are some :-(a) What is the rela
tiou between mental mass and bodily mass? Manifestly, 
the small races are deficient in it. But it also appear a 
that races much upon a par in lize-as, for instance, au 
Englishman and a Damara, diJIer considerably in mental 
mass. (b) What is its relation to mass of brain? and, 
bearing in mind the general I8.w that in the same species, 
size of brain increases with size of body (though not in 
the same proportion), how far can we connect the extra 
mental mass of the higher races, with an extra masl of 
brain beyond that ~hich is proper to their greater bodily 
mass? (c) What relation, if any, is there between 
mental mass and the physiological state expressed in 
vigour of circulation and richness of blood, as severally 
determined by mode of liCe and general nutrition? (d) 
What are the relations of this trait to the social state, al 
nomadic or settled, predatory or industrial ? 

2. Mental c017Iplexity.-llow races differ in respect 01 
the more or less involved structures 01 their minds, will 
best be understood on recalling that unlikeness between 
the juvenile mind and the aduU mind among ourselves, 
which so well typifies the unlikeness between the mind a 
of savage and civilized. In the child we see absorption 
in~pecial facts. Generalities even ot a low order are 
scarcely recognized, and there is no recognition 01 high 
generalities. We see interest in individuals, in personal 
adventures, in domestic affairs, but no interest in politi. 
cal or social matters. We see vanity about clothes anll 
small achievements, but little sense of justice": witness 
the forcible appropriation 01 one another', toys. While 
there have come into play many 01 the simpler mental 

. powers, there has not yet been r~a.ched that complication 
of mind which results from -the addition 01 powers 
evolved out of these simpler ones. Kindrt:d JiJIerenCt:8 
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of complexity exist between the minds of low~r and 
higher races j and comparisons should be made to 
ascertain their kinds and amounts. Here, too, there 

o may be a subdivision of the inquiries. (a) What is the 
relation between mental complexity and mental mass? 
Do not the two habitually vary together? (b) What is 
the relation to the social state, as more or less complex? 
that is to say-Do not mental complexity and social 
complexity act and react on each other? 

8. Rate of mental developme~t.-In conformity with 
the biological law that the higher the organisms the 
longer they take to evolve, members of the inferior 
human races may be expected to complete their mental 
evolution sooner than members of the superior races j 
and we have evidence that they do this. Travellers from 
all regions comment, now on the great precocity Qf chil-

o dren among savage and semi-civilized peoples, and now 
on the early arrest of their mental progress. Though 
we scarcely need more proofs that this general contrast 
exists, there remains to be asked the question, whether it 
is consistently maintained throughout all orders of races, 
from the lowest to the highest-whether, say, the Aus
tralian differs in this respect from the Hindu, as much as 
the Hindu does from the European. Of secondary ~
quiries coming under this sub·head may be named 
several. (a) Is this more rapid evolution and earlier 
arrest always unequally shown by the two sexes j or, in 
other words, are there in lower types proportional differ
ences in rate and degree of development, such as higher 
types show us? (b) Is there in many cases, as there 
appears to be in some case~, a traceable relation between 
the period of arrest and the pe~iod of puberty? (c) Is 
mental decay early in prJ}lOrtion as mental evolution is 
!'apid? (d) Can we in other respects assert that where 
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the type is low, the entire cycle of mental changes 
between birth and death-ascending, uniform, descending 
-comes within a shorter interval 'I 

4. Relative plasticity.-Is there any relation between 
the degree· of mental modifiability which remains in 
adult life, and the character of the mental evolution in 
respect of mass, complexity, and rapidity 'I The animal 
kingdom at large yields us reasons for associating an in
ferior and more rapidly-completed mental type, with a 
relatively automatic nature. Lowly organized creatures, 
guided almost entirely by reflex actions, are in but small 
degrees changeable by individual experiences. As the 
nervous structure complicates, its. actions become Jess 
rigorously confined within pre.established limits; and as 
we approach the highest creatures, individual experiences 
take larger and larger shares in moulding the conduct: 
there is an increasing ability to ta!ce in new impressions 
and to profit by the acquisitions. Inferior and superior 
human races a.re contrasted in this respect. Many 
travellers comment on the unchangeable habits of savagea. 
The semi-civilized nations of the East, past and present, 
were, or are, characterized by a greater rigidity of custom 
than characterizes the more civilized na.tions of the West. 
The histories of the most civilized nationa ahow us that 
in their earlier times, the modifiability of ideas and 
habits was les.s than it is at present. And if we contrast 
classes or individuals around us, we aee that the most 
developed in mind are the most plastic. To inquiriea 
respecting this trait of comparative plasticity, in ita 
relations to precocity and early completion of mental 
development, may fitly be added inquiries respecting ita 
relation.s to the social state. which it helps to determine, 
and whIch reacts upon it. 

5. Yariability.-To su of a mental nature that ita 
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actions are extremely inconstant, and at the same time 
to say that it is a relatively unchangeable nature, 
apparently. implies a contradiction. When, however, the 
inconstancy is understood as referring to, the manifesta
tions which follow one another from minute to minute, 
and the unchangeableness to the average manifestations, 
extending over long periods, the apparent contra.diction 
disappears; and it becomes comprehensible that the two 
trlLits may, and ordinarily do, co-exist. An infant" 
quickly weary with each. kind of perception, wanting 
ever a new object which it soon abandons for something 
else, and alternating a score times a day between smiles 
and tears, shows us a very small persistence in each 
kind of mental action: all its states, intellectual and 
emotional, are transient. Yet at the same time its mind 
cannot be easily changed in character. True, it changes 
spontaneously in . due course; but it long remains in
capable 'of receiving ideas or emotions beyond those of 
simple orders. The child exhibits less rapid variations, 
intellectual and emotional, while its educability is greater. 
Inferior human races show us this combination: great 
rigidity of general character with great irregularity in its 
passing manifestations. Speaking broadly, while they 
resist permanent modification they lack intellectual per
sistence, and they lack emotional persistence. Of various 
low types we read that they cannot keep the attention 
fixed beyond a few minutes on anything re<J.uiring 
thought, even of a simple kind. Similal"ly with their 
feelings: these are less enduring than those of civilized 
men. There are, however, qualifications to be made in 
this statement; and comparisons are needed to ascertain 
how far these qualificatioy.s go. The savage shows great 
persistence in th'3 action IJf the lower intellectual facul
ties. He is untiring in minute observation. He is un-
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tiring. also, in that kind 01 perceptive acth'ity 'Which 
accompanies the making 01 his weapons and ornaments: 
of'kn persevering lor immense period. in caning atones, 
,\:c. Emotionally, too, he shows persistence not only in 
the motives prompting these amall industries, but also in 
certain 01 his pllssions--4!specially in that 01 re'fongc. 
lience, in studying the degrees 01 mental nriability 
shown us in the daily lives 01 the di1Y .. rent races, 'We 
must ask how lar variability characterizeB the whole 
mind, and how lar it holds only 01 parts 01 the mind. 

6. l"'pul.iuntll.-This trait is closely allied with the 
lllst: unenduring emotions are 'emotions which sway the 
conduct now this way and now that, without any consist
ency. The trait 01 impulsiveness may, however, be fitly 
dealt with separately, because it haa other iml,lications 
than mere lack 01 persistence. Comparison. 01 the 
lower human race. with the higher, appear generally to 
shoW' that, along with brevity 01 the passions, there goes 
violence. The sudden gusts 01 looling 'Which men 01 in· 
'erior types display, are excessive in degree as (hey are 
shod in duration; and there i. probably a connexion 
hetween these two traits: intensity sooner producing 
exhaustion. Observing that the passions 01 chilJhood 
illustrate this connexion, let us turn to certain interest· 
ing questions concerning the d~crease 01 impulsivcnc88 
which accompanies advance in evolution. The nc"ous 
processes of an impulsive being, are less remote froin 
reflex actions than are those 01 an unimpulsive being. 
In reflex actions we see a simple stimulus passing 
I'uddenly into mOTement: little or no control being eler. 
eised by other parts 01 the nenou. system. As 'We 
ascend to higher actions, guided by more and more com. 
plicated combinations of s~, there is not the same 
instantaneous diacharS!' in aimple motions; but there is 
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8 comparatiwly deliberate and more variable adjustment 
of compound motions, duly restrained and proportioned. 
It is thus with the passions' and sentimt'nts in the less 
,\ewll)ped natures and in the more dl'\"l'loped natur.'s. 
Where tht're is but little emotional COUll)lerity, an 
elUotion, when exci~d by some occurrence, explodes in 
action hl'Iore the other emotions have hl'en called into 
l':ay; and each of the!!e, from time to time, does the like. 
liut the more complex emotional structure is one: in 
which these simpler emotions are so co-orJinated that 
they do not act independently. Before excitement of 
anyone has had time to cnuse action, some excitement 
hns hl'en communicated to otheES-often antagonistic 
ones-and the conduct hl'comes moJitie,t in adjustment 
to the combined dictates. IIence results a dt'creased 
impulsiwness, and also a greatd persistence. The con
duct pursued. hl'ing prompted by sewral emotions co
operating in dt'grl't's which do not exhaust them, acquires 
a greater continuity; and while spasmodic force becomes 
It·ss conspicuous, thl're is an increase in the total energy. 
Examining the facts from this point of new, there art' 

. fOundry questions of interest to be put respecting the 
different ract's of mt'n. (tI) To what ('ther traits than 
degree of mt'ntal evolution is impulsiwness related? 
Apart from difference in elevation of type, the Xew
World races st't'm to be less imI.ulsive than the Old
World races. Is this due to constitutional al'athy? Can 
t!lere be traCt'<l (other things equal) a relation hl'twl'l'n 
physical vivacity and mental impulsiveness? (b) What 
connerion is there hl'twl'l'n this trait and the social 
state? Clearly a wry explosive nature--such as that of 
the Bushman-is unfit fOf social union; and, commonly. 
social union, when by aL'Y means established, checks 
impulsi.tllless. (c) What respeeti.e shares in checking 
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impulsiveness are taken by the feelings which the Bocia1 
state fosters-such as the fear of surrounding indi
viduals, the instinct of sociatity, the desire to accumulate 
property, the sympathetic feelings, the sentiment of jus
tice? These which require a Bocial environment for 
their development, all of them involve imaginations of 
~onsequences more or less distant; and thus imply 
checks upon the promptings of 'he simpler passions. 
Hence arise the questions-In what order, in what de
grees, and in what combinations, do they come into 
play? 

7. One further general inquiry of a. different kind 
may be added. What effect is produced on mental 
nature by mixture of races? There is reason for be
lieving that throughout the animal kingdom, the union 
of varieties that have become widely divergent is physic
ally injurious; while the union of slightly divergent 
varieties is physically beneficial. Does the like hold 
with the mental nature? Some facts seem to show that 
mixture of human races extremely unlike produces a 
worthless type of mind-a. mind fitted neither for the 
kind of life led by the higher of the two races, nor for 
that led by the lower-a. mind out of adjustment to all 
conditions of life. Contrariwise, we find that peoples of 
the same stock, slightly differentiated by lives carried on 
in unlike circumstances for many generations, prodnce 
by mixture a mental type having certain superiorities •. 
In his work on The lIuglUTWu, Mr. Smiles points out 
how large a number of distinguished men among us 
have descended from Flemish and French refugees; and 
M. Alphonse De Candolle, in his lIi8toire de. Science, et de, 
Sarant. depui. deuz Sikle" sh~ws that the descendants 
of Fren.ch refugees in Switze~and have produced an un
usually great proportion of scientific men. Though, in 
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part, this result may be ascribed to the original natures 
of such refugees, who must have had that independence 
which is a chief factor in originality, yet it is probably 
in part due to mixture of races. For thinking this, we 
have evidence which is not open to two interpretations. 
Prof. Morley draws attention to the fact that, during 
seven hundred years of our early history, "the best 
genius of England sprang. up on the line of country in 
which Celts and Anglo-Saxons came together." In like 
manner, Mr. Galton, in his English Men of Science, 
shows that in recent days these have mostly come from 
an inland region, running generally from north to south, 
which we may reasonably presume contains more mixed 
blood than do the regions east and west of it. Such a. 
result seems probable a priori. Two natures respectively 
adapted to slightly unlike sets of social conditions, may 
be expected by their union to produce a nature somewhat 
more plastic than either-a nature more impressible by 
the new circumstances of advancing social life, and 
therefore more likely to originate new ideas and display 
modified sentiments. The comparative psychology of 
man may, then, fitly include the mental effects of mix
ture; and among derivative inquiries we may ask-How 
far the conquest of race by race has been instrumental 
in advancing oivilization by aiding mixture, as ~ell as in 
other ways? 

II.-The seoond of the three leading divisions named 
at the outset is less extensive. Still, concerning the 
relative mental natures of the sexes in each race, ques
tions of much interest and importance may be raised. 

1. Degree of difference between the sexes.-It is an es
tablished fact that, phYiJically considered, the contrast 
between males and females is not equally great in all 

21' 
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impulsiveness are taken by the feE:lings which the social 
state fosters-such as the fear of surrounding indi
viduals, the instinct of sociality. the desire to accumulate 
property, the sympathetio feelings, the sentiment of jus
tice? These which require a Bocial environment for 
their development, all of them involve imaginations of 
flonsequences more or less distant; and thus imply 
checks upon the promptings of 'he simpler passions. 
Hence arise the questions-In what order, in what de
grees, and in what combinations, do they come into 
play? 

7. One further general inquiry of & dilrerent kind 
may be added. What effect is produced on mental 
nature by mixture of raceB? There is reason for .bo
lieving that throughout the animal kingdom, the union 
of varieties that have become widely divergent is physic
ally injurious; while the union of slightly divergent 
varieties is physically beneficial. Does the like hold 
with the mental nature 'I Some facts seem to show that 
mixture of human races extremely unlike produces a 
worthless type' of mind-a mind fitted neither for the 
kind of life led by the higher of the two raccs, nor for 
that led by the lower-a mind out of adjustment to all 
conditions of life. Contrariwise, we find that peoples of 
the same stock, slightly differentiated by lives carried on 
in unlike circumstances for many generations, produce 
by mixture a mental type having certain superiorities. 
In his work on The HugtUnou, Yr. ·Smilcs points out' 
how large a number of distinguished men among us 
have descended from Flemish and French refugees; and 
M. Alphonse De Candolle, in his IIi.toire de. Science. et de. 
Savantl depui. deu.z: Sieck., sh~ws that the descendants 
of French refugees in Switze}(and have produced an un
usually'great proportion of scientific men. Though, in 
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part, this result may be ascribed to the original natures 
of such refugees, who must have had that independence 
which is a. chief factor in originality, yet it is probably 
in part due to mixture of races. For thinking this, we 
have evidence which is not open to two interpretations. 
Prof. Morley draws attention to the fact that, during 
seven hundred years of our early history, "the best 
genius of England sprang up on the line of country in 
which Celts and Anglo-Saxons came together." In like 
manner, Mr. Galton, in his English Men of Science, 
shows that in recent days these have mostly come from 
a.n inland region, running generally from north to south, 
which we may reasonably presume contains more mixed 
blood than do the regions east and west of it. Such a. 
result seems probable a priori. Two natures respectively 
adapted to slightly unlike sets of social conditions, may 
be expected by their union to produce a nature somewhat 
more plastio than either-a nature more impressible by 
the new circumstances of advancing social life, and 
therefore more likely to originate new ideas and display 
modified sentiments. The comparative psychology of 
man may, then, fitly include the mental effects of mix
ture; and among derivative inquiries we may ask-How 
far the conquest of race by race has been instrumental 
in advancing oivilization by aiding mixture, as w:ell as in 
other ways? 

1I.-The seoond of the three leading divisions named 
at the outset is less extensive. Still, concerning the 
relative mental natures of the sexes in each race, ques
tions of much interest and importance may be raised. 

1. Degree of difference betwem the sexes.-It is an es
tablished fact that, phYilically considered, the contrast 
between males and females is not equally great in all 

2 • 
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types of mankind. The bearded racell, for instance, 
show us a greater unlikeness between the two than do 
'he beardless races. Among South American tribcs, 
men and women have a greater general rescmblance in 
form, &c., than is usual elsewhere. The question, then, 
suggests itself-Do the mental natures of the sexell differ 
in a constant or in a variable degree? The ditIerence ia 
unlikely to be a constant one; and, looking for variation, 
we may ask what is its amount, and under what condi
tions does it occur? 

2. Difference in maJI. and in compluity.-The compari
sons between the sexes, of course, admit of subdivision. 
parallel to those made in the compariso~. between the 
races. Relative merital mass and relative mental com
plexity have chiefly to be observed. Assuming that the 
great inequality in the cost of reproduction to the two 
sexes is the cause of unlikeness in mental mass, a. in 
physical mass, this ditIerence may be studied in con
nexion with reproductive ditIerences presented by the 
various races, in respect of the ages at which reproduc
tion commences, a.nd the periods over which it lasts. An 
allied inquiry may be joined with this; namely, how far 
the mental developments of the two sexes are atIected by 
their relative habits in respect to food and physical exer
tion? In many of the lower races, the women, treated 
with great brutality, are, physically, much inferior to the 
men: excess of labour and defed of nutrition being 
apparently the combined causes. Is any arrest of mental 
development simultaueously caused? 

3. Variatwn of the difference •• -U the unlikeuess, 
physical and mental, of the sexes is not constant, then, 
supposing all races have divergecl from one original stock, 
it follows that there must hive been transmission of 
accumulated differences to those of the same sex in 
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posterity. If, for instance, the prehistoric type of man 
was beardless, then the production of a bearded variety 
implies that within that variety the males continued to 
transmit an increasing amount of beard to descendants 
of the same sex. This limitation of heredity by sex, 
shown us in multitudinous ways throughout the animal 
kingdom, probably applies to the cerebral structures as 
much as to other structures. Hence the question-Do 
not the mental natures of the sexes in alien types of Man 
diverge in unlike ways and degrees? 

4. 'Causes of the differences.-Axe any relations to be 
traced between these variable differences and the variable 
parts the sexes play in the business of life? Assuming 
the cumulative effects of habit on function and structure, 
as well as the limitation of heredity by sex, it is to be ex
pected that if, in any society, the activities of one sex, 
generation after generation, differ from those of the 
other, there will arise sexual adaptations of mind. Some 
instances in illustration may be named. Among the 
Afdcans of Loango and other districts. as also among 
some of the Indian Hill-tribes, the men and women are 
strongly contrasted as respectively inert and energetic: 
the industry of the women having apparently become so 
natural to them that no coercion is needed. Of course, 
such facts suggest an extensive series of questions. 
Limitation of heredity by sex may account both for those 
sexual differences of mind which distinguish men and 
women in all races, and for those which distinguish them 
in each race, or each society. An interesting subordinate 
inquiry may be, how far such mental differences are in
verted in cases where there is inversion of social and 
domestio relations; as, among those Khasi Hill-tribes, 
whose women have so fat the upper hand that they turn 
off their husbands in a summary way if they displease 
them. 2 F 2 
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impulsiveness are taken by the feelings which the Bocial 
state fosters-such as the fear of surrounding indio 
viduals, the instinct of sociality, the desire to accumulate 
property, the sympathetic feelings, the sentiment of jus· 
tice ? These which require a sociol environment for 
their development, all of them involve imaginations of 
Ilonsequences more or less di8tant; and thus imply 
checks upon the promptings of .he simpler pas8ions. 
Hence ari8e the questions-In what order, in what de
grees, and in what combinations, do they come into 
play? 

7. One further general inquiry of a dilTerent kind 
may be added. What effect i8 produced on mental 
nature by mixture of races? There is rea80n for .be
lieving that throughout the animal kingdom, the nnion 
of varieties that have become widely divergent is phY8ic
ally injurious; while the nnion of slightly divergent 
varieties is phY8ically beneficial. Does the like hold 
with the mental nature? Some fact8 seem to show that 
mixture of human races extremely unlike produce8 a 
worthless type' of mind-a mind fitted neither for the 
kind of life led by the higher of the two races, nor for 
that led by the lower-a mind out of adjustment to all 
conditions of life. Contrariwise, we find that people8 of 
the 8ame stock, slightly differentiated by live8 carried on 
in nnlike circum8tances for many generations, produce 
by mixture a mental type having certain superiorities •. 
In his work on The lIugueTIQu, Mr. Smiles pOint8 out 
how large a number of di8tinguished men among n8 
have descended from Flemi8h and French refugees; and 
M. Alphonse De Candolle, in hislIistoire de. Science. et de. 
Sat'antl depui. deuz Siecle" sh~w8 that the descendants 
of French refugees in SwitzeKand have produced an un
usually'great proportion of 8cientific men. Though, in 
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part, this result may be ascribed to the original natures 
of such refugees, who must have had tha.t independence 
which is a chief factor in originality, yet it is probably 
in part due to mixture of races. For thinking this, we 
have evidence which is not open to two interpretations. 
Prof. Morley draws attention to the fact that, during 
seven hundred years of our early history, "the best 
genius of England sprang up on the line of country in 
which Celts and Anglo-Saxons came together." In like 
manner, Mr. Galton, in his English },fen of Science, 
shows that in recent days these have mostly come from 
an inland region, running generally from north to south, 
which we may reasonably presume contains more mixed 
blood than do the regions east and west of it. Such a 
result seems probable a priori. Two natures respectively 
adapted to slightly unlike sets of social conditions, may 
be expected by their union to produce a nature somewhat 
more plastic than either-a nature more impressible by 
the new circumstances of advancing social life, and 
therefore more likely to originate new ideas and display 
modified sentiments. The comparative psychology of 
man may, then, fitly include the mental effects of mix
ture; and among derivative inquiries we may ask-How 
flU' the conquest of race by race has been instrumental 
in advancing oivilization by aiding mixture, as w,ell as in 
other ways? 

H.-The second of the three leading divisions named 
at the outset is less extensive. Still, concerning the 
relative menta.l ilIltures of the sexes in each race, ques
tions of muoh interest and importance may be raised. 

1. Degree of difference betweell the sues.-It is an es
tablished fact that, phy~ically considered, the contrast 
between males and females is not equally great in all 

2 I' 
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5. Mental modifiability in tlu two .ere •• -Along with 
comparisons Qf races in respect of mental plasticity may 
go parallel comparisons of the sexes in each 'race. Is it 
true always, as it appears to be generally true, that 
women are less modifiable than men? The relative 
conservatism of women-their greater 811hesion to es
tablished ideas and practices-is manifest in many civil
ized and semi-civilized societies. Ie it so among the un
civilized? A curious instance of stronger attachment to 
custom in women than in men is given by Dalton, as 
occurring among the J uangs, one of the lowest 'VI-ild tribes 
of Bengal. Until recently the only dress of both sexes 
was something less than that which the Hebrew legend 
gives to Adam and Eve. Years ago the men were led to 
adopt 8 cloth bandage round the loins, in place of the 
bunch of leaves; but the women adhered to the aborigi
nal habit: 8 conservatism shown where it might have 
been least expected. 

6. The .exual .entiment.-Results of value may -be 
looked for from comparisons of races made to determine 
the amounts and characters of the higher feelings to 
which the relation of the sexes gives rise. The lowest 
varieties of mankind have but small endowments of these 
feelings. Among varieties of higher types, such 8S the 
Malayo-Polynesians, these feelings seem considerably 
developed: the Dyaks, for instance, sometimes display 
them in great strength. Bpeaking generally, they appear 
to become stronger with the advance of civilization. 
Several subordinate inquiries may be named. (a) How 
far is development of the sexual sentiment dependent 
upon intellectual advance-upon growth of imaginative 
power? (b) How far is it relate~ to emotional advance; 
and especially to evolution of those emotions which 
originate from sympathy? What are its relations to 
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polyandry and polygyny II (c) Does it not tend towards, 
and is it not fostered by, monogamy II (a) What con
nexion has it with maintenance of the family bond, and 
the consequent better rearing of children II 

lH.-Under the third head, to which we may now 
pass, come the more special traits of the different races. 

1. Imitativenes8.-0ne of the characteristics in which 
the lower types of men show us a smaller departure from 
reflex action than do the higher types, is their strong 
tendency to mimic the motions and sounds made by 
others-an almost involuntary habit which travellers 
find it difficult to 'check. This meaningless repetition, 
which seems to imply that the idea of an observed action 
cannot be framed in the mind of the observ.er without 
tending forthwith to discharge itself in the action con
ceived (and every ideal action is a nascent form of the 
consciousness accompanying performance of such action'. 
evidently diverges but little from the automatic; and de-· 
crease of it is to be expected along with increase of self· 
regulating power. This trait of automatic mimicry is 
eviclently allied with that less automatic mimicry which 
shows itself in greater persistence of customs. For 
customs adopted by each generation from the last with
out thought or inquiry, imply a tendency to imitate 
which overmasters critical and sceptical tendencies: so 
maintaining habits for which no reasons can be given. 
The decrease of this irrational mimicry, strongest in the 
lqwest ~avage and feeblest in the highest of the civilized, 

. should be studied along with the successively higher 
stages of social life, as being at once an aid and a hind
rance to civilization: an aid in so far as it gives that 
fixity to the social orgaJ~ation without which a society 
cannot survive; a hindrance in so far as it offers resist-

~ j,' a ' 
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. ance to changes of social organization that have become 
desirable. 

2. Incurio~ity.-Projecting our own natures into the 
circumstances of the savage, we imagine ourselves as 
marvelling greatly on first seeing the products and appli. 
ances of civilized life. But we err in supposing that the 
savage has feelings such as we should have in hi. place. 
Want of rational curiosity respecting these incompre. 
hensible novelties, is a trait remarked or the lowest races 
wherever found; and the partially·civilized races are 
distinguished from them as exhibiting rational curiosity. 
The relation of this trait to the intellectual nature, to the 
emotional nature, and to the social state, should be 
studied. 

s. Quality of thought.-Under this vague head may be 
placed many sets of inquiries, each of them extensive-
(a) The degree of generality of the ideas; (b) the de
gree of abstractness of the ideas; (c) the degree of 
definiteness of the ideas; (Ii) the degree of coherence of 
the ideas; (e) the edent to which there have been 
developed such notions as those of cLuB, of caUlle, of uni
formity, of law, of truth. Many conceptions which have 
become so familiar to us that we assume them to be the 
common property of all minds, are no more possessed by 
the lowest savages than they are by our own children; 
and comparisons of types should be so made as to eluci· 
date the processes by which such concrptions are reached. 
The development under each head has to be observed
(a) independently in its successive stages; (b) in con
nexion with the co·operative intellectu~ conceptions; 
(c) in connexion with the progress of language, of the 
arts, and of social organization. Already linguistic 
phenomena have been used ~. aid of such inquiries; 
and more systematic use of them should be made. Not 
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only the number of general words, and the nUIp.per of 
abstract words, in a. people's vocabulary shouldh8 taken 
as evidence, but also their degrees of generality and ab
stractness; for there are generalities of the first, second, 
third, &0., orders, and abstractions similarly ascending in 
. degree. Blue is an abstraction referring to one class ot 
impressions derived from visible objects; colour is a 
higher abstraction referring to many such classes of 
visual impressions; property is a still higher abstrac.tion 
referring to classes of impressions received not through 
the eyes alone, but through other sense-organs. If 
generalities and abstractions were arranged in the order 
of their extensiveness and in their grades, tests would be 
obtained which, applied to the vocabularies of the un
civilized, would yield definite evidence of the intellectual 
stages reached. 

4. Peculiar aptitudes.-To such specialities of intelli
gence as mark different degrees of evolution, have to be 
auued minor ones related to modes of life: the kinds 
and degrees of faculty which have become organized in 
adaptation to daily habits-skill in the use of weapons, 
powers of tracking, quick discrimination of individual 
objects. And under this head "may fitly come inquiries 
concerning some race-peculiarities of the Illsthetic class, 
not at present explicable. While the remains from the 
Dordogne caves show us that their inhabitants, low as 
we must suppose them to have been, could represent 
animals, both by drawing and carving, with some degree 
of fidelity; there are existing races, probably higher in 
other respects, who seem scarcely capable of recognizing 
pictorial representations. Similarly with the musical 
faculty. Almost or quite wanting in some inferior races, " 
we find it in other racel jlot of high grade, developed to 
.au uuexpected degree: instance the Negroes, some of 
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whom are BO innately musical, that, aB I have been toM 
by a. missionary among them, the children in native 
Bchools when taught European psalm-tunes, spon
taneously sing seconds to them. Whether any causes 
can be discovered for race-peculiarities of this kind, il & 

question of interest. 
o. Specialitie. of emotional nature.-These are worthy 

of careful study, as being intimately related to social 
phenomena-to the possibility of social progress, and 
to the nature of the Bocial structure. Among others 
to be noted there are-(a) Gregariousness or Bociality 
o-...e. trait in the strength of which races differ widely: 
Bome, as the Mantras, being almost indifferent to social 
intercourse; some being unable to dispense with it. 
Obviously the degree of this desire for the presence of 
fellow-men, affects greatly the formation' of locial groups, 
and consequently influences social progress. (b) Intoler
ance of restraint. Men of some inferior types, as the 
Mapucbe, are ungovernable j while those of other 
types, no higher in grade, not only submit to restraint, 
but admire the persons exercising it. '.l'hese contrasted 
natures have to be observed in connexion with social 
evolution j to the early stages of which they are respect
ively antagonistic and favourable. (c) The desire for 
praise is a. trait which, common to all races, high and 
low, varies considerably in degree. There are quite in
ferior races, as some of those in the Pacific States, 
whose members sacrifice without stint to gain the ap
plause which lavish generosity brings j while, elsewhere, 
applause is sought with less eagerness. Notice should 
be taken of the connexion between this love of approLa
tion and the social restraints j since it plays an important 
part in the maintenance of t~fn, (d) The acquisitil'e 
propensity. This, too, is·8o character the degrees CJf 
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which, and the relations of which to the social state, 
have to be especially noted. The desire for property 
grQws along with the possibility of gratifying it; and 
this, extremely small among the lowest men, increases 
as social development goes on. With the advance from 
tribal property to family property and individual property, 
the notion of private right of possession gains definite
ness, and the love of acquisition strengthens. Each 
step towards an orderly social state makes larger accu
mulations possible, and the pleasures achievable by them 
more sure; while the resulting encouragement to accu
mulate, leads to increase of capital and further progress. 
This action and re-action of the sentiment and the social 
state, should be in every case observed. 

6. The altruistic Bentiments.-Coming last, these are 
also highest. The evolution of them in the course of 
civilization, shows us clearly the reciprocal influences 
of the social unit and the social organism. On the one 
hand, there can be no sympathy, nor any of the senti
ments which sympathy generates, unless there are fellow
beings around. On the other hand, maintenance of 
union with fellow-beings depends in part on the presence 
of sympathy, and the resulting restraints on conduct. 
Gregariousness or sociality favours the growth of sym
pathy; increased sympathy conduces to closer sociality 
and a more stable I:\ocial state; and so, continuously, 
each increment of the one makes possible a further 
increment of the other. Comparisons of the altruistic 
sentiments resulting from sympathy, as exhibited in 
different types of men and different social states, may be 
convenientl, arranged under three heads-(a) Pity, 
'Which should be observe? as displayed towards offspring, 
towards the sick and aJed, and towards enemies. (b) 
Generosity (duly discriminated from the love of display) 
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8.S shown in giving; 8.S shown in the relinquishment of 
pleasures for the sake of others; as shown by activu 
efforts on others' behalf. The manifestations of this 
sentiment, too, are to be noted in respect of their range 
-whether they are limited to relatives; whether the)' 
extend only to those of the same society; whether they 
extend to those of other societies; and they are also to 
be noted in connexion with the degree of providence
whether they result from sudden impulses obeyed without 
counting the cost, or go along with clear foresight of 
the future sacrifices entailed. (c) Justice. This most 
abst~act of the altruiatic sentiments is to be considered 
under aspects like those just named, as well as under 
many other aspects-how far it is shown in regard to the 
lives of others; how fa.r in regard to their freedom; how 
far in regard to their property; how far in regard to 
their various minor claims. And comparisons concern
ing this highest sentiments houId, beyond all others, be 
carried on. along with comparisons of the accompanying 
social states, which it largely determines-ilie forms and 
actions of governments; the characters of the lawI; 
the relations of classes. 

Buch, stated as briefly 8S consists with clearness, are 
the leading divisions and" subdivisions under which the 
Comparative Psychology of Man may be arranged. In 
going rapidly over so wide a field, I have doubtless over
looked much that should be included. Doubtless, too, 
various of the inquiries named will branch out into sub
ordinate inquiries well worth pursuing. Even 8S it is, 
however, the programme is extensive enough to occupy 
numerous investigators, who mlY with advantage take 
separate divisions. 

Though, alter occupying themselves with primitive 
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arts and products, anthropologists have devoted their 
attention mainly to the physical characters of the human 
races; it must, I think, be admitted that the study of 
these yields in importance to the study of their psychical 
characters. The general conclusions to which the first 
set of inquiries may lead, cannot so much affect our 
views respecting the highest classes of phenomena as 
can the general conclusions to which the second set may 
lead. A true theory of the human mind vitally concerns 
us; and systematic comparisons of human minds, 
differing in their kinds and grades, will help us in 
forming a true theory. Knowledge of the reciprocal 
relations between the characters of men and the charac
ters of the societies they form, must influence profoundly 
our ideas of political arrangements. When the inter
dependence of individual natures and social structures is. 
understood, our conceptions of the changes now taking 
place, and hereafter to take place, will be rectified. A 
comprehension of mental development as a process of 
adaptation to social conditions, which are continually 
remoulding the mind and arb again remoulded by it, 
will conduce to a salutary consciousness of the remoter 
effects produced by institutions upon character; and 
will check the grave mischiefs which ignorant legislation 
now causes. Lastly, It right theory of mental evolution 
as exhibited by humanity at large, giving It key, as it 
does, to the evolution of the individual mind, must help 
to rationalize our perverse methods of education; and 
so to raise intellectual power and moral nature. 
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.,beDomeDa to wbleb Ill.,. refer, and _rll,..-rdIDg to .be __ nbibillng'-

.,lIenome .. ; .. &hal -" kind of ._ .. II 10 dIopla,ed In all ___ , be 

... oparatel, __ wllh _ ... n_. « 
In fnrIher e:a.,_1 may .. ,. &hal \be ___ PAatiO. and cII~ of -.JIo 

to he 1h .. 1mnJglll together ander .... title of lJ.wriptiw ~, .... IDton4od to oappI,.1ba 
ItUdeDl of IIoeiaI IIcienI:e willi data, otaDcIiDg ...-- .... __ ID • _ 1iU_ 
in wbleb _to 01. .... __ and fnnetIona of clllI:reaI .,.,.. '" ___ to lIM 
....... _ of Ibe 1rioIogIIl. Vntil!ben had .... -" .,.-_~ aI d111'em1& 
kinde of orqniIma, .. made II po.Ible ... _ Ibe _, _,."... ___ 

and mod .. of Drista, of _ parte, Ibe IIci.- '" IJfe __ .. __ ...... 

IiU _. before !ben ..... be _lied In 1IoeioIos7, .-r" ......... ba ..... ..-, 
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malllnr thom worlhylO ho con.4 oolontlfte, Ihore mu,l be 40flnlt. account. 01 Ibe In.tlIU
elonl and actionl! of aoclettel of yanoUi type., and 10 varloue Itage8 of evolution, 80 arranged 
01 to lurnllb the meanl 01 ",odl1), oocortolnlDr "bot ooclal pbeDom.no are babitually 
..... late4. , 

lIeopecllng tho tabulatloD, d.,.. .. d lor Ihe pnrpooe 01 exbtbiling oocial pboDomena In ,. 
convenient way, J may explain that the primary 81m haa been 80 to pre8ent them that their 
relatione of I'mullansltyand lucces.lon may be Been at ODe dew. Aa UBed for delineating 
uncivilized .ocletle., concerning which W8 bave no record., the tabular form Be"e8 on1, to 
dillplay the varioWi Boclal tralt8 a8 they are found to co-exllt. But as med for delineating 
IOCletlea bavlnr known hilitorle., the tabular form II 80 employed as to exhibit not only the 
000081'.10D8 of phenomena esllting at the same time, but alao the connexiolll of phenomena 
that luccAed one another. By reading horizontally &crou • Table at any period, there ma, 
be gained a knowledge of tho trolta 01 all orden 4ioplayed by Ibo 1 .. lely at Ibat period; "bIl. 
by reading down eacb column, there may be gained a knowledge of the modiftcatioDa which 
each trait, Itructural or functional, underwent during succeasive perioda. 

Of coone, the tabuJar form fuUlla theae purposes but approxImately. To preae"e complete 
limult8.neity in the ltatementa of facta, 81 read from aide to aide of the Table., bas prond 
JmpractJeablei bere mucb had to be inaerted, and thfle littlei 10 that complete correapond
ence to time could oot be maintained. Moreover, it haa not been possible to carry out the 
mode of claaaiftcatton tn a theoretlcally.-complete manner, by increasing the Dumber of 
eolumna aa the clUle8 of 'actl multJplyln the coune of Civilization. To represent truly the 
prorrell of thlnge, each column Ihould divide and BUbo-divide in luccessive ages, 80 as to 
Indicate the lucceaalve differentiationa of the phenomena. But typographical diftlcnltiea have 
negatlv.d thi.: a great d.al b .. bad to b. 1.lt ID a form "blcb muet be accepted limply .. Ibe 
lea.t uD&atiafactol'J". 

The three DlvilioDl oonltituting the entire work, comprehend three groupe of aocieties:
(I) U"ci"W .. d &evl1,,; (2) Civilized Socitli_.BJ:tincl tYr D<cayed; (3) Civilized .'W<i,/iu
}f,CIn' ur Stall Plo'IANhiug. Thea8 diviatons have at present reached the following stages :-

DIV'.IOM 1.-UnciviliLN Soci.ti". Commenced In 1867 by the gentleman I tint enlZ'aged, 
111'. DAVID DUNCAN, M.A. (now,Profellor of Logic, &sc., in the Presidency College, Madraa), 
and wntlnued by him IIDee h. leh England, thlll part of tbo worlr.III compl.te. It CODtaiD. 
fllur parts, Including "Types of Lowest Races," the U Negrito Races," the II Malaya-Polynesian 
ltaoea. 11 the II African Race., " the II Asiatic Races," and the It American Racel." 

D1VJIIOM I1.-Civiliztd 8()citti~B.ztincl or DfMytd. On this part of the work Dr. RICBAU 

SOUVPIO baa been en~oged liD" January, 1872. Th. tint InltalmoDt, iDcluding Ibe lour 
"ncl.nt "m.r1cen CI.lllzatioD" ,. •• I88ued In March, 1814. A .... nd InstalmeDt, ContalDlng 
II Hebrew. and Phamiclana. 11 will mortly be tuued. 

DavIIIO" JII.-Civililtd SoC'i"iu-Rtctm or Still Plo"rUA'1Ig. Of this Division the ftnt 
Inlltalment, prepared by Mr. JAil" COLLlSR, of St. Andrew's and Edinburgh Univenitiel, W88 

llOu.4 In "ugnol, 1818. Tbll p .... DIo tbe Engllab Civilization. It conn .enD ooDooeutlvo 
Tabl .. ; and the ExlTBcto «><cupy •••• Dly page. lolio. Th. De,,' pArt, p .... DtlDg in a .tin 
more e:a:tenalve form the French CIvilization, I. now in the prea 

The au ..... I •• parto belonglDg to tbeoe .... ral DlvlaloD" IIIne4 at Intenalo, are composed 
01 dltrereDt Dumboro 01 Tabl •• an4 di6.reDt numbers 01 Pages. The UDclvIIl0e4 SocIeti .. 
"""up)' lour parla, .acb CODtalning • dO •• D or more Tabl ... with tbelr aceompanyinjf E"tracto, 
01 the Dlvlolon eomprlolng .. 'I.,IIDct CiYiU.ed Sooloti ... the tlrs' pan coDtaiD. lour, and the 
oeoond contalno two. Wbll. 01 Ellattog Ci.m.od SocIoll •• , the .... rds 01 wbtcb are eo much 
more •• tenol ... eacb ocoupi .. a lingl. pan. 

H.B. 

JI ...... A, 1880. 
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